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PREFACE
System modelling and the control of dynamical systems in the face of uncertainty
are two important topics in the study of system dynamics, which is currently a major
component of the research program in the Department of Systems and Decision Sciences
at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis.
In July 1986 an SDS llASA workshop on Modelling and Adaptive Control at Sopron,
Hungary, was attended by prominent contrQI theorists and practitioners from both the
East and West. One of the main purposes of this workshop was to give an overview of
both traditional and recent approaches to the twin theories of modelling and control
which ultimately must incorporate some degree of uncertainty. The broad spectrum of
processes for which solutions of some of these problems were proposed was itself a testa-
ment to the vitality of research on these fundamental issues. In particular, these proceed-
ings contain new methods for the modelling and control of discrete event systems, linear
systems, nonlinear dynamics and stochastic processes.
We believe that this workshop has also achieved one of the goals at llASA, which is
to promote and encourage cooperation between the scientists of Bast and West.
It is ollr pleasure to thank Harold Kushner, George Leitman and Pravin Varaiya for
helping us organize this workshop as well as the indispensable support provided by the
Hungarian National Member Organization to IIASA.
C. I. Byrnes
Dept. of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
Arizona State University
A. B. Kurzhanski
Chairman
Systems and Decision Sciences
International Institute for
Applied Systems Analysis
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Asymptotically Efficient Rules in Multiarmed Bandit Problems
V. Ananlbaram and P. Vacaiya
Department of Electrical F.ngineering and Computer Sciences
and Electronics Research l.aboratory
University of California. Herkeley CA 94720
ABSTRACT
Variations of the multiarmed bandit problem are introduced and a sequence of results
leading to the work of Lai and Robbins and its extentions is summarized. The guiding con-
cern is to determine the optimal tradeoff between taking actions that maximize immediate
rewards based on current information about unknown system parameters and making
experiments that may reduce immediate rewards but improve parameter estimates.
1. Setup
We begin with an abstract description and then give two examples. We are given N
discrete-time real-valued stochastic processes
The essential assumption is that these processes are independent. For historical reasons
these processes al'e also called arms or jobs.
A fixed number m. 1,os;; m ,os;;N, is specified. At each time t we must select m different
arms. Let T! (t) be the number of times that arm j was selected during the interval
1, ... ,t; and let V(t) ell, ... ,N I be the m arms that are selected at time t. Then at time
t we receive the reward
Y(t);: ~ X! [T! (t )],
! EU<t)
(1)
and the information available before making the next decision at time t +1 is given by the
2a-field
l(t) =aIXi(s) I s =1.··· .ri(t); j =1,'" .Nl.
Our' aim is to select the arms so as to maximize the sequence of rewards. Because the
rewards are random we are never sure which arm gives maximum rewards. Hence in select-
ing the arms we must consider buth short term and long term gain. Short term considera-
tions lead us to select those arms which yield large expected immediate rewards. but then
we won't learn anything mm'e about the arms we did not select. Therefore. we may select
arms with lower expected immediate reward simply to obtain beller information about
those arms. In other words, in our selection we must weigh making immediate rewards
against gaining information that will be valuable in the future.
We consider two criteria for evaluating different selection rules. The discounted
reward criterion associates to a rule til the number
...
J {/(tIl) =L; fit EY(t),
t =1
and the a.vera.ge reward criterion associates the number
N
J(tll) =lim inf ~ L; EY(t).
t =1
(2)
(3)
In (2) 0 <fI <1 is a fixed discount factor. The optimal selection rule will incorporate the
best tradeoff between immediate and future gains referred to above. How this is done is
discussed later after we consider two exftmples.
2. Examples
The first example is the original bandit problem. Each arm Xi is a sequence of lid vari-
ables Xi (1), Xi (2). . .. with probability density I (x,"i )1I(dx) relative to some common
measure II on R. Let J,l.(") = J xl (x,") lI(dx) be the mean. The parameters "i that charac-
terize the arms are not known. However. if ·"1' .. , ."N wer'e known ahead of time, then the
best rule (for both (2), (3» is always to select the m arms with largest mean values J,l.("i)'
At each time t the mean value J,l.("i) can be estimated for example by its sample mean
1 TJ (t)
J,l.i(t)=_- E Xi(s).
'pi (t) s "'1
If arm j is not selected at time t. ri (t) is unchanged, and so its sample mean stays the
same. So a good rule must balance seleclinlZ arms with larger sample means against arms
with lower sample means in order to improve the estimates of their means.
In the second example we are given N jobs which must be processed on m machines.
The j th job requires a random amount Qi of processing time and it costs c i per unit time
that the job is nol finished. The problem is to schedule the N jobs on the m machines to
minimize the total waiting cost. This can be cast in our abstract form by associating to the
3j lh job lhe 'reward' process
where 10 is lhe indicalor funclion. If a scheduling rule ~ finishes job j al lhe (random)
lime SI, say, lhen lhe expecled discounled wailing cosl is
N Sl
E cl E E pi.
1 =1 i =1
To minimize lhe cosl one wanls lo seLecl jobs wilh Large cl and small Ql. Ql is nol known in
advance, bul can be eslimaled using lhe facl lhat if j is not finished by lime t then we
observe the event IQl >1'1 (t) I.
Many applications of bandit problems are discussed in Gittins [2]. For an application
in microeconomics see Weitzmann [B). In these references m = 1 for which a fairly complete
result is now availabLe as we discuss nexl.
3. 1be cllIIe m =1
For m =1 and the discounted reward criterion there is a striking result due to Gittins
and Jones [3]. We present it in lhe more general form given by Varaiya. Walrand and Buyuk-
koc [7].
Fix an arm X (we omit the superscript j):
X: X(1),X(2).···
and let FX(s) = olX (1).... ,X (s) I be the information available after this arm is selected s
times. The Gittins index of X at time s is defined as
7(5) = sup
T>S +1
T
E I E pi X (t) Ir (5)1
i"s +1
T
E I r; pi I FX(s)l
i"s +1
(4)
where T ranges over all slopping limes of the family WX (5)1. 7 can be interpreted as the
maximum rate of expected discounted reward per unit expected discounted time.
Now consider the problem of maximizing (2). By the index rule we mean the following
procedure for selecting arms: At each lime t calculate the current Gittins index of each
arm j, namely. -yJ (Tl (t n, and at t +1 select the arm with the Largest current index.
Theore.. 1. The index rule is optimal.
The index of an arm does not depend on the olher arms. That is what makes this result
important: it converts an N-dimensional problem inlo N one-dimensional problems.
The index 7(s) of arm X in (4) summarizes the optimallradeoff between selecting X for
immediale rewards versus seLecting it for information that will be valuable in the future.
Note that in (4), T is a random stopping time, so that it allows us to continue or to stop
selecting X based on what we learn. For example, consider the arm: X(l) =0 and
4{
1' k ~2, with pI"ob. O.b
X(k) == 0, k ~2, with prob. 0.5 .
Then.
T
EIEptX(t)/
')'(0) =~~~ -....:l"----T--- =~
ElI; {1t I ,...
I
is achieved by the stopping rule
_ {.... if X (2) :: 1
T- 2. if X(2) =0
(5)
which selects the arm twice and then continues indefinitely or stops accordingly as X(2) =1
or O. Observe from (5) that as {1 -> 0 the value of knowing X(2) decreases (or the cost of
experimentation incI"eases). while as p -> 1 this value increases.
Whittle [9] provides an alternative interpretation of the index by considering the two-
armed bandit problem: one arm is X and the other arm. A. gives constant reward A at each
time instant:
X:X(1),X(2), " . A: A, A,···
Clearly, if A is very small (A -> -"'), it will be optimal to select X at t =1. whereas if A is
very large it will be optimal to select A at t :: 1. There is some intermediate value of A at
which the optimal rule is indifferent to selecting X or A at t =1. This value of A is in fact
')'(0) and gives an interpretation of the index as a "reservation price."
While the index rule result "solves" the bandit problem for m :: 1. calculating the
index (4) may itself be a difficult optimal stopping time problem.
It may be conjectured that the optimal rule for m ~ 1 is simply to select the arms with
the m largest Gittins indexes. Unfortunately .. this is false as can be seen from the following
simple deterministic example with N :: 3 and m =2:
XI :l.0.0.0···; XZ:l.l.0.0···; X3:1.1,l.0···
Now Y(O) :: r(O) =~(O) :: 1 so the conjecture says that it does not matter which two arms
are selected at t =1. In fact the optimal strategy must select X3 and either Xl or XZ. The
example can be strengthened by taking X3 =1-&.1-&,1-&. . .. with &>0 small. Then
~(O)=1-& is strictly smaller thl1n Y(O) and r(O). so according to the conjecture we
should select Xl and XZ at t =1 leading to the instantaneous reward sequence
2.2 -&.1-&.1-&,0'"
whereas if X3 and Xl are selected at t :: 1 we would have the sequence
2 -&,2 -&.1-&.0'"
(6)
(7)
5whose discounted value exceeds that of (ti) by fJZ - t - p3(1 - t) which is positive for (J <1
(and t small). However, this di£ference disappears as (J"'1 suggesting that although a
straightforward extension of the index rule for m >1 may not be optimum for the
discounted reward criterion, there may be an extension for the average reward criterion
(3).
4. The average reward criterion
We return now to the bandit problem as formulated in the first example of §2. The
total expected reward up to time t obtained by a rule ~ is
N
r; J.J-("J)E TJ (0.
J =1
For any parameter configuration C = ("1' ... ,"N) €RN let (} be a permutation of 11, ... ,N I
so that
(8)
If C were known from the beginning, the maximum total expected reward up to t would be
on
r; J.J-[".,(J )ll,
J =1
so we may define the regret of ~ at t as
'" NR(t,C.~) = r; J.J-["a(J)lt - r; J.J-["J}ETJ(t).
J =1 J ..1
and we want to find a rule to
Minimize R(t, C,~) for all t and C.
•
(9)
(10)
It is evident that there will not exist ~ that minimizes the regret "for aU t and Coo. If
such ~ exists it must achieve identically zero regret because the rule that always selects a
fixed set of m arms gives zero regret for configurations C for which those m arms have the
largest means, but for every other configuration this rule is quite bad since it wiH have
regret proportional to t. This suggests that in order to exclude such non-learning or
non-adaptive rules from consideration we should modify (10) keeping "for aU C" while
relaxing the condition "for all t ". One way of doing this is to replace (10) with an expected
average reward over time in a Bayesian setting.
In such a Bayesian setting we suppose given a prior distribution PJ(d"J) for"J and we
try to minimize
(11)
It is an easy matter to construct near-optimal rules for this problem. Note that (under
some simple restrictions on the density J (x,")) the mean J.J-("J) can be accurately
6estimated by the sample melin, i.e., for c5 >0, there exists T < 00 such that for every i
(12)
Now consider the following two-phased rule t.s: In the first or estimation phase the rule
selects each of the N arms at least T limes, and in the second phase the rule selects the m
arms with the largest sample means at the end of the estimation phase. >From (12) it fol-
lows that this rule is near-optimal since
J(t.s) --0 as c5 --0.
Although t.s is beller' than a fixed. non-adaptive rule, there are good reasons for not con-
sidering it close to optimal. I~irst. observe that no matter how small c5 >0 is, with positive
probability the m arms selected will not have the largest mean values for a set of confi-
gurations C. and for eaeh of these configurations the regret will grow proportional to t.
Second. as will be seen below, there do exist rules tb for which TR(t, C, t) --0 for every C.
Such a rule is qualitatively superior to t.s, and leads us to conclude that the Bayesian loss
(11) while it excludes non-adaptive rules, it docs not adequately discriminate among adap-
tive rules.
This discussion suggests that we should impose the adaptation requirement on admis-
sible rules:
lim Slip TR (t , C, t) =0, for all C. (13)
This is a significant restriction. For example, it excludes all rules that, like t.s, stop learn-
ing after a predetermined finite time. Indeed, it is not at all clear whether there exist
rules satisfying (13). Fm"lhermore, if thcre is such a rule t, then any rule t' that selects
the same arms as t except over n (t) time instants during 1, ... ,t with ¥ --0 will also
satisfy (13). This brings us to finally to the problem of distinguishing among arms that
satisfy (13) and to the work of Lai and Robbins.
5. Asymptotically efficientlldaptive rules
In a remarkable study [4-6] Lai and Robbins posed and answered the question of
asymptotically efficient adaptive rules. Their work deals with the case m =1. We summar-
ize here its extension to m >1 by Anantharam [1].
Recall that an arm is described by lid rewards with distribution I (x, 'IJ)v(dx) and mean
JL('IJ) = Jxl (x, 'IJ)v(dx). For a configuration C = ('lJ1 , ...• 'lJN ) let a be a permutation so
that (6) holds. Let 0 ~ t <m S n ~N be such that
We call 0(1),···, o(l) the best arms, o(l +1), ... , o(m) the border arms, and
7a(n +1), ... ,a(N) lhe worst arms. [If J.L1"u(m)] >J.LI"u(m+1)]' lhen a(m) is simultaneously a
besl and border arm.J
A selection rule cl> is said lo be u.niformly gooel if R(t. C, 41) = 0 (t Q) for every IX >0 and
every C. >From (9) il follows lhal 41 is uniformly good iff
E[t -T1 (t)] =0 (t Q) for every besl arm i,
E [T1 (t)] =0 (t Q) fOI' evtJry worsl arm i,
for every IX >0 and every C.
The Kullback-Liebler number
/ (", ).) = flOg 5~:: ~; f (x, ")v(elx)
is a well-known measure of dissimilarily belween lwo dislribulions. In general
0,.;;/(", ).)";;"". Dt:fine condilions A1-A4.
A1. J.L(") is slrictly increasing in ".
A2. 0 </(",).) <"", for ).>".
A3. / (", ).) is continuous in ). >" for fixed ".
A4. For all )., and all 6 >0, lhere exisls ).' wilh J.L()') <J.L()") <J.L().) + 6.
Theorem 2. Suppose A1-A4 hold. Lel 41 be any uniformly good rule and C =("1' ... ,"N) be
any configuration. Then
lim inf R(t, C, 41) ~
logt 1:1 is worsl
[J.L("u(m» - J.L("1 )]
/ ("1 ' "u(m»
(14)
Thus every uniformly good rule musl selecl each worsl arm i al leasl
[/ ("1' "u(m)l-llogt times during 1, ... ,t. This number decreases as lhe "information dis-
lance" /("1'''0'(711» belween arm i and lhe arm a(m) wilh lhe mlh largesl mean increases.
[Remark: Unlike lhe mean J.L()') , lhe informalion dislance 1(",).) need nol increase wilh ).;
however, lhal assumption is needed in Theorem 3.]
As example, in lhe GaussiEin case, f (x, ")v(dx) = N(", aZ) so J.L(") =". Then / (",).) =
(" - ).)z / zaZ and we gel
liminf R(t,C,4!) ~ 1: zaZ
logt 1 is worsl "17(711) -"1
Say lhal a rule 41 is asymptotically efficient if ils regrel achieves lhe lower bound (14) for
every C.
The crucial fealure in conslructing an asymplotically efficienl rule is lhis. Al time t
we have T1 (t) observalions of arm i from which we can estimale ils mean. Al t +1 we musl
decide whelher lo selecl lhe m arms whose estimaled mean values are lhe largesl -- "play
lhe winners" rule -- or lo selecl an apparently losing arm. The idea is lo consider an
apparenlly losing arm, say arm i, lo estimale an u.ppsr bound for ils mean value, and lo
8compare thal esliml1te wilh lhe esliml1te of the least best of the apparent winners.
We now describe a rule that is asymptotically efficient under the additional conditions
A5, AB.
Mi. log! (z ,") is concave in " for each fixed z .
AB. !zZ!(z,")lI(dz) <ooforeach".
Assumption A5 implies that 1(", X) is convex in X, and since I is minimized at X =", it is
increasing in X for X>".
Let X(i), X(2), . .. be the sequence of rewards from an arm. Let h: (0, 00) -iO (0, 00) be a
fixed continuous function with !h(s)ds =1, and let
W(a,") = j tI f(X(b)," -s) h(s)ds.
06=1 ! (X(b),")
[A5 implies that W(a, ") is increasing In ".1
For K >0, let
U(a,X(l), ... ,X(a),K) =inf I" I W(a,") >KI,
and, lastly, for a fixed p >1, let
9 (t, a, X(1), ... ,X (a» = J,L[U(a, X(l), ... ,X(a), t (logt )Pl.
Now consider the following rule:
1. In the first N steps select each arm m times in order to establish an initial estimate.
2. ~'ix 0 < 6 <11 NZ. At any time t say that arm j is weLL-sampled if '1'1 (t) > 6t. Then there
are at least m well-sampled arms when t > N. At each t, from among the well-sampled arms
choose the m leadeTs ranked by the sample mean J,L1 (t) for arm j:
1 =Xl (1) + ... +XI ('1'1 (t»J,L (t) 1 .
'1' (t)
Now consider the decision at t +1. Consider the arm j for which t +1 = j mod N, and esti-
mate its upper bound
~1 (t) =g [t, '1'1 (t),XI (1)•... ,Xl ('1'1 (t))).
(11) If arm j is already one of the m leaders at time t, then select the m leaders at t +1.
(b) If arm j is not one of the leaders at t, and if its upper bound ~1 (t) < J,Lk (t) for every
m leader k, then again select the m leaders at t +1.
(c) If arm j is not one of the leaders at t. and if ~1 '" J,Lk (t) where k is a leader with the
least mean estimate. then at t +1 select the (m-l) lel1ders other than k and arm j.
Note that at each time (m -1) well-sampled arms with lhe largest estimated means are
always selected.
9Theorem 3. Suppose AI-At) huld. Then this rule is asymptotically efficient.
8. Jo1nal remarks
Theorems 2 and ::I alsu hold without the "denseness" condition A4. They have been
extended to the important case where the arms are finite Mar'kov chains with stationary
transition probability matr'ix depending upon one unknown parameter, see [1]. For several
families of distributions. including Bernoulli, Poisson, Gaussian and double exponential. the
statistics g (t •a) can bll calculated recursively. see [6].
Condition A5 is essential in the proof of Theorem 3. It would seem, however, that
asymptotically efficient rules should exist under the condition that 1(".1\) is increasing in
1\ for 1\ >".
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ON SOME NEW TYPES OP MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF
COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Aserin Ye.A., Kozyekin V.S., Kresnosel'skii M.A., Kuznetsov N.A.
end Pokrovskii A.V.
Institute of Control Sciences
Moscow, USSR
The paper is aimed at consideration of two new models whose
study has just begun.
1. Desynchronized linear models
Consider a system Vv! consisting of independently operating
1 I. / k
parts W, .. ';l VV referred hereinafter to as system compo-
nents. Subsequent definitions and constructions will be referred
to such situations when the components states are described by
vectors of some dimensions. Below we shall restrict ourselves
with the case when the state of each component is described by a
which may vary its values jumpwise in some
scalar.
Assume the variable state of component
d; ~O)
instants of time
.
W r is a fUnotion
where
< T f <
n
,
lj=i'."J kJ.
11
It is assumed that
To describe the functioning of component
x. tt:.) = COnS t.
r
(3 )
one should
specify the rule according to wh~ch the states following switching
time instants are defined. Let us regard this rule to be descri-
bed by the equality
. ;. j. i j2 h
I.;(T;,) =Q.ji Xl(5n-l)+a,;1.X~<~-l)I-.,.+a.x.i./~}.(4)j. "r.- h..
The time instants ;)n-l will be referred to as the component
states measurement times.
It is quite natural to assume that
and
ik j
,S ~ Th h k) (5)
Formula (4) means that component
(j')"t.=/,2~ .. , k). (6)
VvlJ is capable of measuring
its own state and the states of all other components and then
use these measurements to calculate the correction in order to
update its own (only its own) state. As evidence by this formUla,
the complex system under consideration is linear.
Formula (4) could have been assumed to simultaneously include
measurements of states of one or several components at different
instants of time. However this generalization would be only formal.
It the following equalities are true
12
then system (4) may be written as
(n=-23
.J ,
where
(8)
The first problem arising in the use of complex systems
models described by equations (4) is that of the asymptotic stabi-
lity. In the case of a synchronized system (8) this problem is
solved most easily: the asymptotic stability takes place if and
ollly if
G'(Jl) < j) , (10)
where b(Jl) is the spectral radius of matrix A, i.e. the lar-
gest of its absolute eigenvalues.
OUr reasonings did not imply any conflicts between the system
components whatsoever. Moreover all components are assumed to
have a common goal which is to be attained by joint efforts.
Such joint efforts are reflected in an appropriate choice of those
coefficients in (4) which allow manipulation with respect to the
unovoidable constraints imposed by the components structure and
the available communication channels between the components.
At first sight, it seems reasonable to synchronize the sys-
tem, i.e. aloways try to make equalities (7) true aince this
allows the use of simple mathematics to analyze the asymptotic
stability. However one should bear in mind that it is desynchro-
nization that is the easiest way to attain stability for some
sYstems - indeed. system (8) may be unstable white its simplest
desynchronizations (4) are stable.
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Besides, in many cases there is no way to achieve synchroni-
zation since the system components are, in principle, separated
(enterprises consisting of separate shops, systems of separately
moving objects, movable objects and dispatch services, etc.)
employ independent computers of different performance, and their
possible updates are determined by different technical, financial
and other potentials. One cannot speak of synchronization when
the switching times are apriori unknown, planned updates for
individual components shipped, etc.
A few words on the terminology used. If system (4) is of
the form
-) (n k+-tfr):::. aj,l xJ(n-{)~+- f;] +.. ,+ OLjk,:L/<.f.ln-{)f,+ If; ] ~ (11)
where A> £I , and not all phase differences ~ of components
switchings are identical, then it will be called a phase desynchro-
nized system. If its form is
X. it1 "L+ f· )-= ((."i. XiQi1-i) 17. I-tf.·l+, . + a. x d.n-il~ ..,. /tl.] (12)
.r r .r J i J- ;1<.. I<.. ,; Tj )
where not all periods ~; of switching the components are
identical, it will be called frequency desynchronized.
2. Asymptotic stability of desynchronized systems
We have first given consideration to phase desyhchronized
systems of two scalar state components. The degree of desyn-
chronization could be as small as required, therefore there was
a feeling that we might neglect desynchronization in the analysis
of asymptotic stability of the system. Four classes of systems
ere possible: stable systems loosing their stability under de-
synchronizations; stable systems maintaining stability under
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arbitrary desynchronizations; unstable aystems capable of gaining
stability under desynchronizations of cartain typas, and finally,
unstable sYstems maintaining their instability under all types
of desynchronization.
As a simple example. consider system (11) with two scalar
components. This system is synchronized with 'Ii = '!:L ' and
phase dasynchronized with tfJi f f1. 0 < ~ ,fz < Iz. ).
Let Cif. L =aLL = a 21 == - 0, .I; • If a1 2.= i the synchronized
sYstem is asymptotically stable while the desynchronized system
is unstable. If' all =-Q,6 the synchronized system is unstable
while the desynchronized system is asymptotically stable. With
a iZ = (7 both systems feature asymptotic stability and with
a L 2. = 2 both are unstable.
As noted above, the stability theory for desynchronized
systems has been insufficiently, developed. However some observa-
tions are already available. Some of them was reported in [1 - 5]
and other papers while other results have been obtained quite
recently. Below some easily formulated assertions will be given.
It is easy to prove that system (4) is asymptotically stable
with any sequences of moments of updating and observation of all
its components if the following condition is satisfied:
G(lfll) < i :;
where 6' (I jll) is the spectral radius of the matrix
(13)
rAI ~
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Since all the elements of matrix (14) are nonnegative condition
(13) may often be checked without any calculations of eigenvalues
of matrix (14): condition (13) is satisfied iff for some vector
U o E Rk. with positive coordinates the strict coordinate-
wise inequality in true:
(Jl{~{o < Lio. (15)
Systems (4) with scalar components and nonnegative elements
a. are insensitive to all kinds of desynchronizations - bothI...J-
the synchronized and desynchronized systems are either asymptoti-
cally stable. or unstable.
An important class is formed by desynchronized systems with
the symmetric matrix A. If a synchronized system with matrix A
is asymptotically stable the same is true of any desynchronized
system with the same matrix. In a sense. desynchronized systems
with the symmetric matrix A feature a greater degree of stabi-
lity than synchronized systems with the same matrix. Thus, if
no two components are allowed to switch simultaneously the suf-
ficient condition for asymptotic stability of a desynchronized
system states that the eigenvaluas of matrix A should be less
than 1 while its diagonal elements O-i. t • more than - 1. The
necessary and sufficient condition c5(A) < i of asYmptotic sta-
bility for a synchronized system imposes a greater deal of const-
raints.
A more detailed analysis was carried out for two component
phase desynchronized systems
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Here the states X end tj- are vectors of some dimensions,
and J9.. are matrices of the corresponding orders. Major resultsLr
in the study of asymptotic stability of systems (16) were ob-
tained by our young colleague A.F. Kleptsyn. At each step of
Kleptsyn's algorithm a five-tuple of matrices c; (5)"";J Cs (5)
is generated. These matrices are used to obtain the value of ~lj).
If ). (5) < { , system (16) is asymptotically stable. Otherwise
if ;\ (5) ) i some explicit rules are employed to construct a
new five-tuple of matrices yielding the value of A ( 5 + {)
and the validity of the inequality). (5f1) < 1. is checked.
The algorithm suggested by A.F. Kleptsyn has an interesting
feature. It is unable to detect unstability of system (16) which
makes it rather "distressing" for a researcher. However in case
system (16) is asymptotically stable this fact is revealed by
the algorithm at some step.
If the update times are unknown it is more reasonable to
apply probabilistic techniques to investigate the desynchronized
systems behaviour.
Consider system (4) of the form
T J T.r - ifx.. ( J= a. X ( ) t- ,.v -y (I )
,f n .if 1. h-1 ' . • -t-lAjk ""-k 1'1-1..
Assume each sequence T;,J- t n :: i,. 2, ... ) is a simplest random flow
of events with intesity ). J. > 0 , the flows with different ;
being independent of one other. Random events flow -r-n is cal-
led simplest with intensity ,,\ > 0 if the values of T:, -~-i and
are independent and distributed identically with the den-
sity
( 18)
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The above conditions, in particular, implY :hat ~~~ DO
with Vl ~(=' with probabilitY one, and thatf.f~ r L
rt r V'Y1
with Ij-,,(·/i-In-m/ > 0 with the same probability.
Introduce the k-th order square matrices
i 0
o i
o 0
.0, 0,0 \
.0 o' • 0
, 0
Put each matrix (19) into correspondence with its Kroneker
'L. 2.
square B ,i.e. the k - order square matrix determined by
o D.,·V
the formula
o
fl'c
o
o
and, finally, construct a matrix
i \ k.~L B +- •• , -t-I k f3c= -----~-.
;\ i +-... +- 1\ Ie-
It turns out that inequality
(21)
(22)
provides stability of the desynchronized system (17) in terms
of probability. In other words, it follows from (22) that the
probability P(I/Xi t)U>£} of the inequality '1 x(tll! > L tends
to zero with t ~~ uniformly with respect to the initial
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states 1- ( 0) from the unity sphere. True is the following
estimate:
which characterizes the rate with which the trajectories of
desynchronized system (17) converge to zero. Coefficient oL
in (23) is a function of merely the mstrix (21) and the value
of 0* •
Note, furthermore, thst inequality (22) is not necessary
for the stable system (17).
In the authors' opinion, further development of the de-
synchronized system theory is of great interest.
3. Limit hysteresis nonlinearities
The concluding part of the paper is deveoted to an almost
untouched mathematical operation associated with the known
Bogoluybov - Krylov principle of averaging 6 on the one hand,
and mathematical models of sYstems with hysteriesis, on the
other.
In its classicel form the averaging principle refers to
sYstems described by the equations of the form
with a small parameter £" > 0 and a time oscillating (for
instance, periodic) function F ( t, .x:) • The averaging prin-
ciple is in replacing (24) with the autonomous equation
(25)
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where
(26)
The basic Bogolyubov's theorem includes a weakly limiting
condition due to the fact that the solution of problem (24) with
a small E. within a finite interval of variation of the slow
variable 'l = E t displays 11tUe difference fromlthat of prob-
lem (25).
Now a few words on hysteresis nonlinearities. Phenomenolo-
gic models of hysteresis are sometimes associated with concepts
of a multivalued function and, rather rardy, with hysteresis
loops reflecting the system's responce on a periodic external
action. As a rule, both such representations are insufficient.
More sophisticated phenomenological models of such nonlinea-
rities as lost motion and rests, general hysterou8 and models
suggested by Ishlinskii, Mizes and Trocks, Traizakh and Giltai,
etc. and much more complete and allow consideration of a suffi-
ciently wide classes of external actions. Such classes may, for
instance, include certain sets of piecewise-monotonic continuous
functions.
The next step in daveloping the hysteresis nonlinearities
models implies treating them as systems with natural state spaces
and input-state/input-output operators. The transition from
initial phenomenological representation (aimilar in ideology to
the transition from integral sums to integrals, but differing
from this transition in realization technique) allows one to
regard the above operators to be dafined at the corresponding
complete functional spaces and to feature some useful properties.
Realization of the system approach to describing hysteresis
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nonlinearities has required substantial difficulties to be over-
come - see L1].
A general description of these and other forms of hystere-
form the setExtended states of the system { u) w}
is a physicallY realizable deterministic system
continuous input LA ( t) ,states UJ (t) and outputs
sis nonlinearities looks as follows. A hysteresis nonlinearity
IN'
Here we consider only those nonlinearities whose properties are
time independent and whose functioning laws are independent of
the reference point and time scale. Under these conditions and
with the given initial extended state of the system
(21)
its input u ( -t ) determines the law of the system state
variation
(28)
and the law of its output variation
As an example, consider a stop and A. Ishlinakii's model.
For a stop U Lh ) with a 2h span the set ilL U( h)]
is formed by a strip I L.J I <;;; /A which may be conveniently
presented (sae Fig. 1) as a number of sectors of straight lines
of the form u) -= U + C. • Provided the input U (t ) is monoto-
nic, the variable state
(t ~ -L,) (JO)
describes a part of an open polygon of an increased thickness in
Fig. 1. A transition to piecewise monotonic continuous inputs is
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carried out with the help of a semigroup identity which follows
from the deterministic nature of the system. The limit transition
allows consideration of arbitrary continuous inputs. In the case
of a stop, the output coinsides with the state. Therefore opera-
tors (28) and (29) may be denoted by a common notation
(1)<I: :? to).
U (A) (h ~ DJ
o and
The state of the continuum family of stops
will be a function cu ( h) such that CJI ()) :::
by curve 0U parametrically
luJ(~i)-LAJ(A2)/~ l~i-~21
The extended state {lA, LA..) I -~) J
specified by the equations
OJ)
"'-'In Fig. 2 curve 0V is shown by a double line.
The continuum family of stops is transformed into the
Ishlinskii nonlinearity if operators (28) and (29) are defined
as the equalities
is some finite measure given on the interval
and
-h,.
~ If) :::: J U [to J w ( h; to ))'h ] LA ( t )00 (~ J
v
where ;tA (~)
[0, ,~.,] .
Let us now turn to differential equations with hysteresis
nonlinearities which are described by the above model. In case
of the equations with a small parameter we obtain a system con-
sisting of the following differential equation
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(6)
and the operator equation
Asswne functions t( t
J
X
J
~) and f} CfJ X J to be oscilla-
ting (for instance, periodically) in time t. An od-hoc averaging
procedure (see, for instance, L8]) may, in certain cases, re-
duce problem (36) - (31) to problem (25). For such cases an
analog of Bogolyubov's theorem was found which gives ground for
the averaging.
However generally an averaging procedure leads to equations
significally differing from (25):
xc 0) =:x. 0 (8)
whose righthand part consists of the Volterra nonlinear operator
m f r J (9)
I( ulo} XeS):::. &VY1 ~ j -/{'5 ':V5) ~ cO woJ;;- (.J, XCS)]) s,
T""" <>a T , "' It J
()
where W)t- rO;t-uo] is the limit hysteresis nonlinearity whose
importance is emphasized by the authors.
The concept of the limit hysteresis nonlinearity is applied
to the functions u ( t
J
S ) of two variables for which
{ucO,OJ
7
woJ ESL(Vv) , by means of the equality
with
with -J. ) . (41)
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The investigation of limit hysteresis nonlinearities has
just begun; some important results were obtained by T. Gilman
an A. Vladimirov. However a number of situations were found when
finding of the values of operator ~ cO, w o ] is reduced to
simple manipulations. As an example let us describe the procedure
of obtaining the limit hysteresis nonlinearity operator magnitudes
corresponding to A. Ishlinskii's transformations.
Assume that with 0"$ G ~ 5
Y1. (G') c::. I. Vl f
-00 < -t < DO , 6- S M '" ,)
LA(-(/-<) ,
~.L (<:; ) -= S' '--<-fJ U ((.;U) (42)
-..., < t < 00 , G~ S' ,;l-< ,;;; 5
and plot curve r in plane -<- d1., 02 } wi th a fixed ;5
(shown by a line of an increased thichness in Fig. 2). This curve
is specified by its parametric equations
(43)
The end points of curve r are
Using curve ~D describing the initial state of the
Ishlinskii transformation (shown in Fig. 2 by a double line) and
curve r we have to obtain some new extended state {U(o,.5)j
w 5 (-A) j- in the form of a curve :;;$' in plane {~, Y2]
in order to find the magnitude of operator (40).
CUrve r and the section connecting point II (S) and
point Nt--=-{WO;s»)U(~S)5 will be a part of curve ~ •
Then we must include into this curve the part of curve LAJ o
which lies neither to the right of nor lower than point ~(O).
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Let the terminal point of this section be denoted as
To complete the construction me just have to include into curve
Ws the section which connects points /1/( ()) and ;( *-1\.
,.----.,
Curve wJ is .hown yby a dotted line in Pig. 2.
It turns out that in a t-periodic input G{(t,s) the limit
hysteresis nonlinearity magnitude corresponding to the Ishlinskii
trans~ormation is determined by the equality
A.
vv: cO, wo(~J]U( &,5)= PJlA[~L<J5(~);h]lAd:~s)cI/(t)-1 (45)
where P is an operator puttfng each function I( tJ periodic
at large tis into correspondence with the function f?2(t)
periodic along the entire numerical axis and coinsiding with
.2 (t) at large t's. A similar formula holds in the case of
almost t-periodic functions U (( S) •
Note in conclusion that N. Bogolyubovls theorem on the
avereging principle maintains its significance when turning from
problem (36) - (37) to problem (38) featuring operator (39).
This fact shows a reason for the importance of limit hysteresis
nonlinearities.
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Abstract
We define vlablllly lubes and Invarlanl lubes of a dlfferenllal Inclusion, we
sludy some asymplollc properlles and we characlerlze lhem by showing lhal lhe
Indlcalor funcllons of lhelr graphs are solullons lo lhe conllngenl Hamlllon-Jacobi
equallon. We provide some examples of vlablllly lubes.
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Inlroduction
Lel X be a flnlle dlmonslonal veclor space and F : [0 -[>< X .. X a sel-valued
map which assoclales wllh any stale :r: £ X and any time t the subsel F(t , :r:) of
velocities of the syslem. The evolution of the syslem Is governed by the differen-
tial Inclusion
(*) :r: '(t) £ F(t , :r: (t)} , :r: (to) =:r:o
We consider now "lubes", I.e., sel-valued maps t .. £(t) from [0 , -[ lo X. We
say lhal a lrajectory t ":r: (t) £ X Is "viable" (In the lube £) If
(**) Vt ~ 0, :r:(t) ££(t)
A lube ~ enjoys the vlab1l1ly properly if and only If, for all to :t 0 and
:r:o £ ~(to)' lhere exists al leasl a solution :r: (0) to the differential inclusion (*)
which Is viable.
Remark
A simple-valued lube t .. l:r: (t >I enjoys the viability properly If and only if
:r: (0) Is a solution lo the differential Inclusion (*). So ilis legitime to regard a lube
having the viablilly property as a "multivalued solution" lo the differential inclu-
sion (1).
The knowledge of a lube enjoying the viab1l1ly properly allows lo Infer some
Informations upon the asymplotlc behaviour of some solutions to the differential
inclusion (I), as we do wllh Lijapunov functions. They also share the same disad-
vantages: the dynamics F being given, how do we conslrucllhe lubes of F?
We shall begin by oharaclerlzlng such lubes as "vlablllly lubes". For thal
purpose, we need an adequate concepl of derivative of sel-valued map, the "oon-
tlngenl derivative" defined as follows:
If:r: £ E(t) , v belongs to D,l'(t , :r:) (1) if liminl d (v , P(t + h) -:r:) =0
h .. 0.. h
Viablilly lubes are lhose lubes sallsfylng
(*U)Vt :t 0, V>< e:e(t), F(t ,:r:) nDE(t ,:r:)(I) ,. II>
We can regard (***) has a "differential equation for lubes".
We prove In the second section lhal the "11mil' , when t .. - of a viablllly lube
£(t) (namely. the Kuralowskl lImsup) is a vlab1l1ly domain: hence largets of a dif-
ferential inclusion are necessarily viabilily domains. We conslrucl In the fourlh
section the largesl vlabllily lube "converging" to a given largel. We also provide
a surjectlvlly crilerlon which Is useful for solving such problems.
We can characlerize vlabllily lubes E(t) by the indicator funcllons Ve of lhelr
graphs, defined by: Ve(t ,:r:): =0 If:r: £E(t) , + -If nol. We thus observe thalE
Is a viability lube If and only If Ve Is a solution to the "contlngenl Hamilton-Jacobi
equation".
inl D .. V(t,:r:)(I,v)=O
11 £.F(t ,Z)
where
D VO )(1 ) . - l' . I V(t + h • :r: + hv') - V(t , :r:)
.. ' :r: . v . - :~t.on.. h
v' .. .,
is the contlngenl eplderlvatlve of Val (t , :r:) in the direction (1 , v).
We lhen Investlgale lubes enJoylnll a dual properly, the invariance propertll:
for all to ~ 0 and:r:o £ E(to)' all solullons lo the differential inclusion are viable.
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We Jusllfy In secllon 7 lhe claim thal vlabllily lube and Invarlanl lube are In
some convenlenl sense "dual". When F(t .:z) : =A (t)z Is "sel-valued linear opera-
lor" (called a closed convex process). we can define Its "lranspose". Therefore,
we assoclale wllh lhe "linear dlfferenllal Inclusion"
Ils "adjolnl" dlfferenllal Inclusion
.." '(0 E: A (0· 11 (0
We show lhal If a lube t -+ R (0, lhe values of which are closed convex cones,
enjoys lhe Invarlance properly (for lhe original syslem), Ils polar lube t -+ R (t ) t-,
where R (t) t- Is lhe posilive polar cone lo R (0. Is a vlablllly lube of lhe adjolnl dlf-
rerenllal Inclusion.
We end lhls exposilion of vlablllly lubes with lwo families of examples. In sec-
lion 8, we Invesllgale "f1nlle horizon" lubes of lhe form
E(O : = /p(t , G , D)
where /p(o • C ,D) =C and /p(T • C ,D) = D, which "carry" a subsel C lo a subsel
D. In lhe lasl secllon, we consider lubes derived from "polenllal runcllons" In lhe
following way
£(t) : = l:z I Vet , :z (0 - c (t» :so w (t >I
where c (t) and w (t ) are given funcllons.
1. Viability Tubes
Lel X be a flnlle dimensional veclor space. We consider a sel-valued map
F : [0 • T] )( X -+ X which associales wilh every (t • :z) lhe subsel F(t , :z) of velocl-
lies of lhe syslem allime t when Ils slale Is :z E: X. We shall sludy lhe aiJ'Jerentia.l
inclusion.
l(i) :z '(t) E: F(t • :z (t» for almosl all t E: [to ' T[(it) :z '(t) E: F(T , :z (t» for almosl all t ~ T (If T < +00)(iii) :z(to) =:Zo (1.1)
Il will be convenlenllo regard a sel-valued map E from [0 • T] lo X as a "lube".
Dtlfi.nition 1
We say thal a lube E enjoys lhe "vlablllly properly" If and only If for all
to E: [0 • T] , :zo E:E (to)' lhere exlsls a solullon :z(.) lo (1) which Is "viable" In lhe
sense lhal
{
(i)Vt E: [to ' T], :z(0 E:£(O
(ii) If T < + 00, Vt ~ T ,:z(t) E:E(T) (1.2)
A subsel K has lhe "vlablllly properly" If and only If lhe "conslanl lube"
t -+ E(t) : =K does enjoy Il.
for lime independenl syslems, we know how lo characlerlze closed subsels K which
enjoy lhe vlablllly properly (see Haddad [1961], Aubin-eelllna [1964]). for lJial
purpose, we Inlroduce lhe "conllngenl cone" TK(:z) lo K al :z, lhe closed cone of
veclors v E: X such lhal
liminf a (:z + hv ,K) = 0
h "0 t- h
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A subsel K Is said to be a "vlnblilly domnln" of I!l sel-vnluod mnp F : X .. X If I!lnd
only If
When F Is upper semlconllnuous wllh compacl convex Images, such thal
II F(%) II s a (II % II + 1) , Haddad's vlabllIly theorem slales lhal n closed subsel K
enjoys lhe vlablilly properly If and only If Il Is a vlabllily domain.
Our flrsl lask Is to characlerlze lubes enjoying lhe vlabllIly properly thanks
lo Ils "conllngenl derlvallve" (see Aubin [19B1], Aubln-Ekeland [1984]). We recall
lhal
[ E (t + ,'h) - %Iv e: DE(t , % )(,) ¢:::> Li771inJ a v • = 0h .. Of- h
T· ~ T
(1.3)
We observe thal Il Is enough to know lhls conllngenl derlvallve In lhe only dlrec-
lions 1, 0 and -1. In parllcular, we nole thal
(i)l)l>(t ,%) (1) =Iv e: X Ili771inJ a[v . £ (t + ~'h) -% 1= 0
h .. 0 f-
.,.' "1
(ii)T.t'(I)(%) cDE(t ,%)(0) (1.4)
(1.6)
(EquaLily In (1.'() (I) holds when E Is Llpschllzlan In a neighborhood of % ).
We observe lhallhe graph of D£(t , %) Is lhe conllngenl cone to lhe graph of £ al
(t , %).
Definition 2,
A lube £: [0 , T] .. X Is called a "vlablL1ly lube" of a sel-val ued map
F : [0 , T] )( X .. X If Ils graph Is conlalned In lhe domain of F nnd If
{
(i) "'It e: [0, T ["'1% e:E(t) ,F(t ,%) (lDE(t ,%)(1);L ~
(ii) If T < 00 "'1% E £(T) ,F(T • %) (l D£(T , %)(0) ;L ~ (1.5)
A lube Is said lo be "closed" If and only If Ils graph Is closed. Haddad's vlabUlly
lheorem for aulonomous syslems and olher resulls Imply easUy lhe following:
THEOREM 1
Assume lhallhe sel-valued map F : [0 • oo[ )( X .. X sallsfles:
{
(i) F upper seml-conl1nuous wllh closed convex values
(ii) F(t , %) II s a (II % II + 1)
(a) a necessary and sufflclenl condll1on for n closed lube lo enjoy the viabilily
properly If and only If £(.) Is a vlabllIly lube.
(b) There exlsls a largesl closed vlablllly lube contained In lhe domain of F.
(c) If £n Is n sequence of closed vlablllly lubes, lhen lhe lube £ defined by lhe
Kuralowskl upper IImll
Graph (£) : = li771sup Graph(£n)
n .. -
Is also a (closed) vlabllily lube.
(1.7)
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Prool
We Inlroduce lhe sel-vlllued mllp G from Graph <l?) lo R+ x Rn defined by
1
111 xF(s ,:I:) If s € [0 ,T[
G (s , :1:) : = [0 , 1] x F(T , :1:) If s =T
10 I x F(T. :1:) If 8 > T
We observe thlll (8 (.) , :I: (.» Is a solullon lo lhe dlfferenllal Inclusion
(I) (s ' (t) • :I: '(t» € G (8 (t) • :I: (t »
(If) (s (to) , :I: (to» = (to • :1:0 )
If and only If :I: Is II solullon lo lhe differenlllll Inclusion (1). We also nole lhallhe
lube E has lhe vlabllily properly If and only If Ils graph enjoys lhe vlabllily pro-
perly for G and lhal E Is a vlablllly lube If and only If Ils graph Is a vlablllly
domain of G. Illhus remains lo lranslate lhe lime Independenl resulls.
2. bymptotic propertie:s of viability tubes
Theorcm2
Consider a sel-valued map F from X lo X, which Is assumed lo be upper seml-
conllnuous, convex oompaol valued and sallsfles
II F(:I:) II s a(ll:l: II + 1) for all:l: € Dom(F)
Then lhe Kuralowskl upper lImll
C : = limsup E(t)
I ~-
Is a vlablllly domain of F.
Prool
We shall prove lhal C enjoys lhe vlablllly properly. Lel ( belong lo C. Then
( = 11m (n where (n € E(tn ). We consider lhe solullons :l:n lo lhe dlfferenllal
Inclusion.
which are viable In the sense lhal
The funcllon 'Un defined by 'Un (t) : =:l:n (t + t n ) are solullons lo
'Un '(t) € F('Un (t» , 'Un (0) = (n
The assumpllons of Theorem 2 Imply lhallhese solullons remain In a compacl subsel
of C(o , 00 ; X). Therefore, a subsequence (again denoled) In convergence lo 11,
which Is a solullon lo
'U '(t) € F('U (t» , 'U (0 ) = ( .
Furlhermore, lhls solullon Is viable In C since for all t ;e: 0 , 'U (t) Is lhe IImll of a
subsequence of 'Un (t) =:l:n (t + t n ) €E(t + t n ) and lhus belongs lo C.
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3. The lar£el probt_
A closed vlabllily domain C of F OOlna alven regarded as a "tarael", find lhe
laraesl closed vlablllly lube Ec endlna al C In lhe sense lhal
£c (T) = C If T < + 00
or
Limsup £c (t) = C
t oO-
If T=+oo
Knowlna such a lube I:c' we lhus deduce thal slarllng al lime 0 from K : =I:c(0), a
solullon lo lhe dlfferenliaL Inclusion %' E F(%) musl bring this Inilial slale lo lhe
largel.
Proposition 1
The assumpllons are lhoso of Theorem 2. We can assoclale wllh any closed
vlablllly domain C of Fa largesl vlablllly lube £c ending al C. This lube Is closed
If we assume, for Instance, lhal for any compacl subsel K, lhe sel S of solullons lo
%'(t) E F(%(t» , %(0) E K
Is oompaclln lhe Banach space B(o , 00 ; X) of bounded funcllons.
Pro01
(a) The solullon Is obvious when T < + 00: We lake
I:c(t): =I%(t) I %'EF(%),%(T)Ecl·
Il has lhe vlabllily properly: If (t , t) belongs lo lhe graph of £c' lhere exlsls a
solullon % lo lhe dlfferenllal Inclusion %' EF(%) such lhal %(t) = t and %(T) E C
and %(s) belongs lo Ec (s) for all s ~ t by lhe very deflnilion of Ec ' Hence Il Is
vlabllily lube ending al C. Ills lhe largest one: If I: Is any vlabllily lube, lhen, for
all (t , () E GraphQ!) , there exlsls, thanks to lhe vlabllily lheorem. a solullon %
lo %' E F(%) such lhal %(s) E E (s ) for all s ~ t. Since %(T) E E (T) e C, so lhal (
belongs loEc(t).
The graph of fc Is closed: If (n E Ec (tn ) and If (tn' t n ) converges lo (t • t),
we see lhal (t , () belongs lo lhe araph of £c' For lhere exists a sequence of solu-
lions %n lo %n' E F(%n) satisfying %n (t,.) = t n and %n (T) E C. Since lhese solu-
lions remain In a oompacl subsel of C(o , T ; X), a subsequence (again denoled) %n
converges uniformly to a solullon % lo lhe' dlfferenllal Inclusion %' E F(%) which
sallsfles %(t) =(and %(t) = 11m %n (t) E C
n oO-
We also observe thal
Ec(t) = hdT -t) 11/' E -F(1/) ,1/(0) E CI
Those lwo subsels do coincide because % Is a solullon lo %' E F(%) If and only If lhe
funcllon 1/ defined by 1/ (t) : = %(T - t) Is a solullon lo 1/' E - F(1/) such thal
1/(0) = %(T).
(b) Consider now lhe case when T = 00 and denole by L lhe sel-valued map assocl-
aUng wllh any conllnuous funcllon %(0) E C(o , 00, X) Its llmll sel
L(%): =Limsup 1%(t)1 = n cL(%([T, 00D>
toO. r~o
The same argumenls as lhose In the flnlle horizon case Imply lhal lhe lube £c
defined by
£c(t): = 1%(0 I %' EF(%) ,L(%) eCI
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Is Ute larllesl vlablllly lube "converlllnil" lo C. We have lo show lhal Il Is closed.
As In lhe flnlle horizon case, we oonslder a sequence (tn ,xn ) E GraphJ:c whloh
converges lo (t ,x) and solullons x n lo
x'n(t) EF(xn(t» , xn(tn ) = tn andL(xn ) C C
Since lhe t n '6 belong lo a compacl K, Ute laslassumpllon we made implies lhallhe
solullons x n (0) lie In a compacl subsel of B(o , - ,X). A subsequence (again
denolod) xn(o) converges uniformly on [0, - [ lo a solullon x(o) lo
x' E F(x) • x (t) = t. We deduce lhal Ils lImll sel L (x) is conlalned In C from lhe
facl lhal lhe sel-valued map L Is lower semlconllnuous: for If 11 belongs lo L (x)
and If a sequence x n converlles uniformly lo 11. Uten lhere eXlsls lin E L (xn ) C C
whloh oonverges lo 11. and which lhus belongs lo C, which Is assumed lo be closed.
The lower semlconllnuous of L follows from:
Lemma 1 Lel B(o , - , X) be lhe Banach space of bounded conllnuous funcllons.
The sel-valued map L Is lower semlconllnuous from B(o , 00 ; X) lo X.
Proof of Lemma 1
Lel tEL (x) and xn E: B (0 , 00 • X) converge uniformly lo x on [0 • 00 [.
There eXlsls t" ... 00 such lhal x (t,,) converges lo t. Further, for all l: > 0, lhere
eXlsls N such lhal II xn (t,,) - x(t) II ~ l: for all n ~ N. Hence Ilxn (t,,) - t II ~ l: for
all t" large enough. Since Ute dimension of X is flnlle, lhe subsequence x n (tl;)
converges lo an elemenl tn which belongs lo L (xn ) and lhus, II t n - t II ~ 2 l: for
all n ~ N. Hence L Is lower semlconllnuous.
• 0 A .urjeclirily crilerion for .el-yalued map.
We propose now a crllerlon whloh allows lo decide whelher a compacl convex
subsel C lies In lhe largel of a dlfferenllal Inclusion. Il belongs lo lhe class of
surJecllvlly lheorems for "oulward maps" (see Aubln-Ekeland. [1984]). The Idea Is
lhe following. We consider a sel-valued map R (lhe reachable map In our frame-
work) from a subsel K of El Hilbert space X lo anolher Hilberl space Y. We wanllo
solve lhe following problem:
For every 11 E C , find x E: K such Utal 11 E: R (z ) (4.1)
(I.e. we can reach any elemenl of the largel C from K).
Assume lhal we know how lo solve lhls problem for a "nicer" sel-valued map Q
from K lo Y (say. a map wllh compacl convex gre.ph).
For every 11 E: C , find x suoh lhal 11 E: Q (x ) (4.2)
The nexl lheorem slales how a relallon linking Rand Q (R Is "oulward wllh respecl
lo" Q) allow lo deduce lhe surJecllvlly of R from lhe surJecllvlly of Q.
Theorem 3
We assume lhal lhe gre.ph of Q Is convex and compaol and lhal R Is upper
semlconllnuous wllh convex values. We sel
K: =Dom Q, C: =Im Q (4.3)
If R Is "oulward wllh respecllo" Q In lhe sense lhal
Vx E K • VlI E: Q(x) .11 E: R(x) + Tc(lI) , (4.4)
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lhen R Is surJeclive from K to C (In lhe sense lhal C c R(K».
Proof
It Is a simple consequence of Theorem 6-4.12 p.343 of Aubln-Ekeland [19B4].
We replace X by X )( Y , K by Graph Q (which Is convex compacl), A by lhe proJec-
lion 7T1/ from X )( Y lo Y and R by lhe sel-valued map 0 from X )( Y to Y defined
by:
O(:r: ,1/) : =R(:r:) -1/0 where 1/0 Is given In C. (4.5)
The oulwardness oondilion Implies thal lhe tangenllal oondltlon Is sallsfled.
o E: -1/ + R(:r:) + Tc (1/) and, since 1/0 -1/ belongs to Tc (1/) (beoause 1/0 E: C).
lhen 0 E. -1/0 + R(:r:) + Tc (1/) = O(:r: , 1/) + Tc (1/).
We observe thal
TC (1/) = T1mQ (1/) = T "v (Graph Q) (7T1/(:r: ,1/» = Cl(7T1/ TGruph Q (:r: ,1/) -O(:r: .1/»
Theorem 6.4.12 Implies lhe exlslence of (z , ~) In Graph Q, a solullon to lhe Inclu-
sion a E: 0 (z , ~). I.e., to lhe Inclusion Yo E: R(z).
Remark
The dual version of lhe "oulwardness condition" Is the following:
V'q E: NC(1/) , V:r: E: A -1(1/), <q ,1/ > S; u(R(:r:) ,q) (4.5)
where
u(R (:r:) , q) : =sup I<q , Z > I Z E: R (:r: >I
Is lhe supporl function of R (:r: ).
Remark By using lhe concepl of T-selecllonable maps Inlroduced by Haddad-Lasry
[1983] (see also Aubin-Celiina [19B4], p. 235), we can eXlend lhe above lheorem to
lhe case when R Is T-selecllonable Inslead of being convex-valued. We obtain:
Theorem t.
We assume lhal lhe graph of Q Is convex and compacl fmd lhilll R Is T-
selecllonable. If R Is "slrongly oulward wllh respecllo" Q In lhe sense lhal
(4.6)
lhan R Is surJeclive from K lo C.
Remark
Olher sufflclenl condilions can be proposed to guaranlee lhe surJecllvlly of
R. For Inslance, "Inwardness" condilion
-C c n (R(:r:) + Tc(Q(:r:»
I:£.K
(4.7)
(4.8)
Implies lhe surJecllvlly condition when R Is upper semlconUnuous wllh convex
valued and "slrong Inwardness" condilion
C -R(:r:) c n Tc (1/)
1/ £. Q(J: )
Implies lhe surJecllvlly condilion when R Is only T-selecllonable. We use lhe same
melhods applied lo the sel-valued map H(:r: ,1/) : =R(:r:) -1/0'
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5. ConUDllenl Hamillon-Jacobl Equaliou.
We may reiard condition (1.5)(1) involved in the definition of viability tubes as
a "set-valued differential inclusion" the solutions to which are "viablllty tubes"
and oondltlon (1.5)(11) as a "nnal" condition.
Actually, oondltlons (1.5) deflnlni "viability tubes" is a mulUvalued version of
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the following sense.
We characterize a tube £ by the indicator function lJ? of its graph defined by
{
o if Z E£(O
lJ!(t , z) : = +eo If not (5.1)
The contingent eplderlvatlve D t V(t , z) of a function V from R )( X to R U 1+ 001 at
(t , z) In the direction (alpha. , II) is defined by
D. V(t ,z)(a, II): =Umin! V(t + fJh ,z + hw) - V(t ,z) (5.2)
It. .. Of- h
w .. "
~ .. a
The epigraph of D f- V(t , z) is the contingent cone to the epigraph of V at
(t , z , V(t ,z». Hence, oondltlons (1.5) can be translated in the following way:
Proposition Z
A tube £ Is a viability tube If and only If the indicator funcllon lJ! of Its graph
Is a solution to the "contingent Hamilton-Jacobi" equation.
inf D t Vi' (t ,z)(1 , II) = 0
" EF(t • :z:)
satisfying the final condition (when T < eo):
" J~r:z:) D t Vi' (T , z )(0 • II) = 0
(5.3)
(5.4)
Rema.rk
When the function V Is differentiable, equation (5.3) can be written in the form
.,V n .,V
at + Inf 'E -.,- (t , Z)II( = 0
"EF(t,:Z:)(al z(
We recognize the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation (see Aubin-eelllna [1964],
Chapter 6). A thorough study of contingent Hamilton-Jacobi equations (for
Lipschitz maps F(t , z» is carried out in Frankowska [1966]), where relations with
viscosity solutions introduced by Crandall-Lions P.L. [ ] (see also Lions P.L.
[1962]) and generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equations (Clarke-V Inter [1963],
Rockafellar [to appear])
8. In"arianllub_
We distinguish between viablllty tubes and invariant tubes In the same way as
viablllty domains and invariant domains.
Dejlnition 8.
We say that a tube £ enjoys the invariance property If and only if for all to
and Zo E£(to )' all the solutions to the differential inclusion
Z '(t) E F(t ,z(t» (6.1)
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are viable In lhe lube l'.
We Sl'ly lhall' Is an "lnvllrlanllube" If
{
(i) Vt E: [0, T[, V:r: E:l'(t) ,F(t ,:r:) cDl'(t, :r:)(l)
(iO If T < + ... , V:r: €J?(T), F(t ,:r:) cDl'(t ,:r:)(O) (6.2)
We oblaln lhe following lheorem.
Theorem 5 Assume lhal F: [0 , T [ )( 0 ... R n Is Llpschllz wllh respecl lo :r: In lhe
sense lhal
3 k(o) E:Ll(o, T) I F(t,:r:) cF(t ,II) +k(t)":r: -11 liB (6.3)
(B is a unll ball). Lel t ... e(t) c 0 be a closed lube: If l' Is invarlanl, lhen Il
enjoys lhe Invarlance properly.
Proof
The lheorem follows from lhe following lemma, an eXlension lo a resull from
Aubln-Clarke [1977].
Lemma Z
Lel £ be a closed lube and n!'(t)(II) denole lhe sel of besl approximallons of
11 by elemenls of l'(t).
(
IImlnf d (1{ + hTJ ,£(t + h» - d (1{ ,£(t»
h .. 0.. h
,s:; Inf d(1I ,D£(t ,:r: )(1») (6.4)
r E ne(I)(J/)
Then, wllh any solullon lo lhe dtrferenllal Inclusion :r:' E: F(t , :r:). we assoclale lhe
funcllon g (t) : =d (:r: (t) ,E(t)}
lel us choose 11 (t) E: T!'(t) (:r: (t». lnequalllles
g(t + h) - g(t)
h
d(:r:(t) + h:r: '(t) + ho(h). e(t + h» - d (:r:(t) ,E(t»
h
s II o(h) " + d(:r:(t) + h:r:'(t). P(t h+ h» - d(:r:(t) , e(t»
s d (:r: '(t) • D,E(t • 11 (t )(1)}
s d(:r:'(t) • F(t .1I(t)))
S sup d(TJ • F(t ,1I(t)))
" E F(t , r (t»
,s:; k (t) 11 1I (t) -:r: (t) II = k(t) d (:r:(t) ,£(t)}
=k (t) g (t)
Imply lhal g(l) Is a solullon lo lhe differenlialinequallly.
D .. I1(t)(l),s:; k(t)I1(t); g(to) =d(:r:o .£(to» =0
Hence d (:r: (t) .l'(t» = g (t) = 0 for all t E: [to' T[.
ProoJ oJLemma Z
(a) Lel 11 E: E(t) and u E: Dl'(t , 11 )(1) be given. We consider sequences h n ... 0+
and un ... U such lhal
d(1I + h n Un ,e(t + h n }}lImlnf = 0
n .. - h n
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Hence, for all v E: X,
~ d(lI + h n v ,e(t + h n » lIO" v - un II +
d(lI + h n un ,f(t + h n »
h n
which Implies the desired Inequality by letting h n go lo 0 •
(b) Let us choose 11 't l(t} and % E l(t} such that ,,% - 11 /I = d (11 • l(t». We
observe that
1h d (11 + hv • f(t + h» - d (11 ,f(t»
lIO ~ (11 11 -% II +d(% +hv ,f(t +h» -d(lI ,f(t}}
1
= h d (% + hv ,f(t + h)} .
Since % belongs lol(t), the desired Inequalily for % Implies the one for 11 since
1lImlnf -(d (11 + hv ,f(t + h) - d (11 • f(t)}}
h .. 0. h
1lIO IImlnf - (d(% + hv ,f(t + h»
h .. 0+ h
lIOd(v .Df(t ,%}(1}}
Remark
This lemma Implies that If
Vt , Vx El(t) , F(t ,z:} c D£(t ,%}
and If
\It , % ... F(t ,%} Is lower semlcontlnuous,
then
\It , \lxEf(t). F(t ,%} C Cf(t • %}(1)
where
v E Cf(t ,%}(1}
If and only If
11m d (11 + hv ,l(t + h» = 0
h .. 0. h
11 .. ll:
£(1 )
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
This convergence Is uniform with respect to v E F(t • %} If this subset Is compact.
In particular, If
% "'Df(t. z:}(1}
Is lower semloontlnuous then
DE(t • %}(1) = CE(t , z:}(1}
(6.S)
(6.9)
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Remark
If we e.ssume lhe.llhe oondilion
IV (t , 11) E Dom F , 3 % E n.e(t)(1I) such lhe.l
IF(t , 11) c DE(t , % )(1) (6.10)
lhen lhe lube E Is Inve.rle.nl by F: lhls knowledge of lhe behe.vlor of F oUlslde lhe
graph of lhe lube E allows to dispose of lhe Llpschllz assumption.
We can characlerlze lhe Indlcalor functions of lhe graphs of Invarlanl lubes
In the following way.
Proposition S
A lube E Is Invarlanl by F If e.nd only If the Indlcalor function of Its graph Is a
solution to the equation
sup D+- V.e(t ,%)(1.11) = 0
" 1[1'(1, z)
satisfying lhe final condition
If T < + ... , sup D+- V.e(T • % )(0 • 11) = 0
" I[ 1'(1 , z)
(6.11)
(6.12)
7. Dualily relalioIUI between invarillnland viabilily lubea
Lel us oonslder the case when F(t • %) : =A (t)% Is a time dependenl closed
convex process .,i ~t) whose domain Is the whole space X. In lhls case, we look for
lubes R the Images of which are closed convex cones. We assoclale to the lube R
Ils "polar lube" R +- associating with any t the (positive) polar cone
R(t)+-: = lq EX· I V1I £R(t), <q ,11 > ~Ol
We also assoclale wllh A (t) Ils "lranspose" A (t)· defined by
I PEA (t)- q ¢=:>V (% , 11) E Graph A (t) , <p • % > S <q ,11 > ¢=:>(-p • q) E (Gra.ph A (t»+- .
We consider lhe 'linear" differential Inclusion
%'(t) E A(t) %(t)
and Its "adJolnl" dlfferenUallncluslon
-p '(t) E A (t). p (t)
(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.4)
We shall prove lhallhe Invarlance of lhe lube R Implies lhal Ils positive polar
lube R+- Is e. vlablllly lube of lhe adJolnl Inclusion.
THEOREM 6
Lel us 8ssume lhal the domains of lhe closed convex processes are all equal lo
X and lhal
(i) the lipschitz conslants of A (t) are less lhan
or equal a function of k(o) of L 2(0 • T)
(7.5)
(ii) (t. q) ... a(A(t)% • q) Is lower semiconlinuous
for all % EX
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Lel R be a lube wllh closed convex oone values. If R enjoys the vlablllly properly
for A (t), lhen lhe lube R + Is a vlablllly lube of lhe adjolnl differential Inclusion
and lhus, Il enjoys lhe vlablilly properly In lhe sense lhal Vlt e: [0 ,T], V
q e: R(t)+, lhere exlsls a solullon q to lhe adjolnl Inclusion such lhal q(t) = q
and q (T) e: R(T)+ for all T e: [0 , t].
Prool
We have to prove lhal
"'It e: [0 • T] , Vlq, e: R(t)+
A(t)°q, nDR+(t ,q,)(-l) ~ I/J (7.6)
Since lhe transpose A (t)O q Is upper semlconllnuous wllh compacl convex Images,
Theorem 1.1 will Imply lhal R + enjoys lhe vlablllly properly. Lel S C H1(0 , T; X)
be lhe sel of solullons lo lhe dlfferenllal Inclusion z '(t) e: A (t) z (t). We denole by
7 T lhe linear operator from HI (0 , T ; X) lo X associating wllh every z Ils value
7 T z : = z (T) al T e: [0 , T].
To say lhal R enjoys lhe Invarlance property means thal for all
o :10 5 :10 t :10 T ,
71 (Sn 7s- 1 R (5» c R (t)
By polarlly, we deduce lhal
R(t)+ c (7,(Sn 7;1 (R(5)))+ = 7,.-1 (Sn 7 s- 1(R(5)))]+
We deduce from Frankowska [1986aJ lhal
(Sn 7 s- 1 R(5»+ =S+ + 7; R(5)+
Hence, for all q, e: R (0 + and for all sst, lhere exists qs e: R (s) + such lhal
7, q, - 7 s qs belongs to S+. Always by Frankowska [1986a], lhere exlsls a solu-
lion Ps to lhe adjolnllncluslon on lhe Inlerval [5 , t]
~s' (T) e: A (T)o P s (T) ; P s (t) = q, . (7.7)
which sallsfles
ps(s) e:R(s)+
By replacing t by sand 5 by o. we can exlend lhe solution P s (0) on lhe whole
Inlerval [0 • t]. We now lel 5 converge to t. Since Dom A (t) = X, we know lhal
u(A (t) °p , z) = -u(A (t)z , - p)
Hence lhe lower semlconllnully of (t ,p) ... u(A (t) z , ~) Implies lhe upper seml-
conllnully of u(A (t)o p , z), and lhus, lhe upper semlcontlnully of
(t • p) ... A (t) °p. (See Aubln-Ekland, [1984], Theorem 3.2.10). Therefore for all
c > 0, lhere exlsls '7/ > 0 such lhal, for all T e: [t - '7/ , t] and p e: q, + '7/ B ,
A(T)op CA(t)o q, + cB
The sel of solullons Ps to lhe adjolnl Inclusion being conlalned In a compacl sel of
C(o , T ; X), a subsequence (again denoled) Ps converges uniformly lo a solution Pu
lo lhe adJolnl equation. Hence lhere exlsls a S '7/ such lhal, for all T e: [t - a • t],
and for all 5 , II P s (T) - q, II :10 '7/. Therefore
VIs , VIr E [t - a I t] I A (T)o Ps (T) C A (0° ql + c.B
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By Intearatlna (7.7) on the Interval [t - h • t] with I; = t - h • h ~ G, we deduce
that
Pe-h(t -h) -Cl, _-1- Jt
vh:= h h Pt_h'(T)aT
t - h
e
E - 1- J A(T)O p~(T) aT C - co (A (t)O Cle + UJ)
h e - h
-A (t)o Cle + UJ
This subset being compact. a subsequence v n converaes to an element
v EA(t)°'1e' Slnce'1e +hvn =Pe-h(t -h)ER(t -h)+forallh >o,wededuce
that V belonas toDR+(t • '1e)(-l).
8. EKamplea of "debililJ luba
Let us consider two closed subsets C and D of Rn and differentiable map t
from a nelahborhood of [0 , f] )( C )( D to R n • We consider tubes of the form
P(t) : = t(t , C • D)
Proposition S: Let us assume that
'V' t ~ f 'V':z: E P (t) , 3(11 • 21) E C )( D such that t( t • 11 • 21) =:z: •
3(u • v) E f CxD (11 , z) such that
(6.1)
{(~) i~ t < f , tl/ '~t • 11 • z)u + tll:(t . 11 , z)v E F(t .:z:) - t e'(t , 11 , 21)(to tf t = f, tl/ (f, 11 ,21) + til (f, 11 ,z)v EF(f.:z:) (6.2)
Then the set-valued map P defined by (6.1) Is a viability tube of F on [0 , f].
Proof: We observe that Graph (P) Is the Image of [0, f] )( C )( D under the map +
defined by +(t .11 • z) = (t , t(t ,11 .21».
By Proposition 7.6.2, p. 430 of Aubln-Ekland [1964],
+' (t .11 • z)f[o. r) IIC liD (t .11 .21) CfOrllPh(P) (+(t .11 • z».
we deduce that conditions (B.2) Imply property.
When C and D are closed and convex. we can characterized viability tubes of
the form (B.l) through dual oondltlons. If K Is a subset of Rn • we denote by
a(K , p) : =sup <p • :z: >
%f.K
(8.3)
Its support function.
Proposition 4: Let us assume that the values of Fare oompact and convex and that
the subsets C and D are closed and oonvex. If for any t E [0 • f] • V:z: E P(t),
there exists (11 , 21) E C )( D satisfying t(t • 11 , 21) = :z: and for all
P E tl/'(t.lI. 21)°-1 Nc(lI) n til '(t .11 • z)0-1ND(z).
we have
{
(i) Vt < f , < P • tc'(t , 11 , z) > + a(F(t • t(t , 11 • 21» • -p ~ 0
(it) for t = f, a(F'(T, • (T. 11 .21». -p) ~ 0 (8.4)
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lhen lhe sel-valued map P defined by (8.1) Is IS vlablllly lube of F on [0 , T].
Prool: When C ISnd D are convex. TC)Cf) (11 • z) = Tc (II»)( To(z) so lhal condilions
(8.2)1) and 11) can be wrillen
{
(O F (t .:1:) - tt '(t .11 • z}) n (til '(t .11 • z) Tc(II) + t. '(t .11 • z )To (z }) ~ l/l
(iO F(T ,:I:) n(tll '(T.II .z)Tc (II) +t. '(T.II. z)To(z» ~ fl (B.5)
(B.6)
(F(t .11 + t(Oz) - t'(Oz) n (Tc (II) + To(z» ~ flU t < T
(F(T.II + t(T)z) n (Tc (II) + To(z» ~ flU t = T
The separallon lheorem shows thallhey are equlvalenllo condllons (8.4).
O1rolloF"ll 1: Lel us assume lhal C and D are closed convex subsels and thal t.he
values of Fare oonvex and compacl. Lel t : H..... R .. be a dlfferenllable funcllon
sallsfylng ellher one of lhe following equlvalenl condillons:
For any t oe 0 • V. :r: • e: P(O • lhere exlsl 11 e: C • r: e: D such lhal :I: = 11 + t(Oz
and either
{
(O
(it )
or
!
(i)
(iO
V'P E: Nc (II) n ND(z) •
t' (0 ao(p) + a(F (t ,11 + t(Oz • -p) oe 0 If t < T
a(F (T ,11 + t(T)z , -p) oe 0 if t =T
(8.7)
Then lhe sel-valued map P defined by
P(T) : = C + t(O D (8.B)
Is a vlablllly lube of F on [0 • T].
Lel us consider lhe Inslanoe when C = Ie I and when 0 belongs t.o lhe Inlerlor
of lhe olosed convex subsel D.
We Inlroduce lhe funcllon ao defined by
a o (t • w) : =
sup sup Inf <71 • 11 > (B.9)
• EO l' EN/) <.) u E1'U.C"W:r)
lJ/)(p).l
=sup Inf sup <71 • 11 >
:r EO u E 1'U • c .. w :r) pEN/) <.)
lJD(P)=l
(The lasl equallon follows from lhe minimax lheorem.)
Lel us assume lhallhere exlsLs a conllnuous funcllon a : R .. )( R ..... R. sallsfy-
Ing a (t , 0) = 0 for all t ;", O. such thal
V(t • w) e:R.. )(R... a(t ,w) oe ao(t ,w) (B.l0)
(8.11)
Lel t be a solullon lo the dlfferenllal equallon
t'(O = a (t • t (t» • t(O) = to given
sallsfylng
a (T • t(T» =0 (8.12)
Since aO (P) > 0 fpr all 71 ~ O. we deduce lhal for all z e: D and all 71 E: No(z).
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~ aD(P) sup <- --l!....- v >1I~F(t.c: ...(t).) aD(P) ,
= - a(F(t • c + t(O%). --p)
Hence. condilion (6.7)1) Is satisfied. Also
-1o = a (T • t(T» ~ ao(T , t(T» ~ aD(P) a(T(T. c + t(T)%) • - p)
Then
P(O: = c + t(t)D (6.13)
40(t. w): = Sl,lp Inr <v. %>
II. II II: 111 ~ F(t • c .. UIZ)
derlnes a vlablllly lube or F.
For instance. If D : = B Is lhe unll ball, lhen aB (P) = II p II and NB (%) = ~% for
all % E: S : =1% I II % II = 11. Hence. in lhls case we have
(6.15)
In olher words, lhe function 40 defined by (6.9) conceals all lhe information
needed to check whelher a given subsel D can generale a lube P.
Remark: When 4 Is non-posilive and satisfies a (t • 0) = 0 for all totO, lhen lhere
exlsls a non-negative non-Increasing solution t(o) of lhe differential equallon
(6.11).
When T = .... we Inrer lhal J a (T , t(T»d T is flnlle. Lel us assume thal for 0
o
all W. E: R ...
11m a(t, w) =4.(W.)
t .. -
w ... w.
Then lhe lImll t. of t(t) when t ...... satisfies lhe equallon
a.(t.) = 0
(6.16)
Olherwlse. lhere would exlsl l: > 0 and T such lhal a .(t.) + l: <0 and for all
t > T • a (t • t(t» ~ a .< t.) + l: by deflnilion of a."
We deduce lhe conlradlcllon
t
t(O = t(T) = J a(T, t(T»dT s (t - T)(a.(t.) + L)
r
when t Is large enough.
E%ample: Lel us consider lhe case when F does nol depend upon t. We sel
Po: =sup inf (~w - ao(w»
A~Rw>O
(6.17)
Assume also lhal ~o E: R achieves lhe supremum. We can lake 1(w) : = ~ow - Po .
If Po > O. lhe funcllon
I~: (1 - exp (~o (t - T) if ~o ;4 0tr(O : = -Po(t - T) if ~o = 0 (6.16)
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Is suoh lhal P(t) : =Ie + tr(t) Dlls a pipe of F suoh thal P(t) = Ie I. If Po s 0 and
Xo <O. then the functions
1 ). t
t(t): X (Po -. 0 ) (8.19)
o
are such lhal P(O : =e + tC(OD defines a pipe of F on [0. -[ such lhal P(O
Podecreases to lhe sel P _ : = e + X D.
o
9. Tube. derived from potential functiou..
Lel KeRn be lhe vlablllly domain and lel us consider a "potential function" V
from Rn lo R+ U I+ -I. We shall study In lhls section lubes of lhe form
P(O: =1% E: K I V(.:z;) S w(OI (9.1)
(9.3)
where w Is a non-negative function defined on [0. T]. We shall begin by providing
sufflclenl conditions 00 K , V • wand F Implying lhal sel-valued maps P of lhe form
(9.1) are vlabllily lubes of F. We obtain In lhls case lhe following resull:
Proposition 6: Lel us assume lhal K Is closed and lhal V Is locally Lipschitz around
K. Lel w be a C1_ function defined on a neighborhood of V such lhal{vt E: [0 • T[ , the elemenls of P(O are nol critical polnls of Von K (9.2)
We posillhe following oondltlon
{
Vt E: [0 , T[ , V.:z; € K such lhal V(%) = w(O •
3u E: F(t • %) n CK(.:z;) such thal C + V(%)(u) ~ w'(O
and
{
If.:z; € K satisfying V(.:z;) = w (T) Is a critical
point of V on K , lhen 0 € F(T • %) .
Then lhe sel-valued map P defined by (9.1) Is a viability lube of F on [0 , T].
We shall also sludy lubes of lhe form
P(O: =1% € K I w -(0 ~ V(% - e(0) ~ w +(01
(9.4)
(9.5)
where e Is a function from [0 , T] to K and w _ and w + are non-negative funotlons,
which define some kind of neighborhood around a funotlon t ... e (t), such as
periodic lraJectorles of the dynamical syslem (1.1). They are special cases of
lubes assoclaled lo p polentlal functions V, by lhe formula
P(O: = 1% E:K I V,(t(t ,%»sw,(O, t = 1•... •p)1 (9.6)
where 1 Is a smooth map from [0 , T] )( K to Dom V. We shall lhen provide suffl-
~
clent conditions on 1 • wand the functions V, for a sel-valued P of lhls lype to be a
pipe for a given sel-valued map F.
..
7heore711 7: Lel us assume lhal K Is olosed, lhal 1 Is C1 around [0. T] )( K, lhal w
Is C 1 around [0. T] and lhallhe p polenllal functions V, are locally Llpschllz on a
neighborhood of 1([0 ,T] XX) .
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I(t.z}:=li =l •...• p IV,(t(t .z»=w,(t>l
We assume lhal
Ivt E: [0. T]. Vz E:P(t}.O~co[ U tx'(t,z}·/tV,(t(t.z}}]+NK(z}, I: I (I • x)
and lhal
{
o E: F(t • z} for all z E: P(T} such lhallhere exists
i E: I(T. z} such lhal 0 E: t x ' (T. z)· /tV,(t (T. z» + NK(z}
(9.7)
(9.B)
(9.9)
We posillhe following assumpllon
(i) Vt E: [0. T[, Vz E:P(t}. 3u E: F(t • z} II CK(z} such lhal
Vi E:/(t ,z},C .. V, (t(t .z»(tl'(t .z}+tx'(t .z)u}:50W,'(t}
(it) V z E: P(T} • 3u E: F (T • z) II CK(z} such lhal (9.l0)
Vi E: I (T • z) • C .. V, (t(T • z»( t x ' (T • z)u} :50 0
Then lhe sel-valued map P defined by (9.l0) Is a vlablllly lube of F.
Remark: Observe lhallhe elemenls z E: K sallsfylng
o E: tx'(t .z}°/tV,(t(t .z» +NK(z} (9.9)
are lhe critical polnls of z ~ Vt< t(t ,z» on K. Assumpllon (9.9) slales lhal crlll-
cal poinls of some funcllons V, (t (T .0» on K are equilibria of F(T , o}. We can say
lhala solullon 1.0
n
o E: co (u t x '(t • z)· /tV. (t(t • z» + NK(z}
, "1
(9.11)
Is a Pa.reto critical point of lhe funcllons V, (t(t ,0». ( Parelo minima do sallsfy
lhls Inclusion).
Corollaru 2. Lel K be a closed subsel. V be a C1 funcllon from a neighborhood of
[0. T) lo K • w _and w .. be C 1 non-negallve funcllons sallsfying
{
V t E: [0 • T[ • 0 :50 w _(t) < w _(T) =w ..(T) <w .. (t )
and w -'(t) > 0 , w ..' < 0 (9.l2)
We posillhe following assumpllon:
(i) Vt E: [0. T[. Vz such lhal V(z - c(t» =w ..(t}.
lhere exlsls U E: F(t • z} II CK(z} such lhal
C ..V(z -c(t})(u ~'(t» :5Ow .. '(t}
(ii) Vt E:[O. T[, Vz suchlhalV(z -c(t» =w_(t}.
lhore exlsls u E: F(t , z} II CK(z} such lhal
C_V(z -c(t)}(u -c'(t»~w_'(t}
(iii) Vz such lhal V(z - c(T» =w ..(T) =w _(T) , 0 E: F(T • z}
(9.l3)
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Then the sel-valued map P derlned by
pet): = Iz EX ;w_(t):s:v(% -c(t»:s:w+(t)1
Is a vlablllly lube of F on [0 , T] .
ProoJ oj Theorem 2.2:
(9.14)
We sel
p
Dam V = n Dam ~ , V (%) : = (V1(%) • . • • • VJI (% »
e .1
and
. .
Ep (V) : = 1<% , w) E DamV )( RP I Vt (%) ~ we for t = 1 •...• p)l. Lel A be the C 1
map from a neighborhood of [0 , T] )( X lo Rn ~ defined by
A(t ,%) : = (I(t • %) , w(t»
Then we can wrlle
..
Graph(P): = I<t ,%) E [0, T])(X I A(t ,z) EEp(V)1
We then use Proposilion 7.6.3, p. 440 of Aubln-Ekeland [1984]. Il slales lhal
jlTETlO f](t),LLETK(%)IA'(t,%)(T,LL)ET • (A(t,%»1, !'pm:::> TGnJph (P)(t , %)
and lhal If the lransversalily condillon
A '(t , % )(T[O f](t»)( CK (%» - C • (A (t • %» =:: R n )( RP
, !.'pm
lhen
jlT E T[O, n(t). LL E CK (%) IA '(t , %)(T , LL) E C • (A(t • %»1 c CQrGPh(P) (t , %)!.'pm
Inclusion (9.17) Implies thal for all t E [0 , T],
r:
!P(t , %)
clLL ETK (%) I Vi El(t ,%),D+Vt (t(t ,z)(t,(t ,%)+Ill:'(t ,%)LL)
:s: we '(t ) 1
since
A'(t ,%)(T,LL)=(t(t ,%)T+Ill:'(t ,Z)(LL),W'(t)T)
and since
jT • (A(t ,%» = T • (I(t , %), w(t»!'pm !'p(f)=l<LL ,A) ERn )(RP I Vi E let ,%), Ae ~D+ Ve (t(t • %)(LL)I
In the same way, Inclusion (9.19) can be rewrillen In the following form
{
ILL ECK(%) I Vi El(t ,%), C+ ~ (I(t ,z»(tl I(t, %)T + t l I(t, % )LL)
~Wt I(t )TI c CP(t ,%)(T) cDP(t ,% )(T).
(9.15)
(9.16)
(9.17)
(9.18)
(9.19)
(9.20)
(9.21)
(9.22)
(9.23)
(9.24)
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This Inclusion and assumpllon (9.10) Imply lhal P Is a vlablllly lube of F. Il
remains to check lhe lransversal1ly condilion (9.18), which can be wrillen In lhe
following way:
VUd ERn, VXd ERP, 3 u E CK(Z) , 3 T E T[O, f](t)
such lhal
{
Vi E I(t , z) , Wt '(t)T ~
C.. Vt (t(t , z)( t'(t , Z)T + t;r '(t ,z) u - ud) + Xd
By assumpllon (9.8) and lhe separallon lheorem, lhere exlsls U E CK(z) suoh lhal
Vi EI(t ,z), C .. Vt(t(t ,z»(tz:'(t ,z)u) <0 (9.25)
There exlsls TJ such lhal C .. Vt (t(t , z» (t;r '(t ,z)u) + v) ~ 0 when v E TJB. LelfJ ::: 0 If Xd :s; 0 and
fJ > Xd / I C ..Vt(t(t, z» (t;r'(t ,z)u) I ifXd >0.
We lake a::: fJ + TJ I II ud II. Hence, T: ::: 0 and u : :::au provide a 9Olullon to
(9.24).
Then lhls lransversallly condilion holds lrue for all t E [0 , T[ and all z E P(t).
When Il falls lo be lrue for some z E P(T), we lhen assume lhal such an z Is an
equilibrium of F(T , .).
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l. Introduction
OespIte ublqultous success i,n the tmplcl\lentatlon of classical automatic con-
trol, there are many presslng needs for the desIgn of more advanced, high perfor-
mance, real-tlme comn~nd generators. For example, the needs for a significant
increase in the accuracy, speed and versatility of robotlc manlpulators have led to
a reexamination of classical (e.g., PIl) controllers for DC actuators and an explor-
ation and evaluation of the use of new and more sophisticated control schemes (see,
e.g., [il-[6]>. Aside from specific needs to meet more demanding performance re-
quirements, more versatlle command generators are now required to fully realize the
benefits of the new desIgn options which have been made possible by recent hardware
InnovatIons, rangIng from devices such as miC['llprOCCss'lrs to DC motors. Indeed,
recent advances in DC motor technology have made the implementation of direct drIve
actuators for robot arms attractIve and feasIble: the fIrst of two new kinds of DC
motors, based on rare earth cobal t magnets, has already heen used In the Carnegle-
Hellon dIrect-drIve arm in 1981 and In the HIT dIrect drlve arm (see [7]) In 1982,
while a second kInd of DC motor Is currently beIng used In the constructIon of a
four degree of freedom robot arm at the ASU RobotIcs Laboratory. The advent of
dIrect drIve actuators wlll allow robot arm motion whIch Is an order of magnitude
faster than prevIous conventionai arms, with end effector speeds of up to 30 feet
per second and accelerations of up to 5 to 7 C's, brIngIng robot motl'Jn control out
of the quasI statIc domaIn and Into a more complex dynamic domain.
In order to develop command generators capable of real-tIme hIgh performance
operation In a varIatIon of environments, it becomes necessary to be able to use
,j'loJlysls and design prInc1ples whlch apply to (at least some broad c1ass of) non-
I ;w',lr systems as well as llnear systems. In thIs paper, we descrlbe d research
program which we have been pursuIng for the past J years, whose goal Is the devel-
opment of heurIstics for nonllnear control, sImilar In scope and splrit to classI-
cal control, to be used In the analysIs and design of nonlInear feedback control
systems. Thus, for example, we wish to develop nonllncar generallzations of some
of the concepts famil1ar from frequency domain theory and to use these, In "uch the
samc way as classIcal control methodS, to desIgn and analyze nonlInear versIons of
PD control, lead-lag compensation, etc., to "shape the response" of nonlInear sys-
tems. The methodology we propose In SectIon J is based in part on providlng a set
of suffIcIently powerful system-theoretIc heurIstIcs to per'nlt the development of a
class of slmply structured control laws capable, for example, of stabIlIzing a non-
lInear system given only a crude knowledge of the actual system parameters. In
practIce, these parameters would typlcaliy consist of lIterally thousands of tran-
scendental funetlons, renderlng the on-l1ne parameter estlmdtioll of the system
coefflcients an extremely unattractIve alternative, from the poInt of view of both
rlgorous analysIs and cost-effectlveness. We also beileve that the sImpler the
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desIgn phllosophy and the simpler the controller structure, the more likely it is
that the controller can be "molded" to fit a particular nonlinear application.
Thus motivated, In a recent SClrll!S of papers, we have begun the develcljJiOent of
analogues, for nonlinear systems, of familiar frequency domain concepts based on a
reformulation of classical control theory in a state-space setting. SuggestIons of
suell a reformulation can be found in the use of singular perturbatlon methods in
the analysis of adaptive control or learning systems (see, e.g., Sec. 2.'», as well
as in the differentlal geometric reformulatlon of (A,U)-lnvariant sUbspaces by
Isidori et al ([8], see also [9]). Combining these methods with tools from global
differentia I geometry, dynamical systems and POE's we have further developed the
nonlinear forllu lation and use of familiar concepts sllch as "mInimum phase",
"relative degree". Naturally, for linear systems our usage of this terminology
agrees wlth the classIcal usage. For nonlInear systems, there also are antecedents
in the llterature for certain of these "frequency domain" notions; e.g., our
relatIve degree plays a fundamental role In Hirschorn's work [101 on system invert-
Ibllity, where it is called the system relative order. It also plays a crucial
role in Freund's intrigulng design of computer-controlled nonllnear robotic manipu-
lator, where 1 tis called tile system dynamica 1 order. On the othe r hand, perhaps
one of the major technical and novel contributIons in this program is the intrinsic
definition of (finite) "zero dynamics." For l1near systems, the zero dynamics Is a
canonically associated linear system wlth natural frequencies precisely at the
system transmlsslon zeroes. For nonlinear systems, (finite) zeroes correspond
Instead to a nonlinear dynamical system whose asymptotic properties determIne the
stability of closed-loop feedback systems. In this regard, our design philosophy
retalns much of the classical control lntuitIon. Our definition of "zero dynanllcs"
was lllspired by and in the scalar case colneldes with the (local) definition glven
in Isidori-Krener [11], see however Isidori-Moog [121 for a (local) development of
the MIMO case.
To illustrate what we have in mind, in section 2 we discuss the PO control of
a robotic manipulator, to whlch we return in Example 5.5. Section 3 contains some
of the basic development of the analo!Jues, fQr nonlinear systems, of certaIn class-
ical control concepts such as relative degree or minImum phase properties. Section
4 gives a sketch of our program to desIgn, e.g., stabilizing compensators on the
basi s of our nonlinear enhancemen t of root-locus methods. Finally, in section 5,
we illustrate, In a series of ') examples, our design methodology. Notable among
these examples is the control of rigid satellite motion, using only two actuators,
to a revolute motion about a principal axis and a rigorous analysis of PO control
of a rohotlc manipulator, giving In effect a nonlInear version of the Zlegler-
Nichols rules.
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2. NonlInear PO control of a Robot Manipulator
For the sake of illustration, we consider the problem of set-point control,
i.e., stabilization about the state (q, q) = qd' 0), for the rigid body model of a
robotIc manipulator.
M(q)q + O(q,q)4 + K(q) = T (2.1)
In contrast to path-planning using the method of computed torque (see, e.g., [1] -
l2 j), which requires explici t knowledge of thousands of nonlinear terms in (2.1),
one might expect that a noniinear PO controller
T = -K (q-q ) - K (q)e d d (2.2)
could be designed using much less explicit knowledge. Indeed, one of our goals to
find systematic means, perhaps using describIng function methods together with the
"frequency domain" methods developed in section 3, to obtain a nonlinear version of
the Ziegler-Nichois rules which would determine appropriate nonlinear functions
K , K in (2.2). There are, of course, several existing heuristic derivations of
controiiers (2.2). For example, one design cited in the robotics literature (see,
e.g., [13], [14]) involves cancelling only the gravItational field K(q) and adding
as a dissipative term a linear PO controiler; e.g.
T = - [K(q) - (qd q) 1 - q (2.3)
We note that, in particular, for space or underwater applications the
field can be ignored, in which case (somewhat remarkably) we would be
the nonlInear system (2.1) by a fixed parameter linear PO controller.
offered in [14] used the Lyapunov function
• l·t· TY(q,q) =2 (q M(q)q + (qd - q) (qd - q»
for which one can show
Y• < ·t·
- - q q
gravitational
controlling
The argument
By LaSalle's invariance principle, each bounded solution tends to the largest
invariant set contaIned in q = 0, which is simply the equilibrium point
Elementary counterexamples show, however, that boundedness cannot be automatically
guaranteed; from a dynamical systems point-of-view, it is a question of whether ...
behaves like a saddle point for (2.1) - (2.2).
The justification ([l3 J, [14]) offered for global stability of (2.1) - (2.2)
is the somewhat heuristic belief that "all physical trajectories are bounded".
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Certalnly, all lnltlal states xQ have flnlte energy, but for an actual dlgltal con-
trol Implementatlon of (2.3) eventual unboundedness of xt manlf(~sts ltself In over-
flow, saturatlon, etc. Such closed-loop behavIour of (2.1), (2.3) has, In fact,
been observed In simuiatlons of a 2 degree of freedom direct-drive horizontal arm
(where one can also ne!)lect the gravltatlonal terms) designed by D. W. Parish (see
[i5 j) at the ASU Robotics Laboratory. Nonetheless, we believe the derivatlon and
Justification of (2.3) Is appeaiing, retaining as It does classical control
intuition. Our goal is to extend this intuition by regorously developing a set of
classically-based heuristlcs for nonlinear systems, giving a basis for designing
the nonlinear analogues of ciassical control laws (2.2) and for a rigorous analysis
of resuiting closed-loop behaviour. Since Ilnear state space concepts often gener-
aiize more Immediately than frequency domain concepts, in this paper we will expli-
citly describe how to interpret the latter for nonlinear systems. In particular,
on the basls of thIs theory we can give a rigorous analysls of the closed-loop
behaviour of feedback systems such as (2.1)-(2.2), see, e.g., Example 5.5.
3. Frequency Domain Methods for Nonlinear Systems
In this section, we illustrate our development of the analogues for nonlinear
systems of those frequency domain notlons so important In classIcal control. One
of our long-term goals, about which we can say quite a bit in the scalar input -
scalar outpu t case, is to deveiop a design philosophy for the constructlon of
(globally) stabIlizing compensators for nonlinear systems. Rather than a depend-
ence, say, on explIcit knowledge of the Taylor coeffIcients, this desIgn philosophy
is based on seemingly famiiiar notions such as the (strong) relative degree of a
nonlinear system, or knowledge that a nonlinear system ls "minimum phase". And,
based on such knowledge, we design classical compensators, e.g., leadlag compensa-
tors, which we show stablize the system (globally) for initial data In any given
bounded open subset of state-space. Thus, these algorithms are designed to achieve
set-poInt control of Initial states with an a priori bounded "energy". This gives
us a rigorous version of the often appealed to heuristic belief that "ali physical
trajectorIes are bounded".
As a first step, we formuiate several definitions which are the nonlinear
analogues of the linear notions of left or right half plane zeroes and of zeroes at
infinity. For slmpllclty, these deflnitlons are given in the scalar real analytic
case. The appropriate multlvariable deflnitions are glven In Isldori-l1:>og ([12],
these proceedings). We consider then real analytic systems evolving on a real
. analytlc manifold Mof dimension n. Thus, in local coordinates, such a system is
described by
y
fIx) + ug(x)
h(x)
(3.h)
(3.1b)
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DenotIng the Lie derivative of a functLon F with respect to a vectur fLeld V
by LV' we fornulatc
Definition 3.1. The system (3.1) has a zero at infinity of multiplicity v~ if
o 0.2)
and
For a linear system
X Ax + ub
y cx
0.3)
0.3a) I
O.lb) I
r
one co~utes LbL Ax cx
degree of 0.1).
cArbo For this reason, we shall also call v~ the relative
Definition 3.2. The system 0.1) has strong relative degree v~ provided it has a
v -1
zero at infinity of nultipllcity v and L Lf 00 h never vanIshes.00 g
TurnIng to the nultLpllclty of "finite zeros", denote by t.* the maximal
locally (f ,g)-invariant distdbutln contained in ker(dh) (see [8], [9]>.
Definition 3.3. The system (3.1) has finite zero dynamics of orver vf provided
Vf = dim t.* ,
where dimension is understood in tl~ generic sense.
We note, for example, that just as in the lInear case,
V~ + vf = n.
Example 3.1. (A local form of systems of relative degree 1.) To say v~ = 1 is to
say there exists Xo E H such that Lgh(x o) # O. In particular, t.* = ker(dh). Thus,
there exists a coordInate chart (xl' ... , x
n
), centered at X o and defined on a
neighborhood U of x
o
' such that
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(1) 6* + span(g) = TX(U), x E U;
(11) 6* span (_a_ , ... , (_a_l
ax j aX n_l
(ill) span (g 1 span [_a_l •
ax
n
In these coordinates, setting z =__a_ , (3.1) takes the form
ax
n
In the light of the third equation, the second equation may be replaced by
where, of course, f 2 Lfh and g2 Lgh. Therefore, (3.1) can be expressed as
z f j (z, y) 0.4)
In this setting, the zero dynamics is the (n-l)-th order system
z fj(z,O). 0.5)
Remark: In the linear case, a straight forward Laplace transform argument shows
that the lInear system (3.5) has its spectrum precisely at the original system
zeros. Thus, our definition of zeroes does not correspond to a set of complex
frequencies, but rather to a dynamical system which, in the linear case, has the
zero locus as its set of natural frequencies. We now proceed to give a global,
coordinate free definition for v > 1.
oo =
Suppose xe is an isolated equilIbrium point for (3.1) and suppose (3.1) has
strong relative degree v... Without loss of generality we can asswne h(x
e
) = 0.
If v.. = 1, then 6* = ker(dh) and we can consider the leaf
0.6)
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of 6* containing x
e
' see Figure 3.1. As In the linear case, the "zero dynamics"
should correspond to the drift, fIx), In (3.1) constrained to the locus (3.2.6) as
Figure 3.1.
M
o
Figure 3.1 Constraining the drift term to h-1(O)
Itltlvated by Euclldean geometry, we proceed formally, first definIng the
constrained vector field F via
F 0.7)
where, however, the Inner product (or RiemannIan metrIc) <,> Is of course not
defIned, either intrinsically or extrinsIcally. Indeed, we wIll Instead thInk of
the I-form dh as being "dual" to the vector field g since
<dh,g>
and Interpret 0.7) as the following definition, which does make IntrInsIc sense,
F 0.7) I
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If v = I, takIng Into account the defInItIon of F and (3.4), we see that
(3.~) Is clearly the expressIon, In local coordInates, of the vector fIeld FIL(X ).
of the zero dynamIcs. As In [17,18], we have chosen u(x) so as to constraIn thee
dynamIcs (3.1a) to the locus (3.6), I.e. u(x) Is chosen so as to satIsfy
<dh, f(x) + u(x)g(x» = 0
or, If one computes, so that
If Lgh " 0, we also Impose thIs constraInt and repeat, as In the "zero
dynamIcs algorithm" (see [12]), to obtaIn a constraInIng Input, vIz.
u(x)
For arbItrary v~, then, we set
a(x) 1 a(x)
and defIne the vector fIelds
F = f + ga, G = ga
Thus, we may take as our defInItIon of zero dynamIcs the restrIctIon FIL(x )' where
e
F
and L(xe ) Is the leaf of l'J.* passIng through xe' We must, however, check that F Is
tangent to L(xe ). For thIs we need some technIcal results from the geometrIc
theory of (f ,g)-InvarIant dIstrIbutions:
Lemma. The followIng IdentItIes hold:
1 0, "', v~ - 1;
(I 1) 0, v~, ••• , dIm H;
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v -I
(ill) LGLF '" h(x) ., 1;
(l v) [F, II*] c: LI*; an d
(v) [G, 1l*]C: ll*.
We can now verIfy:
Lemma. F is tangent to L(x
e
).
Proof. By (i v) of the above Lemma, F maps ieaves of ll* to ieaves of ll*. On the
other hand, L(x
e
) contaIns an equilibrium poInt for F, viz, x
e
' because
v -I
fIxe) = 0 and u(x
e
) = -a(x
e
) < dL f '" h(xe ), fIxe)' fIxe) > = 0
Oeflnition 3.4. Suppose (3.l) has strong reiative degree v",, The zero dynamics of
(3.i) is the dynamical system defined by the vector field
(3.8)
As for the case v'" = 1, for iinear systems the spectrum of (3.8) coincides
precisely with the zeroes of the system transfer function. Thus motivated, we
define what is meant by zeroes lying in left or right half planes.
Denote by Ws(x ) and Wu(x ) the stable and unstable manIfolds of X
o
for the
o 0
system (3.8) and let Wc(x
o
) be a center manifold for (3.8). Setting
s dimWS(x o)' u = dimW
s (x 0)' c = dimWc (x 0)
we wIll say that (3.1) has s left half plane zeros, u right half plane zeros, and c
purely imaginary zeros, in analogy with the linear case. Note that
s + u + c (3.9)
DefInItion 3.5. The system (3.1) is minimum phase on H, provided (3.1) has vf left
plane zeros. The system (3.1) Is globally minimum phase on H provided it is
minimum phase and the zero dynamics (3.8) is globally asymptotically stable.
In [16,17], it was shown that the local normal form for systems of relative
degree one given in Example 3.1 holds globally, under some addItional minor
technical hypotheses (which in fact are also necessary). From the existence of the
normal form, It Is possible to obtain many results concerning stabilization and
control of (strong) relative degree one nonlinear systems, see e.g. [16]-[17]. The
recent extensions of these methods to arbItrary relative degree reposes on the
following normal form for v'" ~ 1, see [18] for proofs and more details:
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose (J.1) has strong relative degree r, the vector fields
G,a~_G, ••• , adrlG are complete, and the level sets
are connected. Then there is a globally defined diffeomorphIsm
T M
where in the new coordinate system the system (J.1) takes the normal form
(J.IO)
X 2,r
Remark. In (3.10) xI = f l (x l ,x 2) is the expression in local coordinates for an
x2-dependent vector field on l(xe ), which is now parameterized in local coordinates
by xI and is therefore defined by the equations, x 2 = O. As for the case v.. 1,
setting x2 =0 we obtain in (3.2) the following expression
for the zero dynamics, evolving on l(x
e
). As in [18], if (3.1) is globally minimum
phase, by Milnor's Theorem we have l(x
c
) : Rr and (3.4) can be interpreted as a
~table system of O.D.E. 's on Hr.
4. Feedback Stabilization of Nonlinear Minimum Phase Systems. In this section, we
iilustrate the use of the frequency domain heuristics for nonlinear systems derived
in section 3 in the design and analysis of stabilizing feedback laws. In
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particular, we sketch some initial results for the construction of both dynamic
compensators (e.g. lead-lag laws) and nonlinear state-space feedback (e.g. PD)
controllers. While the results presented here do comprise the first general
approach to nonlinear stabilization which can, for example, stabilize open sets (in
the Whitney topology) of unstable control systems, we view these as preliminary
results and one of the primary research goals we are proposing is the systematic
development and extension of these methods.
The design and stabiiity analysis of the dynamic compensation schemes proposed
here faii into three sequential strategies. First, the analysis of hIgh gain
feedback for globally minimum phase systems of strong relative degree one; second,
the effects of adding stable zeroes to systems of higher relative degree; and,
third, the effects of adding sufficiently stable poies to stable high gain
systems. Since, of course, root-locus arguments cannot be applied directly to
nonlinear systems to determine giobal results, we shall require an alternative
approach. Expiicitiy, we make heavy use of singular perturbation methods pioneered
as a tool for root-locus analysis in the linear case by Kokotovic et al. [19] and
used as an anaiogue to root-locus arguments in the nonlinear case by Byrnes-Isidori
([i6]-[18]) and also by Marino ([20]).
We begin with a simple example. Consider first the system, defined on R
• 2
x = x + u, Y x (4.11
Trivially, (4.11 is minimum phase and has relative degree 1, leading to the
classicai control strategy u = - ky which in fact locally stabilizes (4.1).
Moreover, for all X
o
there exists k, viz, k ) Ixol, for which xt .. 0 is
closed-loop. While the closed-loop system is never globally asymptotically stable
for any fixed choice of k, this feedback strategy has the pleasant property of
stabilizing arbitrarily large reiatively compact sets of initial data. In this
sense, classical controllers can be designed to globally stabillze all "physical"
initial conditions of a (strong) relative degree 1, giobally minimum phase
noniinear systems.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose the system (3.1) on Rn has strong relative degree 1, is
giobally minimum phase, has 0 as an equilibrium, and the vector field G is
complete.
Consider the output feedback law u = - kyo For any bounded open set UCRn,
there exlsts kU such that for all k ~ kU and all X o E U the solution xt of the
ciosed-loop system tends to O.
Because the design philosophy and the analysis of such iaws is rather
orthogonal to conventional nonlinear feedback control, we wili present a fairly
compiete proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Proof. We first note that, by Milnor's Theorem, L(x
e
) Is dlffeomorphlc to Rn- 1
and Is, In particular, path-connected so that normal forms exlst. As In (3.10)
choose coordinates (z,y) In which the closed-loop system takes the form
Z f I (z, y)
of a singularly perturbed system, where £
constraints
yL h(z, y) = 0g
which lmply, by hypothesls,
y = y(z) = 0
11k. Setting £ 0, we obtain the
In partlcular, the reduced system (see [19]) Is precisely the zero dynamics which
Is assumed to be globally aSY"lltotically stable. The boundary layer equation Is
slmply
which Is uniformly asymptotlcally stable on bounded sets, so that Tychonov's
Theorem applies. Thus, for Initial data (zo' Yo) one obtains the aSY"lltotic
expression
Yt = Y + OUk)
Therefore, there exists k
o
' k
o
Um Yt = 0
t+ao
holds for each k > ko on an open neighborhood of (la, Yo). If U Is any bounded
neighborhood of (zo' Yo) a standard compactness argument ylelds the existence of
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k > > 0 such that for all X
o
the solution xt of the corresponding closed-loop
system tencs to O. O.E.D.
We now consider a system (3.1) with relatIve regree r. Let c(s) = Co + cIs
+ c sr-2 + sr-j be a I~rwitz polynomiai and consIder the "derived" output
r-2
y + ,..10 +
dr-jy
+---
dtr - j
(4.2)
~(t) is thus the output of a cascade connection of (3.i) with (4.2). I~urlstically,
the augmented system should aiso be "minimum phase". While this is correct locally,
appeal to the normal form (3.i2) and to Tychonov's theorem (cf) yields, however, a
far more subtle perturbation problem. Combining the methods sketched above with
Lyapanov methods and LaSalle's Theorem, we are nonetheiess able to rIgorously prove
global stability for a restricted class of minimum phase systems, e.g., for systems
wi th a stabl e inverse, see [21]. As an easy example we note:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose the system (3.1) on Rn is mInimum phase, has 0 as an
equilibrium and has strong relative degree r. Then, for any bounded open set U
there exists '\J < 0 such that if
c(s) = 0 + Re(s) < '\J
the cascade system D.l) - (4.2) is minimum phase on U with strong relative
degree 1.
The final phase of our construction is to analyze the effect of adding to
(3.1) a "pole" which lIes sufficiently far to the left of the imagInary axis. The
key inductive result In the analysis of lead-lag compensators follows from a
standard singular perturbation argument.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose v~ = 1 and that for some k the closed-loop system is locally
n
and globally asymptotically stable to X
o
on R. If U is any bounded neighborhood
of X
o
there exists a positive £U' sufficiently small, so that the closed-loop
system with compensator
• k'
u(s) =-- y(s) £ < Eo,
1 + £s U
is locally and globally asymptotically stable on U.
Summarizing these results we obtain the following heuristic design principle
for stabilizing nonlinear minimum phase systems of arbItrary relative degree:
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Suppose (3.1) is a globally minimum phase system having strong relative degree r.
For any bounded open set URn, there exists k , a , B such that if the proper
u u u
transfer function
k(s) k p(s)/q(s) (4.3)
satisfies k > ku' pIs)
loop system satisfies:
o .. Re (s) < q(s) o .. Re(s) < B
u
' then the closed-
For ali initiai data X
o
£ U and Zo an initial condition for a realization of
(4.3)
5. Exampies and Iliustrations. In this section we iliustrate the design
techniques sketched in the previous sections.
Exampie 5.i. The system on HZ defined via
y
(5.1)
has (strong) reiatIve degree I with positive "high frequency" gain and stabie zero
dynamics
- z.
CI asica I contro I sug~es t s us in g th e outpu t feedback law
(5.1)'
u = - ky (5.2)
to achieve ciosed-Ioop stabiiity. In fact, since z =0 is a hyperboiic
equiiibrium, by setting £ = ilk and applying a singuiar perturbation argument
(based on Tychonov's Theorem) to the closed-ioop system
z = - z + Z Zy
one can conclude that fur a flxed bounded open subset U HZ there exists a kU such
that the feedback law 5.2 with k > kU stabiiizes the closed-loop system (5.1) -
(5.2) for all initIal data (z 0' y 0) £ U.
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Remark. Examples (e.g., (5.1) with the seconc1 equation replaced by y = u) show
that, in generdi, the requIred gain kU RUst grow with U, In sharp contrast to the
iinear case. Nonetheiess, for fixed U, the iaw (5.2) with k ) kU does have an
infinite gain margIn (in the sense of [37]), retaIning some of the robustness
features of ciassical lInear control.
Example 5.2. The system evolvIng on R3 defIned vIa
(5.3)
y =cos(z z ) + U
1 2
has (strong) relative degree 1 (wIth positive high frequency gain) and has as zero
dynamics the van der Pol oscIllator
z - z3 + z
2 1 1 (5.3) I
- z .
1
Implementing the output feedback law (5.2), nonlinear root-locus theory (i.e.
the closed-loop dynamIcs should limit to the zero dynamics in a suitable sense)
would predIct the existence of a stabie limIt cycle for k » O. In fact, since the
limit cycle in (5.3) I is normally hyperbolic, by setting £ 11k and appealing to
Anosov's Theorem, we see that for a fixed bounded set U of initial data X
o
there
exists a kU so that in the closed-loop system (5.2)-(5.3) wIth k ) kU' xt
approaches a unique (stabie) lImit cycle.
In Examples (5.l)-(5.2), we could appedl to a singular perturbation argument
because the llI-limit sets for the "zero dynamics" were normally hyperbolic and
because the systems were in a "normal form" explicitly displaying the "fast" and
"slow" state variables, giving a noniinear generalIzation (see [25]-[26] and also
[56], [57]) of the iinear, relative degree one (SISO or HIHO) case treated by
Kokotovic et al. in [58]. We now consider an example where, in fact, it will be
necessary to choose the outputs in order to reaiize a state feedback law.
Example 5.3. Consider the system evolvIng on n3 according to
x
2
u.
(5.4 )
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In order to render (5.4) a relative degree I system we choose a "dummy output" y of
the form
y
and then choose Y(xI,x
Z
) so that the Lero dynamics are stable. In "normal form"
(5.4) takes the form
XI x3Z
x (y - y(x I ,x z» 3z
y = u + Y(X I ,Xz)
(5.4) I
X X
xle I z, we have the zero dynamics
which can be seen to be locally and globally asymptotically stable by applying
LaSalle's theorem to the "energy" function V(xl,x Z) = x~ + x~. We implement the
control law
u = - ky - ~(x x)
, I' Z
For example, with k I (5.5) specializes to the control law
u (5.6)
which is locally asymptotically stabilizing by the center manifold theorem. We
stress, however, that (5.6) was derived in a systematic way using geometrIc
nonlinear control theory. For a given bounded open set U, there exists a kU such
that
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stablllzes all lnltlal data Xu E U, for k > kU' glvlng an Inflnlte gain margin even
In the critically stable case.
Example 5.4. We dcscrlbe here an exampie from spacecraft attitude control which
exhibits some of the problems we propose to study. The example considered In some
depth in Crouch [22] concerns tile spec1flc case of atltude control of a rigid
spacecraft with actuator failure, In tills case lhruster jets, so that there are
only two remaining control torques acting about principal axes. The equations
describing the system are then given by
. (j 2 - j3)/jlwI a lw2w3 + u I a l
w2 a2wl w3 + u2 a (j3 - jl)/j22 (5.7)
wj = a 3wlw2 a 3 (jl - j2)/j3
~ S(w)H
attltudeiof the spacecraft reiatlve to Inertial axes, and wi are the components of
angular velocity. There are two problems of special interest, controlling the
system to the equilibrium state w = 0, R = R
u
some desired attitude, and
controlling the system to tile periodic trajectory consisting of rotation at a
constant rate w3 = A about the third principal axis. It Is shown In Crouch [39]
that If a 3 - 0 the system above Is controllable, and locally controilable about
each of the equll1brlum (trajectories) above. However of more Interest would be
the development of closed-loop state feedback controls which would locally and
perhaps globally stablllze the system about these equilibria.
We first illustrate how to stabilize the angular velocity equations (see also
[23] - [25]) usLng a multlvarlable extension of our technlques. We proceed by
choosing YI' Y2 so that the system has relative degree I through each channel and
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is mininum phase. Expllc1 tiy, we take
YI wI + YI (w 3 )
Y2 w2 + Y,,(w 3)
ieading to the zero dynamics (i.e. Yl Y2 0)
Let us assume 3 ) 32, I.e. that a 3 ) O. Then, choosing
gives the stabie zero dynamics
with "high frequency" dynamics
In particular, by the center manifold theorem the feedback law
.
u2 = - a Zwl w3 - Y2 - Yz
locally asymptotically stabilizes the system about the equilibrium, wi O.
In the original coordinates, we have
u
l (5.6)
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At one time, it was the hope that feedback laws such as (5.8) would ultimately
lead to the desIgn of feedback laws stabiiizing the full set of satellIte equations
(5.7). It Is now known [26] that there does not exist a smooth (I.e. C~) state
feedback law, u = F(w,R), whIch makes the equIlibrIum w = 0, R = Ro' locally
asymptotIcally stable. However, using our design phIlosophy we can derive state
feedback control laws for which the closed-loop trajectories asymptotIcally
approach a motion about the third principal axIs. Explicitly, usIng Euler angles
to parametrize the frame R (see e.g. [22]) the feedback law
where
satIsfIes: For a gIven bounded set U of InItIal condItIons x
o
' there Is a kU such
that (5.9) for any k ) kU' drives (wI)t .. 0, Tlt .. 0, 4't .. 0, as t .....
Example 5.5. ConsIder the rigid body model (2.1) for a robotIc manIpulator, we
wish to analyze the effec t of the PO control
T (5.10)
where k I' k2 ) 0 or, more generally, are matrices with o(k1) C. C+. We analyze
(5.10) In two stages, first we set y = q - qdz =q and consider the stable
dlfferentlator
whIch has the effect of makIng the robot arm mInImum phase, relatIve degree I In
each channel. Explicitly,
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which has zero dynamics, i.e. constraining z 0,
Now, implementing (5.10) takes the form
T = - k z1
which can be analyzed as above using Tychonov's Theorem.
(5.11 )
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1 Introduction
The central problem of control theory is to design a control law that will
cause a system to meet some set of design specifications. For example the
problem may be as simple mathematically as to find a function u(t) so that
the system
:i; = Ax -+- Bu, x(O) = Xo
takes on the specified value XT at time T or it could be as complex as
defining the control law that will allow a robot to function on an assembly
line. In either case the primary function is to assure that the control law will
meet some set of specifications. In the first example the problem usually
becomes in practice one of designing the control law and then becomes
the problem of keeping the system as close to the designed trajectory as
possible, Le. of defining a feedback control law that stabilizes around the
trajectory. At this point in both examples a new complication enters the
picture-in order to control the system the designer must be able to calculate
where in the statespace the system is located. A problem of observation has
complicated the design. In almost all control problems there is ultimately
an underlying problem of determining the position of the system in the
statespace or a problem of determining the particular trajectory that a
system is following, [5,6].
It has only been in the last decade that problems of observability have
gained importance in themselves. The paper of Herman and Krener, [11]
was fundamental in that it placed the theory of local observability of nonlin-
ear systems on a solid framework of differential geometry and showed that
in fact the problem of observability was not simply the dual of the problem
of controllability. However from a practical point of view the problem of lo-
cal observability is not as critical as the problem uf being able to determine
in a universal way where the system is located in the statespace. With the
work of Elliott and Tarn and their students [1,13,141 the study of global
observability was initiated. The problem of being able to distinguish be-
tween any two points in the statespace is very complicated mathematically
and as we will see in this paper has very little connection to the a problem
of local observability.
The intent of this paper is to give a partial survey of the theory of ob-
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servability of dynamical systems. We will begin in section 2 with a recap
of the theory of observability of linear systems and some of the attendant
problems-tracking, observers, inverse systems, etc. In section 3 we will
consider the problem of local observability of non-linear systems and will
recount the developments of the paper of Hermann and Krener, [11] and
related work on the geometric aspects of the local controllability. In sec-
tion 4 we consider the problem of global observability of nonlinear systems
which have differential constraints. In particular the work of Elliott, Tarn,
and Aeyels, [1,13,14] will be considered along with the somewhat different
approach of Sussman, [18]. In section 5, we consider the recent work of
Drager, Martin, Byrnes and others on the global observability of transla-
tional flows on the torus or more generally flows on abelian groups. This
work shows that there are fundamental differences between the local theory
and any systematic development of a global theory of observability. In sec-
tion 6 we consider the work of McMahon on the existence of a vector field
on a manifold which is observable by every nonconstant continuous func-
tion. Relevant to this section is paper by Byrnes, Dayawansa and Martin,
[24], which contains results about which manifolds can admit such vector
fields. In section 7 we consider the problem of observability of continuous
time system with discrete sampling and show that this leads to a version
of the easy Whitney embedding theorem. Here the work of Aeyles, [22],
Martin and Smith, [2t], and a recent paper of Dayawansa and Martin, [20]
are relevant along with a paper of Bends(lle, [23].
2 Linear Theory
Perhaps the simplest problem in control theory is the following:
Let
X Ax
y = ex.
(1)
(2)
What conditions must be imposed on the matrices A and c in order that the
output function y(t) uniquely determines the solution of the system x= Ax?
Here we assume that the A is an n x n matrix and that c is an 1 x n matrix.
We first note that the solution of the system is given by the action of the
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one parameter group exp(At) on the underlying space R". That is, x(t) =
exp(At)xo for some initial data point Xo and hence that the output function
is given by the analytic function y(t) = cexp(At)xo. Since the output
function is analytic the function is determined uniquely by the sequence
{y(")(O)}~=o' Calculating the derivatives of the output and evaluating at
t = 0 we see that the n'th term is cA"-lxo and hence we have that the
condition for observability is that the infinite system of equations
cXo = 0
cAxo 0
has a unique solution, namely Xo = O. Thus the condition is that the matrix
c
cA
has rank n. However by the Cayley Hamilton theorem the rank of the
matrix is determined by its first n rows and hence we have derived the
classical result that the system is observable iff the rank of the matrix
is equal to n.
We first note that we have made fundamental use of the fact that the
semigroup exp(At) is analytic and hence that the function y(t) has a Taylor
series expansion E c'A"xot" In!. As we will see in the next section this con-
struction is basic to the determining conditions for observability in the gen-
eral nonlinear case as is posed by Hermann and Krenner. Each coefficient
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in the Taylor series is a function of the initial data and hence the problem
of uniquely determining the solution is problem of solving an infinite set of
equations for the unknown initial data. In the linear case, because of the
recursion induced by the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem the problem reduces
to a linear problem in a finite number of equations and hence either has
infinitely many solutions or a unique solution. Unfortunately there is no
hope of this generalizing to the nonlinear case or to more general systems
defined on manifolds.
Although the proof of observability using the Taylor series is simple
there is another proof that appears to be more relevant to the problem of
determining conditions for global observability. Consider the linear system
X Ax
y = c'x.
The above system is observable iff there exists a matrix P such that
PA=AP
and
cP = c
then P = I. This result is well known, at least in the control case but the
proof is interesting. Suppose P exists with the hypothesized communativity
properties and suppose P is not the identity. Let x be a vector such that
Px =I- x. then we have that c' exp(At)x = c'P exp(At)x = c' exp(At) Px
and hence that the system is unobservable. On the other hand we now
need to show that if the system is unobservable then there exists such a
P. We first assume that A is cyclic. Let x be a nonzero vector such that
c' exp(At)x = O. Now we note that by differentiating this expression we
have that c'AA:x = 0 for all k. We define a matrix Q by the following,
From Q we will construct a matrix that satisfies the commutativity prop-
erties. First consider
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o
1
= [x, Ax, A2x,···, An-lx] 0
o
= QRAR- l
Hence we have that
A(QR) = (QR)A
and QR is nonzero. We also note that since c'Ali:x = 0 that
c'QR = o.
Now let
P = QR + aI.
It is clear that there exists an a such that P is invertible and P is the desired
matrix. If A is not cyclic then the preceding argument can be modified by
decomposing the statespace into the sum of a cyclic invariant subspace and
a complimentary subspace.
The fact that there exists such a P iff the system is unobservable is
equivalent to saying that there is a linear symmetry for the system. This
phenomena will occur in several different contexts and seem to underlie
much of the theory of global observability, especially in the case that there
is group involved at the level of the statespace.
3 Nonlinear Theory
Consider a system with controls
E: x = !(x,u)
y - g(x) (3)
where x ERn, ! is a Coo vector field, 9 is a Coo real valued function and
u E n a subset of R. We could of course allow u and y to be vector valued
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but for the purposes of this paper the scalar case will suffice. We could
also assume that the system was evolving on Coo manifold but the theory
we are presenting is basically local and hence we will restrict ourselves to
the Euclidean case. We denote the solution of the differential equation
± = f(x,u) with initial value Xo by wzo(u,t). Following Hermann and
Krener, 111], we say that two points Xo and Xl are indistinguishable iff for
every input function u(t)
Indistinguishability is an equivalence relation on Rn and we denote the
equivalence class of X by I(x). We define the system E to be observable at
x iff I(x) = {x} and we say that the system is observable if it is observable
at x for all x. An equally valid theory could be developed for the case at
hand by removing the dependence on the control, that is we could assume
that either the control is not present or it is fixed.
The definition above is inherently global. In order to take advantage
of differentiable structure we have hypothesized it is necessary to restrict
the definition. Let U be an open subset of Rn and let xo, Xl E U. We
say that X - 0 is U-indistinguishable from Xl iff for every control u such
that Wzo (u, t) and WZ1 (u, t) both lie entirely within U fail to distinguish
between Xo and Xl. V-indistinguishability is not an equivalence relation
because it may fail to be transitive. We will, however, denote the set of
points V-indistinguishable from X by Iu(x). We now define the system E
to be locally observable at Xo if and only if Iu(xo) = {xo} and simply locally
observable if it is locally observable at Xo for all Xo.
If we are only interested in distinguishing a point Xo from its immediate
neighbors we can weaken the definitions in the following way. In analogy
with the definition of observable we will say that the system E is weakly
observable at Xo iff there is a neighborhood U of Xo such that I(xo) n U ==
{xo} and we say the system E is weakly observable if it is weakly observable
at Xo for all values of Xo. Again this concept require arbitrarily large times
and the trajectories may wander far from the neighborhood U. In analogy
with the definition of locally observability we define the system to be locally
weakly observable at Xo if there exists a neighborhood U of Xo such that for
every open neighborhood V contained in U we have Iv(xo) = {xc} and
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simply locally weakly observable if this true for every xo. We have the
following relations holding between the four definitions of observability.
locally observable
locally weakly observable
==>
==>
observable
weakly observable
It is easy to see that for linear autonomous systems as we considered in the
last section these four concepts are equivalent. We will develop a simple test
for local weak observability that reflects the controllability rank conditions
for linear systems.
Let Coo (R") denote the linear space of all Coo real valued infinitely
differentiable functions on R". Let X denote the Lie algebra of all Coo
vector fields on R". COO(R") is a X-module with the operation being given
by
04>
h * 4>(x) = ax (x)h(x).
This is , of course just Lie differentiation. Let 1 denote the sub Lie algebra
of X generated by all vector fields of the form f ( ,u) where u is some
constant. We finally let 9 denote the 1-module generated by a function
g E COO(llt"). Recall that this module is the central object in the description
of local controllability of non linear systems.
We let X· denote the space of all one forms on R", that is just the space
of linear combinations of gradients of elements of COO(R"). Vector fields
act on one forms according to the definition
(
OW. ). oh
Lh(w)(x) == ax (x)h(x) + w(x) ax (x)
where w is a one form, h is a vector filed and * denotes transpose. A
standard result is that if w = d4> then Lh and d commute. Thus dg is also
an 1-module. We denote by dg(xo) the space of one forms evaluated at the
point xo. The system E is said to satisfy the observability rank condition at
Xo if the dimension of dg(xo) is n. We can now state the canonical theorem
from the paper of Herman and Krener, [11].
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Theorem 3.1 If E satisfies the observability rank condition at XQ then E
is locally weakly observable at XQ.
The proof is simple and is based on an application of the inverse function
theorem. However it should be noted that the proof 0 the observability
rank condition for linear systems is likewise a simple (linear) application of
the inverse function theorem. The approach of Hermann and Krener can
be pushed somewhat further but ultimately it must be concluded that the
methods are essentially local and that only by very artificial hypothesis can
the methods give global results.
4 Global Observability and Differentiability
Constraints
Again we consider the system E but we will now assume that the control
is not present. So we are asking if we can distinguish between trajectories
of an autonomous dynamical system. Assume for the moment that the
functions f and g are analytic and hence that we can construct the Taylor
series of the output function. Consider the simple example of the differential
equation
x=sinx.
The solution of the differential equation with initial data x(O) = a, x(O) = b
has Taylor series
X(t) = a + bt + sin a t2/2 + bcosa tS/6 + (sinacos b - b2sina)t4/24 + ....
If the system is observed with a linear function of the form
y(t) = ax(t) + /H(t)
then the output function has Taylor series
y(t) = (aa+,Bb)+(ab+,Bsina)t+(asina+,Bbcosa)t 2/2
+(ab cos a + ,B sin a cos a - ,Bb2 sin a)tS/6 + ...
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to determine if the system is observable one need only determine if the
initial data, a and b, can be recovered from the coefficients of the Taylor
series. That is to say can we solve the infinite set of equations
(o:a+,8b) 1'1
o:b + ,8 sin a - 1'2
0: sin a + ,8bcos a - 1'3
ab cos a +,8 sin a cos a - ,8b2 sin a = 1'4
for the unknown initial data a and b? This is a formidable task even for
this simple system. This approach has been used by Elliott and Tarn and
their associates, [14,13].
The basic idea of this attack is very powerful and in general depends
on being able to expand the output function as a series of functions in
such a way that the coefficients are uniquely determined by the initial data
of the differential equation. The series need not be a Taylor series and
we will see in later sections that there are times when the expansion can
be accomplished in terms of a Dirichlet series or a Fourier series to prove
observability. The main shortcoming of the attack is that the resulting
set of equations is in general very difficult to solve. One could visualize
a much more sophisticated attack on the problem of observability based
on the idea of approximation of the output function in much more general
function spaces.
A more subtle attack on the problem of observability was begun by Dirk
Aeyls in [11. In this seminal paper Aeyls takes advantage of the fact that
the class of Morse-Smale systems have very well behaved trajectories. Let
M be a compact Coo manifold and let X be a Coo vector field on M. We
recall that a vector field is Morse-Smale if
1. The number of fixed points and periodic orbits is finite and each is
hyperbolic.
2. All stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversally.
3. The nonwandering set consists of fixed points and periodic orbits only.
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Morse-Smale vector fields have the property that every orbit converges
asymptotically to an equilibrium point or to a periodic orbit. Thus there
arises the possibility of waiting until an orbit is in the neighborhood of
an critical set to attempt to distinguish it from other orbits. The main
theorem of the Aeyls, [1], is the following
Theorem 4.1 Let there be given a Morse-Smale system on a compact man-
ifold with a nonzero number of critical elements and let there be given a
smooth output function h into Euclidean space m.r • Then the system is
globally observable if
1. the rank condition for is satisfied at the critical elements,
2. h separate critical points,
9. the images of periodic orbits under h are different and every output
trajectory corresponding to a closed orbit has minimal period, equal
to the period of the closed orbit.
The rank condition is just the rank condition for local observability in a
neighborhood of the critical elements as developed in the paper of Hermann
and Krener, [Ill. The proof of the theorem is quite technical but the ideas
are quite intuitive as is expressed by the following example which again is
contained in the paper of Aeyls, 111.
Loosely speaking, the Aeyl's proof of global observability fro Morse-
Smale systems is carried out by selecting subsets of the manifold such that
at some specific time they are "pushed forward" by the flow into some
of the neighborhoods of the critical sets,NZil where they are distinguished
at some well-picked time instant, either by the rank conditions for local
observability, Re, or by the fact taht the observation function distinguishes
critical points, M 8. This will be illustrated through a discussion of a
particular example. Consider the unit sphere S2 C R3 centered at the
origin. A flow is defined on 8 2 with two critical points, a source at the
"north-pole" X n = (0,0,1) and a sink in the "south-pole" X, = (0,0, -1).
The other orbits of the flow are the "meridian lines." Let h be an output
function which assumes different values at Xn and X" Let the rank condition
be satisfied at both poles. Let Nzn and Nz • be neighborhoods of the critical
points. Let Vz • be an open set covering M less PZn ' where PZn C N zn is a
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neighborhood of X n • Any pair of points in Vz • is distinguishable at some
time Ta by RC at x,. There remains to be shown how to distinguish
Vz • from its complement in M, or, to be sure, from Nzn which contains
the complement. This is carried out in two steps. First, corresponding
to Ta I there exists a neighborhood VZn of X n , contained in Nzn , such that
~(Ta,VzJ C Nzn • Therefore, Vz• is distinguishable from VZn by M S at
time Ta • Finally, Vz • is distinguishable from Nzn less VZn by RC in x, at
some finite time T~ > Ta . Thus any two orbits are distinguished.
In a general proof problem of saddle points must be faced. This adds
conceptual and technical difficulty. Indeed, at this point it is clear - follow-
ing the ideas explained in the example - how to construct a proof of global
observability for the case of a Morse-Smale vectorfield containing a finite
number of sources and sinks and no saddles. When saddles are present,
one might at first consider neighborhoods N z •• around the saddle points.
Then one might be tempted to say that, since all points - except for the
sources - eventually wind up in the neighborhoods Nz of the sinks and the
saddles, the example again contains all the ideas on how to give a proof in
the general case. Such a reasoning would indeed show how to distinguish
all pairs of points on the manifold if one is willing to accept an infinitely
long observation interval. Indeed, points belonging to the stable manifold
of one saddle Nz •• but sitting close to the stable manifold of another saddle
take a long time before they are trapped in N z ••-the closer they are to the
stable manifold of the other saddle, the longer it takes, by continuity of
the flow. These points have a somewhat similar behavior to points in the
neighborhood of the north-pole-source of the example. Therefore, in the
distinguishability process of a formal proof, these points should somehow
be treated together with the stable manifolds to which they are close to -
and not together with the stable manifolds to which they belong to - in
order to reduce the observation interval to finite time. The general proof
relies heavily on the cellular structure induced on the manifold by the stable
manifolds of the Morse-Smale vectorfield.
Another approach to observability in the large was undertaken by Suss-
man in [181. There the idea is to define an equivalence relation on the
points of the manifold in terms of indistinguishability, that is, two points
are equivalent if and only if the orbits emanating form them are not distin-
guished by the output function. It is fairly easy to see that the relation is an
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equivalence relation and the natural approach is to consider the quotient of
the manifold and the equivalence relation. Sussman gives various conditions
under which the resulting object is a manifold and determines conditions
under which the system descends to the quotient as an observable system.
The resulting system is of course globally observable. Sussman's technique
is not really a method for determining if the system is observable but a
method for constructing globally observable systems. The main object of
his construction was to produce realization of nonlinear systems that are
globally observable and controllable.
5 Translational Flows on the Torus
The work of Hermann, Krener, Aeyls, Elliott, Tarn and others on the prob-
lems of observability of nonlinear systems and on the problems of global
observability did not really attempt to determine necessary conditions for
global observability. The conditions that were imposed were of the nature
of differentiable conditions of linear control theory. There are just two sets
of results that had promise for studying really general systems an~ had the
potential of giving fundamental insight into the problem of observability.
The first was the work of Aeyls, using Morse-Smale systems. The condi-
tions that he imposed were not that different from the general conditions
of Hermann and Krener but were conditions that attacked the problem of
global observability directly rather than obtaining global observability from
accidental conditions. The second set of results were the results of Kuo,
Elliott and Tarn. Their methods were quite direct and consisted of exam-
ining the series expansion of the output function. This approach leads to
sufficient conditions for the observability of the systems. A natural exten-
sion of their work is to consider the expansion of the output map in terms
of series other than a Taylor series.
A first attack on the problem of global observability that did not at-
tempt to impose differential constraints was by Drager and Martin in
[91. There the following problem was considered. Let Tn denote the
n-dimensional torus and consider the vector fields on the Tn that gen-
erate the irrational winding lines. These are the simplest vector fields on
the torus and are natural to consider. The question that was posed was to
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cletermine necessary and sufficient conditions for the observability of these
flows. Thus the problem is just to determine the conditions on the obser-
vation function that will render the system observable. In [91 this prob-
lem wasn't solved but never-the-Iess an interesting result was observed. If
the observation function was assumed to be continuous and was assumed
to have a unique maximum then, using a result of Kronecker on the ap-
proximation of real numbers with linear rational combinations of irrational
numbers it was shown that the system consisting of the irrational wind-
ing lines and any continuous function with a unique maximum value was
observable. the result is not particularly difficult but it was the first case
in the literature that observability was obtained without the assumption
of smoothness. It was stated in [91 that the underlying phenomena was
ergodicity. However later developments seem to belie this statement.
In a sequel to this paper Byrnes and Crouch, [31, showed that this
result followed without the assumption of a unique maximum and that the
relevant conditions was that the observation function had a special point,
value that was obtained exactly once-a minimum or a maximum. However
the only technical requirement was that the observation was continuous.
More interestingly they showed that the vector fields could be replaced
with vector fields that had the property that they were minimal distal. This
simply means that the if the initial data for two orbits is separated then
the time parameterized orbits remained separated by at least a distance f.
The condition of minimality ensures that the orbits are dense. The idea of
the proof is to follow one of the orbits until it is sufficiently close to the
special point and so that the value of the observation function is distinct
from the value on the other orbit. In this paper it was also recognized that
the general case should consist of a compact abelian group instead of the
torus, Tn .
In the setting of a compact abelian group three more papers quickly
followed. Drager and Martin reproved their original result using Fourier
analysis on the torus and showed that a sufficient condition was that the
observation function should be continuous and that no Fourier coefficient
should vanish. This paper was distinguished only by the neatness of the
proof and was not a real extension of the theory. the late Douglas McMa-
hon, to whom this paper is dedicated, mad a major extension with the
following result, the system consisting of a dense translational flow on a
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compact abelian group and a continuous observation function, is observ-
able if and only if there is no subgroup that leaves the observation func-
tion invariant. Independently Balog, Bennett and Martin showed that the
observation function need not be continuous but that the characteristic
function of certain 'nice sets' sufficed, i.e. those sets that had the property
that they consisted of the interior of their closure provided that there were
again no symmetries. These last two results were very satisfying since they
mimic the result for linear systems. McMahon proved his results using har-
monic analysis techniques and the result of Balog, et. al. was proved using
very different techniques of point set topology. There has been a recent
announcement by Drager, Foote and McMahon of a result that incorpo-
rates both of the above results into a single theorem with the proof being
based on techniques from harmonic analysis. Byrnes and McMahon have
announced a major new formulation of the theorem in terms of the dual
group that generalizes the results of drager and Martin seems to imply the
results of Drager Foote and McMahon-namely that the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for observability is that the characters not represented in
the fourier series of the observation function should not include any group
of characters.
6 Universal Observability
The winding lines on the torus of the last section are easily proved to be
observable by a large set of continuous functions but it is easily seen that
there are continuous functions, even analytic functions, which fail to observe
even the simplest winding lines. Consider for example the observation
function
/(0) = cos 20
and the uniform rotation on the circle 8 1• An easy calculation shows that
the flows starting at 00 and 00 + 11" are indistinguishable. Interestingly
enough the system is locally observable but not observable.
At first thought it would seem that one would always be able to con-
struct an observation function that would render the flows generated by any
vector field unobservable. But this is not the case. In a very clever example
Douglas McMahon, [16], constructed a vector field on a compact homoge-
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neous space that is observable by every continuous nonconstant function.
The manifold is the homogeneous space
)I=SI(2,R)/H
where H is a nonarithmetical, co-compact subgroup. The flow is generated
by the matrix element
The proof is dependent on technical results from the field of topological
dynamics but ultimately rests on the fact that it can be shown that the
flow is strongly mixing in the sense that the flow generated in the product
space )I x )I has the property that any flow that initiates at a non diagonal
point is dense in the product. It's clear that this property implies that
every nonconstant continuous function is observing since we simply select
two points at which the function has distinct values and eventually any two
distinct orbits will pass through any arbitrarily small neighborhood of the
two points.
At the present time this is the only known example of a universally
observable vector field. There are a few properties for which it can be
demonstrated that any manifold that has a universally observable vector
field must possess. First it is clear that the closure of any two orbits must
be the entire manifold. For if not there would exist a continuous function
that is zero on the union of the orbit and one at some point not in the
closure. Thus the two orbits would not be distinguished. Clearly there
can be at most one singular orbit and there can exist no periodic orbits.
thus there is at most one equilibrium point and every other orbit is dense.
Byrnes, Dayawansa and Martin, [241, have shown that there can exist no
equilibrium points and hence every orbit is dense. By constructing the one
point compactification of the manifold and suitably modifying the flows in
the neighborhood of the point at infinity it can by be shown as a corolary of
the fact that every orbit is dense that the manifold is compact. From this
it follows that every manifold that admits a universally observably vector
field has Euler Characterisetic zero. It is not known if every universally
observable vector field has the stronger property that orbits are dense in
the product space.
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McMahon's example is dependent on the existence of non-arithmetical
co-compact subgroups of 81(2, R). For n > 2 such subgroups fail to exist
due to rigidity theorems. Thus his construction does not generalize. For
two dimensional manifolds the only possible example is the 2-torus. At
this point it is undecided whether or not the torus admits a universally
observable vector field. This question is discussed but not decided in [241.
7 Another Point Of View
Let (X, f) be an smooth observable system on a compact n-dimensional
manifold M. The integral curves of X, 4>,(xo) composed with f, f(4),(xo)),
defines a map from the manifold into the space of real valued functions of a
real variable. Since the manifold is compact the functions are bounded and
we may as well assume we are mapping into the space of continuous func-
tions with the supremum topology. Elementary properties of the system
imply that the mapping
is smooth. Observability implies that the map is one to one and the various
forms of local observability imply that the mapping is locally one to one.
We would like for the mapping to be nonsingular but in general additional
conditions are necessary to ensure this.
A very realistic problem has been posed in Aeyels, [22] and in Smith
and Martin, [21], which has interesting implications in the above setting.
Suppose that instead of the function f(4),(xo)) we are given the value of this
function at n preselected times, t ll ,tz, ... ,tn' Does this preserve observ-
ability? In general the answer is no, even in the case of linear systems, [21].
In the case of nonlinear systems a positive answer would have provided a
one-to-one mapping of Minto Rn. This wouldn't have necessarily have
been impossible but would have certainly have been pathological. Aeyels
showed that generically it suffices to evaluate the output function at 2n + 1
points and a mapping of the manifold into :R.2n+1 is obtained. It is possi-
ble to extend Aeyel's result and construct a nonsingular map from Minto
R2n+l-the easy imbedding theorem. The paper of Bends!2Se, [231, is rele-
vant in that he constructs a globally observable vector field on an arbirary
compact manifold. An interesting open problem is to determine if there
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ABSTRACT
The fundamental feedback control problem of obtaining desired system behavior
in the presence of uncertainties is considered for a class of uncertain systems
described by differential equations.
Taking a deterministic point of view, a class of adaptive controllers which
yield stable behavior is proposed.
The use of these controllers is illustrated by examples and applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to control the behavior of a system in the "real" world. be it physical.
biological or socio-economic. the system analyst seeks to capture the system's
salient features in a mathematical model. This abstraction of the "real" system
always contains uncertain elements; these may be parameters, constant or varying.
which are unknown or imperfectly known. or they may be unknown or imperfectly known
inputs into the system. Despite such imperfect knowledge about the chosen mathematical
model, one often seeks to devise controllers which will "steer" the system in some
desired fashion, for example so that the system response will approach or track a
desired reference response; by suitable definition of the system (state) variables,
such problems can always be cast into the form of stability problems.
Two main avenues are open to the analyst seeking to control an uncertain dynami-
cal system. He may choose a stochastic approach in which information about the
uncertain elements as well as about the system response is statistical in nature;
e.g .• see Refs. (1-2). Loosely speaking, when modelling via random variables. one
is content with desirable behavior on the average. The other approach to the control
of uncertain systems, and the one for which we shall opt in the present discussion.
is deterministic. Available. or assumed, information about uncertain elements is
deterministic in nature. Here one seeks controllers which assure the desired response
of the dynamical system.
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In this paper, the mathematical model is embodied in ordinary differential
equations, the state equations of the system. We divide the systems under consider-
ation into three subclasses depending on the type of potentially destabilizing
uncertainties present in the system description and on the way the control enters
into the description. For each of the systems considered there exists a state feed-
back controller which assures that the zero state is globally uniformly asymptotically
stable. However, these controllers depend on constants in the system description
which are not known; e.g., such constants are the values of unknown constant distur-
bances or unknown bounds on time-varying parameters or inputs. We propose controllers
which may be regarded as adaptive versions of the feedback controllers mentioned
above; in place of the unknown constants, one employs quantities which change or
adapt as the state of the system evolves. Under some circumstances, these adaptive
quantities may be considered to be estimates of the unknown constants. The method
of devising these adaptive controllers is based on the constructive use of Lyapunov
theory as suggested, in a somewhat different context, in Refs. (3-8).
II. SYSTEMS UNDER CONSIDERATION
All of the systems under consideration belong to one main class 54. However,
we introduce first three subclasses 51, 52, 53, each of which is included in the
main class.
System Class 51
The systems in this class are described by
(2.1)
where t E lR, x(t) E lRn is the state and u(l) (t) E lR
ml
is the control; d
a
and db Mi
unknown (arbitrary) constants and the functions f: lR xlRn ->lRn , B: lR xlRn -> lR 1
ml ml .
and ljJ: lR -> lR are wwel'taJ.n, L e., they are not assumed known but are only assumed
to satisfy certain conditions (AI, A2, A3(l), A5(I».
Concerning the function f we introduce the following assumption.
Assumption AI. 1) f is Caratheodol'y 1 and
f(t,D) • D Ii t ElR
2l Thel'e e;r;ist a C1 function V: lR x lRn ->IR+ and functions
Y1, Y2, YJ : lR+ ->IR+, whel'e Y1' Y2 belong to class KR and YJ belongs to class K,
such that fol' all (t,;r;) E lR x lRn
ISee Ref. (9), Appendix, sec. A, or just note that if f is continuous, it is
Caratheodory.
2We use "0" to denote a zero vector.
3See Appendix.
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Y1(ll x ll) ~ V(t,x) ~ y2(llxll),
av av II IIat (t,x) + ax (t.x)f(t,x) ~ -Y3( x ).
(2.3)
(2.4)
Assumption Al asserts that there exists a Lyapunov function V which guarantees
that the zero state is a g.u.a.s. (globally uniformly asymptotically stable) equili-
brium state of the system described by
x(t) ~ f(t,x(t»;
see Refs. (5, 10-12).
(2.5)
that ~(w) ; n.
Concerning the function ~ the following is assumedm
. ., 1 h . m1Assumption A2. 1) ~"s onto; ".e., g"ven any n E]R , t epe ex"sts w E]R 8uah
m1This assumption and Al imply that, given any constants d
a
, db E~ ,there exists
a constant control u(l)(t) = v given by
such that the zero state is a g.u.a.s. equilibrium poin~ of (2.1).
2) ~T is the derivative of some C1 fun ation '1': ]R 1 .... ]R.
m1 m13) Fop eaah w E]R the funation W:]R .... ]R given by
a'I' A
W(w) Q 'I'(w) - 'I'(w) - aw (w)(w - w)
satisfies
A
W +w a> W(w) > O.
lim W(w) ~ ~.
II~II .... ~
We also make the following additional assumptions.
Assumption AJ. 1) The funation B(l) i8 8tpongly Caratheodopy.4
Assumption A4. One of the following two aonditions is satisfied.
Cl. Thepe exists a aontinuous funation Y4 : ]R+ .... ]R+ whiah satisfies
lim y 4(r) ~ ~.r .... ~
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.B)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
C2. Fop eaah d > 0 thepe exists b/d) > 0 suah that fop all (t,x) E]R x]Rn
Ilxll < d => I \a(l)(t,x) II ~ b1(d), (2.12)
4See Ref. (9). Appendix, sec. A. or just note that if B(l) is continuous. it is
strongly Caratheodory.
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where
T avT
B(l) (t,x) ax- (t,x). (2.13)
Assumption AS. 1) At each t EJR, a(1) (t,x(t)) is known.
Remarks 2.1. 1) If f is linear time-invariant, i.e.,
f(t,x) = Ax (2.14)
where A E ~nxn and A is asymptotically stable (i.e., all of its eigenvalues have
negative real parts), then Al(l) is satisfied and Al(2) is satisfied by taking any
positive-definite symmetric Q E~nxn and letting
1 TV(t,x) ~ "2 x Px V(t,x) E~ x ~n (2.15)
where P E~nxn is the unique positive-definite symmetric solution of
PA + ATp + Q = 0;
see Refs. (5, 10-12). If. in addition. B(l) is constant. Le.,
(2.16)
B(l) (t,x) B V(t.x) E~ x ~n (2.17)
nxm1
wnere B & ~ ,then
(2.18)
and C2, and hence A4. is satisfied.
2) As a particular example of a function which satisfies A2 and Cl consider
m1 m1
any function ljt: ~ ... ~ given by
ljt(w) • Fw, (2.19)
m1xm1 1
where F E~ is symmetric positive-definite. The existence of F- implies A2(1)
is satisfied. Assumptions A2(2) and A2(3) are shown to hold by letting
1 T
'I'(w) ="2 w Fw.
and Cl is assured with
(2.20)
where Amin(F) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of F, and Amin(F) > O.
3) As a more general example of a function which satisfies A2 see Ref. (9).
4) Assumption AS(l) is made in order to ensure that there is sufficient infor-
mation available to implement the proposed controllers for this system class. Note
that this assumption is completely independent of ljt and does not require complete
knowledge of f and B(l). For example, some of the controlled systems presented in
Refs. (13-15) contain an uncertain f which satisfies Al for a known V. There B(l)
is known. so that the function a(l) is known. For another example see sec. V.A.
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5) For some previous literature on controllers for systems subject to unknown
constant disturbances see Refs. (16-ZJ).
5ystem Class 5Z
The systems in this class are described by
~(t) = f(t,x(t» + B(Z)(t,x(t»[Fu(Z)(t) + Dh(t,x(t»] (Z.21)
(Z.ZJ)
(Z) mZ
where t,x(t)~ and f are as defined for 51 and u ~t) £ m is the control; the
Zxp mZ mZ
matrix D £ m is unknown and the matrix F £m and functions
nxm
B(Z): m xmn -+lR Z and h: m xmn -+mP are uncertain, Le., they are not assumed
known but are only assumed to satisfy certain conditions (AJ(Z), A5(Z), A6).
In addition to assuming that f satisfies AI, we also make the following assump-
tions for this class.
Assumption A6. The matrix F is symmetric positive-definite.
Note that this assumption and Al imply that for each F and D there exists a
state feedback control given by
u(Z)(t) = Kh(t,x(t», K = -F-ID, (Z.ZZ)
such that the zero state is a g.u.a.s. equilibrium point of (Z.ZI). However, the
matrices F and D are not assumed to be known.
Assumption AJ. 2) The functions B(2) and h are strongZy Caratheodory.
(2)
Assumption A5. 2) At each t £jR, a (t,x(t)) and h(t,x(t)) are known, where
fOl> all (t,x) £jR xjRn
a(Z)(t,x) • B(Z)T(t,x) ~~T (t,x).
The following condition, which is not an assumption, will affect the choice of
one of the parameters in the proposed controllers for this system class.
CJ. For each d > 0 there exista bid) > 0 such that for all (t,x) £jR XjRn
Ilxll ~ d => Ilh(t,x)11 Ila(Z)(t,x)11 ~ bZ(d). (Z.Z4)
Remarks Z.Z. 1) Quite frequently the error equation which arises in the problem
of requiring a linear time-invariant system with unknown parameters to track a refer-
ence model falls into this class of systems; see Refs. (6-8, Z4-JZ).
Z) For a particular example of a system in this class see sec. V.B.
System Class SJ
In this class we consider systems which contain potentially destabilizing
uncertainties of a more general nature than those considered in 51 and 52. The
systems are described by
~(t) = f(t,x(t» + B(J)(t,x(t»g(t,x(t),u(J)(t» (2.25)
(J) mJ
where t,x(t), and f are as defined for 51 and u (t) £ m is the control; the
(J) n nxmJ n mJ mJfunctions B : m x m -+ m and g: m x m x m -+ m aJ1e uncertain, Le., they
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are not assumed known but are only assumed to satisfy certain conditions (A3(3),
AS(3), A7). In addition to assuming that f satisfies Ai, the following assumptions
are made for this class.
Assumption A7.
unknown conatant
1) There exist an uncertain function p: lR x lRn -+ lR
n mJ +flo > 0 such that for aU (t,x,u) 'lR xlR xlR
and an
k2) There exist an unknown constant S ,(o,~) and a known function
II: lR x lRn x (0,00/ -+ 1lI lJuch thu.i for aU (t, x) f. JR x JRn
+
p(t.x) ~ IT(t,x,S).
(2.26)
(2.27)
That is. we do not assume that the bound p(t.x) is known; we only assume that it
depends in a known manner on an unknown constant vector S.
J) For each (t,x) 'lR XlRn, the function IT(t,x"):(O,oo)k -+lR+ i8 c1, concave5,
and non-decreasing with respect to each coordinate of its argument, S.
Assumption A3. J) The fUnction 8(J) is Caratheodory and g, IT, and ~~ are strongLy
Caratheodory.
Assumption AS. J) At each t 'JR, /J)(t,x(t)) and x(t) are known where for aU
(t,x) £lR xlRn
(2.28)
Remarks 2.3. 1) In the earlier literature (see Refs. (15, 33-40» systems of
this class have been considered where g is of the form
g(t.x.u) a [1 + E(t,x)]u + e(t,x).
and E(t,x) and e(t,x) satisfy
(2.29)
IIE(t,x)11
lIe(t,x) II
< c, C < I,
(2.30)
for a known constant c and function Po' .Hence A7(1) is satisfied by taking
So ~ 1-c, (2.31)
p(t,x) a po(t,x)/(l-c). (2.32)
In other words, in these references So and p are assumed completely known whereas
here only A7(2) and A7(3) are assumed.
2) As an example of a function which satisfies the assumptions on IT, consider
any function IT: lR x lRn x (O,~)k -+ lR given by
+
IT(t,x,S) a K (t,x) + KT(t,x)S
o
where K
O
: lR x lRn -+ lR+ and K: lR x lRn -+ lR: are known strongly Caratheodory functions.
SThat is, -IT(t,x,') is convex.
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3) For a particular example of a system in this class, see sec. V.C. For
applications of this class, see Refs. (44-46).
System Class 54
This is the main class of systems. It includes each of the preceding subclasses,
51, 52, and 53. Systems in this class are described by
x{t) = f{t,x{t» + G{t,x{t), u{t»,
G{t,x,u) = B{l){t,x)[~{u{l) + d
a
) + db) + B(2){t,x)[Fu{2) + Dh{t,x»)
(3) (3)+ B (t,x)g{t,x,u ),
{l)T (2)T (3)T T(u u u ) = u ,
where all quantities are as previously defined.
All of the preceding assumptions Al - A7 are made for this class.
For an example of a system in this class see Ref. (47).
III. PROPOSED CONTROLLERS
(2.33)
In this section we present a class of controllers which guarantee the desired
stability properties for each of the system classes considered in the previous section.
In essence, each controller proposed is an adaptive version of a zero state stabil-
izing controller which depends on unknown constants.
Controller Class Cl (for 51)
The controllers in this class are given by
u{l){t) = ~(t) - i l i l o{t),
~(t) = -i l o{t),
ml
where v{t
o
) £ffi is arbitrary,
i l > 0, i l > 0,
i l > 0 if condition C2 is not satisfied, and
~(t) - a{l){t,x{t».
Note that u{l){t) is also given by
u{l){t) • v{t) + i l v{t)
J
t -
a{T)dT
t
o
(3.1 )
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
Thus, these controllers can be considered as versions of the classical PI (proportional
plus integral) controllers.
For an application of these controllers, see sec. V.A.
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Controller Class C2 (for 52)
The controllers in this class are given by
(2)' - T~ (t) = K(t)h(t,x(t» - £2a(t)h (t,x(t»rh(t,x(t»,
K(t) = -~(t)hT(t,x(t»r,
(3.7)
(3.8)
m2
x p
where K(t) £ lli ,K(t
o
) being arbitrary, r is any positive-definite symmetric
p x p matrix,
£ > 0,2 -
£2 > 0 if condition C3 is not satisfied, and
a(t) = a(2)(t,x(t».
Note that u(2)(t) is also given by
u(2)(t) = [K(t) + £2K(t)]h(t,x(t»
t
u(2)(t) = [-£2~(t) - J ~(T)dT + K(to)]h(t,x(t»
t
o
It may readily be seen that an 52 system with
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
h(t,x) = 1 (3.14)
is also an 51 system and its C2 controllers are the same as its C1 controllers. C1
controllers are special cases of C2 controllers.
For an application of C2 controllers, see sec. V.B.
Controller Class C3 (for 53)
The controllers in this class are given by
p(t,x,S,£) -n(t,x,S)s(t,x,S,£),
(3) anT , (3)
L atl (t,x(t) ,S(t»lla (t,x(t» II,
~(t) = -£4c(t),
S(t
o
) £ (O,oo)k, £(t
o
) c (O,w),
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18 )
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
where L (3) c lRkxk is diagonal with positive elements and s: lR x lRn x (0,oo)k+1 +lRm3
is any strongly Caratheodory function which satisfies
s(t,x,/l,c)lla(3)(t,x)11 = Ils(t,X,/l,c)lla(3)(t,x),
i.e., the two vectors have the same direction, and
(3.22 )
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~(t.x.B) = TI(t.x,B)a(3)(t,x) (3.23)
for all (t,x,B,c) c R x Rn x (O.oo)k+l. A particular example of such a function s is
given by
s(t,x.B.c) = sat[~(t,x.B)/cl (3.24)
where
II nil < 1,
II nil > 1.
(3.25)
These controllers can be considered as adaptive versions of those presented in
Refs. (34-38) and modified in Ref. (39) for systems of this class where g is of the
form considered in Remark 2.3(1).
For applications of C3 controllers. see sec. V.C and Refs. (44-46).
Controller Class C4 (for S4)
Roughly speaking. the controllers in this class are combinations of controllers
from the preceding three classes. More precisely, they are given by
T T T
uT(t) = (u(I)(t) u(2)(t) u(3)(t», (3.26)
where u(I)(t), u(2)(t). and u(3)(t) are given by controllers in classes Cl, C2, and
C3. respectively.
For an application of a C4 controller. see Ref. (47).
IV. PROPERTIES OF SYSTEMS WITH PROPOSED CONTROLLERS
Before stating a theorem, let us consider any system belonging to class S4 subject
to any corresponding controller in class C4. By defining the parameter "estimate"
vector
(4.1)q (~T k1 k k aT £)T,2'" m2
where ki , i D 1,2, .•.• m2, are the rows of' K, and by appropriately defining
I(1): R xRn x Q "'Rn and I(2): R xRn x Q "'Rr , (see Ref. (9). Appendix) where
m1 m2P k 1Q = R x R x (0,00) + •
r = m1 + m2P + k + 1,
such a controlled system can be described by
(4.2)
(4.3)
~(t) = £(1) (t,x(t) ,~(t»,
q(t) I(2)(t,x(t),~(t».
(4.4)
This is a system whose complete state (x,q) belongs to mn x Q.
Defining the parameter vector
q = (vT kl k2 ... k B
T O)T. (4.5)
m2
where k i , i = 1,2, ...•m2 , are the rows of K, we are now ready to state a theorem.
[t ,w) -+JRn x Q is a solution
o
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Theorem 4.1. Corw-ider any syutem belonging to class 51 and subject to any corre-
sponding controller in class C4. The resulting controlled cyctem can be described
by (4.4) and has the following properties.
Pl) Existence of Solutions. For each (to' x , ~ ) £lR XlRn x Q there exists a
o 0 •
solution (x('),q(')); [to,t l ) -+Ill x Q of (4.4) with (x(to),q(t o )) (xo,qo)'
P2) Uniform Stability of (O,q). For each n > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that
if (x(·), ~(.)) is any solution of (4.4) with Ilx(t )11, 11~(to) - qll < 6 then
• 0
II x (t) II, II q (t) - q II < n for aUt £ [to' t1)'
P3) Uniform Boundedness of S~lutions. For each r l , r 2 > 0 there exist dl (rl ,r2),
d2(rl ':2) ~ 0 such that if (x(·), q(')) is any solution.of (4.4) with I Ix(to ) II ~ r l
and Ilq(t
o
) - qll ~ r2 then Ilx(t) II ~ d1(r l ,r2) and Ilq(t) - qll ~ d2(r l ,r2) for aU
t £ [to' t l )·
P4) Extension of Solutions. EVery solution of (4.4) can be extended into a
solution defined on [to'w).
P5) Convergence of x(·) to Zero. If (x(.), q('));
of (4.4) then
lim x(t) = 0.
t -+ 00
(4.6)
Proof. The details of a proof may be found i.n Ref. (9), Appendix, sec. D.
Remark 4.1. The above theorem also applies to a system of class 51, 52, or 53
subject to a controller belonging to Cl, C2. or C3, respectively. For example, an
51 system subject to a Cl controller may be considered an 54 system subject to a C4
controller with B(2)(t,x) = B(3)(t,x) = 0.
V. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
A. LUR'E TYPE SYSTEMS
Consider a system described by
z(t) ~ Az(t) + B~(u(t) + d
a
) + d,
yet) ~ Cz(t),
(5. 1)
(5.2)
where t £ lR, z(t) £ ]Rn, u(t) £ ]Rm, and yet) £ lRffi is the output; da £]Rm and d £ lR
n
are unknown constant disturbances; the matrices A £ lRnxn , B £ lRnxm and C £ lRmxn are
uncertain, i.e., they are not assumed known but are only assumed to satisfy the
following assumptions.
3) (C,A) is observable.
G(s) ~ C(si - A)-l B,
1) A is asymptotically stable. 2) (A,B) is controllable.
4) The transfer function G, given by
(5.3)
is strictly positive real; see Refs. (48,49). 5)~: ]Rm -+lRffi satisfies A2.
For a given constant reference output y* £lRm, it is desired to obtain a con-
troller which assures that, for any initial condition of the controlled system. z(·)
is bounded and
lim yet)
t -+ w
y*. (5.4)
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It is assumed additionally that, for each t. y(t) is known.
If we let
x (t)
o
z
z(t) zO,
A- l B(CA- IB)-l(y* + CA- l d) _ A- l d.
(5.5)
(5.6)
then, utilizing (5.5). (5.6). (5.1). and (5.2), the system can be described by
x(t) = Ax(t) + B[~(u(t) + d
a
) + db]'
d = (CA- IB)-l(y* + CA- l d).
b
(5.7)
(5.8)
and the output tracking error is given by
e(t) = y(t) - y* = Cx(t). (5.9)
System description (5.7) is in the form of (2.1) with
f(t.x) = Ax. B(l)(t,x) = B, u(l)(t) = u(t). (5.10)
As a consequence of assumptions (1) - (4). there exist positive-definite symmetric
matrices p. Q E mnxn such that
(5.11 )
see Refs. (48, 49). Hence. assumptions AI. A2, A3(l), A4. and AS(l) hold (see
Remark 2.1(1» and system description (5.7) belongs to 51.
Taking u(t) to be given by a Cl controller for (5.7), one has (utilizing (3.1) -
(3.4), (2.18), (5.11). and (5.9»
(5. 12)u(t) = v(t) - il~le(t).
~(t) = -~le(t).
where ~1 > 0 and i l > O.
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, the use of control given by (5.12) results in
(x(·). v(·» being bounded and lim x(t) = O. Hence z(·) is bounded and
lim y(t) = y*.
t ->- '"For numerical simulation, we have taken a two-dimensional system described by
~2(t) = -a l z1(t) - a2z2(t) + ~(u(t) + da ) + d2 ,
y(t) = b l z l (t) + z2(t).
a 1 = 6. a 2 5. b 1 = 1. d = 1.a
= 0 are presented graphically in
v(O) • O.
v(O) = o.
requires knowledge of the system and disturbances.
2) Control given by (5.12) with ~1 = 1. i l = 0 and
3) Control given by (5.12) with ~ = 1. i l 1 and1
The results of simulations with z 1(0) = z2 (0)
Figures 5.1(1) - 5.1(3).
For y* = 1. three different controls were considered.
1) The constant control. u(t) = v. which assures the desired performance but which
For this example v = 1.
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Fig. 5.1(3). Output response for i 1=l, £1=1.
B. A BIOLOGICAL EXAMPLE
Consider a species of animals whose population dynamics can be described by
yet) = (r/k)y(t)[k - y(t)] + u(t),
yet) > 0 (5.13)
where yet) is the biomass of the species and u(t) is a control on the biomass growth
or decay rate at time t, r is the intrinsic growth rate and k is the environmental
carrying capacity; see Ref. (50). Suppose that rand k are unknown positive constants
but the biomass is accessible.
The control problem considered here may be stated as follows. Given a "desirable"
positive biomass y*, obtain a control policy the utilization of which assures that,
for any positive initial biomass, the resulting biomass evolution y(') is bounded
and positively valued and yet) ~ y* as t ~ ~.
If, for positive biomasses, we introduce a new state variable x, defined by
x(t) = in(y(t)/y*), (5.14)
then
y(t) • y*ex(t) (5.15)
and, utilizing (5.13) - (5.15), the system can be described by
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~(t) = (r/k)y*ll - ex(t)j + (e-x(t) /y*)[u(t) + Dy*ex(t)j,
D = r(l - y*/k).
(5.16)
The control problem is now equivalent to that of obtaining a controller which assures
that all solutions of (5.16) are bounded and converge to zero.
Equation (5.16) has the form of (2.21) with
f(t,x) F I,
h(t,x) = y*ex , (5.17)
Assumptions Al(l) and A3(2) are clearly satisfied. If one considers the function V
given by
V(t,x) = y*(ex - x-I) (5.18)
then Al(2) can be shown to hold; see Ref. (9). From (2.23), (5.17), and (5.18)
one has
-x
e (5.19)
and A5(2) and C3 are satisfied.
Thus, system description (5.16) belongs to 52, and a class of its C2 controllers
are given by (utilizing (3.7) - (3.10), (5.15), (5.17) and (5.19))
u(t) K(t)y(t) - £2fy(t)D(t),
K(t) -fD(t),
(5.20)
D(t) = y(t) - y*,
f > 0, £2 ~ O.
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, the use of a control given by (5.20) assures the
desired system behavior.
For numerical simulations of this system we have taken k = 1.5, r = 0.25 and
y* = 0.75. We have considered the performance of the following three controllers
for y(O) = 2.039.
1) The controller depending on knowledge of system parameters which assures the
desired performance, i.e.,
u(t) = Ky(t), K = -D = -0.125.
2) The controller given by (5.20) with f 0.1, K(O) 0 and t 2 O.
3) The controller given by (5.20) with f 0.1, K(O) 0 and t 2 1.
The results of the simulations are presented graphically in Figures 5.2(1) -
5.2(3).
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Fig. 5.2(1). Biomass evolution for
\let) ~ Ky(t).
Fig. 5.2(2). Biomass evolution for f=O.I,
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Fig. 5.2(3). Biomass evolution for f=O.I,
£2=1.
C. SIMPLE PENDULUM
Consider a simple pendulum of mass m and length £ subjected to a control moment
M and an unknown bounded disturbance v('), in the form of a horizontal acceleration
of its point of support; see Figure 5.3. Letting u = M/m£2 and letting xl denote
the angle between the arm of the pendulum and a vertical reference line, the equations
of motion are
~1(t) = x2(t)
~2(t) = -a sin x 1(t) + u(t) - (v(t)/£) cos x1(t).
(5.21)
-----~vI M
£
I xl
I m
I
Fig. 5.3. A disturbed simple
pendulum.
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Assume that a is a known positive constant and the state (x l (t)x2(t» is accessible.
No information is assumed about the bound on v(·). We shall consider the problem of
obtaining a controller which assures that all possible state trajectories of the
system are bounded and converge to the zero state.
Since the zero state of the uncontrolled disturbance-free system is not g.u.a.s .•
the following control is proposed.
(5.22)
c > O. b > -ad.
d inf {sin xl/xl: xl £ lR. xl -;. O},
where u(3)(t) will be specified later. The system can noW be described by
Xl (t) x 2 (t)
x2(t) = -a sin xl(t) - bxl(t) - cx2(t) - (v(t)/£)cos xl(t) + u(3)(t)
which is in the form of (2.25) with
B(3)(t.X) = (O.l)T. g(t.x.u) = u - (v(t)/£) cos xl'
(5.23)
(5.24)
Assumption Al(l) is satisfied. Considering the function V defined by
2 2 2V(t.x) = (b + c /2)x l + cx l x2 + x2 + 2a(1 - cos xl)' (5.25)
Al(2) can be shown to hold; see Ref. (9). Letting S = sup{\v(t)I/£ : t £ lR}.
I(v(t)/£) cos xII 2 sicos xII; hence A7 and A3(3) are satisfied (see Remarks 2.3(1)
and (2» by taking
Thus. system description (5.23) belongs to.S3.
Letting u(3)(t) be given by a C3 controller. one has
(3) --~ (t) = -s(t)S(t) Icos xl (t) I.
S(t) = £3 1~(t)cos xl (t) \. a(to) > o.
where
a(t) = cxl(t) + 2x2(t).
s(t) = s(t.x(t),S(t).£(t».
s being any strongly Caratheodory function which assures the satisfaction of
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)
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and
ex(t)
=----
Iex( t) I
(5.30)
If one lets
then
-sat(~(t))S(t)cos xl (t),
(5.31)
(5.32)
For numerical simulations of this system we have taken a = I, t = 1 and
v(t) = cos t. We have considered the system behavior under control given by (5.22)
with b = I, c = 1 and u(3) given by four different controllers.
1) u(3) (t) = O.
2) The controller which cancels the disturbance term in the system description, Le.,
u(3)(t) = (v(t)/t) cos xl (t).
This, of course, requires complete knowledge of the disturbance.
3) A non-adaptive controller which requires knowledge of the bound S,
(3)
u (t) = -sat(~(t))S cos x 1(t),
~(t) a a(t)S[cos x 1(t)]/E,
E a 0.01, S = 1;
see Ref. (39).
4) The adaptive controller given by (5.32), (5.31), and (5.28) with t 3 = I, t 4 a 0.1,
S(O) = 0.01 and E(O) = 0.01.
The results of simulations for xl (0)
in Figures 5.4(1) - 5.4(4).
1 and x2(0) = 0 are presented graphically
o
Fig. 5.4(1).
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time, t
Pendulum position
controller only.
15 20
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.....
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Fig. 5.4(2).
5 10 15
time, t
Pendulum position for
disturbance-cancelling
controller.
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Fig. 5.4(3). Pendulum position for non- Fig. 5.4(4). Pendulum position for
adaptive saturation controller. adaptive controller.
VI. APPENDIX
Oefinition 6.1. A function y : JR+ -+JR+ belongs to class K (KR) iff it is
continuous, nondecI'easin{l, and satisfies
yeO) ~ 0, r > 0 => y(r) > 0,
(lim y(r) ~ ~).
r-
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Purdup Iini vers ity
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 IJSA
FOREWORD
G. Leitmann
Departmpnt of Mechania1 Engineering
University of California
Berkeley, California Q4720 USA
In ordpr to control the hehavi or of a system in the" real" wor1 d, the system ana-
lyst seeks to capture the system's salient features in a mathematical model. This
ahstraction of the "rf>a1" system usually contilins uncertain elements, for example,
uncf>rtainties due to parameters, constant or varying, which are unknown or imper-
fectly known, or uncf>rtainties dup to unknown or imperfectly known inputs into the
system. Despite such imperfect knowledge about the chosen mathematical model, one
often seeks to devise controllers which will "steer" the system in some desired
fashion, for example, so that the system response will approach or track a desired
reference response; by suitable definition of the system (statp) variables such a
problem can usually be cast into that of stabilizing a prescribed state.
Two main avenues are open to the analyst seeking to control an uncertain dynamical
system. He may choose a stochastic approach in which information about the uncer-
tain elements as well as about the system response is statistical in nature; for
example, see Refs. (I,?). Loosely speaking, when modelling via random variables,
one is content with desirable behavior on the average. The other approach to the
control of uncertain systems, and the one for which we shall opt in the present
discussion, is deterministic. Available, or assumed, information about uncertain
elements is deterministic in nature. here one seeks controllers which assure the
desired response of the dynamical system.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consisder the problem of obtaining memoryless stabilizing feedback controllers
for uncertain dynamical systems described by ordinary differential equations.
Various classes of controllers are presented. The design of all of these
controllprs is based on Lyapunov theory.
Before proceeding with the problem, we introduce some basic notions and results for
ordinary differential equations.
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II. RASIC NOTIONS
Let T = C~.,.. ) where.!. E [_.. ,.. ); 1et X be a non-empty open subset of R n; and 1et
f: T )( X + Rn• Cons ider the fi rst order ordinary diffcl·ential equation (o.d. e.)
x(t) f( t ,x( t)) (2.1)
where x(t) denotes the derivative of the function x(·) at t. Ry a solution of
(2.1) we shall mean an absolutely continuous function x(.):[to,t1) + X, where toET
and t 1 E (to'''], which satisfies (2.1) almost everywhere1 on [to ,t 1).
When considering a system described by an equation of the form (2.1), we shall
refer to X as the I3tate space, a member of X as a state, equation (2.1) as the state
e,/uation, and a solution of (2.1) as a state evolution, state motion, or state
his tory.
A. EXlSTENCE AND CON'I'INUA'I'ION OF SOLUTIONS
Since, in this paper, we consider systems described by o.d.e.'s, the two properties
introduced in this section are of fundamental importance.
Definition 2.1. E,/uation (2.1) has (global) existence of solutions iff, given any
/'ah' (to'xo ) E T)( X, thel'C exists a solution x(·):[to' t 1) -> X of (2.1) with x(to ) =x
o
•
The following theorem (see Ref. (3) or (4) for a proof) yields sufficient con-
ditions for existence of solutions.
Theorem 2.1. If f is a Caratheodory2 function, equation (2.1) has global existence
of solutions.
Definition 2.2 Equation (2.1) has indefinite continuation of solutions iff, given
any solution x(.):[t
o
,t1) + X of (2.1), there exists a solution xc(.):[to'oo) -+ X
of (2.1) with xC(t) = x(t) for all t E [t
o
,t1).
The following theorem, which may be deduced from the results presented in Ref. (4),
chapter I, provides useful sufficient conditions for indefinite continuation of
solutions.
Theorem 2.2 Suppose f is Caratheodory and for each solution x(.):[t
o
,t1) + X 06
(2.1) with t, < 00, tllcr'c exists a compact subset C of X such that x(t) E C for all
t E [t
o
,t1). Then, equation (2.1) has indefinite continuation of solutions.
1That is, everywhere except possibly on a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
2See Appendix, sec. A, or just note that if f is continuous, it is Caratheodory.
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B. nOUNDEDlIRSS AND S'l'.4l!Jl,I'l'Y
In this section, we formalize the notion of a system described hy (2.1) exhibiting
"desirable" behavior with respect to a state X*E Y, where X is the closure ofY.
Definition 2.3. The solutions of {2.V al'eglobally uniformly bounded (g.u.b.) iff,
given any compact subset C of X, thel'e exists d{C) E R+ such that, if
x{·):[t ,t1) -> X is any ,wlution of (2.1J with x{t ) E C, then IIx{t)1I ..;; d{C) fol'o 0
all t E [t
o
,t1).
•Definition 2.4 x is uniformly stable (u.s.) fol' (2.1) 01' (2.1) is uniformly
• •
stable about x iff, given any neighbol'/lOod3 B of x , thel'e exists a neighbol'hood
•B
o
of x such that, if x{.):[t
o
,t1) -> X is any solutions of (2.1) with x{to ) E Bo'
then x{t) E B fol' all t E [ to' t 1) •
•Definition 2.~. x isa global uniform attractor (g.u.a.) fol' (2.1J iff, given
•
any neighbol'hooJ B of x and any eompact subset C of X, thcpe cxists TIC,B) EJR+
such that, if x{'):[io'oo) -> X is any solution of (2.1) with x{t
o
) E C, then
x{t) E B fol' all t ;;. to + TlC,B) •
•DeFinition 2.6. x is globally uniformly asymptotically stable (g.u.a.s) fol' {2.1J
•
OP {2.1J is globally uniformly asymptotically stable about x iff:
1J The solutions of (2.1J al'e g.u.b .
•2) x is u.s. fOl J (2.1) .
•3) x is a g.u.a. fol' (2.1).
Remal'k 2.1. Frequently, in the definition of uniform stability of x* in the litera-
ture, x* is assumed to be an equililn'iw7I staie for (2.1), i.e., x* E X and
f(t,x*) = 04 for all t E T. or, equivalently, the function x(· ):T" X, x(t) = x*,
is a solution of (2.1). However, one may readily show that, if a state x* E X is
*uniformly stable and if x(. ):[to,t l ) .. X is any solution of (2.1) with x(t o) = x ,
it necessarily follows that x(t) = x* for all t E [t
o
,t1).
C. LYAPUNOV FU.o/CTIONS AND A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR a.U.A.S.
In this section, we restrict the discussion to differential eq4ations of the form
3Ry a neighborhood of *x , we mean a set containing on open set which contains x*.
4We use "0" to denote a zero vector.
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(2.1) with X
x(t) = f(t.x(t)) (2.:n
wh e r f' f :T x X ~ III n. X = III n. and T = (l. .... ) with 1. E r-....... ). In pa rt i c u1a r. we
present a theorem (Theorem 2.3) which yields a sufficient condition assuring that
(2.2) is g.u.a.s. ahout the zero state. The condition util izes the notion of a
Lyapunov function which we shall define presently.
Defhtition 2,? 11 j'I/l1diml V:T x 1I1n~ lll+ is a candidate Lyapunov function iff
it is continuously differentiable and there exist functions Y1, Y2: JR+ -? JR+ of
class KR5 such that for all (t,x) E T x 11f
(2.3)
Remar·k "2.2 Suppose V:T x Il n .. Il is given by
V(t.x) lI(x)
for all (t.X)E T x JR n. where II: Il n .. R 1s a continuously rtifferent1able funct10n
satisfying
II( 0) = O.
x ~ 0 => II( x) > O.
lim lI(x) =~.
I xU ~~
for all x ERn. Then. V is a candidate Lyapunov function. To see this. define
YI • Y2: ll t .. Il t by
y 1(r) = 1nf lI(x).I XI >r
sup II( x) •
I XI <; r
for all r E R
t
•
Defini tion 2.8. A function V: T x JRn • JR+ is a Lya punov funct i on for (2.2) iff
it is a candidate Lyapww£} function and there exists a funct1:on YJ: JR+ -? JR+ of
class K6 such that for all (t,x) E T x JRn
5See Appendix. sec. B.
OSee Appendix. sec. R.
dV avIT (t,x) + ~ (t,x)f(t,x) , -Y3(iXi).
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(2.4)
We may now introduce a sufficient condition for (2.2) to be g.u.a.s. ahout zero.
Theorem 2.3. If there exists a Lyapunov function for (2.2) then (2.2) is g.u.a.s.
about zero.
Proofs of various versions of Theorem 2.3 can be found in the literature; see, for
example, Refs. (6-10). Also, Theorem 2.3 is a corollary of Theorem 6.1 of which
there is a proof in Ref. (69).
The following corollary is readily deduced from Theorem 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
Coronary 2.1. If f:T x Ifl+ lRn is CarathCodory and therc exists a L)lapunov
function for (2.2), thun, (2.2) has existence and indefinite continuation of
solutions and is g.u.a.s. about zero.
D. SYSTEMS WITH CONTROL
In this section, we present a notion which is basic in this paper. It is the
notion of a system with control, i.e., a system whose state evol ution depends not
only on an initial state hut also on an externally applied control input. For some
non-empty set U C Rm, the set of cont ro1 va 1ues, and some funct ion F:T x X x U + Rn
( T and X are as heforp) such a system is described hy
x( t) F(t,x(t) ,u(t)) (2.5)
where u(t) E U is the control value at t.
Thus, if, for any function c:T + U, one lets
u(t) c(t) (2.6)
in (2.5), the resulting open-£oop controlled system is described by
x(t) = F(t,x(t),c(t)),
i.e., it is described by (2.1) with
(2.7)
f(t,x) F(t,x,c(t)); (2.8)
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hence the state evolution depends on the choice of c. Such a function c Is often
called on open-loop control function.
In this paper we shall consider control to be given by a memoryless feedback
controller, i.e., we shall consider
u(t) p( t,x ,( t)) (un
for some feedback control function P:T x X .. U. Suhstituting (2.9) into (2.5), a
feedhack controlled system can he described by
x(t) = F(t,x(t), p(t,x(t))), (2.10)
i.e., it can be described hy (2.1) with
f(t,x) F(t,x,p(t,x)). (7.11)
Since we shall be considering the g.u.a.s. property as a criterion for desirable
system behavior we introduce the following definitions.
*Definition 2.9. A feedback control function p:T x X.. U stabi Ii zes (2.5) about x
iff (2.10) has existence and indefinite continuation of solutions and is g.u.a.s.
*about x •
*Definition 2.10. (2.5) is stabilizahle about x iff there exists a p:T x X .. U
*which stabilizes (2.fJ) al)(!ut x .
III. UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS
In the previous chapter, we introduced the notion of a system with control, i.e., a
system described hy
x(t) = F(t ,x(t), u(t)) (3.n
for some function F:T x X xU .. :fln. Clearly, such a control system is completely
specified by specifying F.
When modelling a "real" system, on usually does not have, or cannot obtain, an
"exact" I'lodeI. The modeI us ua 11 y conta i ns uncerta i n elements, for example, uncer-
tainties due to parameters, constant or varying, which are unknown or imperfectly
known, or uncertainties due to unknown or imperfectly known inputs into the system.
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When saying that a system descrihed hy (3.1) is uncertain, we are really saying
that F is uncertain, i.e., we do not know exactly what the function F is.
Therefore, in our model of an uncertain system, we model the uncertainty with a
statement of the form
F E F (3.2)
where F is some krzolJrz, non-empty, class of functions which map T x X x U into R n.
F Y'ej"leats ouy' krzolJleJge of the system.
As a simple first example of an uncertain system, consider a scalar system subject
to an uncerta1n Lehesgue measurahle input disturbance v:R .. R
x(t) = -x(t) + v(t) + u(t).
Tahle 3.1 lists three d1fferent poss1hle assumpt10ns on the knowledge of v.
(3.3)
In case I, the di sturhance is simply an unknown constant anrl the system model is
given by (3.1)-(3.2) where a member of F is any function F:R 3 .. R which satisfies
F(t,x,u) = -x+d+u
for some d E R.
3II(t,x,u) ER (3.4)
In case 2, the disturbance 1s an unknown Lebesgue measurable funct10n with known
upper and lower bounds, P and p, respectively. In th1s case, a member of F 1n
system descript10n (3.1)-(3.1I)-1S any function F:R 3 .. R which satisfies
F(t,x,lI) = - x+v(t)+u 3't(t,x,u) E R (3.5)
for some measurable function v:1l .. [£.,pJ.
In case 3, which 1ncludes cases 1 and 2, the disturbance is modelled by a bounded
measurahle funct10n with no assumption on the knowledge of its bounds. In th1s
case, a member of F 1n (3.1)-(3.2) 1s any function F:R 3 .. R which satisfies (3.5)
for some bounded measurable v. Th1s case is treated 1n Refs. (fi9) and (70).
1. v(t) = d Ii t E R ; dE R unknown
2. v:R" C£.;;;]; £.' p known
3. v: R .. R , bounded
TABLE 3.1
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As a second example, consider a scalar system
x(t) = v(t)x(t)+u(t) (3.6)
where the Lehesgue measurable function v:R .. R models an uncertain parameter.
Again, Tahle 3.1 lists some possible assu~ptions on the knowledge of v.
As a generalization of the previous two examples, consider a system described by
x(t) = g(t,x(t), u(t), v(t)) (3.7)
where 9:T x X x U x V .. R n is known Caratheodory function, V:T" V is an uncer-
tain Lehesgue measurahle function, and V C R P• This can be considered the general
model for a system with uncertain parameters or inputs, the uncertainties heing
modelled hy v. Table 3.2 lists three different possihle assumptions on the
knowledge of v.
1. v(t) = d Y t E R
2. v:T .. VO ,VO known
3. v: T .. V. v bound ed
d E V, d unknown
TARLE 3.2
An uncertain system descrihed hy case 2 of the previous examDle is an example of the
type of uncertain system we shall be considering in this article. Rasically, the
uncertain systems considered here are specified hy specifying for each
(t,x,u) E T x X xU. the set of possihle values which F(t,x,u) may assume. For
cases 1 and 3, see Refs. (69) and (70).
IV. INITIAL PRORLEM STATEMENT - STARILIZATION
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Rasically, the type of problem we shall consider initially in this paper is as
foll ows.
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Given an uncertain system descrihpd by
x( t)
F E F ,
F(t,x(t), u(t)), (4.1 )
(4.2)
where F is a known, non-empty class of function which map TxX xU into R n , and a
"desi rab1e" st~te x* E K, ohtain a feedback control function p:T x X .. [f which sta-
hilizes (4.1) about x*.
Since the only infonnation availah1e on F is a class of functions F to which F
belongs, we attempt therefore to solve the ahove problem hy looking for a feedback
control function which stabilizes (4.1) ahout x· for all FE F.
We now introduce:
Definition 4.1. A feedback contl'ol functionp:T x X .. U stabilizes (4.1)-(4.2)
* *about x iff r stabilizes (4.1) about x fOl' each FE F.
The problem we shall consider is that of obtaining a feedback control function
which stabilizes (4.1)-(4.2) for a given F.
*Dej"inition 4.2 (4.1)-(4.2) is stabl1izab1e about x iff theY'e exists r:T x X .. U
*which stabilizes (4.1)-(4.2) about x •
RemaY'k 4.1. Note that stahilizability of (4.1) for each FE F does not imply sta-
bi1izability of (4.1)-(4.2). It might be the case that, for each FEF, there
exists p (dependent on F) which stabilizes (4.1), hut there does not exist p which
stabil izes (4.1) for all F E F.
For example, consider the pair of scalar sy~tems
x( t)
x(t)
u( t) ,
- u( t) •
(4.3)
Although each system is stabilizab1e (e.g., let p(t,x) " -x and p(t,x) " x,
respectively), it is unlikely that there exists a feedhack control function which
stah i 1 i zes both of thel". However, there may ex 1st a non-memory1 ess or dynami c
controller which stabilizes hoth; see Refs. (69) and (70).
B. A USEFUL THEOREM FOR TilE SYNTHESIS OF STABILIZING CONTROLLERS
In this sectiOll, we present a theorem (Theorem 4.1) which is useful in the synthe-
sis of zero-st,lte stahilizing feedback control functions for uncertain systems
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whose state space is ~ n. For a given uncertain system, the theorem yields cri-
teria which, if satisfied by a feedback control function, ensure that the feedback
control function is a stahilizing controller.
n
Theorem 4.1. Consider an uncertain system described by (4.1)-(4.2) with X = JR
and suppose that p:T x X -> L/ id such that
x(t) = F(t,x(t), p(t,x(t))) (4.4)
has cxistence and 1:ndefinite eont1:nuation of 80lut1:ons for all FE F. If, for each
F E F, there eX'id ts a Lyapunov function for (4.4), then p stabi lizes (4.1) - (4.2)
about zero.
Proof. The proof follows readily from Theorem 2.3.
In the next section, we consider a particular class of uncertain systems. For each
membpr of that class, we present a class of candidate stabilizing feedhack control
functions whose design is based on meeting the Lyapunov criterion in Theorem 4.1.
V. L-G CONTROLLERS
In this chapter, we consider first a class of uncertain systems which have heen
treated previously in the literature; see Refs. (33,3fi,42,60). For each member of
this class, we present a class of (previously ohtained) candidate stabilizing
controllers. We then enlarge the class of systems for which the presented
controllers are candidate stabilizing controllprs. Finally, we present a theorem
which yields some properties of systems suhject to the controllers presented.
A. ORIGINAL CLASS OF UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS
A member of the class of uncertain systems under consideration here is described by
(3.1)-(3.2), i.e.,
x(t) = F(t ,x(t), u(t))
FE F
where X= ~n, L/= ~m, and Fsatisfies Assumptions Al and A2.
Assumption A1. (F(t,x,.)is affine) For each FE F, therc exist functions
f:T x X -> lEI n and B:T x X -> Jl!rlXm suell that fop all (t,x,u) E T x X x L/
(5.1)
(5.2)
F(t,xu) f(t,x) + R(t,xlu.
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(5.3)
If Al is satisfierl, then each FE F has a unique representation in the fonn of
(5.3), i.e., for each F E F, there exists a unique pair (f,R) for which (5.3) is
satisfied for all (t,x,u) E T x X x U; this pair is given hy
f(t,x) F( t ,x,O) , (5.4)
R(t,x)u F(t,x,u) - F(t,x,O) If u E U
for all (t,x)E Tx X.
(5.5)
We let SF denote the set of pairs (f,R) which, for some FE F, satisfy (5.4)-(5.5)
for all (t,x) E T x X.
Assumption A2. Ther>e exist Camtheodor'Y functions r:T x X -+ JRn and
o T nxm. •B: x X -+ JR , a cand1-date Lyapunov funct1-on V:T x X -+ JR , a str'onaly
7 + "'
Car'ath6odor'y function pO:T x X -+JR , and a constant c E JR such that:
+ +
1) V is a Lyapunov function for'
(5.6)
2) For' each (/',B) E SF' ther>e exist Car>atheodor'Y functions e:T x X -+JRm and
t': T x X -+ JRmxm each that
f = f O + BOe, (5.7)
R flo + BOE, (5.8)
and
ue( t ,x)u ( pO(t,x), (5.9)
uE(t ,xli ( C < 1 (5.10)
for' all (t,x) E T x X.
Thus, utilizing (5.1) (5.3), (5.7) and (5.8), any system unrler consideration here
is described hy
x(t) fO(t,x(t))+Flo(t,x(t))[e(t,x(t))+E(t,x(t))u(t)+u(t)l, (5.11)
7See Appendix, sec. A, or just note that if a function is continuous, it is strongly
Caratheodory.
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where fO has a Lyapunov function V, and e and E satisfy (5.9) and (5.10) for some
strongly r:aratheonory function po ann constant c ~ n.
Remark,; 5.1. 1) For a certain or completf'ly known system, i.E'. , for a system for
which e ann E are known, it shouln be clear that, unner connition (5.10), (5.11) is
stabilizable. If one lets
u(t) = p(t,x(t)),
p(t,x) = - [I+E(t,x)l-l e(t,x),
(5.1?)
then (5.11) renuces to (5.1i) which, as a consequence of fa being Caratheodory, part
1 of Assumption A2, and Corollary 2.1, has existence ann indefinite continuation of
solutions ann is g.u.a.s. about Zf'ro.
2) In the literature, connitions (5.7) ann (S.H) are sometimes referred to as
matchirl(J condUiorw; sef' Refs. (3Ii,42,46,59).
When Assumption Al is satisfien, the existence of fa, RO satisfying (5.7) ann
(5.8) are equivalent to either of the following two conditions:
Condition C1. There exist Carath€onory functions fO: T x X + Jl nann BO:T x X + JPxm
such that for all FE F and (t,X,IJ)E T xX xU,
5.13)
where R(Ro(t,x)) df'notes the range space of RO(t,x).
Condition C2. There exist Caratheodory functions fO: T x X + R nand RO:T x X +Rnxm
such that for all FE F and (t,x,u)E T x X x U,
(5.14)
where Bot(t,x) denotes the pseudoinversf'8 of RO(t,x); see Refs. (13,14).
3. Suppose one has an uncertain system nescribed by (5.1)-(5.2) which satisfies Al
and A2.? but for which A2.1 is relaxed to:
Asswnption A3. There exists a strong ly Caratheodory function pO: T x X -+- U such
tJ~t V is a Lyapunov function for
x(t) = "'fl(t,x(t)),
where
(5.15)
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Assumption A3 assures that
is stahilizable ahout zero.
Letting
u(t) u(t) - pO(t,x(t)),
one has
u(t) = pO(t,x(t)) t u(t)
and, utilizing Assumptions Al and A2.2, one has9 for each FE F
x = F
~t BO[etEutu]
fO tBo[etEpOt pOt tutu]
fOt ROpOt BO[etEpO t tutU]
= rOt B°[ettutU]
where
e = etEpo.
Thus,
x(t) = F( t ,x ( t), u( t) )
where
F(t,x,u) = rO(t,x) t RO(t,x)[e(t,x) t E(t,x)utU] ,
le(t,X)i .. pil(t,x),
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21 )
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
for all (t ,x,u) E T x X x U. Hence, one may obtain a new system description which
9Sometimes, for the sake of brevity, we shall OO1it arguments.
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satisfied Al anrl A2; fO, AO, V, pO, and c assure Al and A2.
B. L-G CONTROLLERS
Consider any uncertain system described by (5.1)-(5.2) (with X = Il n) which satis-
fies Assumptions Al and A? An L-G controller for such a system is any function
p:T x X .. U which satisfies
P(t,x) = u(t,x) ~c(t,x) if a(t,x) ~ 0,
- Du (t ,xlu
~c(t,x) ) p(t,x),
where
(5.25 )
(5. 2li)
a(t ,xl T d VTAO (t,x) TX (t,x), (5.27)
~(t,x) = pO(t,x)/(l-c)
for all (t,X)E Tx X, and (f°,Bo,V,~o,c) assure satisfaction of A2.
For previous literature on the above controllers, see Refs. (6,17-37).
C. EXTENSION OF ORIGINAL SYSTEM CLASS
(5.2R)
In this section, we present a class of uncertain systems which is a generaliza-
tion of the class presented in sec. V.A. An uncertain system in this class is
described by (5.1)-(5.2) where X =Jl n, U= Jl m, and F satisfies the following
assumption.
Assumption A4. The~e exist a Caratheodory function BO;T x X +mnxm, a candidate
Lyapunov function V: T x X + m+' and a strongLy CarathCodory fu>wtion
p:T x X +R+ such that each FE F can be expressed as
F(t,x,u) = fS(t,x) + BO(t,x)g(t,x,u) (5.29)
for aU (t,x,u) E T x X x U, for some functions r:T x X +Rn and g:T x X x U +JJf'
which satisfy:
1) r is Ca~atheodory and V is a Lyapunov function fo~
(5.30)
2) g is st~ongLy Cal'atheodo~y and
UUl ) P ( t ,X) => uTg( t ,x ,II) ) 0
foY' all (t,x,u) E T x X x U.
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(5.31)
An L-G controller for a system in this class is any function p:T x X + U which
satisfies (5.25), (5.20), and (5.27), where (Bo,V,p) is any triple which assures
A4.
Remm'ks 5.2. 1) To demonstrate that a member of the class of systems considered in
sec. V.A is a memher of the class treated here, let
fS = fO (5.32)
g(t,x,u) = e(t,x) + E(t,x)u+u (5.33)
for all (t,x,u) E T x X xU; hence (5.29) is satisfied. Now note that
) - Uf'( t ,x) II UuU - I E( t ,x) uu UU 2 + Uuu 2
hence
(5.34 )
for all (t,x,u) E T x X x U, and (5.31) is satisfied with
(5.35)
2) The function fS need not he the same for each F E F; however, each fS must have
the same Lyapunov function V.
D. PROPERTIES OF SYSTEMS WITH L-G CONTROLLERS
We have the following theorem.
Theol'em 5.1. ConsideY' any unaeY'tain system descY'ibed by (5.1)-(5.2) (with X =JJf)
which satisfies ABswllption A1. If P is any cOY'Y'espondinu L-G contY'oZZel' (as given
by (5.25)-(5.27)) foY' whieh
;(t) = F(t,x(t), p(t,x(t))) (5.36)
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has exictence and indej'inite continuation of solutions fol' all FE F, then p
stabilizes (5.1)-(5.2) about zel'o.
Proof. See Ref. (69).
Looking at Theorem 5.1, it can be seen that we have not completely solverl the ori-
ginal problem for an uncertain system presented in sec. V.C. To rlo so, we neerl to
exhibit an L-G controller p which assures existence anrl indefinite continuation of
solutions to (5.36) (as definerl in Definitions 2.1 anrl 2.2) for all FE F. This,
however, is not possible in general. Except in special cases 10 , it is not possible
to obtain a function p, satisfyng (5.?5) anrl (5.26) for all (t,x) E T x X, which is
continuous in x. Thus, one cannot assure that f:T x X ... R n, given by
f( t ,x) F(t,x,p(t,x)) II (t,x) E T x X
is continuous in x. Hence (5.30) does not satisfy the usual requirements for
existence of solutions; see Theorem 2.1
In view of the above, we neerl to relax the requirements of the original problem
statement. Here are two possible relaxations:
1) Relax the re(]lI i rement s whi ch must be met by a func t ion in order to be con-
sidered a solution of (5.36). This is the approach taken in Refs. (29-37) where
the notion of generalized solutions is introducerl and the L-G controllers solve the
relaxed problem for the systems considered there.
2) Relax the requirement of g.u.a.s. of (5.36) about zero. This is what is done
in Refs. (39-49,60) and what we do in the next chapter by introducing the notion of
practical stabilization. In this approach, one may solve the relaxed problem with
controllers which are continuous in the state; hence they are more desirable from
the viewpoint of practical implementation as well.
VI. RELAXED PROBLEM STATEMENT - PRACTICAL STABILIZATION
Refore introducing a relaxerl problem statement, we need some new notions. Consider
a system described by (?1), Le.,
x( t) f( t ,x( t)) (0.1 )
10For example, p( t,x) = y(t,x)u,,(t,x)u for all (t,x,u) E T x X x lI, where
y:Tx X'" R+ is Caratheodory.
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where f: T x X -+ ~ n and suppose that x* EX.
For any suhset B of IR n , we have the following definition.
Definition 0.1. The solutions of (6.nare globally uniformly ultimately bounded
(g.u.h.) within B iff, given any compact subset C of X , ther'e exists T(C) EJR+
such that, if x('}: [to''''} -+ X is any solution of (6.n LJith x(t
o
) E C,
x(t} E B for all t;;. to + T(C}.
If BeRn is a nei ghborhood of x*, we have the fo 11 owi ng defi nit ion.
Definition 6.2. System (6.n B-tracks x* or trilcks x* to within B iff:
1) The solutions of (6.1) are g.u.b.
*2} There exists a neighborhood B
o
of x such that, if x(.}:[t
o
,t1} -+ X is any
solution of (6.n with x(t
o
) E B
o
' then x(t} E B for all t E [to' t 1}.
3} The solutions of (6.n are g.u.u.b. lJithin B.
Remark 6. 1.
about x*.
If (6.1) B- tracks x* for any neighborhood B of *x , it is g.u.a.s.
The following theorem yields sufficient conditions for B-tracking of the zero state
when X ; lin.
Theorem 6.1. Conn ider' any syntem dencribed by (6.1) wi th X ; 11ln and suppose there
exist a candidate Lyapunov function V:T x X -+JR+, a class K function
Y3: 111+ -+ JR+, and a con8tant c3 E 11i+, which satisfy
lim y 3(r) > c3 (6.2)
r+~
such that for all (t ,x) E T x X,
H(t,x) + ii (t,x)f(t,x) , - Y3(iXII) + c3 (6.3)
Then, (6.1) tracks tile zero state to within any neighborhoodll B of B(d}, where
(6.4)
(6.5)12
11If V c II n, then a neighborhood of V is any subset of II n which contains an open
set containing V.
12For the definition ofy-1 and y-1 and some of their properties see Appendix, sec. A.
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- - -1( )r = y 3 c3 ,
and Yl' Y2: JR+ .... ll!+ al"e all!! clasG KR fimeiions fol" which
(6.7)
fol" all (t,x) E T x X.
Pl"oof: See Ref. (69).
We now introduce:
Definition 6.J. A eolleetion P of feedbaek
*practically stabilizes (J.1)-(J.2) about x
thel"e exists pEP such that fol" all F E F,
x(t) = F(t,x(tl,p(t,x(t)))
eontl"ol functions p:T x X .... U
*iff, given any neighbol"hood B of x ,
*has existenee and indefinite eontinuation of solutions and B-tl"Qeks x •
The relaxed prohlem we shall consider is that of ohtaining a collection P of feed-
back control functions which practically stahilizes (3.1)-(3.2) about x* for a
given F.
*Definition 6.1. (J. ))-(J.2) is practically stabil izable about x iff thel"e exists
thel"e exists a collection P of feedback contl"ol functions which pl"aetically
*stabilizes (J.1)-(J.2) about x •
We now present a theorem which is useful in the synthesis of zero-state practically
stabilizing sets of feedhack controllers for uncertain systems whose state space is
R n • For a given uncertain system, the theorel'l yields criteria which, if satisfied
hy a collection of feedback control functions, assure that the collection is a
practically stahilizing collection.
Theol"en 6.2. Considel" an uncel"tain system descl"ibed by (J.1)-(J.2) with X =~
and suppose that P is a collection of feedbaek contl"ol functions p:T x X .... U. If
thel"e exists a candidate Lyapunov function V:T x X .... JR+ and a class K function
YJ : JR+ .... JR+ such that given any c J > 0 thel"e cxists pEP which aSSUl"es that fol"
allFEF,
x(t) = F(t,x(t), p(t,x(t)))
has existence and indefinite cont'inuat'ion of solutions and
13 For the definition of Yi l and Y3 l and some of their properties see Appendix,
sec. B.
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Cl V Cl vIT (t,x) + 'JX (t,x)F(t,x,p(t,x)) .. - "Y 3(UXU) + c3 (6.R)
for- all U,x) E T x X, ili"'l P rn-wJti(!ally utahili;:;en (3. iJ-(3.2) about Z':I'O.
PI'oof: This theorel~ follows from Theorpm 6.1 and the fact that given any neigh-
horhood B of the origin in R n, there exists c3 > 0 which satisfips (6.2) and
assures that B is a neighhorhood of R(d} as given by (6.4)-(6.6).
In the next chapter, WP prespnt some practically stahilizing controller sets whose
design is hased on meeting thp criteria in the ahove theorem.
VI I. MOOIFIEO L-G CONTROLLERS
Consider again a memher of the class of uncertain systems presented in sec. V.A.,
i.e., consider an uncertain systpm described hy (5.1)-(5.2) where F:T x X x U + R n
X, = Rn , U = Rm, and F satisfies Assumptions Al and A2.
In this chapter we present some zero-state practically stahilizing controller sets
for such a system. Each controller presented is a continuous-in-state approxima-
tion to some L-G controller prespnted in sec. V.R.
Taking any quintuple (f0, bO, V, po, c) which assures siltisfaction of Assumption
A?, a proposed set of modified L-G controllers for practical stabilizability is the
set P of strongly Carathpodory functions p£:T x X + U, £ > 0, which satisfy
II PE(t,x)1I ..;; pC(t,x),
IJ (t,x) c
ilJlt,xlu p (t,x) if UIJ(t,x)u > E,
where
T ClV TlJ(t,x) = pC(t,x)Bo (t,x) ~ (t,x),
p(t,x) = pO(t,x)/(l-c)
for all (t,x) E T xX.
(7.1 )
(7.2 )
(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.5)
As a particular example of a function satisfying the ahove requirements on PE' con-
sidpr P£ given by
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oT av T~(t,x) = p(t,x)R (t,x) w- (t,x)
for all (t,x) E T xX.
We oow have the following theorem.
if U~(t,x)a' £,
(7.6 )
(7.7)
Theorcm 7.1. Considcr any unccrtain systcm described by (.S.1) - (.S. 2) (wi th X = JRn
and U = llr) ")hich satIsficB A8swnptIons Al and A2; let P bc any corrcBpondIng set
of modified L-G controlley's as dcfIned abovc; and suppose that Yl'Y2:JRI- -+J?+ are
KR functions and Y3: JR+ -+ JR+ Is a K function which as.~UY'e that V Is a Lyapunov
function for ;(t) = /J(t,x(t)). Then, for' cach I'E FO P JUY' ",Ideh
lim 1 3(r) > 2£,
~...
and for each F E F,
x(t) = F(t ,x(t), p£ (t ,x(t)))
(7.8)
(7.9)
has existence and Indefinite continuation of solutions and tracks the zero state
to within any neighbor·hood B of B(a
E
) where
- --1 (-))d£ = 1 1 (y 2 rE '
PJ'oof. See Ref. (69).
From Theorem 7.1, we may deduce the following corollary.
(7.10 )
(7.11 )
(7.12)
COI'ullary 7.1. Consider any uncertain aystem described by (5.1)-(5.2) (with X dH n
and U =JRm) which satisfies Assumptions Al and A2 and let P bc any correaponding
set of modified L-G controllera as defined above. The, P practically stabilizes
(5,1)-(.S.2) about zero.
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Pr'oof. This corollary follows from TheoreJTl 7.1 and the fact that given any
neighborhood B of the origin in R n , there l'xists e: > 0 which satisfies (7.8) and
assures that B is a neighhorhood of B(de:) as given by (7.10)-(7.12).
VI I1. APPENOIX
A. CARATHEODORY FUNCTIONS
I n sec. A. Tis any non- empty Lehesgue measurable subset of lR and Xis any non-
empty subset of R n •
Definition 8.1. ]) A fUl!ct-,:on f:T x X -+ JIf is Carath~odory 7::/': fol' each t E T,
(f(t,·) is continuous; fol' each x E X, f(',x) is Lebesgue measul'able; and, fol'
each compact subset e of T x X, thel'e exists a Lebesgue integmble function Me")
such that, fm' all (t,x) E e,
I f(t.x). or; Me(t).
2) A funation f:T x X -+ 1lt is strongly Carath~odory iff it nat7:"'fie" ]) "Jith
Me(·) l'eplaced by a conutant Me-
B. K, KR FUNCTIONS
Definition 8.2 1) A function y:~ -+JR+ belongs to clans K iff it is continuous
and satisfies
'((0) = O. r > O=> '((r) > O.
2) A function y:lR+ -+1R+ belongs to class KR iff it belongs to K and
lim '((r)
Lemma 8.1. If Y belongs to K, then thel'e exist functions
y-1, :y-1 :[o,V -+1R , whel'e !1. = lim y(l'), such that
+ p-><>o
s} "I s E [O.i.).
S}\1SE[O,i.),
(6.1)
(6.2)
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and these funationu ape sil'iatly irwi'uasing and satisfy
(6.3)
(6.4)
P:i'Oof. See Ref. (69)
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INTRODUCTION
During the past twenty years, differential geometry and functional
expansions have offered powerful means for getting many remarkable results
on controllability, realization and static state feedback synthesis of
nonlinear systems (see, e.g., the books [2,12,15,19,32] and the survey
papers [13.36]). It was therefore believed that the aforementioned
mathematical tools were able to give, at least locally, the right nonlinear
analogues of most parts of the algebraic and geometric theor'ies of constant
linear systems. However, some basic problems remained unsolved, certainly
the most important being the input-output inversion.
This note outlines a new framework for nonlinear systems which can
be regarded as a sequel to our recent solution [8,10] of the inversion
problem by differential algebra. Quite surprisingly, it turns out that many
control theoretic concepts, which were taken for granted in the literature.
should be reexamined in the light of our approach. The input-output
behaviour of a large class of engineering systems like nonlinear circuits.
swi ng dynami cs or interconnected power systems is not gi ven by the usual
state-space equations, but by a finite number of possible implicit
differential equations. some of which are algebraic. i.e., differential
equations of order zero. This is interpreted as the differential analogue
of the notion of algebraic field extension [25,28]. A new definition of
state is given which employs non-differential transcendence basis and local
differential algebra [31]. This gives a clear-cut answer to questions
raised in circuit theory [~.17] when the impossibility of a global
state-space description of many realistic examples is noticed.
Several other topics, such as inversion, series connection, exact
model matching, and controller and observability canonical forms, are also
treated. Feedback synthesis problems can also be studied by our methods
[9]. Moreover. the parallelism with discrete-time systems can be restored
when using difference algebra [11]. Finally, let us cite an earlier paper
[1~] on the connection between bilinear systems and the Picard-Vessiot
theory, and a recent research announcement [29] employing differential
Galois theory.
Acknowledgements. The author would 1 ike to thank Dr. T. Roska for some
helpful comments.
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I. A SHORT OVERVIEW Of DIffERENTIAL ALGEBRA(')
I.'. Differential algebra was originated more than fifty years ago by the
American mathematician J.f. Ritt [30] at a time when cOllDutative algebra
began to arri ve at its present shape l']. Ri tt' s aim was to create a tool
which would play the same role in respect to differential equations as
commutati ve algebra to algebraic equations either in number theory or in
algebraic geometry.
1.2. An (ordinary) differential ring is a commutative ring R, with 1 - 0,
da •
equipped with one derivation R ~ R, a ~ dt • a, such that
'<I a, b € R, ~ (a+b) • a + b,dt
d~ (ab) • ab + abo
Usual words from commutative algebra, like ideal, field, ... , to which
"differential" is added, have obvious meanings.
1.3. Let K and L be two differential fields such that K C L. As in usual
algebra, two situations are possible:
Each element of L satisfies an algebraic differential equation with
coefficients in K, i.e., each element of L is differentially algebraic over
K. Then L is said to be a differentially algebraic eItension of K.
- There exists at least one element of L which does not satisfy any
differential algebraic equation with coefficients in K, i.e., which is
differentially transcendental over K. Then L is said to be a differentially
transcendental eItension of K. The maximum number of such el ements, which
are differentially algebraically independent, is called the differential
transcendence degree of Lover K. This important integer will be written
diff. tr .doL/K.
1.4. Take three differential fields KC L C M. The identity
diff.tr.doM/K • diff.tr.doM/L + diff.tr.doL/K
will be used several times.
1.5. Remark. The most important feature of this communication is to show
that many natural control problems have simple answers when employing the
language of field theory.
(l)see [25,28]
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II. WHAT IS AN INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM?
11.1. In algebraic geometry it is customary to work with a huge field,
called the universal domain. which contains all the elements [41]. We will
do the same here by considering an ordinary differential field n which is a
universal extension [25] of the field Q of rational numbers.
II.2. Take m + p elements u ~ (u 1 ' .... um). y m (yl' .... yp) in n. Assume
moreover t,hat u1 , .... urn are differential indeterminates. l.e.. that they
are algebraically differentially independent over Q [25]. Let Q<u> C n be
the smallest differential field containing Q.u 1 ••••• um' A typical element
of Q<u> is a rational expression of the form
11.3. Definition. To define a system with input u and output y amounts to
saying that the components of yare differentially algebraic over Q<u>.
11.4. The preceding definition means that the components of u and yare
related by a f i ni te number of implici t differenti al equations. Let us
emphasize once again that this fact is encountered in many physical and
( 2 )
engineering case studies .
It should not be believed that such a definition of an I/O system is
restricted to algebraic differential equations [25]. i.e .• to equations
which are polynomial in the components of u,u, •••• y.y, .... One can also
tackle differentially algebraic coefficients and therefore all realistic
case studies. In order to make this statement more concrete, let us
consider the Josephson junction circuit described by [4]
y - E - HI sin y (m-O. p-1).
where E. H. are device constants. It is easy to verify that the
non-differential transcendence degree of Q<y. sin y> over Q is finite. and
therefore that y is differentially algebraic over Q.
11.5. Many times in engineering, I/O behaviours are defined via functional
expansions. like Volterra series or generating series (see [13.32] and the
references therein). Contrarily to our approach. such a viewpoint seems to
our opinion quite unrealistic since it implies the knowledge of an infinite
number of coefficients. Moreover. due to convergence properties. the
(2)see [3,4,17.27.33] for various examples.
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adequation between physical systems and functional expansions is in general
only local.
III. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES
1. Inversion(')
111.1.1. For constant linear systems, the inversion problem is quite
trivial when using the frequency domain approach. In the nonlinear
situation, it is simple to understand only in the case of a one-dimensional
control [18,37J. Everything becomes clear with differential algebra.
111.1.2. Definition. The differential output rank is the differential
transcendence degree of the differential field Q<y> over Q.
111.1.3. The following is not difficUlt:
proposi tion. For a constant linear system, the differential output rank
turns out to be equal to the rank of the transfer matrix.
111.1.4. The next definition is consistent with linear systems.
Definition. A system is said to be (differentially) left invertible (resp.
right invertlble) if, and only if, its differential output rank is equal to
the number of controls (resp. outputs).
III. 1.5. Proposition. (1) If a system is right invertible, then there are
no relations between the components of the output, which are independent of
the control and of the state.
(il) If a system is left invertible, it is possible
to recover the control from the output by a finite set of equations.
rr99f. (1) The first statement is just a rephrasing of the fact that the
differential transcendence degree oi Q(y) over Q is p. It is the nonlinear
analogue of the linear independence of the rows of the transfer matrix.
(ii) By 1.4, we may write
diff.tr.d°Q<u,y>/Q - diff.tr.d°Q<u,y>/Q<y> + diff.tr.doQ<y>/Q ,
where
- diff.tr.doQ<y>/Q - m by assumption,
-diff.tr.d°Q<u,y>/Q-m, since we are assuming m independent
controls.
( 3 ) See [10J for details and references.
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Therefore
diff.tr.dOQ<u,y>/Q<y>- O.
This means that u1•...• um are differentially algebraic over Q<y>.
IlI.1.6. Remark. It has been recently noticed [20.21J that the geometric
approach for extending various important invariant integers in linear
system theory to a nonlinear setting exhibits severe pathologies. Our
differential output rank should be a good candidate for the right nonlinear
analogue of the sum of the zeros at infinity.
2. Series connection
III.2.1.
In the above block diagram representing a series connection. the output of
a system is the input of the next one. This is equivalent to a tower, i.e.,
an increasing sequence of differentially algebraic fields extensions:
The notion of tower of fields is qUite important in number theory.
IIl.2.2. Remark. This analysis shows that the problem of decomposing a
given system into a series connection, the elements of which should be as
"simpl e" as possi bl e, is strongly related to a Galois theory for
differential fields [25.28J. See [7J for another approach.
( .)3. Exact model matching
111.3.1. We are given two systems with the same input u and outputs y and z
(z1 •••. 'Zr)' The exact model matching problem consists of finding a
system with input Z and output y such that the diagram
commutes.
( .) Result recently obtained by Conte. Moog and Perdon [5].
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111.3.2. Proposition. The exact model matching problem is soluble if. and
only if. the differential transcendence degrees of Q<y,z> and Q<z> over Q
are equal.
diff.tr.dOQ<y,z>/Q z diff.tr.doQ<y,z>/Q<z> + diff.tr.doQ<z>/Q,
we see that
diff.tr.dOQ<y,z>/Q diff.tr.d°Q<z>/Q
is equivalent to
diff.tr.d°Q<y,z>/Q<z> • O.
III. 3. 3. Remarks. (l) As an exercise we invite the reader to verify that
for constant I i near systems the preceding cri ter ion reduces to the usual
rank condition for transfer matrices.
(ii) For another approach to the same problem, see [6].
IV. STATE AND REALIZATION
IV.1. Discussions on the concept of state can be found in the literature
[23.40] at the beginning of the state space area, which has become the
mainstay of control theory since the sixties. These considerations. which
(.)
are quite satisfactory for linear systems , have not been further
exami ned for nonlinear ones. This fact caused several diff i cult ies when
systems could not be described by the usual state space form. Methods such
as singular perturbations had to be employed in order to apply results and
(.)
techniques from state space theory •
IV.2. Here is a first non rigourous attempt to describe what a state should
be. A state x (xl' ... ,x
n
) is a set of n elements in n such that
. i 1 • (2)
xi' ......n, and y,J-1 ..... P, depend on x.u.u,u .....
IV.3. In differential algebra, a constant is an element with derivative
zero. All the constants in a given differential field form a sUbfield. Call
C. QCC, the field of constants of Q<u.y>. Clearly. a non-differential
(')See nevertheless Willems' criticism [39].
(.)
For a most interesting example, see [21].
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transcendence basis of Q<u.y> over C<u> satisfies the preceding properties
if the dependence is algebraic. Such a choice. however. could bring some
trouble like the one described in the next example. Take the "memoryless"
system y - sin u. m=p=1. A sound minimal realization should have dimension
zero. But the non-differential transcendence degree of Q<u.sin u> over Q<u>
is one and would therefore imply a state space realization of dimension
one.
IV. 4. The sol uti on is gi ven by local differential algebra [31]. where
differential algebra is supplemented so as to take into account initial
conditions. We will just sketch some of the ideas here by using plain
words. Take analytic control ui - L a iv tV. i-1 •.•.• m. and initialv~o \ v
condi tions such that the output Yj - L bj v t , j-l ••..• p. is alsov~o
analytic. To take into account the analytic dependence [41] between the
u~a),s. y~B),S. i-1 •...•m. j=1 •...• p.a.B~O. we look at the Krull dimension
(a) (B)[16] of R[[U i -aia • Yj -bJB I a.B:>v]], where R is the field of real
numbers. It can be shown that this dimension remains constant and equal to
d when v~vo' This integer d is called the minimal dimension of the system.
When it is equal to the non-differential transcendence degree of Q<u,Y>
over C<u>. the system is said to be algebraic.
IV.5. Consider now. for simplicity's sake. an algebraic system of minimal
dimension d. The minimal state will be a non-differential transcendence
basis q - (q1 ..... qd) of Q<u.y> over C. The derivatives Qk,k.1 .....d. and
the outputs Yj .j.1 •..•• P. are algebraically dependent on q.u.u •... :
• - (s )!~k(qk •q •u •u •...• u ). O.- (s)4>j (Yj .q.u ,u ..... u ). O.
This means that the usual state space form
(s)fk(q·U ••..• u )
(s)¢>j(q.u •... ,u )
might only be locally valid. Another major change with realization theory
in the differential geomettric setting [20.22.36] concerns the
transformation between two minimal states. which here depends on the
control and its derivatives.
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IV.6. To the best of our knowledge. the local validity of nonlinear state
space equations has been completely overlooked in the control literature.
It shows Lhe difficulty of obtaining a global differential geometric
realization with reasonably weak assumptions (see [22] and the references
therein). Among uircuit theorists [4.17]. however. such problems are
well-known. and we believe to have offered here for the first time a clear
mathematical explanation.
IV. 7. The intimate connection between control and state has already been
noticed in the literature [34.38] and was dealt with by employing the
language of fibered manifolds.
V. CONTROLLER AND OBSERVABILITY CANONICAL ~ORMS
V.l. There have been several attempts to generalize linear canonical forms
to a nonlinear setting (see. e.g .• [43] and the references therein). and
also some applications to control problems (see. e.g •• [24]). We will show
here that two of these canonical forms can be obtained very easily thanks
to our methods.
V.2. Take the usual state space form
i-l ..... n.
such that xl •.•.• x
n
are differentially algebraic over Q<u>. By applying the
differential algebraic generlization of the theorem of the primitive
element [25.28]. there exists an element ~ such that Q<u.~>
(d +1) .Q<u.x1•••.• xn>. As in IV.4. let d be the first integer such that ~ 1S
1 i 11 ~ (d).ana yt ca y dependent on ~.~ •...• ~ .u.u •...
(d+l) (d) (s)~(~ .~ ..... ~,u ..... u ) O.
It can be solved locally as
c(d+l) _ (d) (s)
.. a(~ ..... ~ .u, ... ,u ).
(I)Set qi - ~ ,i=O, .... d. We obtai n the followi ng local state space form.
which can be regarded as a generalization of the linear controller
canonical form:
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(s)
a(Qo.··· .Qd .u, ...•u )
See [35] for another approach.
V.3. For the sake of simplici ty. take a system wi th a one-dimensional
output y, i.e., p.l. As before. let d be the least integer such that y(d+l)
d d " (d).is analytically epen ent on yoJ ..... y .u ,u ....
(d+l) (d) (s)ljI(y ,y , ....y,u .....u ) - O.
It can be solved locally as
(d+l) (d) (s)y • b(y .... ,y .u ..... u ).
(1)Set Qi- y • i-o .... ,d. We obtain the following local state space form
which can be regarded as a generalization of the linear observability
canonical form (compare with [26.42)):
Qd-l - Qd
• b ( (s))Qd - Qo ' ...• Qd ,u , •.. ,u
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ON THE NONLINEAR EQUIVALENT OF THE NOTION OF
TRANSMISSION ZEROS
A.lsidori
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Roma, Italy
C.H.Moog
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Nantes, France
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to show that three possible characterizatiolls of the
Ilotion of "transmissioll zero", namely "pole" of the inverse system, zero-output-constrained
dYllamics alld ullobservable dyllamics ullder certain state-Jeedback, which are equivalefll for
any invertible linear system, may have different analogues for nonlinear input-affine systems.
It is also shown that some nonlinear versions of the so-called structure algorithm, proposed by
Hirschonl and Singh, may be successfully used in this framework.
1. Introduction.
The study of the nonlinear analogue of the notion of "transmission zero" has
received little attention in the literature, despite of the relatively large amount of contributions
in other areas, like disturbance-decoupling, non interacting control, inversion, model
matching, high-gain output feedback, in which at least for linear systems the notion of zero
(more specifically, the latter being" left-half-plane" or not) plays an important role. In view of
their contributions to the geometric understanding of disturbance decoupling in nonlinear
systems, Krener and Isidori proposed in [I] a nonlinear equivalent of the notion of zero based
upon the consideration of the "dynamics" associated with that part of the system which
becomes unobservable after a disturbance-decoupling state-feedback is set up. This notion is
worth being considered in such a selling (i.e. in order to examine the internal behavior of a
disturbance-decoupled system, for instance in order to find whether or not this is stable), but
as we shall see later on this is not the only aspect one has to deal with. For single-input single-
(lui put nonlinear systems, Byrnes and lsidori (21, and Marino (3], showed that the nonlinear
analogue of the notion of zero proposed in (l] turns out to be equivalent to the idea of a
"dynamics" of an inverse system as well as to that of "dynamics" under high-gain (stabilizing)
output feedback. This equivalence is quite appealing because is exactly the one found in any
(invertible, even multivariable) linear system. However, recent progresses in the study of
multivariable nonlinear systems have shown that the approach to the notion of zero based
exclusively, as in [I], on the analysis of a dynamics which is made unobservable under certain
state-feedback is not complete, in the sense that some pathologies may occurr. For instance,
Isidori has shown in [4] that this dynamics may be affected by addition of integrators on some
input channel, fact that looks quite strange if viewed with a linear system background.
In this paper we show that the two other important aspects behind the notion of zero,
namely that of a dynamics of the inverse system and that of a dynamics yielding zero output,
in a multi variable nonlinear system may have non-equivalent analogues (and even both
differing from the former, namely a dynamics which is made unobservable under a certain
state-feedback). This shows that there are really three independent ways to approach the
nonlinear analogue of the notion of zero and each one has, as we shall remark, its own good
reasons to be considered.
Ii;II
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In the second half of the paper, we show that the nonlinear versions of the so-called
structure algorithm, developed by Hirschorn and later by Singh, under appropriate regularity
assumptions lend themselves to very interesting applications in the present framework. More
specifically, they provide means to compute the "dynamics" in question as well as to prove
several related results.
The system we consider are described by equations of the fonn:
(1.Ia)
(l.Ib)
x= f(x) + g(x)u
Y= h(x)
where xERn, uERm, ycRP. f and the m columns of g are analytic vector fields, h is an analytic
mapping. Throughout most of the paper we shall assume p=m. In the first part of the
following section we suppose the reader having some familiarity with the basic principles of
controlled invariance for systems of the form (1.1): the appropriate background material can
be found e.g. in [51.
2.Three different notions in one.
The purpose of this section is to point out that three important phenomena associated
with the notion of "transmission zero", which are equivalent for any invertible linear system,
may have in fact different meanings in a more general setting.
The first of these is related to the loss of observability under static state feedback.
Let l1* denote the largest controlled invariant distribution contained in the kernel of (dh) and
suppose l1* has constant dimension around xe. Then, if a and p are such that f+ga and gp
make l1* invariant, then, it is well-known that the feedback u=a(x)+p(x)v makes the system
maximally unobservable and, in fact, in a neighborhood of xe, sets of indistinguishable states
are integral submanifolds of l1*. If, in particular, xe is an equilibrium point for f (i.e. f(xe)=O),
one can always find an a such that a(xe)=O and this makes f+ga tangent to the integral
submanifold of l1* passing through xe. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let xe be an equilibrium point of f and suppose l1* has constant
dimension in a neighborhood U of xe. Let a be such that a(xe)=O and such that f+ga makes Ll*
invariant. Let N'xe denote the maximal (on U) integral submanifold of Ll* through xe. The
vector field on N'xe defined as (f+ga) restricted to N'xe is said to be a local dynamics
associated with maximal loss of observability (under feedback). 0
Remark 2.1. In a linear system (xe=O) N'xe is exactly Y*, the largest controlled
invariant subspace contained in the kernel of C. If F is such that A+BF makes Y* invariant,
then the dynamics associated with the maximal loss of observability is that of the linear
mapping defined as A+BF restricted to V*. It is well-known that if the system is square (i.e.
same number of inputs and outputs) and invertible, the eigenvalues of this mapping coincide
with the transmission zeros.O
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The second aspect we wish to consider consists in the analysis of the dynamics of
(1.1) under the constraint that the output y==h(x) be zero for all times. In more precise words,
the idea of a dynamics constrained in such a way that h(x)==O can be formulated as follows
Definition 2.2. Let XC be an equilibrium point of f, let h(xC)==O, suppose there
exists a neighborhood U of XC and a smooth submanifold N" xC of U containing XC with the
following properties:
(i) N" xC is contained in h- 1(0);
(ii) there exists a feedback u==a(x), defined on U, such that f*=f+ga is tangent to N"xc;
(iii) N"xe is maximal (i.e. any submanifold of U through XC such that (i) and (ii) are true is
contained in N''xc).
The vector field of N"xc defined as the restriction of f* to N"xc is said to be a local zero-
output-constrained dynamics.O
Remark 2.2. In a linear system (x c==O) such an N"xc exists and coincides with V*.
Thus, the notions of zero-output-constrained dynamics and that of dynamics associated with
maximal loss of observability coincide.O
The third phenomenon we consider is related to the existence of inverse systems.
Suppose the system (1.1) has the same number of inputs and outputs and is invertible (in the
sense of [6]). Then an inverse system exists and can be described by equations of the form:
(2.la)
(2.1 b)
z= F(z,y,y(l), ,y(k)
u == G(z,y,y(l), ,y(k)
where k is a suitable integer. An inverse system should be "generically" able to reproduce the
input u of (1.1) on the basis of the knowledge of the output y and of the initial state XO
("generically" here is to be understood as "for almost all inital states XO and outputs y of
(l.l )"). An inverse system of the form (2.1) is said to be reduced if the dimension of its
dynamics (i.e. the dimension of z) is minimal over all inverse systems of the form (2.1).
Existence, uniqueness and construction of reduced inverse systems (for systems of
the form (1.1» are not yet fully understood. However, loosely speaking, it seems quite natural
to regard the dynamics (2.1 a) of a reduced inverse, as a minimal set of differential equations
required to recover the input function u of (1.1) starting from the knowledge of its output
function y and of its initial state XO.
In a linear system, the dynamics of a reduced inverse has the form:
and F is a linear mapping whose eigenvalues coincides with the transmission zeros. Thus,
again, to look at the spectrum of the dynamics of a reduced inverse is nothing else but an
equivalent way to look at the transmission zeros.
The three concepts illustrated so far are no longer equivalent when the system is
nonlinear, as we shall see in two simple examples. However, each one has its own interest in
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control theory. The dynamics associated with maximal loss of observability if found, for
instance, as "internal" dynamics of a closed loop system in which a disturbance decoupling
problem via static state feedback has been solved. The zero-output-constrained dynamics is
found, again as "internal" dynamics of a closed loop system, when high-gain output feedback
(or variable structure control) is used to force the output to stay close to zero (see [7]). Finally,
the dynamics of a reduced inverse has clearly interest in the construction of inverses.
Intuitively, the difference between dynamics associated with maximal loss of
observability and zero-output-constrained dynamics depends on the fact that in the former one
looks at invariance (of a distribution) under the vector field f+ga and all the vector fields of
gp, whereas in the latter one looks at invariance (of a submanifold) under the vector field f+ga
alone. This is sometimes referred to as the difference between invariance under full control
and invariance under singular control. On the other hand, the difference between zero-output-
constrained dynamics and the dynamics of a reduced inverse is related to the fact that the
output function y(t)=O may be a singular value in the inversion problem. Both these
differences appear in the examples that follow.
Example 2.1. Consider the system:
xl = UI
X2 = X4 + x3u I
X3 = AX3 + X4
X4 = U2
YI = xl
Y2 = x2
An easy computation shows that ~* = 0 (for all x). Nevertheless, the zero-output-
constrained dynamics exists and is given by:
It may be worth seeing that if A< 0, i.e. if the zero-output-constrained dynamics is
asymptotically stable, the whole system can be asymptotically stabilized via high-gain output
feedback. A compensator doing this job is the one characterized by a transfer function of the
form:
[ (s+z)/s
K(s) = K [
[ 0
o
(s+z)/( I +Ts)
where K>O is large, z>O and T>O are small.O
Example 2.2. Consider the system:
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x\=xz+u\
Xz = xZx3 + x4 + x3u \
x3 = uZ
X4 = x3
In this case also we have ~* = 0 (for all x); however, the constraint y=O implies
now x=O. In other words, no nontrivial zero-output-constrained dynamics exists. A reduced
inverse is the one given by:
u\ = y\(I) - YZ
uz = (- X3 - X3Y\(Z) + yP»)/y\(\)
1l1is reduced inverse has a i-dimensional dynamics. Note also that the value y \(1)=0
is a singular value of this dynamics. 0
3. The zero-oulpul-conslrained dynamics.
In this section we shall see that, under appropriate regularity assumptions, the so-
called structure algorithm, ideated by Silverman [8J and then generalized by Hirschorn [9] in
order to analyze system invertibility comes out in a most natural way when dealing with the
zero-output constrained dynamics. The first stage of our study shall consists in the exploitation
of some interesting features of the structure algorithm that perhaps are known but, as far as we
know, haven't yet been explicitly formulated. To this end we shall revisit the algorithm in
question from a slightly different perspective.
Let xe be an isolated equilibrium state of (Ll) and let hex e)=o. Suppose the mapping
h has constant rank, say so, around xe. Then, locally the set Lo=h-\(O) is a smooth (n-sO)-
dimensional submanifold. Choose a coordinate chart (U,$) around xe in such a way that locally
LO coincides with a slice of U. More precisely, let x=(xO,x\) denote new coordinates around
xe, with dim(xO)=sO, chosen in such a way that locally:
La = {XEU : xO=O}
Let f and g be partitioned accordingly:
f(x) = g(x) =
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The constraint y(t)=O for all t clearly implies X(t)ELO and this, in turn, implies
(f(x)+g(x)u)ETxLO. Since, at all xELO, TxLO = span{ a/ax 1}, in the new coordinates this
constraint becomes:
for all xl and all u. If this equation can be solved for U=U(XI), then LO (around xe) is clearly
the set we were looking for. The feedback control u=u(x I) is such as to keep in LO the
trajectory starting from any point of Lo. The vector field f*(x I) = fl(O,x I) + g1(O,x 1)u(x I)
characterizes the zero-output-constrained dynamics.
Consider the case where (3.1) cannot be solved for u and suppose the rank of
go(O,x I) is constant, say ro, around XC (on LO).Let RO(x I) denote an (so-ro)xso matrix of
analytic functions, of full rank at all xI, such that:
Then (3.1) clearly implies:
along any trajectory that produces zero output. Note that A1(x tl is not identically zero
(because otherwise (3.1) would be solvable for u). Suppose the mapping AI ha~ constant rank,
say s I, around XC (note that Al (XC)=O because f(xC)=O). Then, locally around xc, the set
LI=AI-1(O) is a smooth (n-so-sl)-dimensional submanifold. Choose local coordinates on LO,
XI = (x 1',X2) with dim(x I')=s I, in such a way that, locally around xc, L1={ XEU: xo=O,x I'=O}
and set:
f(x) =
fO(xO,x 1',x2)
fl '(xO,x 1',X2)
f2(xO,X 1',x2)
g(x) =
go(xo,x l',x2)
g I '(xO,x I',x2)
g2(xO,x I',X2)
Thc constraint y(t)=O now implies x(t)ELI and this, in turn implics:
°
fO(O,O,X2)
+
gO(O,O,X2) 1
1 u
gl'(O,O,x2) ]
This equation is quite similar to (3.1) and from it one can pursue similar
iterations.The reader familiar with Silverman-Hirschorn's structure algorithm will easily
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realize that the iterations in question are essentially the same as those considered in that
algorithm. At the k-th stage one considers the equation:
where:
(3.3)
[ gO(O"."O,Xk)
Gk.I(Xk) = [,.,
[ g'k-I (O, ... ,O,Xk)
Fk-I and Gk-I have 0k_1 = sO+...+sk-1 rows and xk denotes coordinates on Lk-l> an (n-ok_I)-
dimensional submanifold. If the matrix Gk-I has constant rank rk-I around xe, one finds an
(Ok_l-rk_l)xok_1 malrix Rk-I (Xk) such that:
and considers the mapping
If the set Lk =Ak -I (0) is a smooth (n-ok_I-sk)-dimensional submanifold of Lk-l> one chooses
new local coordinates and continues.
It is important to remark that the sets LO,LI, ... , the ranks rO,rl,.'" and even the
regularity assumptions made at each iteration (constancy of the ranks of Gk-I(xk) around xe on
Lk-I and the fact that Lk is a smooth submanifold) depend intrinsically on the system and not
on the particular choice of coordinates performed at each stage nor on that of Rk-I (xk). To
clarify this point, note first that Gk-I(xk) is simply a submatrix of g(O, ... ,O,Xk)' Moreover,
note that the rows of Rk_1 (Xk) are a basis of the space of row vectors y solving the linear
equation )Gk-I (Xk) = 0. Thus any other matrix R'k-I (Xk) such that R'k-I (Xk)Gk-1 (Xk) = °is
related to Rk-I (Xk) by an expression of the form:
where T(xk) is a nonsingular matrix. From this we see immediately that the set Lk=Ak·I(O) is
always the same no matter what Rk-l (xk) is chosen.
If the said regularity assumptions are satisfied, the procedure terminates in at most n
iterations. For, if at a certain stage Ak is not identically zero on Lk-l and Lk=Ak,I(O) is a
smooth submanifold, then dim(Lk) < dim(Lk_I). IfAk is identically zero on Lk-I we may still
set, formally, Lk=Lk-l. Thus, the procedure terminates after at most k*<n iterations, where
k* is the least integer such that either one of the following cases occurs:
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(i) Lk* = Lk*-l (with dim(Lk* )etO), or
(ii) Lk* = {XC}.
In either cases, the equation (3.2) can be solved for u=u(x k) in the neighborhood of
XC on Lk* ; such a solution may not be unique (unless Gk*-l has rank m). However, in case (ii),
only those u which annihilate Gk*-l (XC)u solve the equation in question.
We synthesize the discussion up to this point in two fonnal statements.
Definition 3.1. An isolated equilibrium xc, such that h(xC)=O, is said to be a
regular point for the structure algorithm if, for each bO, the set Lk-l is a smooth submanifold
of the state space and the matrix Gk-1(xk) has constant rank around XC for all xkELk_1.0
Proposition 3.1. Let XC be a regular point for the structure algorithm. Then
locally (around XC) the set Lk* is the largest submanifold of h-1(O) on which the state of system
(1.1) may evolve under suitable control. Any feedback U=U(Xk*) solving the equation (3.2)
(for k=k*) is such as to keep the state of system (1.1) evolving on Lk*.O
From what we have seen, it is clear that the zero-output-constrained dynamics of
(1.1) locally around XC is described by the vector field of Lk*:
where u(xk*) is a solution of (3.2) (for k=k*).
In the previous discussion, we haven't made any specific assumption on the value of
the rank rk*' However, if the system is such that rk*=m, then more properties hold, as
specified in the following Lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let XC be a regular point for the structure algorithm. Then the
following inequalities hold:
(i) sO:O:;m
(ii) s1:O:;sO-rO
and, for all k such that 2:O:;k:O:;k*;
(iii) sk :0:; sk-l - (rk-l - rk-2)
(iv) rk :0:; rk-l + Sk
Thus, rk:O:; m for all k:O:;k*. If rk* = m then necessarily in all previous inequalities the equality
sign holds.
Proof. The vector h(x) has m rows and this implies (i). The vector Ro(Xl)f1(O,X1)
has So - rO rows and this implies (ii). At any k~2, one can choose Rk-l (xk) in such a way that its
first CTk-Z-rk-Z rows have the form [Rk_2«O,Xk» 0]. Thus, the first CTk-2-rk-Z rows of
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Rk-I (Xk)Fk-1 (xk) vanish identically on Lk-I. The other rows of this vector are exactly sk-I -
(rk-I - rk-2) and this implies (iii). Finally, Gk has sk more rows than Gk-I and this implies (iv).
The last statements are trivial consequences of (i)-(iv).O
Lemma 3.2. Let xe be a regular point for the structure algorithm. Suppose rk* =
m. lllen at each stage of the structure algorithm one can choose Rk_1(xk) and a partition:
I R'k-I (xk)
I
[ R"k-I(xk)
where R'k_l(xk) has Clk-2-rk-2 rows and R"k_l(xk) has exactly sk rows. Moreover:
(i) R'k-I (Xk)Fk-1 (xk) = 0 for all xkELk_l;
(ii) the mapping ck(xk) = R"k_1 (xk)Fk-1 (xk) has full rank sk at xe. 0
4. The dynamics of a reduced inverse.
In this section we shortly outline how the inversion procedure developed by Singh
[IOJ,which consist of a modification of the structure algorithm, can be used in order to
construct also a reduced inverse. The procedure in question is defined in the following way.
Consider the mapping:
So(y,X) = hex) - y
and set:
.so(y,y(l),X,u) = (oSoIox)f(x) + (oSoIox)g(x)u + (oSoIdy)y(l)
Note that .so(y,y(l),x,u) is linear in u and it is possible to express it in the form:
.so(y,y(l ),x,u) = fo(y,y(l ),x) + gO(y,x)u
Let PO denote the rank of go and set po=m, PI = PO-PO. Let KO(y,x) be a P IXPO matrix
of rank PI such that:
KO(y,x) gO(y,x) = 0
and set:
SI(y,y(l),x) = KO(y,x) fO(y,y(l),x).
At the (k+l)-th stage, consider the mapping Sk(y,... ,y(k),x) and set:
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Sk(y,... ,y(k),y(ktl),X,U) = (dSk/dx)f(x) + (dSk/dx)g(x)u + (dSk/dy)y(1) + ...
+ (dSk/dy(k))y(k+ I)
Notc that Sk(y,...,y(k),y(k+ Il,x,u) is lincar in u and it is possible to exprcss it in the form:
Set also:
Let Pk denote the rank ofGk and set Pk+1 = Pk - (Pk - Pk-I)' Let:
be a matrix in which Tk(y, ... ,y(k),x) is Pk+IX(PO + ... + Pk-I) and Kk(y, ...,y(k),x) is Pk+lxPk
and has rank Pk+ I , such that:
and set:
Sk+ I(y, ... ,y(k+ I),x) = Tkey ,... ,y(k),x)fk_1 (y, ... ,y(k),x) + Kk(y ,... ,y(k),x)fk(y ,... ,y(k+ I),x)
If at some k* the matrix Gk* has rank rk* = m, then it is easy to conclude that the
equation:
(4.1 ) Fk*(y, ... ,y(k*),X) + Gk*(y, ... ,y(k*-I),x)u = 0
is solvable in u (see [IOD. Moreover, using arguments which are more or less similar to those
used in order to prove Lemma 3.1, it is also possible to show that the jacobian matrix:
SO(y,x)
(d/dx)
Sk*-I (y, ... ,y(k*-I),x)
has rank ~ = (PO + ... + Pk *-1) (namely, equal to the number of its rows). Thus form the
equation:
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[ So(y,x) j
0= I ]
[ Sk*_I(y,···,y(k*-I),X) I
one can recover Il components of x, expressed as functions of y, ... ,y(k*-l) and of the
remaining n-Il components, noted z. From that and (4.1) one obtains a reduced inverse system,
in the form:
z = F(z,y,yO ), ,y(k*-l)
u = G(z,y,y(l), ,y(k*)
Remark 4.1. The previous construction, essentially suggested by the work of
Singh, shows how it is possible to construct a "reduced" inverse system. This inverse is defined
for almost all output functions. If y=y(l )= ...=y(k*)=O and x=xe is a point of regularity for
Gk*, then the dynamics of this inverse, when driven by y=O, reduces to the zero-output-
constrained dynamics discussed before. It is important to stress that this is no longer true when
the said regularity assumption fails to hold, has shown by Example 2.2. 0
5. Further remarks.
In the previous two sections we have shown how it is possible - under suitable regularity
assumptions - to calculate zero-output constrained dynamics and inverse system dynamics.
This, together with known methods of computing the distribution t1* (and a feedback making
the latter invariant) completes in some sense the range of procedures needed to evaluate the
three different types of dynamics described at the beginning. Moreover, the constructions
outlined so far enable us to draw some interesting conclusions.The first of these is expressed in
the following statement.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose xe is a regular point for the structure algorithm and rk*=m.
Then, at each xELk*, t1*(x) is a subspace of TxLk* . As a consequence, the dimension of the
zero-output-constrained dynamics is always larger than or equal to that of the dynamics
associated to the maximal Joss of observability.
Proof (sketch of). Recall that the annihilator 11* of t1* can be computed (via the so-
called maximal controlled invariant distribution algorithm [11]), by means of a sequence 11k
of codistributions approaching 11* in a finite (~ n) number of stages. Then, show, by
induction, that the di fferentials of the entries of Ak belong to 11k . 0
In the previous section we have seen that, under suitable regularity and invertibility
assumptions, the dynamics associated with the inversion problem reduces - when y is
identically zero - to the zero-output-constrained dynamics. However, if y=O is a singular value
for the inversion problem, then the latter has a dimension which is possibly smaller than that
found in a reduced inverse. This appears clearly from the comparison of Hrischorn's and
Singh's algorithms (see also Example 2.2).
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One may wish to examine whether or not in some cases the three types of dynamics
coincides. One of these is described in the following statement.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose the decoupling matrix A(x) (see [II] for the notations) is
nonsingular at xe. Then dynamics associated with maximal loss of observability, zero-output-
constrained dynamics and dynamics of reduced inverse (the latter being driven by y=O)
coincide.
Proof (sketch of). If A(xe) is nonsingular, the noninteracting control problem is
solvable around xe. In this case the three type of constructions yielding the dynamics in
question clearly coincide. 0
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stochastic differential equation with independent initial
condition.
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1. Reciprocal Processes. Suppose x(t) is an n vector valued
stochastic process where t ranges over a subset of the rea1s or
the integers. The process x(t) is called reciprocal (or quasi-
Markov) if given any 1 0 ~ 1 1 the values of the process within
[1 0 ,1 1 ] are independent of the values of the process outside of
[1 0 ,1 1 ] conditioned on X(1 0 ) and X(1 1 ).
In particular a Gaussian process x(t) is reciprocal if
fori=l, ... ,1
(1. la)
E(X(tj} \X(1 0 ) ,x(1d ,x(sd, ••. ,x(sm»
and for j 1, •.• , m
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(LIb)
This definition was formulated by Serge Bernstein [1] as
a generalization of the concept of a Markov process. Recall that
a process x(t) is Markov if for any To the values of the process
to the left of To are independent of the values to the right
conditioned on X(T o)' A Gaussian process x(t) is Markov if for
any tll ... ,t k :: To:: sl' ... ,sm we have for i = l, ... ,k
(1. 2a)
and for j = l, ... m
(1.2b)
It is easy to see that Markov processes are reciprocal
but the converse is not true. Throughout this paper we will
restrict our attention to zero-mean Gaussian processes, and often
we shall further restrict our attention to stationary zero mean
Gaussian processes. Because of the zero-mean Gaussian
assumption, all the probablistic information about the process
x(t) is contained in its covariance
(1. 3) Rx(t,s) = E(x(t)x*(s»
where * denotes transpose. This is a nxn matrix valued function.
A process x(t) is nonsinqular of order one if Rx (T o ,1 0 )
is nonsingular for every 1 0 , Such a process is Markov iff its
covariance satisfies
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(1. 4)
for any t ~ 1 0 ~ s.
Let 1 denote the ordered k-tuple (1 0, ... ,1k-l) where
1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ ••• ~ 1k. Define an k·n dimensional random vector X(1)
by
(1.5) X(1)
A process x(t) is nonsingular of order k if for any
1 0 < 1 1 < .•. < 1k-l the covariance of the random vector X(1) is
positive definite.
Suppose x(t) is nonsingular of order 2, then x(t) is
reciprocal iff its covariance satisfies
(1. 6)
[
Rx (1 0 , 1 0 )
Rx (1 1 ,1 0 )
- 1
Rx (1 0 ,1 1 ) ]
Rx ( 1 1 , 1 1 ) [
Rx ( 1 0 , s) ]
Rx (1 1 ,S)
If 1 = (1 0 ,1 1 ) and a = (a O,a 1 ) then we can define a
partial ordering by 1 ~ a if 1 0 ~ a o ~ al ~ 1 1 • Let X(1) be
defined by (1.5). The process x(t) is reciprocal if the process
X(1) is Markov relative to this partial ordering.
Mehr and McFadden [2] noted that reciprocal processes are
conditionally Markov. If we condition an X(1 1 ) then the
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conditional process is Markov to the left of 1 1 and if we
condition on X(1 o ) the conditional process is Markov to the right
2. Examples. We review the classification of all one
dimensional, stationary, Gaussian, reciprocal processes where
tf m. This is due to Jamison [3], chay [4] and Carmichael-Masse-
Theodorescu [5]. Essentially there are only six families of such
processes,
lao ornstein Uhlenbeck Processes
lb. Cosh Processes
lc. Sinh Processes
2. Slepian Processes
3a. Cosine Processes
3b. Shifted Cosine Processes
The ornstein Uhlenbeck processes are the only ones that
are Markov. They have covariance Rx(t,s) = Rx(t-s) given by
(2.la)
Such processes have an infinite lifetime, i.e. they can be
defined for all tfTR. Of course one can restrict t to lie in
some proper subset of rR. If A =0 then the process is constant
with respect to t and hence singular of order two. If Rx(O) = 0
then the process is identically zero and singular of order one.
Otherwise the process is nonsingular of every order k ~ O.
The remaining one dimensional stationary Gaussian
reciprocal processes are not Markov. A Cosh process has
covariance
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(2. lb) Rx(t)
cosh A(T/2-t)
cosh AT/2
R x (D)
where A, T > D. A Cosh process has a finite lifetime because any
covariance must satisfy the Cauchy-schwartz inequality,
IRx(t) I ~ Rx(D). But Rx(t) given by (2.lb) violates this for
t > T. Since Rx(T) = Rx(D), it is a cyclic process, xeD) = x(T)
a.s.
A Sinh process has covariance
(2.lc)
sinh A(T/2-t)
sinh AT/2
It also has a finite lifetime of length at most
-Rx(D), it is an anticyclic process
where A, T > D.
T. since Rx (T)
xeD) = -X(T) a.s.
A Slepian process has covariance of the form
(2.2) (1-2t/T) Rx(D)
where T > D. Again it has a finite lifetime of length at most T.
It also is anticyclic, xeD) = -x(T) a.s.
A Cosine process has covariance
(2.3a) R x (t) (cos At) Rx(D).
It has an infinite lifetime.
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Since Rx(t) is periodic with period 2T = 2n/A, the process is
also periodic x(t) = x(t+2T) a.s. Furthermore, it is
antiperiodic x(t) = -x(t+T) a.s.
A Shifted Cosine process has covariance of the form
(2. 3b) R x (t)
cos A(t+t o)
cos At o
where 0 < to < n/2A. It has a finite maximum lifetime
T = n/A-2t o and it is anticyclic, x(O) = x(-T) a.s.
The Cosh, Sinh, Slepian, Cosine and Shifted Cosine
processes are all nonsingular of order two on any interval of
length less than T. Since in each case, x(t) = ± x(t+T), they
are singular of order two on intervals of length T. All of the
above processes except for the Cosine processes are nonsingular
of arbitrary order on any interval of length less than T. A
cosine process is singular of order 3. This means that the
behavior of such a process is completely determined by its values
X(T o) and X(T 1 ) at two times where T 1-T o is not an integer
multiple of T.
3. Realization Theory. It is well known [6] that if R(t) is a
continuous covariance of stationary Gauss Markov process then
R(t) is COO and it satisfies a first order linear differential
equation
(3.1) R(t) AR(t)
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for t ~ o. Furthermore if B is an nxn matrix such that
BB* -(R(O)+R*(O» then the process x(t) defined for t ~ 0 by
the stochastic differential equation
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
dx A x dt + Bdw
x(O) = N(O,R(O»,
where w is standard m dimensional Wiener process independent of
x(O), has covariance R(t). Note R(O) = R(o+).
In this section we shall show that certain continuous
stationary Gaussian reciprocal covariances can be realized by
second order linear stochastic differential equations driven by
white Gaussian noise with independent initial conditions. This
partially confirms a conjecture of ours made in [7].
The first step is to show that a continuous stationary
Gaussian covariance R(t,s) R(t-a) must be C~. We did this
in [7] but we shall repeat the proof here. We assume R(t) is
defined for It I ~ T and is nonsingu1ar of order two for It I < T.
For a stationary reciprocal covariance, (1.6) becomes
(3.3) R(t-s)
R(O)
[R(t-T O ) R(t-Td]
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and this holds for 1 0 ~ S ~ 11 and either t ~ 1 0 or t ~ 1 1 ,
Assume that 1 1 - 1 0 < T. If we integrate with respect to t over
[to - a, 1 0 ] where 0 < 5 < T - 1 1 + 1 0 , we obtain
1 0
J R(t-s)dt
1 0 -a
1 0 -S
J R(t)dt
1 0 -5-s
[ aI + c!r'( a) d( a) ]
where ~(a)/a ~ 0 as a ~ o. If we integrate (3.1) with respect to
1 1+a-sIR(t)dt
1 1 -S
[8'( 5) n + 0'( a)
Putting these together we have
n + d( a) d( a)
1 0 -5
J R(t)dt
1 0 -a-S(3.4)
1 1+a-S
J R(t)dt
1 1 -S
d( a) n + d( a)
R (1 0 -s)
since R(t) is Co, the left side of (3.4) in C l in s for
S£[1 0 ,1 1 ]. By this we mean the left (right) derivative exists
and is continuous at 1 0 (1 1 ), For sUfficiently small a> 0 the
first matrix on the right is invertible hence we conclude that
R(1 0 -S) and R(1 1 -S) are Cl in S£[1 0 ,1 1 ]. since 1 0 and 1 1 are
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arbitrary except that 0 < 1 1 - 1 0 < T we conclude R(t) is C1 on
[O,T]. By repeating the argument we conclude R(t) is c~ on
[O,T). since R(-t) = R*(t) it follows that R(t) is also C~ on
(-T,O]. By continuity R(O+) = R(O-). The left and right
derivatives need not agree at 0, instead -R(O-) = R*(O+), R(O-)
R*(O+), etc. Henceforth we shall take R(O) as R(O+), R(O) as
R(O+), etc.
The next step is to show that R(t) satisfies two second
order matrix differential equations. Let 1 0 = S - a and
1 1 = S + a for a > 0 then (3.3) becomes
(3.Sa) R(t-s) [R(t-s+a) R(t-s-a)]
where H1 (a) and H2 (a) are determined for a > 0 by
(3. Sb)
[
R (0)
R(2 a)
R* (2 a) ] [H 1 ( a) ] = [R* ( a) ]
R(O) H2 (a) R( a)
since R(t) is assumed to be the covariance of a process which is
nonsingular of order two. For convenience, we make a change of
coordinates, xnew(t) = R-1/2(0)XOld(t) and thereby normalize
R(O) = I. We would like to study the limit of H1 (a) and H2 (a)
and their derivatives as a ~ O. From (3.Sb) we obtain for a > 0
(3. 6a)
(3. 6b) R( a) - R(2a) H1 (a)
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where F(q) and G(q) are C~ for q ~ 0 and given by
(3.6b)
(3.6C)
since F(O) = G(O) = 0, (3.6a) is indeterminate at q
define
O. We
q > 0
q = 0
q > 0
By repeated application of L'Hopital's rule it is easy to verify
that F(q) and G(q) are C~ for q ~ O.
Henceforth we shall invoke the assumption that
(3.7) G(0) G(O) -2 (R(O) + R* (0»
is invertible. Rewriting (3.6a) we have for q > 0
and hence H1 (q) has a C~ extension to q ~ O. Equation (3.6b)
defines a COO extension of H2 (q) to q ~ O. By straightforward
differentiation of (3.6) we obtain
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1
(3.8a) H1 (0) Hz (0) I
2
1
(3.8b) H1 (0) -HZ (0) (i(o)+i*(o))-l(~(O)_~*(O))
4
(3.8C) H1 (0) + HZ (0) -~(O) -4i(0)H 1 (0).
We return to (3.Sa) at s
to ~ at ~ = 0 to obtain
o ~(t) (H 1 (0) +H z (0))
o and differentiate twice with respect
+ 2i(t) (H l (0) -Hz (0))
+ R(t) (H l (0) +H z (0))
By utilizing (3.8) we obtain
(3.ga)
where
(3.10a)
~(t)
-2M*
-2i(t)M* + 2R(t) N*
(i(o) + i* (0)) -1 (~(O) - ~* (0))
(3.10b) 2N* = ~(O) + 2i(0)M*
Equation (3.Sa) is valid both for t ~ s + ~ and for
t ~ s +~. Since s = ~ o this implies that (3.ga) is valid for
tf[O,T) and for tf(-T,O]. The covariance R(t) = R*(-t) so
i(t) = -i*(-t) and ~(t) = ~*(-t).
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We transpose (3.9a) and substitute to obtain
(3.9b) R(t) 2MR(t) + 2NR(t).
By adding and sUbtracting (3.9a,b) we obtain the
following.
Theorem 1 Suppose R(t) is the continuous covariance of a
stationary Gaussian reciprocal process defined on [O,T] and
(WLOG) R(O) = I. Suppose that R(O) + R*(O) is invertible. Then
R(t) is COO on [O,T) and satisfies the differential equation
(3.11a) R(t) MR(t) - R(t)M* + NR(t) + R(t)N*
and the side constraint
(3.11b) a MR(t) + R(t)M* + NR(t) - R(t)N*
where M,N are defined by (3.10).
We now construct a process yet) which realizes the
stationary Gaussian reciprocal covariance R(t), under the
assumption that R(O) + R*(O) is invertible. By the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality R(O) - R*(~)R(~) is monotone increasing for
small ~ > a hence R(O) + R*(O) is nonpositive definite. Since it
is assumed to be invertible, it is negative definite and there
exists an invertible nxn matrix B, such that
(3.12)
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- (R(O) + R* (0))
Let Nand M be as above (3.10). Define a nxn symmetric
matrix ~(t) as the solution of the matrix Riccati differential
equation
d~
(3.l3a) 2NR*(0) + 2R(0) N*
dt
+ 2M~(t) + 2~(t)M*
+ (R (0) + ~ (t)) (B 1B1 *) -1 (R* (0) + ~ (t) )
(3.l3b) ~(O) R(O)R*(O)
Let B2 (t) be an nxn matrix defined by
(3.14)
Finally we define a 2n dimensional process x(t)
(X l (t),X 2 (t)) by the stochastic differential equation
(3.15a)
(3.15b) (
Xl (0))
X 2 (0) [ ~(O)) vR( 0)
dt + [B l ) dw
B 2 (t)
V :: N(O,!)
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where w is an n dimensional standard Wiener process independent
of v.
Let
pet,s) [
Pll(t,S)
P 21 (t,s)
P 12 (t,s) ]
P 22 (t,s)
then pet,s) satisfies for T > t ~ s ~ °
(3.l6b)
ap
at
(t, s) AP(t,S)
d
(3.I6b) P(t,t) AP(t,t) + P(t,t)A*
dt
+ B(t)B*(t)
and
(~( 0) R* (0) )(3.I6c) P(O,O)
R(O)R*(O)R(O)
where
A B(t)
It is straightforward to verify that
(3.I7a) P(t,t) [
~ (0)
R( 0)
R* (0) ]
net)
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satisfies (3.16b,c). From (3.16a) we obtain for T > t ~ s > 0,
(3.1Sb)
p.lSc)
(t, s)
(t, s)
P21 (t,s)
2MP 21 (t,S) + 2NP 11 (t,s)
hence P 11 (t,S) R(t-s) and P 21 (t,s) R(t-s). We have proved
the following.
Theorem ~ Suppose R(t) is the nxn continuous covariance of a
stationary Gaussian reciprocal process defined on [O,T] and
(WLOG)R(O) = I. Suppose R(O) + R*(O) is invertible. Then R(t)
can be realized by a first order 2n dimensional linear stochastic
differential equation (3.15a) driven by n dimensional white
Gaussian noise with an independent initial condition (3.15b).
4. Conclusion In sections One and Two we defined and gave
examples of reciprocal processes. In section Three we showed how
certain stationary Gaussian reciprocal processes can be realized
via stochastic differential equations. The condition that we
required was that R(O) + R*(O) be invertible, but we believe that
this technical condition can be dropped. We hope to prove this
in the near future.
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O. Introduction
Industries today are confronted with an urgent need to deal with
reduced life cycles of engineering products, which bring about trends
toward total factory automation (FA) which includes CAD and production
control. This implies greater necessity for flexible and maintainable
control software tools for systems categorized as discrete event
systems.
Methods for describing sequential control systems such as relay
ladder diagram or procedural languages can not adequately adress all
aspects of such systems. Especially, concurrent evolutions in finite
resource sharing systems and resulting problems such as
synchronization, starvation, and deadlock can not properly analized by
these ad hoc techniques used to date. Drastic changes in system
archtecture towards distributed configurations composed of separate
sequential processing systems as seen in wide range of applications of
computer embedded control systems exacerbate the difficulties. To
resolve these difficulties, a formal approach based on solid theories
is inevitable, and this should start with a sound mathematical model
which can be used from specifications to analysis of the real time
control. Of course there are previously a variety of theories of
concurrent systems. Algebraic, Net-theoretic, and Temporal logic or
Axiomatic approaches are fundamental ones among others and they
reflect different perspectives of the phenomena of concurrent systems.
The relations among them are examined in [1].
In this paper, we introduce Petri nets as a modelling tool of
distributed concurrent systems in general and show some analytical
propert ies obta ined by a net-theoretic approach. The advantages of a
net-theoretic approach exist in its structure preserving modelling
ability and in theoretic accomplishments accumlated in the past two
decades. A brief introduction of Petri nets and their properties
related to control problems are presented in the next section. In
contrast to Algebraic approach where recurrent substitutions and
products of operators are naturally introduced, net theory lacks in
operator viewpoint of input-output notion: The composition of nets
has not been investigated in terms of the concatenation of the
operations of their subnets. In Section 2, we propose a way of
composition of nets which can be used effectively for modelling
distributed systems in a hierarchial fashion. In Section 3, conditions
for consistency and deadlock-free property of a composite net are
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investigated in terms of subnets and their interconnections. Net
theory is by no means matured yet but there already exist several
attempts to apply the formal net-specification methodology in real
time systems. Some notable industrial applications of net theory are
introduced in Section 4.
1. Petri nets:Definitions and Properties
The structure of a Petri net can be defined as a directed
bipertite graph with two disjoint sets of nodes P and T, called a set
of places (symbol:o) and a set of transitions (symbol: I),respectively.
A Petri net is simply denoted by (P,T). Let U and Q are subsets of P
and Q, respectively. A subnet denoted by (U,Q) is a net such that the
connections between U and Q are defined as those in the original net
(P,T). Places can be seen as conditions and transitions can be seen as
events in various activity level of discrete event systems. Marked
graphs are a subclass of Petri nets, where each place has exactly one
incoming edge and exactly one outgoing edge. Marked graphs can express
the concurrent evolution but cannot express the conflict of system
being modelled. On the other hand, State machines are a subclass of
Petri nets, where each transition has exactly one incoming edge and
exactly one outgoing edge. State machines can express the conflict but
not the concurrency. Let m and n denote the number of pl,!ces and
transitions in a Petri net, respectively. To each place p, we
associate an nonnegative integer M(p), called a number of tokens on p.
Marking MGNm is defined as an nonnegative integer vector whose
component M(p) equals to the number of tokens of place p. For a subnet
U of P, M(U) denotes a submarking vector defined on U.oU denotes the
set of all transitions t such that there exists an edge e:t->p, pGU.
°U is called the set of input transitions of U. Similarly, U· denotes
the set of all transitions t such that there exists an edge e:p->t. pG
UOand is called the set of output transitions of U. For a subset Q of
T, the set 0 fin put pIa c e s 0Q and the set 0 f 0 u t put pIa c e s QO 0 f Q are
similarly defined. Now the dynamic behavior of Petri nets is
stipulated by the following simple firing axiom. For a transition t,
t is said to be firable at M if M(p»O for each pG t. A firing of
firable transition t at M is said to be legal and consists of the
transformation of M to M' such that
M'(p)=M(p)+l
M'(p)=M(p)-l
M'(p)=M(p)
pGt and p\!: t
pG t and p\!:t
otherwise.
(1)
(2)
(3)
If there exists a legal sequence of firings that transform Mo to M. M
is said to be reachable from Mo' R(M o ) denotes a set of all markings
reachable from Mo and is called the reachability set of Mo' For a
transition t, t is said to be live at Mo if for any MGR(M o ), there
exists M'GR(M) such that t is firable at M'. If there exists MGR(M o )
such that t is not firable at any M'GR(M) then t is said to be dead at
M. If each t of T is live at M, the Petri net is said to be live at
M. Conflicts between transitions are expressed such that firing one of
them brings others ceased to be firable. The incidence matrix of a
Petri net, A = [aij], is an nxm matrix of integers, and its typical
entry is given by
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aij = aij+ - aij
where aij+ is equal to one if there exists an edge from transition i
to the output place j, and is equal to zero otherwise. aij- is equal
to one if there exists an edge to transition i from the input place j,
and is equal to zero otherwise.
The major advantage for using a net model comes from that it can
afford a mathematical analysis and so a formal validation and
verification for systems being modelled. The control and verification
for such systems are basically reduced to solving reachability and
liveness on the nets, respectively. For a given initial marking Mo ' to
decide whether N is live or not is called a liveness program and for
given two marking Mo and M, to decide whether M is reachable from Mo
or not is called a reachablity problem. Reachability problem has been
proved decidable by Mayr[2j. On the other hand, liveness problem was
proved to be equivalent to reachablity problem [3]. However, these two
problems require at least exponential order of space and time [4]. For
restrictive classes of Petri net such as marked graphs or state
machines, we can obtain more amenable conditions for the verification.
Let A be an incidence matrix of a Petri net N with initial marking Mo'
The evolution of system modelled by N can be expressed by a marking
transformation which obeys the following state equations.
(4 )
where L is an integer vector, called a firing count vector, composed
of numbers of appearance of corresponding transition in a legal firing
sequence which transforms No to M. AT is the transpose of A.
An nonnegative integer vector I p which satisfies
o (5)
is called a P-invariant. Multiplying P-invariant to both sides of
equation (4). we obtain
(6)
that is, weighted sum of tokens on places correponding to non-zero
elements of I p is invariant through the transformation. Thus if
IpTM o = 0 for some P-invariant Tp • any output transition of a place
corresponding to a non-zero element of I p can not be made firable,
i.e., the net N is not live. For marked graphs, a P-invariant I p
corresponds to a set of places which form a directed circuit. Tn[5],
it was shown that TpTN o ~ 0 is also a sufficient condition for a
marked graph to be live at Mo' In other words, a marked graph is live
if and only if there exists no token-free directed circuit.
If there exists a positive P-invariant, then number of tokens on
each place cannot exceed some integer through any firings for any
initial marking, and such net is said to be structually bounded. On
the other hand, a net is said to be bounded, if. for a given initial
marking Mo ' number of tokens on each place cannot exceed some integer
k. Especially, if k=l, then a net is said to be safe. Live and
safeness are commonly required for the well-behavedness of systems.
For a marked graph, the safeness is guaranteed if and only if, for
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each place P. there exists a directed circuit containing p with token
sum equal to one. For a state machine N, it is also known that N is
live and safe if and only if N is strongly connected and the token sum
of all places is exactly one.
Considering equation (4), I TM • IpTM o is known to be a necessary
condition for M to be reachabfe from Mo. For given Mo and M which
satisfy equation (6). there might exist infinite integer solutions
of AT L M - Mo such that L • L o + IT where IT is an nonnegative
integer solution of ATIT • 0 and L o is a minimal nonnegative
solution of AT L • M - Mo. The difficulty in reachablity probrem is
to verify the executability of these solutions, Le., the existence of
a legal firing sequence having this solution as the firing count
vector. For marked graphs, it is known that it suffices to examine the
executability of the unique minimum solution for the reachability.
Specifically. for marked graphs. M is reachable from Mo if and only if
I{lTM • IpTM o for any P-invariant I p and each element of the minimun
fIring count vector corresponding to a transition on a token free
directed circuit is equal to zero [6].
An nonnegative integer solution IT of ATIT • 0 is called a T-
invariant. If there exists a positive T-invariant. then the net is
said to be consistent. If ther exists aT-invariant ITT.[I.I.···.I]T,
then the net is said to be I-consistent. I-consistency guarantees the
existence of an initial marking Mo and a firing sequence which
transforms Mo back to Mo and each transition appears just once in
the sequence. This property is also required for a well-behaved system
with cyclic evolution. A state machine is structually dual of a marked
graph. There exist, however. no dual concepts on the dynamic
properties between them. For a state machine we have no counter part
of the conditions obtained for the reachablity of a marked graph. For
a bounded net. the reachability problem can be solved fy finding a
path in the finite reachability tree.
Several extensions of Petri nets have been proposed, e.g .•
coloured Petri nets, stochastic Petri nets, or timed Petri nets. These
models naturally have a stronger modelling power for real time
systems. The analysis, however. is much more difficult and requires
further sophistication in net theory.
2. Modelling of distributed systems
Distributed configurations of systems are architectures
extensively used for improving efficiency, flexibility
maintainability, and fait-tolerant ability in general large scale
systems such as production systems, computer systems. and many other
socio-economic managing systems. Design of tllese systems. however,
requires much more attention on avoiding deadlock, conflict, or
starvation. Petri nets as introduced in the preceeding section can be
used for analysing these problems. On the other hand, when we adopt a
net theoretic approach for designing such systems, it is necessary to
structurize a net as a composition of components: It is necessary to
devise a way of construction of total system with desired properties
from well-examined components just as commonly done in electrical
network synthesis. The discussions below might hopefully be a starting
point for such investigations.
We define a component as a safe Petri net with prescribed
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input and output places as shown in Fig. 1.
14------0
Fig.l a component net
Tokens on input and output places represent the activating
signals and the completion signals of events in the subnet,
respectively. Fig. 2 models a inverter with input ~lace Sin and output
place Sout [7]. An edge .... denotes a self-loop <_. At this marking,
the state (p2,p3) can change to the state [pl,p4). The completion of
the firings signal out a token on Sout and make the net to be dead.
Formally, we can define a component of composite net as follows.
Definition 1, A component of a composite net is defined as a net Nk
such that
where
Pk: a set of internal places,
Tk: a set of transitions,
Pk(IN): a set of input p.1aces,
Pk(OUT): a set of output places.
The incidence matrix Ak of Nk can be written as
( 7 )
Non-zero elements in Ak-(Ak+) are all negative (positive)
respectively.
The well-behavedness of a component with an initial marking on
internal places is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Nk is called a well-behaved component if it satisfies
the following properties.
(1) Net Nk O obtained from Nk by removing all input and output places
(and the corresponding edges) is live and safe for a given initial
marking Mo(Pk).
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(2) Nk O is I-consistent, i.e., for ekT=[l,o.o,llT,
(8)
finishing the
to be dead at,
then Nk has a
where Ak O is an incidence matrix of Nk O.
(3) With internal marking Mo(Pk), the substraction of a token from a
input place can only happen simultaneously for all input places after
they all have posi tive tokens. Moreover, this is the only events that
can happen at Mo(Pk)'
(4) Before a token has been added to all output places Pk(OUT), no
subtraction of a token from Pk(IN) can occur.
(5) Unless all of Pk(IN) become marked again after
addition of a token to all of Pk(OUT), net Nk comes
say, M(PK). If all of Pk(IN) become marked again,
property (3) at M(Pk) instead of Mo(Pk)'
Remark We11-behavedness of a component depends on the net structure
and the initial marking. Property (2) gurantees the cyclic internal
evolution. For general nets, it is difficult to verify properties (3),
(4), and (5). We would assume that the structure of a component is
simple enough that the we11-behavednes can easily be verified. A net
as shown in Fig. 2 is a simple example of a well-behaved component.
Fig.2 an inveter
Now the composition of components can be seen as the fusion of
corresponding nets by identifying each input and output places.
Definition 3. For components N1 and Nj' the composition is defined by
identifying a subset of output places of Ni as a subset of input
places of Nj and vice vasa.
Let Fij be defined as
l:pGPi(OUT) and qGPj(IN) are identified.
O:otherwise
Then the connection matrix F of Ni and Nj can be written as
and input places
be seen as input
environment ),
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P I (OUT) P j (OUT) P *(OUT)
P I (IN) 0 F I J F II
F P J(IN) F 1J 0
P *(IN) F 1* F l* 0
where P*(IN) and P*(OUT) are the set of output places
of a composite net. respectively. which in turn can
places and output places of outside world (
respectively.
The incidence matrix A of a composite net [armed by n
components can be calculated from each incidence matrix Ak
connection matrices as defined in (9). Le ••
number of
and their
Step 1. Let A be
P I (OUT) P 2(OUT) P n(OUT) P *(OUT)
TI Alo AI' A.-F 21 AI"Fnl AI"Fd
T2 A 20 A2-F12 A2' A2"Fn2 A2- F *2
,...,
A
Tn AnD A."F In An' AIl'F *.
Step 2. If
Fij(k,l)=l. iy,
then add [O, •.•• O,[Ajh ,O, •.•• O]T to the column [Pi(OUT)h of A and
delete the column [Pj(OUT)]l' The resulting matrix is the incidence
matrix.
Fig. 3 an example of composite net
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Example 1. Let Nl and NZ
ide n t i f yin g PI = Pi, Pz= P'3 '
expressed as
be components as shown in Fig. 3.
and P'4 = P 3 , the con n e c t ion mat r i x F
By
j s
P I (OUT) P 2(OUT) P '(OUT)
2 4' 5'
PION) 3
l'
F P20N) 2'
3'
P 'ON)
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
-1
o
Az-Fu
o
o
o
o
o
o
-1
o
o
A2'
o
1
o
o
A21
i
!
i
············~~·····l····~~·····~·····l"············~
-1 1 0 -1 0 1
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3. Analysis of distributed systems
A composite net as described in the preceeding section can be
seen itself as another component with more detailed internal
specifications if it also satisfies the properties 1 through 5 of
Definition 2 with respect to P*(IN) and P*(OUT). According to the
design stage, we can choose appropriate level of refinement by
resolving a component into more precise subcomponents. For continuing
this process in a hierarchical fashion, it is important to verify
which property can be preserve through the composition. Let N be a
composite net of n well-behaved components and let NO be a net
obtained from N by removing all P*(IN) and P*(OUT). Then the incidence
matrix AO of NO can be written as
Pc
Az
An
Ac
where Pc is a
interconnections.
subset of I/O places of components
Since each component is I-consistent,
used for
i :;;;; 1, ... ,n
if and only if (Ac)T e = 0. Thus we obtain
Theorem 1. A composite net is I-consistent if and only if, for each
place of Pc' the number of incoming edges is equal to the number of
outgoing edges.
Next we consider the preservation of liveness and safeness in NO.
Properties (3), (4), and (5) imply that each live and safe subnet Ni O
can equivalently be coptracted to a single transition with respect to
the I/O behavior. Let NO be a contracted net of NO with Pc as a set of
p I ace san d e a c h com po n en t Ni ° a.s a t ran sit ion. It is 0 b v i 0 u s t hat NO
is live and safe if and only if NO is live and safe. The preservation
of these properties in NO thus depends on the way of interconnection
and the initial token distribution on Pc' Her~ we consider two
restrictive structures of connection: we assume NO to be a class of
marked graph decomposable nets (MGD-net) or state machine decomposable
nets (SMD-net) defined as fallows. Let N = (P,T) be a Petri net.
De fin i t ion 4. For a sub set T p 0 fT. a sub net com po sed (. T pU Tf• ,T p) i scalled aT-closed subnet of N and denoted as <T p )' Similar y. for a
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subset P t of P, a subnet composed of (Pt. ·ptUp t ) is called a P-closed
subnet of N and denoted as <P t >.
Definition 5. If there exists a mutually disjoint subdivision TI.
TZ ..... Tk of T such that N = <TI>U<TZ>U ... U<Tk> and each <Ti> is a
strongly connected marked graph, then N is called MGD-net.
Similarly, if there exists a mutually disjoint subdivision Pl.
PZ ..... Pk of P such that N = <PI>U<PZ>U",U<Pk> and each <Pi> is
a strongly connected state machine, then N is a SMD-net.
SMD-net is a structually dual of MGD-net, i.e .• S~lD-net is
obtained by replacing each place and transition of MGD-net as a
transition and place, respectively. and inverting the direction of Hll
edges of MGD-net.
Fig.4 a MGD-net
A net as shown in Fig.4 is an example of MGD-net with marked
graph components NI=« tl , t3 • ts ' t7 J> and NZ=<[ tz ' t4 • t6 •
t 8 }>.
Putting a token on PI, it can be seen that both NI and NZ
are live and safe marked graphs. However, by firing t7 -> t3 -> t6 •
the net becomes dead.
The convenient way of verifying the liveness and safeness of NO
which is assumed to be a MGD-net or SMG-net is to find out the
conditions that guarantee the same properties from that of marked
graph or state machine components because the I iveness and safeness
can be verified very easily for these classes of Petri net as stated
in Section 3.
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~D~e~f~1~·~n~i~t~i~0~n~6~. A MGD-net (P,T) is said to be complete if the following
con d i t ion iss a tis fie d, i. e ., for any map pin g A: P - > p. the r e
exists at least one T-c1osed strongly connected marked graph <T p >
such that A(p) G Tp for any place p G <t p >'
Definition 7. A SMD-net (P,T) is said to be complete if the following
condition is satisfied, Le., for any mapping B: T -> ·T, there
exists at least one P-closed strongly connected state machine CPt>
such that B(t) G P t for any transition t G CPt>.
The following result was originally prooved by Hack [8] for SMD-
net. For the dual case the proof can be done similarly.
Theorem 2. A complete MGD-net and a complete SMD-net are live and
safe if there exists a decomposition such that each component
(strongly connected marked graph or strongly connected state machine,
respectively) is live and safe.
Note that MGD-net as shown in Fig.4 is
complete MGD- and SMD-net are shown in
verified that they are both live and safe.
not complete. Examples of
Fig.s. It can easily be
.-----.le e}4----,
(a) ~lGD-net (b) SMD-net
Fig.s complete MGD- and SMD-net
qy this theorem, if the connection of components is restricted so
that NO to be a MGD- or SMD-net, the live and safeness of composite
net can be assured by easy inspection.
4. Applications of Net-specification Methodology
Industrial applications of Petri nets have increased in numbers
and scale from the beginning of 1980's. In Europe, a group in LAAS-
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CNRS, Toulouse, France, has been conducting a project called SECOIA [9
]. The aim of SECOIA is integrating different levels of Flexible
Manufacturing Systems (FMS) such as local machine control,
coordination of subsets, monitoring and real-time shop scheduling, and
planning/product mix evaluation and management. The integration of
these levels by LAN is not sufficient because if the programmation of
each level is done by different tools, the global interlevel
communication will suffer from a side effect and it will be difficult
to verify, maintain and modify it.
SECOIA consistently adopts a net-based methodology as a formal
mathematical tool for the global specification design, and
structural verification. They use the concept of common place for
describing handshake procedure in distributed applications and also
use a concept of module with I/O places which can equivalently be
substituted by other module. In France, another group in SYSECA,
Saint-Cloud Cedex, has been developing ESPRIT Project "For-Me-Too"
[10]. In this project, the way of fusion and substitution of component
nets are inplemented so that it can afford a global validation of
large real time systems. In England, a group in Plessey Electronic
Systems Research Ltd., Ramsey, is developing and implementing CAD and
control systems of databases for query in military communication
system called Project PTARMIGAN [II]. By using Petri net for
hierarchically describing each database structure and the control
sequence flow, the flexibility and maintainability in change
assessments are greatly improved. The validation of processes can be
done through reachability analysis.
In Japan, a Petri net-based station controller named SCR for
flexible and maintainable sequence control has been developed for a
factory automation system by Hitachi Ltd., Kawasaki, [12]. As far as
we know, this is the first commercial product based on Petri net. In
SCR. safe Petri net, called C-net, which augments the control
functions by adding Predicates onto each transition, is installed and
is used for specification, simulation, and real time control of
coordinating robots or parts assembly station, e.g .. A group in
Mitsubishi Electric Co., Itami, [13] has adopted a Petri net as a
language for describing specificationB to cope with frequent changes
in design stage of large scale systems such as power plants. A Petri
net-based concurrent system simulator, called PCSS, has been developed
in Osaka University [14]. In PCSS, controllers and controlled objects
are both modelled by Petri nets. By prescribing a time delay at a
transition, PCSS can simulate the concurrent behavior of a real
system. Fig. 6(a) shows a Petri net model in PCSS of a relay ladder
diagram. PCSS simulates the swiching sequence and outputs the time
chart as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Note that a delay T is prescribed at the
switch fs.
an example of sequential
control circuits
•TDI(EtIGRt£
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a.
b.
Co
d.
e.
f. DelaY'T
y
I
M,
M, L-
c. c. a.
ON OFF OFF
a time-chart of sequential
control circuits
Petri net models of sequential control circuits
Fig. 6 an example of simulation by PCSS
5. Conclusion
Net theory provides a formal approach to analysis and description
of concurrent systems. Specifically, flexiblity and maintainability of
control softwares for such systems are improved by Petri net-based
descriptions. A clear seperation of events and conditions due to Petri
net modelling improves system comprehension in various activity levels
and opens up a new system viewpoint.
The hierarchical nature of Petri net-description reflects on a
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set of top-do~n design methodology as seen in industrial applications.
Verification and validation can be done in mathematical ~ay by
examining,e.g., the liveness, safeness, and reachability on the nets.
Invariants playa central role in structural analysis such as
bounded ness or consisLency ~hich in turn can validate the mutual
exclusion in critical section or cyclic stational motion,
respectively.
SynLhesis aspect of a net theoretic approach is, ho~ever,
presently far from satisfactory stage. Fusion and substitution of
component nets should be based on more concrete equivalence notion of
nets. Also, a formal ~ay of global analysis via properties of
components and their interconnections as briefly introduced here
should be established to this end.
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SET-VALUED CALCULUS IN PROBLEMS OF
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
A. B. KUTzhanski
IIASA
Introduction
This paper deals with feedback control for a linear nonstationary system whose objective is
to reach a preassigned set in the state space while satisfying a certain state constraint. The state
constraint to be fulfilled cannot be predicted in advance being governed by a second "uncertain"
system, with its state space variable unknown and available only on the basis of observations. it
is assumed that there is no statistical data for the uncertain parameters of the second system the
only information on these being the knowledge of some constraints on their admissible values.
Therefore the state constraint to be satisfied by the basic system may be specified only through
an adaptive procedure of "guaranteed estimation" and the objective of the basic process is to
adapt to this corlstraint.
The problems considered in the paper are motivated by some typical applied processes in
environmental, technological, economical studies and related topics.
The techniques used for the solution are based on nonlinear analysis for set-valued maps.
They also serve to illustrate the relevance of set-valued calculus to
• problems of control in devising solutions for the "guaranteed filtering and extrapolation"
problems
• constructing set-valued feedback control strategies,
• duality theory for systems with set-valued state space variables,
• approximation techniques for control problems with set-valued solutions, etc.
The research in the field of control and estimation for uncertain systems (in a deterministic
setting), in differential games and also in set-valued calculus, that motivated this paper, is mostly
due to the publications of 11-101.
1. The Uncertain System
Consider a system modelled by a linear-convex differential inclusion
q E A(t)q 1· I'(t)
t E T = {t : to ~ t S t \} ,
(1.1)
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where q E Un, A (t) is a continuous matrix function (A : T ----> U" x m) , }'(t) is a continuous
mllltivalued map froln l' into the set conv un of convex compact subsets of un. (Here un will
stand for the n-dimensional vector space and U m x n for the space of m x n - matrices.)
The function I'(t) refiects the uncertainty i,1 the specification of the system inputs. The ini-
tial state q(to) = q(ll) is also taken to be unknown in advance. Namely,
(1.2)
with the set Q(ll) E conv Un being given.
An isolated trajectory of (1.1) generated by point q(r) = qlT) will be further denoted as
q[tJ = q(t ,T, q(r)), while the set of all solutions to (1.1) that start at q(r) will be denoted as
Q(t , T , q(r)).
We also assume
Q(t , T , Q(r)) = U{ Q(t , T, q(r)) I q(r) E Q(r)} .
The sets Q(t, to ' q(ll)) ,Q(t , to ,Q(O)) are therefore the attainability domains for (l.l)
(from q(to) = q(O) and Q(O) respectively).
It is known that the multivalued function
satisfies the "funnel equation", [Ill
Jim 0- 1 h(Qlt + oJ, (E +- A(t)o) Qltl + }'(t) 0) = 0
(J--.O
where
h(Q' , Q") = max{h+(Q' , Q") ,h-(Q" , Q')} ,
h+ (Q' , Q") = max min { II p - q II I p E Q' , q E Q" } ,
p q
h+(Q' , Q") = h-(Q" , Q')
(1.3)
is the Ilausdorff distance between Q' E corlV Un I Q" E conv Un 1121.
Let us now assume that there is some additional information on the system (1.1), (1.2).
Namely, this information arrives through an equation of observations
Y E Crt) q(t) + U(t) (104)
where y E U m , Crt) is continuous (G: Un -----> U m ) and the set-valued function U(t) from T
into conv It m refiects the presence of "noise" in the observations. The realization
Yr(o) = y(T + 0) , to - T:<; 0 :<; 0, of the observation y being given, it is possible to construct an
"informational domain" Qr (_ , to, Q(O) I Yr(-)) of all trajectories consistent with (1.1)-(1.3) and
with the given realization Yr(-)' The cross-section Q (T, to , Q{O)) of this set is the "generalized
state" of the "total" system (1.1), (1.2), (104), (for convenience we further omit an explicit indica-
tion of Yr(-) taking it to be fixed).
Clearly, for r' :<; r" we have Q(r" , to ' Q(O)) = Q(r" ,r' , Q (r' , to ' Q(ll)))
The map Q(r" , to ' Q(O)) = QIT] thus satisfies a semigroup property and defines a generalized
dynamic system. The function Q IT] also satislies a more compli<:ated version of the funnel equa-
tion (1.3), [31.
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lim 0 1 h(Qlr I 0] , (I~' A(r)o) Qlr] + P(r)o)) n Y!r + oj) == 0
u-.. o
Qltol"" Q(O) (1.5)
where
Ylr] = {q: G(r) q E I/(r) - R(r)}
i~ taken to be such that its support function
p(1 I Y [r]) == sup{(1 , 1/) I 1/ E Ylrj} .
is continuously dilrerentiable in I and To The latter property is true if p(1 I Y Irl ) and I/(r) are
continuously differentiable in the respective variables. This in turn is ensured if the measure-
ment I/(t) is generated due to equation
I/(t) = G(t) x(t) -+- eft) , e(t) E R(t)
by continuously differentiable functions eft) and G(t).
Consider the inclusion
tlL E (A(t) - L(t) G(t)) q/, + L(t) (I/(t) - R(t)) f- P(t)
qLftu) = qLO) , qLO) E Q(O)
whose attainability domain is
Lemma 1.1 [13,14] The lollowing relation is true
n QL (t , t(O) , Q(O)) "" Q (t , to' Q(O)) "" Q It I ,
(1.1)
(1.8)
where the intersection is taken at all continuous matrix-valued lunctl'ons L(t) with values
LEUnxm.
The la.'lt Lemma allows to decouple the calculation of Qltl into the calculation of sets QL!t!
governed by ·ordinary· differential inclusion~ of type (I. 7).
According to [111 each of the multivalued functions QL It] satisfies a respective funnel equa-
tion
lim 0- 1h( QL!r+ 01, (E -+- orA (r) - L(1) G(r)) QL!rll-
0'-.0
+ L(r)(l/(r) - n(r)) 0 + P(r)o) "" 0
QL Ito] = Q(O) .
(1.9)
lIenee from (1.8) it follows that the solution to (2.5) may be decoupled into the solutions of
equations (1.9). The latter relations allow for a respective difference scheme.
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2. All Inverse Problem
Assume that a square-integrable function l/t1(a I r) = l/(t 1 + a), r - t1 ~ a ~ 0 and a set
N E conv Itn are given. Denote W(r, t 1 ' N) to be the variety of all points w ERn for each of
which there exists a solution q(t, r, w) that satisfies (1.1), (1.1) for t E Ir, til, and
q(t 1 ,r,w)EN.
We observe that W(r, t 1 , N) is of the same nature as Q(t , to ' Q(OI) except that it should
be treated in backward time.
lience, we will have to deal with the solutions to the inclusions
tjEA(t)q-t-P(t), t~tl'
with isolated trajectories q(t , t l , q{ll) that satisfy the restriction
q( t) E Y( t) V t E l'
Following Lemma 1.1, we have a similar
Lemma t.t. The following equality is true
W(t , t I ' N) = n WL (t , t I , N)
L
(2.1 )
(2.2)
(2.3)
the intersection being taken over all continuous matrix-valued functions L(t) with L E Itm x n,
and WL(t , t I , N) is the assembly of all solutions to the inclusion
WL E (A(t) - L(t) G(t))wr, + L(t)(y(t) - It(t)) +- P(t) ,
w(ttl E N
(2.4 )
Lemma e.e Each of the realizations WL (t , t 1 ,N) = WLltJ may be achieved as a solution to
the funnel equation
lim a-I h( W(t - a) , (b' - a(A(t) - L(t) G(t))) W(t) -
q~+O
- L(t)(y(t) -Il(t)) a - P(t)a) = 0
W(ttl = N
The uncertain system and inverse problem of the above will play an essential part in the for-
mulation and the solution of the adaptive control problem discussed in this paper.
3. The Adaptive Control Problem
Consider a control process governed by the equation
dp = C(t)p + u , t E T
dt (3.1 )
where pElt n , C(t) is a continuous matrix function (C : Itn -+ R n) and u is restricted by the
inclusion
u E V(t)
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where V(t) ill a continuoUli multivalued map rrom T into conv U.
The basic proLJlem considered in this paper is to devise a reed back control law that would
allow the system to adapt to an uncertain state constraint.
Assume that an uncertain system (1.1), (1.2), (I A) is given and a state constraint is defined
by a continuous multivalued map
K(t) (K ; T --+ conv Un)
The objective of the control process for system (3.1) will be to satisry the constraint
p(t) + q(t) E K(t) ,V t E T,
and also a terminal inclusion
p(td EM, M E conv Un
(3.2)
(3.3)
The principal dillicllity is here caused by the fact that vector q(t) or (3.2) is unknown and that
the information on its values is conlined to the inclusion
q(t) E Q(t , to , Q(O))
Therefore the total state constraint on p at instant t will actually be
p(t) + Q(t , to , Q(O)) E K(t)
where the realization
QJt/ .= Q(t , to , Q(O))
cannot be predicted in advance, being governed by the uncertainty
Here the notation It (e) stands for
It (a) = I(t + a) , to - t ~ a ~ t .
(3.4)
In order to pose the adaptive control problem it is necessary to introduce the notion of the
state (the position) of the overall system (3.1)-(3.3).
The position of the system (3.1)-(3.3) will be defined as the triplet
Hence the solution to the problem will be sought for in the class 01 mu/tivalued strategies
v = U( t , P , Yt( e))
with U E conv un and with the dependence of U upon t , P , Yt(e) being such that the joint sys-
tem
Ii E C(t)p + U(t ,p ,Yt(e))
Ii E A(t)q + P(t)
Y - Gq E R(t)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
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The specific triplet w~ '(e) should satisfy the inclusions
q' E Qlrl , v;(e) E P~(e) ,e;(e) E U~(e)
A triplet of this kind will be further referred to as an admissible triplet, i.e.
(4.1)
where
n~(e) '" Qlr] x P~(e) X R~(e)
and as indicated above
P~(e) = {v~(e) : v(t) E P(t) ,r:S t :S t I}
R~(e) = {e~(e) : e(t) E R(t) , r:S t :S t l }
Now obviously it will be possible to devise a related prolongation for the set-valued function
Q'[tl from Ito, rl onto the interval (r, ttl in the form of a realization
Q'ltJ = Q(t ,r, Q(t , to' Q(Oj 1y;(e)) I y~ '(e))
According to 171 and to the statements of § 1 of this paper, the multivalued map Q'lej may
be specified through the system
Ii E (A(t) - L(t)G(t))q + P(t) + L(t)(y' - U(t))
q' =- A (t) q' + v'(t)
y' = G(t) q' + t(t) ,
q'(r) = q; , q(r) = qr
or, in equivalent form, througll the system
i' E.: (A(t) - L(t)G(t) z' + (P(t) - v'(t)) - L(t)(11(t) - e'(t))
where
(4.2)
z'(t) = q(t) - q'(t)
Denote Zi(e , r, Z'lrll to be the set of all solutions to (4.2) that start from Z'lr) at instant
r.
What follows from 1J3,14] is
Lemma 4.1. The prolongation Q~ 'Ie] generated by w~ '( e) may be given by the relation
Q~'lel = n [q'(e ,r, q;) 1- Zi(e ,r, Q'lr! - q;)] (4.3)
L
over all constant matrices L E Itm x n.
It is not difficult to observe that the following relation is true
Lemma 4.2. The urlion 0/ all possible cross sections Q' It I] 0/ the prolongation Q~'lel 0/
Q'[r) (over all triplets w;(e) that satisfy (-I.1}j, is a convex compact set - the attainability domain
Q(t l ' r, Q'lrl) at time tl/or the inclusion {l.lj, starting from {r, Q'[rj}. Namelll
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has a solution ror any
For the solution to (3.S)-(3.7) to exist, in the sense that (3.S) - (3.7) are satisfied ror almost
all t E [to, tIl, it sullices that U(t ,1', Yt(e)) is a convex compact valued map, measurable in t
and upper semicontinuous in {p , Yt(e)} E' Un X IL 2 (to, I), and that P(t) , H.(t) are or convex
compact values and measurable in t, 18\. A strategy U(t ,p , Yt(e)) that ensures the existence or
a solution to (3.S) - (:1.7) will be rurther rderred to as an admissible .,trategy.
The Basic Problem
With mapping K(t) and set M being given, specIfy a/eedback control strategy
U = U(t ,p, Yt(e))
that would ensure the inclusions (9.2), {9.9} whatever is the realization q(/) 0/ Ihe system (9.6),
with q(to) E Q(O) and set Q(O) given.
Thus the control problem is to adapt the process p(t) to the uncertain state constraint:
p(t) E K(t) ~ Q(t , to ' Q(O))
where Q(t , to , Q(O)) is achieved through a guaranteed estimation process ror the system (3.6),
(3.7) and K -'- Q stands ror the geometrical (Minkowski) dHrerence or sets K , Q
(K ~ Q = {p : p + Q c:;; K})
The in/ormation on the basic system (3.1) is complete since the exact value or the vector p is
assumed to be available.
We shall now proceed with the rormal solution schemes ror constructing the desired strategy
U = U(t ,p , Yt(e)) .
4. The Extrapolation Problem
Assume that at instant T a realization y;(e) is given and thererore, a set
Q'[T] = Q(t ,to, Q(O) I y;(e)) is available. (From now on we will start to vary yr(e) and will
thererore include yr(e) into the respective notations, substituting Q(T, to, Q(O)) ror
Q(t , to, Q(O) [ yr(e)) .
Suppose that the realization y;(e) may be prolongated onto the interval (T, I Ii in the rorm
or a possible ruture measurement Yr (e) generated by a triplet
w~'(e) = {q', v~'(e), €~'(e)}
where our rurther notation will be taken in the rorm 1/1na) = 1/1(t + a) , a < a <::; t l - t , so that
the upper zero index would assign the respective element 1/11(e) to the interval (t ,tIl. For a
lIIultivalued map 'II(t) the notation is similar 'IIi'(a) = 'II(t t a) ,0 < a <::; t 1 -- t.
to - t « a « 0
0< a <::; AI{
y (t t a)
YtLl. (a) = Y (I) ,
ror t + At Ihe elemenl Yt( e) 10 be compared wilh Y/ ~ Ll.t( e) should be modified 10 YtLl.( e) which will be defined for
[to, t + At) and such Ihal
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U { Q'ltiJ I w~'(e) E n~(e)} = Q(t l ,T, Q'ITI) ,
The schemes or the above allow to construct a solution procedure ror the basic problem.
5. The Solution Scheme
Suppose that the position (the "state") or the overall system is given as
{T, p, YAe)}
or in equivalent rorlll as
{T,p,QITj}
where
A possible prolongation ror QIT] onto (T, tiJ is the multivaJued runction Q~'lel generated
due to a possible "ruture" measurement Y~' (e) (which is uniquely defined by a triplet
w~'(e) = {q'. v~'(e), e~·(e)}. w~'(e) E n~'(e))
Returning to an inverse problem or the type described in § 2, (except that system (2.1) is
changed to (4.1) and sets N • Y(t) to M and K(t) --'- Q'IT!, respectively), we observe that the set
W(T, t l M, QITJI w~'(e)) = W(T. t l M , e Iw~'(e))
consists or states {T, p} such that ror each or these there exists and 'open-Ioop' control u(t) that
steers {T. p} into M under the constraints
u(t) E V(t) , p(t)·~ Q[tJ E K(t)
In view or Lemma 2.1 we cOllie to
Lemma 5.1. The set W(T, t l M. Q[TII w~'(e)) may be described as
W(T. t 1 ,M • QITII w~'(e)) =
= n { Wd T , t 1 ,M ,QITII w~'(e)) I LT(e)} (5.1)
the intersection being taken over all continuous (n x n) - matrix-valued Junctions L(t) defined Jor
[T , t 11.
Here WLlT] = W(T, t 1 , M, Q[T] I w~'(e)) = W(T, t l ,M ,e I w~'(e))
is the solution set to the system
WL E (C(t) - L(t)) wL +- L(K(t) --'- Q'IT]) + V(t)
wdt 1) E M
or to the Junnel equation
(5.2)
lim u- 1 h+ (Wit - u] - LQltJu, (E - o(C(t) - L(t)) Wit] - LK(t)u - V(t)o) = 0 (5.3)
o~o
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The next step is to construct a set W(" t 1 ' M , .) of such states {. , p} that for every pos-
sible prolongation Q"I t I (generated by w~"(.)) there exists an •open-loop' control u( t) that steers
{. , p} into M under the constraints (5.1).
Lemma 5.2. The set W(" t 1 ,M ,.) may be described as
W(., t( ,M,.) = n { W(" t( ,M ,. I w~"(.)) I w~" E O.(.)}
over all admissible triplets w~"(.) E n~(.)
The graph of each of the multivalued maps W~" I.] over the interval I., t 1) is closed, with
convex cross-sections W"ltJ = W(t , t( ,M ,. I w~"(.)) ,17J. Therefore we come to
(,emma 5.9. The graph 01 the multivalued map W ~.l is a closed set with convex cross-
sections Wit) = W(t , t 1 ,M ,.) ,t E I., tIi.
With WI'J given, the regular extremal strategy that follows the scheme of [1,3J is constructed
through the relation
where
{
V(.) if p E WI.I
U(" p , YT(·) = op(1 I V(.)) , lEo d(p , WI.]) , if p E W[.]
d(p, WI'I) = min{11 p - wll I w EW['I}
(5.4)
is the Euclidean distance from p to WI'I, and 01(1) is the subdifferential of the function I at
point I.
For the function I/J(p) = d(p , W), the suhdifferential
o l{I(p) = od(p , W)
consists of a single point w" = arg min {II p - w II Iw E WI.]} ,
The regular extremal strategy of (5.4) yields the solution to the basic problem under some
additional assumptions.
Consider the support function
p(1 I W(" t 1 ,M,. I w~·(.)))
and further on, the function
1(1 I " t 1 ,M , QI.]) = 1(1 I " t 1 ' M ,.) =
=inf {p(1 I W(" t 1 ,M ,. I w~·(.))) I w~·(.) E O~(.)}
Lemma 5..1. The lunction 1(1 I " t 1 , M , .) is a closed positively homogeneous lunction.
Assumption 5.1. Whatever the realization Q[']' the lollowing relation is true
I( I I " t 1 , M , .) = I" (I I " t 1 , M , .) > - 00 (5.5)
where I" (I I " t 1 , M , .) is the second conjugate to 1(1 I " t 1 ' M , .) in the variable I.
The second conjugate (1151) to a function 1(1) is defined as (1*)*(1) where
r(p) = sup{(p, I) -1(1) II E nn}
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In other words, Assumption 5.1 requires that /(1 I r , t I , M , e) would be convex and lower
semi-con tin uous in I.
This yields
/(11 r, t 1 ' M ,e) = p(ll W(r, t1 ,M , e))
lIence, under Assumption 5.1, the support function p(ll W(r, t l ,M , e)) of the intersec-
tion of sets W(r, t 1 ,M ,e) I w~*(e)) (over w~*(e) E n~(e) ) should coincide with
inf{p(ll W(r, t1 ' M ,e I w~*(e)) I w:*(e) E O}
This is a requirement which does not hold in the general case where the support function of
the intersection of sets requires an iufimal convolution of the respective supports rather than
their infimum, 115).
Lemma 5.5. Uuder Assumption 5.1., the multivalued map W~lel has a closed graph with con-
vex compact cross-sections Wltl = W(t , t 1 , M , e).
[,emma 5.6. lIuder Assumptiou S.l., the strategy U(r, p 'Yr(e)) of (S.4) is an admissible
strategy.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose the vector po = p(tu) and the set Q(to) = Q(O) are such that Assump-
tion 5.1 is true and that
Then the respective strategy U(t , p , YI(e)) 0/ (5.4) will ensure the restrictions (3.2), (3.3)
whatever are the solutjous to the inclusions (3.5)-{3.7).
The regular case described here docs not cover all the possible situations that may arise in
the basic problem. We will therefore give a short description of two other "extremal" cases for
the solution.
6. The "nlullt" Solution
Consider the attainability domain Q(t , to ' Q(O)) for system (1.1) in the absence of any
state constraints.
Assumption 6.1. The set S(t) = K(t) --;-- Q(t , to, Q(O)) Ie ~ lor any t E Ito, til.
Denote WbltJ = Wb(r, t 1 , M) to be the solution of an inverse problem of the type given in §
2 - the set of all states Pr = p(r) of system (3.1) such that for each of these there exists an open-
loop control u(t) (u~(e) E V:(e)) that ensures the inclusions
p(tl,r'Pr)EM
p(t ,r, Prj E Q(t ,r, Q(r, to, Q(O))) , r ~ t ~ t 1
Denote the "blunt" strategy to be
(6.1 )
I V(t)UAt ,p) = ap(ll V(t)) ifpE Wb(t ,t1 ,M), I E a d(p , Wb[rj) if p E Wb(t , t I ' M) (6.2)
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Lemma 6.1. The strategy Ub(t , p) ensures the solution to the indusion
(6.3)
for any initial state p(to) = pO.
The solution is here understood in the sense of Caratheodory [91.
Theorem 6.1. Under Assumption 6.1 suppose p(to) E W(to, t l ,M). Then the strategy
Ub(t ,p) of {6.2} ensures that any solution p(t , to' po) to the differential indusion {6.9} would
satisfy the restrictions {6.1}.
The "blunt" solution does not require anyon-line measurements for the uncertain system
(1.1). It implements an "open-loop" feedback solution under a given state constraint and it may
work only if the sets 8(t) are nonvoid, which is a rather strong restriction on the parameters of
the problem.
7. The General Approach
The general approach leads to a complicated scheme that follows the constructions of 121, [31
and 171.
Suppose a set Q(r) is given and
Q(. ,to, Qlr] , w~· (.)) ,w~ ·(.)En~(.),
are the possible realizations of the informational sets (due to possible "future" measurements).
The sequence of operations is as follows. Uivide the interval Ir , t II into s subintervals
r = to , t I , ... , t' = t I '
max I t i -. t i - I I =l.
For the interval (t' , tIi lind the set
W.(t·- I ,t l ,M ,Q[t·-III W~·I(.)) .
Take
W.(t·- I ,t l ,M) = n {n W.W- I , t l ,M, Qlt·-II I w~~.(.)) I
I w~~.(.)) E n~.(.)} I Q[t·- I) = Q(t·- I ,to' Q(O) I y;(.)): w;,_.(.) E Ut,'I(.)}
Repeat this procedure for W- 2 , t·- I [, taking W.W- I , t l ,M) instead of M.
In a similar way continue to repeat this procedure for (t'-3, t·- 2 1 taking
W.(t·-2, t·- I , W.(t·-I ,t l , M) instead of M and so on, linally arriving at
W.(r, t l , M) = W.(r, t l , W. (t l , t 2 , ... W.W- I , t l ,M)) ...)
Under rather conventional conditions with s ---+ 00, l. ---+ 0, the set W.(r, II' M) will
converge
W.(r, t l , M) ---+ W(r, t l , M)
S --t 00 , l. -. 0
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in the Hausdorff metric, and the set-valued function W = W(T, t1 ,M) may then serve as a
basis for a strategy similar to U(t ,p , Yt(e)). The detailed treatment of this situation will be the
subject of another paper.
A final remark is that the numerical implementation of this scheme requires an appropriate
approximation theory lor set-valued mal's. Therefore an approximative scheme that traces the
basic solutions in terms of ellipsoidal valued functions seems to be a relevant subject for investi-
gation.
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Abstract
Typic~lly, modern stoeh~stic control thcory uses ide~l white noise driven systems
(Ito equ~tions), ~nd if the observed d~t~ is corrupted by noise, th~t noise is usually
~ssumed to be 'white G~us,ian'. If thc models ~re linCH, ~ K~lman-Duey filter is then
used to estim~te the statc, ~nd ~ control b~sed on this estimate is computed. Aetu~lly,
the noise processes 1re r~rely 'white', ~nd the system is only ~pproxim~ted in some sene
by ~ diffusion. Dut, owing to lack of 'eomput~ble' ~Itcrn~tives, one still uses the ~bove
pr:Jcedure. Then the 'filler' estimates ~nd ~ssoei~ted control might be quite f~r from
being optim~I. We ex~mine the scnse in which such estim~tes ~ncl/or control ~re useful,
in order to justify the the usc of the eomillonly uscd procedure. for the filtering problem
whcre thc signal is ~ 'nc~r' G~uss-Marko\' process ~nd the observ~tion noise is widc b~nd,
it is shown th~t the usu~l filter is 'nearly oPtim~I' with respcct to a very n~tur~l el~ss
of allcrn~tivc d~t~ processors. The ~symptotic (in time ~ncl b~ndwidth) problem is tre~tcd,
~s is the conditional G~lIssi~n c~se. Simil:lr resliits ~re obt~ined for the combined
filtering ~nd control problcm, whcre it is shown lhat good controls for thc 'ide~l' model
arc ~lso good for the ~ctll~1 physical model, with respect 10 ~ n~tllr~1 class of ~Itern~tive
controls, for control over ~ finite time intcrv~l and tile average cost per lInit time
problcm.
The p~pcr is an outline of somc of the work reported in [9J.
I. Introduction
Typie~l models in modern control ~nd filtering theory nrc of the following Iype,
wherc W(·) arc st~nd~rd Wiener processes, lI(.) is a control, ~nd b
z
' 0z' etc., arc
~ppropri~te functions. We let z(·) denole ~ reference sign~l, x(·) the control system,
y(.) thc noise corrupted obscrvation and Lr (lI) ~nd I'(u) the cost functions.
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(I.l )
dx
dy h(x,z)dt + dWy
( 1.2)
( 1.3)
;r
rT(u) = J E k(x(s), z(s), u(s»ds
a
(1.4)
r(u) ( 1.5)
The actual physical system, which we denote by ZE(.), XE(.), yE(.) is not of the
form (1.1) • (1.3). The reference signal ZE(.) might be only approximately representable
by (1.1), and the noise in the control and observation system would rarely be 'white'.
Dut, via some approximation or identification procedure, one chooses a model of the form
(1.1) - (1.3), then computes a good control for that model, and then applies this control to
the actual physical system. One must question the value of the filter output and the
determined control when applied to the 'physical' problem.
The filter output might not be even nearly optimal for usc in making estimates of
ZE(.), and the control (based on the filter outputs) will rarely be 'nearly optimal'. Such
questions arc basic to the rclevenee of much theoretical work. We will deal with these
questions here, when the approximating system (1.1), (1.2) is linear - for which a fairly
complete theory can be obtained.
Owing to the usual Jack of 'ncar optimality' (when applied to the physical system)
of the filter and control which is obtained by using (1.1) - (1.3), one should ask the
question: with respect to which alternative filters (called 'data processors' below) or
controls for the physical system are the chosen ones nearly optimal? It turns out that
this alternative class controls is quite large and quite reasonable. The basic mathematical
techniques used here arc those of the theory of weak convergence of probability measures
P], [3]. [4], a technique which is quite useful for problems in the approximation of
random processes P], [5] • [8]. [J 2], [13].
When the ideal model is linear • one would usually usc the Kalman-Duel' filter
appropriate for the ideal model, but whose input is the physical observation. Obviously,
the filter docs not usually yield tile conditional distribution of the ZE(t) given the data
yE(S), s (l. In Section 2, we discuss some counter examples to illustrate the sort of
difficulties which arise in such approximations, and in Section 3 the approximation
theorem is given, together with the class of alternative data processors. Section 4
concerns the average filter error per unit time - or the errors for large time. The
combined filtering and control problem is dealt with in Sections 5 and 6. The optimal
control for (1.1) - (1.3) will be nearly optimal for the physical system - in comparison
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with a large class of alternative controls. The symbol * denotes weak convergence. A
fuller development appears in [9], together with tile conditional Gaussian case and a
treatment of certain non-linear observations. For tile weak convergence, we work with the
space Dk[O,~), the space of Rk_valued functions which arc riglll continuous and have
left-hand limits, and endowed with the Skorohod tOI)ology. (Sec [1], [3], [4].) Reference
[2] deals with similar approximations for the non-linear filtering problem, and reference
[10] concerns the approximation problem for the non-linear control problem. Here, owing
to the linearity, we can do both 'approximate' control and filtering simultaneously. The
models and results arc formulated so tllat the paper is not burdened with a large amount
of weak convergence theory. There arc extensions in many directions: discrete parameter
problems, impulsive control, etc.
2. Linear Filtering: Preliminaries
Consider the following filtering problem: For each E > 0, zE(.) is a sigllal
process, t;(·) is a 'wide-bandwidth' observation noise, and the two arc mutually
independent. The actual observation process is:
(2.1)
All 'noise' processes are assumed to be right continuous and have left-hand limits. Define
yE(t) = J~ yE(s)ds and W;(t) = g t;(s)ds. Let z(·) satisfy (for matrices A. ' etc.)
(2.2)
Since t;(·) is to be 'nearly' white noise, and zE(.) 'nearly' a Gauss-Markov
diffusion, let
(2.3)
where W/.) is a non-degenerate Wiener process. The W.(.) and Wy(-) must be
independent. Also yE(.) * y('), where
dy = Il.zdt + dWy , y(O) = 0 (2.4)
The actual physical system is, of course, 'fixed' and corresponds to some small E > O.
The usc of weak convergence here is just a way of embedding the ac/llal data in a
sequence • so that an approximation method can be used. The approximation of the
values of expectations of functions of ZE(-), conditioned on the data yE(.) is not easy
in general. Furthermore, we cannot restrict ourselves to Gaussian noise, since it itself is
only an approximation to the physical processes.
For (2.2), (2.4), the filter equations arc
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di=A.zdt+Q(t) [dy- H.zdt]
Q(t) = [(t)ll: Rot
(2.5)
(2.6)
where R o = covariance matrix of observation 'noise' Wy(l), which we set to I, unless
mentioned otherwise. In practice, with signal ZE(.) and noise t~(-), one normally uses
(2.6) and (2.5 wD):
This system is not necessarily even a nearly optimal filter for the physical observation.
Out, as will be seen, it makes a great deal of sense and is quite appropriate in a specific
but important way.
Some illustrations will illustrate the problems that we must contend with,
particularly concerning the po!>!>ible lack of COlllilllli/y ill Ihe optimal e!>/ima/ors as the noise
bandwidth goes to "'. Let (Xn,Y n) be bounded real-valued random variables which
converge in distribution to (X,Y). Generally E(X n IY n) --j--+ E(X IV). For example, let
X n = X, Y n = X/n. Next, let Zn = ZI1(Y)' where Y is a random varible and (ZI1'Y)
* (Z,Y). Then Z is 1/01 necessarily a function of Y. and might even be independent
of Y, as illustrated by the following:
Let Y be uniformly distributed on [0.1]. Define Zn = nY for 0' Y < lin and.
Yare uniformly
in general, define Zn = (nY - k) on kin' Y < (k+I)/n, k
(Zn'Y) * (Z,Y) wllere Z is independent of Y, and both Z and
distributed on [0.1]. Clearly [(ZI1IY) --j--+ F(ZIY) in any sense.
O,I .....n-1. Then
Even though W:(.) * Wy(')' a non-degenerate
contain a greal deal more information about zE(.) than
Wiener process, yE(.) might
y( .) docs a bou t z( .). Sec
[9] for an example where as E ~ 0, we can calculate ZE(t) nearly exactly from the data
yE(.). In general we ha ve
Lei (X n, Yn) * (X.Y) (Xn-real I'ailled, YI1 Ivilll vailles ill RS). Theil
lim E[X n - E(X n IY n)]2 , E[X - E(X IY)1 2 .
n
(2.7)
In the above examples, the inequality is strict. The examples do caution us to take
considerable care in dealing with information processing with wide bandwidth noise
disturbances.
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3. The 'Approximately Optimal' Linear Filtering Problem
For the ideal filtering problem (2.2), (2.4), the optimal decisions are functions of
i(.), E(·) , since these completely determine the conditional distribution. There arc no
functions of the data which give beller estimates. This is 1101 so with estimates based on
E(·), i£(·) for the system z£(.), y£(.). We now dcfine a class of functions of the
observed data y£(.) with respect to which functions of i£(.), E(o) are 'nearly
optimal' for small £ > D. We need to specify both a criterion of comparison; i.e., a cost
function. Although we usc one particular cost function, the general idea and possible
ex tensions should be clear
Let D denote the class of measurable functions on C1D,w], the space of real
valued continuous functions on [D,w) (with the topology of uniform convergence on
bounded intcrvals), which arc continuous w.p.1 rclative to Wiener measure (hence, with
repeet to the measure of y(. )). Let Dt denote the subclass which depends only on the
function values up to time t. For arbitrary F(·) E D or in Dt , we will usc
F(y£(.)) as an allemtl/il'e e,lil7lalor of a functional of z£(.). The class is quite large.
First, note that D contains all continuous functions and that thc i(.) of (2.5) can
be wrillen as a continuous function of thc integral of the driving force y(.). Thus,
continuous functions of i£(.) arc admissiblc estimators. Many important functionals arc
only continuous w.p.l (relative to Wiener measure). Let T(X( .)) denote the first time
that a closed set A with a piecewise differential boundary is reach cd by x(·). Then
the function with values T () T(X( .)) is in DT for any T < w. Thus, our alternative
estimators can involvc stopping times. This is cssential in sequential decision problems,
since there the cost function involves first entrance times of a function of y(.) into a
decision set.
D and Dt do not contain 'wild' functions such as those involving differentiation.
We consider D and Dt as a class of daw processors. It secms to contain a large
enough class for practical applications when the corrupting noisc is 'whitc'.
We now state the 'model' 'robustness' or 'approximation' result. For a function
q(z), wc writc (P~ ,q) for the integral of q(z) with respect to thc Gallssiall disiriblliioll
with mcan i£(t) and covariance E(t) - the ersalz cOlldiliollal measllre of z£(.).
Thc theorem states that (for a small £) the ersatz conditional distribution is 'nearly
optimal' with respect to a specific (but broad) class of alternative estimators. The
alternative class includes those that make sense to usc when the corrupting noise is white.
If the noise is wide band, then it might not make sense to exploit its detailed structure
and use other 'beller' estimators. Doing so might, in practical eascs, eausc processing
errors and othcr (unmodcllcd) noise effects.
Theorem 3.1. Assllme IIIe cOlldiliolls 011 z£(.), W;(.) 0/ Seclioll 2. Tllell (i£(.), z£('),
W£(.)) ~ (i(.), z('), W (. )). Lei F(·) E Dt be bOllllded, alld q(.) bOllllded cOlllillllOIlS alldy y
real I'ailled. Tllell (Ille limils all exisl)
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lim E[CJ(zE(t)) - F(yE(. ))]2
E
(3.1)
Remark. The assertion conecrning thc weak convergence is necessary, since we need to
know that the limit of the citcd E-triple represents a true filtering problcm. The result
would not make sense if only 2 out of the 3 components converged.
Proof. Dy the weak convergence and the w.p.l continuity of F ( .)
I A Awhere (p\,CJ) = q(z)dN(z(t), L(t);dz), and N(z,L;') is the normal distribution with mean
i and covariance L. Thus, the left and right sides of (3.1) converge to, respectively,
E[CJ(z(t)) - F(y(. ))J l, E [ CJ (z(t)) - E[CJ(z(t)) Iy(s), s ~ tJ] 2 . (3.2)
Sinec the conditional expectation is the optimal estimator, the second expression is no
greater than the first. This yields the theorem.
Q.E.D.
4. Filtering thc Large Time Problem (Large t, sn!all E)
The filtering system often operates over a very long time interval. For the model
(2.2), (2.4), or with (2.6), (2.5 wD )' one would thcn usc the stationary filter. Dut with the
system yE(.), zE(.), IIVU limils are illl'u!I'ed since both and E ~ 0, and it is
important that the results /lui depelld Ull IWlv t ~ '" and E ~ 0, and that the usc of the
stationary limit filter is justified. We make some additional assumptions.
C4.I. A. is Hable. (A.,lI
z
) is ubserwble alld (A •• D.) cUlllrvllable.
is a sccolld order slatiollaryC4.2. ~~(t)
process willz
lakes Ilze furn! ~~(t) = ~y(t/E2)/E' wlzere ~y(')
i/llegrllble cul'aria/lce fl/llClioll R(·). Also, if as ~ 0, then
Remark. The model (C4.2) is a common way of modelling wide bandwidth noise, and is
used to simplify a calculation below, and to avoid the details involved with other models.
It can be extended in many ways. We also make the rather unrestrictive assumption that
the initial time is not important and that tile zE(.) processes do not explode:
C4.3. If (zE(t E)} cumerges lI'eakly lu a mlldun! I'ariable z(O) as E ~ 0,
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Ihell ZE(t E + .) * z(·) lVilh ill ilia I cOlldiliVlI z(O). Also
sup Elz E(t)1 2 < "'.
E,I
COlIsiSlellCY. In order that i(.), E(·), be a filter for z('), y(.), it is necessary that
the illilial cOlldiliolls be cOllsislelll. Let N(i,E;A) denote the probability that the normal
random varia ble (with A and covariance E) takes values in the A. Bymean z, set
cOllsislellcy, we mean that P(z(O) E A Ii(O), E(O)} ~ N(i(O), E(O);A). One cannot choose the
initial (random) eond itions arbitrarily. It should be obvious that if E(O) ~ E and
(z(O), i(o» arc the sialiollary random variablcs for (stable) (2.2) and (2.5), then the
initial conditions arc consistent.
The Question of consistency arises because when we study the asymptoties as t ~ '"
and E ~ 0, we will start the filter at some large tE and do not know a-priori what the
limils of (iE(t), ZE(t» arc. The initial condition of the limit equations must be
consistent for the problem to make scnse. Fortunately, they will be consistent.
Theorem 4.1. Assllme Ihe colldiliolls 01 Seclioll 2 alld (C4.1) - (C4.3). Lei Q(.) be bOllllded
alld cOlllillllOIlS alld lei F(·) EDt' Delille yE(S) ~ 0, lor s ( 0 (llId delille yE('''',t,·) 10
be Ihe 'rel'enel!' IlIIlClioll . lVilh I'ailles (0 ( r < "') yE('''',t;r) yE(t·r). Theil, il t E
as E ~ 0,
(ZE(t E + '), iE(IE + '), W~(tE + .) - W~(tE)} *
(z('), i(-), Wy('»
salislyillg (2.3), (2.5), alld z('), i(-) (Ire slllliollar)'. Also (3.1) holds ill Ihe lorm
The limil 01 (P: ,Q) is Ihe expeclalioll lVilh respeci 10 /he sialiollary (i(.), E) syslem.
(4.1)
(4.2)
Proof. Suppose that (iE(t), E > 0, t < "'} is tight. Then, by the hypothesis,
(iE(t), ZE(t), E > 0, t < "'} is tight and each subseQuence of
(ZE(t E+·), iE(t£+.), W~(tE+') W;(t E), t E < "', E > O} has a weakly convergent
subseQuence with limit satisfying (2.2), (2.5). Choosc a wcakly convcrgcnt subsequence
(with t E ~ "') also indexcd by and with limit dcnoted by z( '), i( '), Wy ( .). Supposc,
for the momcnt, that z( '), i(.) is stationary. (Clcarly, E(t) ~ E as t ~ "'.) If all limits
arc stationary, thcn thc subscQuence is irrelevant since the stationary solution is uniQue.
Also, sincc thc initial conditions of i(.) and z(·) arc consistcnt (owing to the
stationarity), (i(-), E) is the optimal filter for y('), z(·). IneQuality (4.2) is a
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consequence of this and the weak convergence.
We next prove tigillness of (~E(t), E > 0, t < <oj, and then the stationarity will be
proved. \Ve have
(4.3)
Let <%>(t,T) denote the fundamental matrix for [A. - Q(t)H.]. There arc K < <0, > 0
such that I<%>(t,T) I ~ K exp - ~(t·T). We have
~E(t) <%>(t,O)ZE(t)+ r<%>(t,T) Q(T){(T/E2)dT/E
a
+ r<%>(t,T)Q(T)llzE(T)dT
a
A straightforward calculation using (C4.2 - C4.3) and the change of variable T/E 2 1 T in
the first in tegral yields
glvlllg the desired tightness.
To prove the stationarity of the limit of any weakly convergent subsequence, we
need only show stationarity of the limit values (z(O), ~(O)) of the (zE(t E), ~E(tE))' For
this, we usc a 'shifting' argument. Fix T > 0 and take a weakly convergent subsequence
E
of (indexed also by E, and with t - <0)
with limit denoted by (z('), ~(.), Wy(')' z1'(.), z1'{-), Wy,1'('))' We have z1'(T) ~(O)
and z1'(T) = z(O). We do not yet know what ~1'(O) or z1'(O) arc· but, uniformly in
T, they belong to n tight set, owing to the tightness of (zE(t), E > 0, t < <0). Write
(where W.,1'(·) 'drives' the equation for dzT )
l'
z(O) z1'(T) = (cxp A.T)z1'(O) + I exp A.(T-T) .D.dW.,1'(T)
o
l'
+ I exp [A. - Q(<o)H.HT-T) . (dWy,1'(T) + H.z1'(T)dT)
a
IIII
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Since T is arbitrary and the set of all possible (zT(O)j is tight, the stability of
A. and (A. - Q("')lI.) implics that z(O) is the stationary random variable, hence
z(·) is stationary. Similarly, the pair (z('), i(.» is stationary.
Q.E.D.
5. The Filtering and Control Problem: Finite Time Case.
As seen in the previous sections, the usc of the Kalman-Bucy filter for the wide
bandwidth observation noise and 'ncar Gauss-Markov' signal might be far from optimal,
but it is 'nearly optimal' with respect to a large and reasonable class of alternative data
processors. For the combined filtering and control case, the control system will be driven
by wide bandwidth noise as well. Suppose that one obtains a control based on the usual
ideal white noise drivcn limit model. This control will be a function of the outputs of
the filters, and one must question the value of applying this to the actual 'wide
bandwidth noise' system,
Define the control system (for constant matrices Ax' Dx ' Dx ' Il x) by
and let the obscrvations be yE(.), where
o ,
(5.2)
(5.3)
where the three processes n (E(s)ds ;: WE(t), Ib t~(s)ds ;: W~(t) and zE(.) arc mutually
independent, and WE(.) 9 W(·), W~(·) 9 Wx(')' standard Wiener processes. Thus (~(.)
and (E(.) arc wide bandwidth noise processes.
Define the filters and limit system:
(5.4)
U[:]+dW (5.5)
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(5.6)
functions for the control problem arc
T
R(u) ~ J E r(x(t). z(t). u(t»dt.
o
(5.7)
I:(. ) of
filter for
The cost
(5.8)
(5.9)
Ricatti equation for the conditional covariancc
I:(t)H '[COV WOW I . Equation (5.4) will be the
yE(.). and (5.6) is thc filter for (5.5), (5.7).
(x(·). z(·». Here Q(t) ~
(x E(-). ZE(.)) witll data
with the obvious associatcd
for bounded and continuous 1'(- •.•. ). and some T < "'.
The controls take values in a compact set V. and wc let (sec related definition of
D and Dl in Section 3) It' denotc the set of V-valued measurable (w.t) functions on
CI[O."') x [0,"') which arc continuous w.p.l. relative to Wicner measurc. Let It'l dcnotc
thc subclass which depends only on the function values up to timc t. We view
functions in It' as thc data dependent controls with value u(y(· ).t) at time and
data y(-). Let if denote the subclass of functions u(-.·) E It' such that u(·.t) E It'l
for all t and with tile usc of control U(yE(.) •. ) (resp., u(y(·).· )). (5.2) and (5.4) (resp.•
(5.6). (5.7») has a unique solution in the sensc of distibutions. Thesc U(yE(.),.) and
u(y(·).·) are thc admissible controls.
Commonly, one uses the modcl (5.5) to (5.7) to gct a (nearly) optimal control for
cost (5.9). This control would. in practice. actually be applied to the 'physical' system
(5.2). (5.4). with actual cost function (5.9). Although such controls would normally not be
'nearly' optimal in any strict sense for thc physical system, they arc 'nearly optimal with
respect to a uscful class of comparisol/ cOll/rols.
Straightforward weak eonvergcnce arguments (using only thc assumcd weak
convergence of thc 'driving WE(.). W:(-)
ca n bc used to provc Theorcm 5.1. Let
processes'. and the uniqueness of the limit)
M denote thc class of V-valued continuous
functions u(·.·.·) such that with usc of control with value u(~(t). i(t).t) at time t.
(5.6), (5.7). has a uniquc (weak sensc) solution. Let Mo dcnote thc subclass of controls
(stationary controls) which do not depend on t (for usc in thc next scction). Lct
U(yE,.), U6(~E.iE•. ) and U 6(~.i •. ) denote the controls with values U(yE(.).t)
U6(~E(t),iE(t).t) and u6(~(t),i(t),t) at timc t.
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Theorem S.1. Assume Ihe cVlldilivlls "bvve ill Ihis seclivlI. For & > 0, lei Ihere exiJl a
cOlllrol u&( .•. ) ill Jot IVhicll is &-optimal for (5.6), (5.7), (5.9), Ivilh rcspeci IV cOlllrols ill
if. Theil, fvr allY u(·,·) E if,
lim
E RE(u(yE,.)) ~ lim RE(U&(~E, ~E, .». &
E
= R(u&(~, ~, .)) - &
6. Filtering and Control: The Large Time Case.
(5.10)
For the combined filtering and control analog of thc large time and bandwidth
problem of Section 4, we usc thc assumptions:
C6.1.
cVlllrollable.
[ O
Ax AO. ] - A is swble, [A;lI
x
,HJ is vbsen'able alld [ A, ::]
C6.2. ~ E(.) salisfies (C4.2).
The cost functions arc
(6.1)
')'(11) Tlim .1. J E r(z(t),xE(t),u(t»dt
T T a
(6.2)
We adapt thc point of view of [10, Section 6] and assume that tile system can be
Markovianized. This is incorporated in the following assumption. This greatly facilitates
dealing with the weak convcrgence on the infinitc interval. The Skorohod topology gives
'dcereasing' importance to the values of the processes as t increases - but it is the values
at 'large' t that determinc the cost ')'E or ')'. The problcm is avoided by working with
the invariant measures for the [~E( '), x E( ,),...} processcs.
C6.3. Fvr each E > 0, there is " ram/om jJrvcess lil(.) JIIch Ihat (.pE(t), t < "'} is
cVIlIi/wVIIS homogcllcolls
ligill alld fvr each u( .) E Mo' (Mo
X E(.) :; (XE(.),ZE(.),~E(-),ZE(.),.pE(.),~E(.),~~(.)} is
M"rkvl'-Feller process (lVitil lefl ham/ limils).
defilled
(I right
abvl'e Thcorcm S.l)
Rcmark. If ZE(.) satisfics i E = A ZE + ~~, thcn thc assumption (C6.3) holds if thc.
driving noiscs (~:(.),~~(.),~;(-» satisfy (C6.3) and (C6.1), (C6.2) hold; i.e .. if thc noises
~; ( .) and ~ E( .) can bc writtcn as functions of a suita blc Markov proccss. Let
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U(~E.~E) and u(~.~) (and similarly for u6) denote controls with values u(~E(t).~E(t»
and u(~(t),~(t» at time l.
Theorem 6.1. Assume Ihe COildiliol/S of Theorem 5.1 alld (C6.1) - (C6.3). Lei tE(.) alld
~~(.) satisfy (C4.2) alld lei ZE(.) satisfy (C4.3). For
cOlllrol u6(-,.) E 110 for lile syslem (5.1). (5.6). (5.7). mId
(5.6). (5.7) has a /IIlil]lle il/l'arialll measllre. Theil. for u(·.·)
6 > 0, lei Ihere be a 6-oplimal
cosl (6.2). alld for which (5.1),
e 11
o
(6.3)
Remark. Various extensions of the class of admissible controls for which the same proof
works arc discussed in [9].
Proof. Fix u(',·) e 110, Define the 'averaged transition measure'
where the expectation E is over the possibly random initial conditions. and X E(.) is
the process corresponding to the usc of U(~E(.), ~E(.». By the hypothesis. (pi(·).T ~ 0)
is tight. Also (writing X; (x.z.x.~»
be a sequence such that it attains the limitLet
p·H·)
n
lim. and for which
T
converges weakly to a measure. which we denote by pE(.). Thc
(6.4)
pE(.) is an invariant measure for X E(.). Also. by construction of pE(-).
Let (x~(. ).z~(. ),~~(.).i~(.» denote the first four components of the slaliollary
Markov-Feller XE(.)-process associated with the invariant measure pE(.). By our hypotheses
(sec the argument in Section 4) (x~(. ).z~(. »)~(.). i~(-») converges weakly to a limit
(x o(' ),zo(· »)0(' ).io(·» satisfying (5.7). (5.1). (5.6). Also, the limit must be stationary,
since the (x~(. )•...•i~(.» is for caeh E. Let j.L"(.) denotc the invariant measure
associa ted with this slaliollary limil. Then
II!i
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By a similar argument, it can be shown that
l'(u5(~,~)) " Jr (x,z,u6(~,~)) jL;;-5 (dxdzd~d~)
lim I'E(u5(~E,~E)) .
E
(The uniqueness of the invariant measure
follows from the 6-optimality of u 6(.).
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CDNVERGENCE,CYCLING DR STRANGE MOTION IN THE ADAPTIVE SYNTHESIS OF NEURONS
E.Labos
Semmelweis Medical School,lst Dept.of Anatomy,Budapest,Hungary
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the various learning procedures (see in Nilsson, 1965; Mendel and Fu;
Kohonen, 1978; Minsky and Papert, 1969; Fukushima, 1981) perceptrons (Rosenblatt,
1958, 1962; Widrow, 1963) represent a class of machine, where machine efficiency is
based on so called perceptron convergence theorems (PCDTs; Novikoff, 1962; Minsky and
Papert, 1969). These kinds of theorems predict that the initially naive machine
(laymachine) will metamorphose via a finite number of steps into a trained machine.
The training itself can be made completely automatic.
The only important prerequisite for perceptron learning is that of linear
separability, since the theory is applied mainly to formal neurons, threshold gates
or linearly separable truth functions (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943; Winder, 1968, 1969;
Lewis and Coates, 1967; Muroga, 1971).
In the actual formulations of PCOTs the initial state, the sequence of inputs, as
well as the actual form of linear separation are regarded as indifferent with respect
of successful learning because of the special formulations of the theorems.
This paper attempts to extend the PCDT to an optional formal neuron, i.e. an
arbitrary kind of linear separability. At the same time conditions of cycling in the
separable case also will be given. Such an example was published by Labos (19B4).
Until now a perceptron cycling theorem (PCYT; see in Minsky and Papert, 1965) was
formulated for the nonseparable case only. The nontrivial aspect is here the lack of
divergence when a non-teachable object is tried to be trained. At last conditions of
bounded, aperiodic, non-convergent behaviour will be formulated.
2.PROPERTIES OF FORMAL NEURONS RELEVANT TO ADAPTIVE SYNTHESIS.
DEFINITION:A truth-function is a formal neuron (synonymous with linearly separable
truth or switching function, threshold gate, McCulloch-Pitts neuron; McCulloch and
Pitts, 1943; Dertouzos, 1965; Muroga, 1971; Lewis and Coates, 1967; Hu-Sze-Tsu, 1965;
Sheng, 1969; Labos, 1984; Loe and Goto, 19B6) if (1) it is defined on Bn set of
binary vectors of n components; (2) the values are of the Bl set; (3) if there
exists a h~Rn Euclidean vect~r and T real number - called threshold - so that for
n 1
each p~B the f(p)~B values are computable as follows:
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f(p)=u(ph- T)
T\.
where ph= 2:. p.h. and u(r)=l if r;>O and u(r)=O otherwise.
I • .., 1 1 n 1
COOING CONVENTIONS:Vectors of B and functions of Bn--+ B are identified by
decimal codes: e.g. (1,O,l) rv lOlrv 5. Concerning the functions at first the arguments
are listed by increasing code numbers. The corresponding list of f(O), f(l), ... is a
0/1 tape. Its decimal equivalent is the code of the function. E.g. f lB6N lOlllOlO with
3 input lines means that f((O,O,O))=f(O)=l or f(5)=0, f(7)=0 etc ..
The h£ Rn vector is called a separating vector, its coordinates are called synaptic
weights. The U set of p vectors for which f(p)=l holds is called support or true
vector set, while the complementary part Wis the set of false vectors.Obviously:Un
~I=Z and uU W=Bn.
The realization of an f truth-function is rarely possible since a system of linear
inequalities of 2n relations have to be solved of the following forms:
ph-T>0 or ph-T~O (2)
The number of (h,T) realizations is infinite.It is always possible with integer
hi -s and wi th non-zero i.e. T>°or T<:° thresholds.
The value of ph (~Jhere p E.Bn and hE.Rn) is called the effect of p input or ansl~er
to the p question. The T threshold separates these effects into the Wh and Uh sets.
For any particular realization there exists a maximal effect-number of false input
vectors, Mand also a minimum value of possible effects for true vectors:
M = max Wh = max{ph} and
p~W
m min Uh = min{phJ
pE. U
0)
These numbers will be called lower(M) and upper(m) gateposts or margines. The
positive value, g=m-M is called the gap of the neuron at realization ~h,T). The
threshold T can be chosen freely in [M,m) if h is fixed. The interval (M,m) is either
completely negative or completely positive. Otherwise the answer to OEBn input would
be ambigous.
The Chow-parameters (Chow, 1961; Elgot, 1961; Winder, 1969) are computable as
follows. Take all true vectors and sum these as real and not as logical vectors to
get a new vector. Its components are the Chow-parameters, which together with the
number of true vectors exactly identify the neuron. For example for f lB6 U=(0,2,3,4,6}
. Thus the parameter array is flB6~5;2,3,1). If the Chow-vector is doubled and the
number of true vectors is subtracted from each coordinate, a vector is obtained which
very often can be used as an h separating vector. In the example
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2.(2,3,1)-(5,5,5)=(-1,+1,-3). The ordering and sign of these
represents the order and sign of synaptic weigths (hi-s).
3.THE LINEAR SEPARATION AS A LEARNWG AUTOMATON
2s-s. numbers
1
The input space of the learning machine applied to an optional formal neuron is Bn
The state space Sc:R n is determined only after the initial state of the student
neuron was fixed. It is an unnecessary complication to say that the state space is a
set of 8n~Bl neurons and that the training modifies this functions. However, it is
emphasized that the states represent functions.
The law of state transitions is as follows:
At the first condition errors emerge while in the 2nd case the transitions are
mute.The correction factor is r>O,sk is the actual state vector and Pk is the actual
input vector or question.
If t £Bn~ 81 is the fixed teacher-function, which represents a reference in the
teaching machine or adaptive synthesis procedure, and ZktBn-. Bl is the threshold
gate determined by the sk Rn vector at a previously fixed T thtreshold, then:
(5)
Thus errors and the corresponding corrections occur if the pattern of the two
responses are either (0,1) or (1,0). However, the 'student' remains unchanged if the
patterns are either (0,0) or (1,1).
4.THE STOP CONDITION
Generate a complete sequence of inputs without repetitions in some lexicographic
order. If 2n consecutive no error conditions emerge then this indicates the arrival
at the desired learned state which is a not necessarily unique fixed point of the
learning machine.
5.15 THE STATE-SPACE FINITE DR NOT?
The {skl Rn space is not necessarily finite. However, the M
n
function space which
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they represent (MnC: Bn~ Bl ) is finite.E.g.at n=3 104 threshold gates occur among
the 256 switching functions. Each is represented by a nonempty and most often
unbounded convex set of states.
6. HOII TO CHANGE THE THRESHOLD?
This problem is related to the case of zero input. In numerous perceptron
algorithms no specification is given for this case, since the threshold is
arbitrarily made equal to zero.
nIf Pk £ B ,Pk=O and any of the previous error conditions appears, then the
correction used for non-zero inputs is ineffective:
Therefore if Pk=O and error occurs, then a threshold modification is necessary.
Otherwise this Pk=O input will block the convergence.
At the same time such an additional part to the machine is sufficient to avoid this
kind of error, because the sign of the threshold is dependent solely on the response
to zero-vector. If t(O)=l then T< 0 must hold and if t(O)=O then T~ 0 should be
satisfied. Furthermore, if a threshold gate can be designed with a zero threshold,
then it can be realized by a positive T as well. The inverse is not true. For
example, the 'and-gates' need positive definite thresholds.
Consequently, the algorithm may be supplemented by an examination of the input:
whether it is zero or not. Thus starting with an arbitrary non-zero T threshold, it
is sufficient to examine the incorrectness of zk(O) compared to teO) and if it is
erronous, simply change sign. It is the easiest to do this at the beginning. This
then would eliminate the threshold-problem.
If this part is left out and zero-vectors occur in the Pk question-sequence, then
cycling may occur.
7.THE ERROR CONDITIONS.
Suppose that the teacher and student neurons have the same n number of input lines.
Teacher here means that the table of a truth-function values is given as a reference
for comparison or a (h,T) separating vector and threshold pair specifies the
reference if it is separable. The first case is more probable since this adaptive
algorithm is just a test of separability. The student state is So initially(e.g. sO=O
(Rn is suitable).
A training sequence is generated now iteratively as follows:
sk+l=sk
sk+l=sk
sk+l=sk+ruk
sk+l=sk-rwk
if t(uk)=l and uksk~T
if t(wk)=O and wksk~T
if t(uk)=l and uksk~ T
if t(wk)=O and wksk~T
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Here uk and wk are true and false input (i.e. Pk question) vectors; uksk and wksk
are inner products of the questions and the actual state sk'
If a threshold correction is not built into the algorithm, then choose T freely. If
it was built, then investigate the teO) reference value and choose T=+l if t(O)=O or
T=-l if t(O)=!.
B.THE REDUCED TRAINING SEQUENCE.
The (Pi,si) state-input pairs form the complete training sequences. However, if the
pairs are omitted for which no real transition has occured (i.e when si_l=si) then a
shorter sequence is created including solely the real corrections. In the following
the subscripts of (Pi,si) will refer only to this sequence of non-mute iterations. If
sk denotes the state after the k-th correction, then
[
k k-a]
sk = L rU j - > rWj
j=l j=l
9.THE SEPARABILTY CONDITION.
(B)
This requirement means, that the teacher or reference-function, Le. the t E Bn...... Bl
truth-function is linearly separable. In this case t is representable as t~ (h,T),
where h Rn and T is the threshold number: TE[M,m) .
lO.THE WAY OF CONVERGENCE PROOFS.
lO.l.LOWER BOUND FOR THE LENGTH OF STATE VECTOR.AN OBSTACLE.
Since the separabilty condition includes lower estimations of ujh and
products, the following relations hold:
-w. 11 scalar
J
[
a k-a]
skh = r L. u.h - L w.h >raT+r(a-k)Tj=l J j=l J = rT(2a- k)
An obstacle to the succesful continuation of the proof appears here. If the skh
(0)
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absolute value can be estimated with invariant direction of inequality then the
following step may come:
ISk121h12~ ISkhl2 ~ r 2T2(2a_k)2
where the Cauchy-Schwartz relation was applied. This is a usual, inherent part of the
proofs of PCOTs (Minsky, Papert, 1969; Lewis and Coates, 1960).
The sign of skh and also the sign of lower bounds might be negative and a priori
very little can be said concerning the ralation of a and k-a. The threshold cannot
always be taken zero. Three cases have to be distinguished: 0) M~ T< m<°; (2) O=M;S;
T< m ; and 0) O<M,s;; T<m. In the proofs of similar theorems ttle case (2) occurs.
However the turning to absolute values is blocked by the ambiguity of signs.
10.2.UPPER BOUNO FOR TIE LENGTH OF STATE VECTOR.
This is a problem-free part of convergence-proofs since the separability condition
is not utilized. The estimation exploits the change of state vector in a single
correcting step and by summing the relations obtained an upper bound for the square
of the length of the student vector can be derived. At first:
(1)
where again the sign of p.s. depends on the type of error. The error conditions give
J J 2
upper bounds for u.s. and for -w.s. For the square of length of input Ip·1 s n
JJ JJ 2 ~ 2 J 2
holds. Summing according to the steps of corrections ISkl =2..( lS·+ll - Is. I
J.t J J
holds, and hence:
10.3.CONOITION OF THE FINITNESS OF REOUCED TRAINING SEqUENCE.
If both of the upper and lower bounds are applicable, then the finitness of the
reduced training sequence follows.
11.EXAMPLES OF CYCLING.
CASE 1 - A 3-fan in neuron: fll~OOOOlOll. It is realizable by (2,1,-1) separating
vector; U=[4,6,7}, W={0,1,2,3,5} ; M=l, m=2; l~T< 2; Chow-parameters: 0;3,2,1).
Choose: sO=(O,O,O), initial state, T=l threshold and r=l correction factor. Let the
series of inputs be the following sequence: (0,4,1,5,2,6,3,7) where these integers
represent input vectors (OOO,OOl,OlO,Oll,etc .. ).
Fig. 1 shows the state transition matrix and also definitions of the created
states. A sample pattern of the state transitions and questions is as follows:
00 40 IF 5F 2F 6F 3R 7R OR 4R lR 5R 2S 6S 3S 7S OT 4T IT 5T 2U 6S 3S 7S etc ...
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Here the sequence is formed by the consecutive <Pk,sk) pairs and the states are as
follows: 0=(O,O,0),F=(1,0,0),R=(2,l,0),S=(1,1,-1),T=(2,2,0),U=(1,2,-1)
At the given conditions (that is at correct threshold, sO=O,r=l and natural
question pattern) no convergence takes place and the (ABC) cycle emerges.
Investigating the ~atrix of Fig 1 numerous other possibilities may be detected to
create similar state-cycles.
Comparable matrix structures have been observed also when the following for~a1
neurons were synthetized(al1 of them with 3 input lines): f ll , f 13 , f 35 , f 49 , f 69 ,
fBI' f174 , f lB6 , f206,f220' f 242 , f 244 · These functions form an equivalence class
generated by negation and permutation of variables.
Two other phenomena are demonstrable by the same case: depending on question
strategy or initial state/cycling or convergence may occur.
CASE 2 - The same function generates different state-transition matrices depending
on the threshold, assuming that other conditions are identical and both thresholds
are correct (i.e. realizable). Compare the training of f 1B6 , n=3 with T=-2 and T=-3.
In the first case cycling may appear, in the last one the convergence is absolute.
CASE 3 - If the function is linearly separable, but the threshold is not adequate,
then cycling may arise. Try with n=2 'and-gate'. This is realizable with h=(l,l) and
T=1. However, with a trial of T=O or T<0, no success is available and cycling
arises. Similar 'threshold-inadequate' cases are not regarded as 'surprising'
examples.
CASE 4 The significance of the r correction factor is demonstrable by the next
synthesis cases: n=4,sO=(0,-2,-4,0); the reference neuron is specified by
((-l,-1,-1,-1),4),M=-4 and m=-3. The input sequence starts with 15=(1,1,l,l)EB4 and
continues with 0,1,2,3,4 ... 14,15. This whole B4 set is repeated cyclically. If r=4,
then the following reduced training sequence was observed:
(0,-2,4,0)15(-4,-6,0,-4)1(-4,-6,O,O)4(-4,-2,0,0)B(0,-2,0,0)15(-4,-6,-4,-4)1(- 4,-6,-4
,0)2(-4,-6,0,0)4(-4,-2,0,0)15 ...
The length of cycle is L=5: the input 4 evokes the same correction as before. The
cycle condition (see Section 13) is satisfied since the two vectorial sums are equal:
(0100)+(1000)+(0001)+(0010)=(1111), where Ll =4 and L2=1.
A similar cycling occurs if So =(0,0,0,0) and r=4. But decreasing the value of r
the length of cycle also decreased. At r> 4/3 L=3 was also observed. However if 1 <. r ~
4/3 was satisfied then a quick convergence was achieved with the same initial states.
The examples prove that cycling may arise in the following inadequate choices even
if the other conditions were formally satisfied:
(1) training of non-separable truth-function(case of Minsky and Papert, 1969)
(2) an attempt to separate with incorrect threshold
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(3) separation of a separable function with adequate threshold but with bad initial
state or
(4) with bad question pattern or
(5) by a too large value of correction factor
12.AN ESCAPE FROM THE CYCLING PITFALL BY RANDOM INPUT STRATEGY.
As it was shown, when the f ll neuron was taught} a cycling may arise either at
lexicographic repetitive or regular sequences of inputs as a result of iterations.
However, generating the inputs in specific random way, then an 'escape of cycling
traps' toward the learned state (fixed point) was possible.
A definition of probabilistic learning automaton may be as follows:
1. An initial distribution of states must be chosen. E.g.: P(O)=l for the a initial
state and the other probabilities are zeroes.
2. The transition probability matrix is designed on the basis of the non-random
case. Probabilities for any non-prohibited transitions are equal to 1/2n. If from a
state,k different inputs leads to non-dummy transitions, then (2n_k)/2n is the chance
of a state to remain unchanged. This is a 'natural' but not the unique possibility of
a stochastic matrix definition.
The next distribution now is computable: on+l=onW, where Die Rm and W is an mxm
stochastic matrix, m is the number of created states.
In Fig 2 the probabilities of six sets of states are plotted against the parameter
of iteration (i.e. the 'time'). The probability of the state set which includes the
unique fixed point will be near to one after a few iteration.
It is obvious that the convergence is dependent on the transition graph structure
since it was designed on this basis. If cycling basins have escape pathways along
which the probability of passage toward the fixed point set is non-zero, then this
'random convergence' to learned state is guaranteed.
A metaphora of such a process is e.g the fate of one liter of fluid in some vessels
(=state sets) which are interconnected by tubes of which the conductances are
proportional to the transition probabilities. The pet) results of computation
includes polynomial and exponential terms as a function of the t time-parameter since
this process corresponds to a well amenable discrete homogenous linear process.
13.A CONDITION OF CYCLING.
Let So be an initial state of the learning machine. If after L corrections this
state reappears first, then L is the length of state cycle and the sum of corrections
in it must be zero:
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Figure 1 State transition matrix of a learning machine. The f 1l (n=3) performance
was taught. Rows represent sk actual and columns next sk 1 states.
Numbers denote input-codes utider the effect of which tra~sitions are
realized. Empty places correspond to prohibited transitions.
The diagonal spots represent mute transitions. Altogether 21 states and
46 non-dummy transitions are observable. The encir51ed two submatrices
enclose cycles. The state symbols are defined as R vectors.
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Figure 2 Abscissa: t number of iterations. Ordinate: pet) probabilities of the
defined six sets of states. The machine of Fig 1 was fed by random
input sequence. At start P(O)=l. Each non-prohibited transition was
equally probable. Chance to remain unchanged corresponds to the sum
of mute transition probabilities. Observe that to stay in the two
basins of this machine show transient peaks, while the probability
of learning tends to 1.
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( 13)
(14)
As a part of corrections consists of additions and others represent substractions
of the corresponding inputs, it follows that:
a L-aL ui = L wi where ui EU,w i£ W
i=l i=l
Since the added inputs are true, the substracted ones are false vectors of the
reference function, then a sum of true vectors must be equal to a sum of false
vectors. However, there exists the theorem of Elgot (1961) and Chow (1961) called
assummability theorem which states that linear sparability is equivalent with
assummability (proof see in Muroga, 1971 p.175). This means that if ui ( U and wi eW ,
then the following relation cannot be satisfied:
L LL ui =L wi (15)
i=l i=l
the
true
(16)~
i=l
Nevertheless, if the number of vectors in these two sums is not identical,then
relation may be true. For example (1,1,1) is false and (1,0,0) or (0,1,1) are
vectors of flet; 10111010 and the first one is the sum of the two latter ones.
THEOREM: For the inputs which evoke cycle of states in the learning automaton,
L2 must hold in the following necessary relation:
L2
ui =L
i=l
Remark: The condition means a kind of summability of true (u) or false (w) vectors of
threshold gates.
14.THE POSSIBILITY OF BOUNDED APERIODIC MOTIONS.
Aperiodic sequence of states is designable by suitable choice of input sequence.
Take first a function of which the state transition graph includes cycling basin with
alternative connected cycles. E.g. in Fig. 1 Cl=(BCA)" and C2=(BCO)* are such ones.
Aperiodic but regular input sequences may control walking from Cl to C2 and back
while turning numbers are e.g. increasing. Such non-autonomous aperiodic motions in a
learning automaton are possible.
IS.DIFFICULTIES IN ADAPTIVE SYNTHESIS OF NEHIORKS.
A negligible part only of the truth-functions is synthetizable as a single
1965.
formal
System
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threshold gate but may be realized with suitable - at the worst case very large -
networks. The adaptive (or other) synthesis algorithms now available do not solve the
problem of minimalization of the network, since no a priori knowledge is available
about the size of the corresponding networks.
16.CoNCLUSIoNS.
The essential message of this paper is as follows. The convergence proofs of
adaptive single threshold gate synthesis in which it is claimed that only
separability is necessary for the convergence (e.g. Minsky and Papert, 1969) are
correct. Nevertheless, the separability concept applied in them is surely too narrow,
because based exclusively on the cases realizable with zero threshold. For the
remaining cases it is said that are non-separable and therefore cycling (Minsky and
Papert, 1969).
However, more than half of the threshold gates are synthetizable only with definite
negative or positive thresholds.As the examples of this lecture show, the absolute
convergence cannot be extended to these cases. It is necassary to specify: (1)
initial state, (2) threshold correction, (3) adequate values of correction factor
,(4) a suitable input or question-sequence generation, and (5) an adequate choice of
(h,T) representation.
The most important open problems are related to the structure of transition graph
or matrix: (1) Is it at least one fixed point or not in the transition graph if the
function is separable; (2) Is the fixed point set reachable from any initial state by
choosing a suitable question strategy and correction factor or not?
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Sweden
AbMtraet: During the lilSt Cew ye..n there hllS been a very inten.e di.cu••ion on the applic ..bility
oC adaptive control ..nd on '.t..nd..rd ....umption.· m..de in the tr..dition ..1 theory. Some ye..n ago,
the que.tion oC what u ,.oJIU IN ,,"van! in/onnation needed lor .uueulul adaptive control WllS .t..rting to
receive .ome attention. The pre.ent work belong. to this tradition.
A very brieC introduction to the concept oC ..d ..ptive control is fint given. The prototype problem
oC .tabilizing ..n un.table, unknown plant i••tudied. The m..in re.ult i. the complete ch..r ..cterization
of nece....ry and .ufficient .. priori knowledge needed Cor ad ..ptive .tabiliz..tion, namely knowledge
oC the order oC any .tabilizing controller. The concept oC .witching Cunction controller i. introduced,
and .ome properties .tated. 'The Turing Machine oC Universal Controller.' i. then presented. Ail the
title indicate., this ad ..ptive controller po••e••ed the gre..te.t .t..bilizing power ...mooth, non-linear
controller can h..ve. The preceding works in this field have ..II dealt with vari..tion. on the theme oC
high-gain .t ..bilization. Thi. paper deal. only with ad..ptive .tabiliz..tion algorithm. not requiring
high-gain.•t ..bilizability. Finally, the problem of .tabiliz..tion to a possibly non-zero reCerence value
is .olved.
1. Introduction
The discipline of Control Theory studies the problem of achieving "satisfactory performance" of a
plant, i.e. a dynamical system to be controlled, by manipulating the input u in order to e.g. keep
the output II close to 0, or to follow a reference signal r. The most general problem of control
theory can in loose terms be described as the following: Given a set 9 of plants, we are to find
one controller K that achieves "satisfactory performance n (or optimal in some sense) to each one
of the plants G E g. Figure 1 illustrates the concept. The dependence of the input u of the output
is exactly the concept of feedback.
r
u y
Controller Plant
.-
Figure 1. The Mo.t Gener..1 Control Configur..tion.
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Adaptation
Parameters
r
Regulator u Plant y
-
Figure 3. The Gener;l! Ad;lptive Controller.
Adaptive Control is one-out of several other possible-approaches to solving this problem. It
is an approach based on the concept of learning, Le. the splitting of the 'true' state space of the
non-linear system an adaptive controller constitutes in parameters and states. See Figure 2! The
parameters reside in the "adaptation box", while the states reside in the "regulator box". The
parameters are moving "slower" that the states, thereby motivating the values of the parameters
as a state of knowledge on the dynamics of the plant.
Adaptive control is a vital subfield within control theory, with over 100 papers published every
year. For an excellent overview of the field see [AstromJ.
In the end of the seventies and the beginning of the eighties, proof for convergence and stability
of the commonly used adaptive schemes appeared. These proofs all required some variant of the
following assumptions:
(i) A bound n· on the order of the transfer function g(s) = n(s)/d(s) is known.
(ii) The relative degree r = degd(s) - degn(s) is known exactly.
(iii) The plant is minimum phase.
(iv) The sign of the 'instantaneous gain', Le. the leading coefficient of n(s)*, is known.
This work is concerned with the fundamental limitations and possibilities of adaptive control,
regardless of the particular algorithm used. In particular-are the four assumptions (i)-(iv) really
necessary? To this end, what is believed to be the most fundamental problem is studied, namely
the stabilization of an unstable plant. It can be argued that this is the "prototype problem" , if we
can do this there is hope for more achievements, and vice versa. It is also a very clean, quantitative
problem.
We next give some more precise definitions for the sequel.
Definition.
'Consider Figure 2! In general, with fixed values of the parameters, the dynamics in the states are
assumed to be linear. Under this condition, we make the following definition.
We &Blume that d(l) is monic
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Definition 1.1. Let the set of plants g, its times T. its input space LL, its output space y, and its
space of reference signals R. are given. Let I be a non-negative integer and X a vector bundle of
rank lover the C',o-manifold M. We shal1 cal1 the mapping
5:YxR.xX--LL
a linear adaptive controller with state space m' and parameter space M if it is smooth in the sense
of a control system, [BrockettJ, and for fixed k E M the mapping 51< : y X R. X m' -- LL is linear.
That is, it can 10cal1y be written as
z= F(t,k)z +G(t,k)Y
u = H(t,k)z +K(t,k)Y
k = f(y,r,t,z,k)
x E lR
'
where F, G, H, K, and fare 10cal1y defined COO-functions. Here x = (zT,kT)T is a decomposition
of the state of the controller corresponding to the local decomposition of X in lR
'
and M. 0
For a global, coordinate free description of a non-linear control system as a section of a certain
pull-back bundle, see [Brockett].
With this definition, what makes a nonlinear controller into a linear adaptive control1er is the
(local) decomposition of the state space into a vector space times a manifold, together with linearity
for fixed values of the parameters.
This definition covers the traditional approaches to adaptive control, namely model reference
adaptive control and the self tuning regulator. Compare Figure 2!
Convergence of Adaptive Control
We will next make precise what we mean by convergence of a certain adaptive control1er, controlling
a certain plant. Only the stabilization problem, i.e. when r == 0, will be considered. We restrict
our attention to stabilization of strictly proper, time-invariant, linear plants described by finite
dimensional differential equations, with vector spaces as their state space. That is, plants that can
be written on state space form as
x= Ax+Bu,
Y = Gx,
x E lR",
Y E mp
(MIMO)
Definition 1.2. We shall say that the linear adaptive controller K 'Ie O. controlling the plant G,
whose state space is m", converges, if, as t ....... 00, M :3 k converges to a finite value koo , while
m' :3 z ....... 0, and m" :3 x ....... 0 as t ....... 00. 0
Adaptive Control Problems
Finally, this is what shall be meant by an adaptive control problem.
Definition 1.3. We shall caIl the fol1owing an adaptive control problem: Let 9 be a set of plants.
The adaptive control problem consists of finding a linear adaptive controller K, such that for any
plant G E g, the controller K, controlling G, converges in the sense above. 0
The 'size' of 9 can be considered as a measure of the uncertainty of the plant.
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2. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Adaptive Stabilization
This section contains the complete characterization of the a priori knowledge needed to adaptively
stabilize an unknown plant, namely the order of any fixed linear controller capable of stabilizing
the plant. The necessity was proved in [Byrnes-Helmke-Morse], while the sufficiency was proved in
[Martensson 1985]. A new proof of the sufficiency part is given, based on the results on switching
functions presented in Section 5.
The Main Theorem
The following theorem is the most general result on adaptive stabilization.
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 be a set of plants of the type (MIMO). The necessary and sufficient
a priori knowledge for adaptive stabilization is knowledge of an integer I such that for any plant
G E 9 there exists a fixed linear controller of order I stabilizing G.
Proof of Necessity. See [Byrnes-Helmke-Morsel.
•
The original proof of the sufficiency of this a priori information is the controller given in Section
6. The result can also be obtained by the method of switching functions introduced in Section 5.
We will devote the next sections to the development of some tools for proving this result.
3. A Viewpoint on Dynamic Feedback
In this section it is shown that, from a certain point of view, dynamic feedback can conceptually
be replaced by static feedback.
The idea is very simple: the plant is augmented by a box of integrators, each with its own input
and output. Static feedback is then applied to the augmented plant, Le. the plant together with
the integrators. The situation is depicted in Figure 3.
-I
C(sl-A) B
FIgure a. Dynamic feedback considered as static feedback.
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More formally: Consider the following dynamic feedback problem: Given the plant
:i: = Ax + Bu,
y = Gx, (MIMO)
and the controller
i = Fz +Gy,
u=Hz+Ky
It is easy to see that this is equivalent to the static feedback problem
i = Ax + Bu
fj = Cx
u = Kfj
(MIMOA)
where
x = (:) fj= (~)
and
Remark 3.1. This observation might seem very powerful at least at first sight, but note the highly
non-generic nature of A, B, and C. This means e.g. that results on generic pole placement by
static output feedback, see [Brockett-Dyrnes], [Dyrnes], do not translate at all. [J
4. Estimation of the Norm of the State
In this section a lemma is proven, which gives an estimate of the norm of the state x of (MIMO),
expressed in the £2 norm of y and u. The lemma has a simple corollary, which implies that, under
mild conditions, to show that an adaptive algorithm converges and stabilizes the plant, it is enough
to show that the controller stays bounded. First we give the continuous time version.
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that the linear system (MIMO) is observable. Then:
(i) For all x(O), there are constants Co and C1 such that
for all u( .) J and t ~ O. Here Co does not depend on t or u; and c 1 does not depend on t, u(.)
orx(O).
Oi) For T > 0, C1 can be taken so
Ilx(t)11 2 ~ C1 (l~T Ily(r)11 2 dr +l~T Ilu(r)11 2 dr)
for all t, u(.), and x(t - T).
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Remark 4.2. In (ii) we can consider c. as a function of T. This function can clearly be taken
continuous and decreasing. D
Remark 4.3. Note that, for t bounded from below (i) follows trivially from (ii). Also note that
the co-term is necessary if and only if we allow arbitrary small t > O. D
Remark 4.4. It is not possible to improve the result by deleting the integral of u. A simple counter-
example can be constructed by letting (MIMO) be an integrator, the initial state x(O) = 0, and the
input U(T) = Ii (T - (t - e)), for some small e > O. Choose coordinates in the state space so that
x = y. Then clearly x(t) = I, and Jy 2 dT = e, so by letting e -> 0, we arrive at a contradiction.
The lemma is true without the u-dependent term if and only if G(s) has a proper left-inverse. D
Proof. In an obvious operator notation we have
x(t) = eA1x(0) +f eA(I-T)Bu(T) dT =: L~x(O) + L~u(.)
y( .) = Lax(O) + L4 u(.)
where L~, LL La, and L4 are bounded linear operators between suitable Hilbert spaces. We first
prove (ii). Let T > 0 be given. By using time invariance, it is enough to show (ii) for t = T. From
observability, (,--..) can be solved with respect to x(O) I i.e. x(O) is the image of y(.) and u( .) under
a continuous linear mapping. Inserted into (--'), this proves (ii).
By Remark 4.3, it only remains to show (i) for small t, say t ~ 1. For this, note that the operators
£1 = {L~ : 0 ~ t ~ I} and £2 = {L~: 0 ~ t ~ I} are uniformly bounded by, say, k. and k2 • From
these observations, (i) follows (for t ~ 1) from (,-,), since J~ IIul1 2 dT ~ J~ (11u1l2 + Ilyll2) dT. The
proof is finished. _
A Useful Corollary
The lemma has the following immediate corollary, which will be used in the connection with
adaptive stabilizers. We make the following definition:
Definition 4.5. A function! : ill.P x lRm x lRx lR -----+ ill. will be called L 2 -compatible if it is satisfies
a Lipschitz-condition and there exists a constant c > 0 such that tty, u, k, t) 2 c(llyl12 + Ilu112) for
all k and all t. D
The name is motivated by the fact that for! being an L2-compatible function, we can estimate
the L2-norm of (y, u) by the integral of !, as will be done in the proof of the following corollary.
COROLLARY 4. (j. Consider the plant (MIMO), and Jet u(.) be a continuous time-function.
Let k satisfy
k = !(y,u,k,t), k(O) = ko
where! is an L2-compa tible function. Then, if k converges to a fJnite limit koo as t -> 00, it holds
that Ilx(t)11 -> 0 as t -> 00.
Proof. Clearly
100 1100 1(11y112 + Ilu11 2) dt ~ - !(y,u,k,t) dt = - (koo - ko) < 00o c 0 c
Thus, for any T > 0, the right hand side of (ii) in Lemma 4.1 approaches zero when t approaches
infinity. The corollary follows. _
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Remark 4.7. In previous 'universal' stabilizing algorithms, the step of showing that x(t) -+ 0 as
t -+ 00 has involved a minimum phase argument. This is not required here. 0
5. Switching Function Controllers
In this section we will deal with the following problem: We want to adaptively stabilize an unknown
plant G of type (MIMO), for which we know that G belongs to a set g. Here 9 is a set of plants
for which there exists a finite or countable set of controllers K, such that for any G E g, there is
at least one controller K E K such that the control law u = Ky will stabilize G.
A heuristically appealing algorithm for stabilizing the unknown plant G would be to try each
one of the K's for E: units of time, until we find one that stabilizes the system. It is shown in
[M!rtensson 1986] that this is possible if and only if we know a bound on the McMillan degree of
the plants belonging to g. Instead we try each one of the controllers for some time, according to
some criterion, in a way that will hopefully converge, and thus will switch among the controllers
only a finite number of times. A switching function is a criterion of this type.
The concept of switching function was first introduced in [Willems-Byrnes], where the set of
plants 9 under consideration was single-input, single-output, minimum phase plants of relative
degree one. In [Byrnes-Willems] this was generalized to multivariable plants satisfying analogous
conditions.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce the pertinent concepts formally, and give a result
on switching function based adaptive stabilization.
Definition.
Definition 5.1. Let s(k) be a function of a real variable, and {Ti}~o a sequence of increasing real
numbers. For r = 2,3, ... , No, we shall say that s(k) is a switching function of rank r with associated
switching points {Ti}, if s(k) is constant for k ¢ {Ti}, and, for all a E lR, s({k :0:: a}) = {I, ... ,r}.
Further, just as a notational convenience, we require a switching function to be right continuous.
D
Remark 5.2. Note that it follows from the definition that infinity is the only limit point of the
sequence {Ti}. 0
By switching function controller we shall mean the following.
Definition 5.3. For r = 2,3, ... , No, let K = {K1 , ••• , K.} be a set of controllers, with card K = r.
Let! be a Lipschitz-continuous function and s(k) a switching law of rank r. A controller of the
type
u = K.(k)Y
k = !(y,u,k,t)
will be called a switching function controller.
(SFC)
D
Remark 5.4. Note that in general the control law u = Kiy must be interpreted in an operator-
theoretic way, not as a matrix multiplication. D
Remark 5.5. The way (SFC) is written requires all the controllers K 1 , ••• , K. to be simultaneously
connected to the output of the plant, while the switching law chooses which controller's output to
connect to the plants input, at least if the Ki'S contain dynamics. For r large or infinite, this is
clearly not a practical way of implementing a controller. However, if all the controllers have a (not
necessarily minimal) realization on a state space of a certain dimension, then this difficulty can be
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circumvented by considering the augmented plant as in Section 3, and considering the controllers
as static controllers. 0
For further reference, we shall make clear what we mean by a set of controllers stabilizing a set of
plants in some sense.
Definition 5.6. Let I an L2-compatible function, 9 a set of plants of the type (MIMO), all of
which having the same number of inputs and outputs, and K a set of controllers of compatible
dimensions. For ko E IR, let k be the unique solution to k = I(y,u,k,t), k(O) = ko. We shall say
that K is stabilizing lor 9 with respect to I (or is I -stabilizing lor 9) if the following holds: For
any plant G E 9 there is a controller K E K and constants c, T such that the control law u = Ky
will stabilize G in the sense that
rOO J(y,u,k,t) dt :'S cllx(to)11 2110
for all x(O) E IRR and for all ko E IR,to ~ T. o
Remark 5.1. In particular, the left hand side stays finite, so it rollows from Corollary 4.6 that
x(t) -t 0 as t -t 00. It also follows that the solution to the differential equation is indeed globally
defined. 0
Remark 5.8. By considering singleton sets in the definition, it is clear what we shall mean by the
statement the controller K stabilizes the plant G with respect to I. 0
The Main Result on Switching Function.
With the machinery developed so far, we can now easily prove the following results on switching
function controllers.
THEOREM 5. g. Suppose that I is an L 2-compatible function, and that the set of controllers
K is I-stabilizing for the set of plants 9. Then there is a sequence a = {T;} such that for s(k) any
switching function of rank equal to card K, with associated switching points {T;}, the control law
(SFC) will stabilize any plant G E 9 in the sense that for all x(O),k(O), it holds that Ilx(t)lI-t 0 as
t -t 00, while k converges to a finite limit. Further, there is a 'universal' switching point sequence
a, independent of the individual set 9.
Proof. The steps in the proof are the following: To say that the theorem is false is to say that
for all switching sequences, there is a switching function with the stated properties such that
stabilization does not take place. It will be shown that, if stabilization does not take place, the
sequence {T;} has to satisfy a certain requirement, depending on 9, namely (£) below. A sequence
a is given, with the property that for all allowed 9, the requirement is violated. We conclude that
with this very sequence stabilization takes place, which will establish the theorem.
From Corollary 4.6, and since k is increasing, it follows that in order to show stabilization it is
enough to show that k is bounded. By the definition of switching function, this is equivalent to
the statement that 8, considered as a function of time, only switches a finite number of times. So
we assume that this is not the case, and investigate the implications of this assumption.
Consider an arbitrary, but fixed, G E 9. Say that controller K; is I-stabilizing for G, and that
the controller K; is used with start at time to. That is, k(to) = Tj, where S(Tj) = i. By the
assumptions, this will happen for arbitrarily large k and t. Therefore, with T as in Definition 5.6,
we shall make the assumption that to ~ T.
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The l\.'lsumption that /I switches an infinite number of times implies that we will reach the next
switching point Ti+ I after a finite time. Dut this is exactly the statement that
fOO f(y, u, k, t) dt ~ T}+I - Tilto
where the left hand side, by l\.'lsumption finite, is evaluated l\.'l if the controller Ki was used forever.
We will show that the sequence {Ti} can be taken in a way so that (l) cannot be satisfied for j
sufficiently large, which will prove the theorem.
Dy definition of f being L2-compatible, there is a c, so that the left hand side of (l) can be
estimated as
fOO f(y,u,k,t) dt 5 cllx(to)11 2l to
Using the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 4.6, it follows from Lemma 4.1, part(i), that
for all x(O), there exist constants Co and CI such that
for all t. Substituting t = to, k = Ti' and combining the ll\.'lt two estimates, we see that a necessary
condition for (l) to be satisfied, is that
(.L')
Dut there are sequences {Ti} such that, for any c, Co, CI, the statement (£) will be false for all
sufficiently large j. This is the case e.g. for the sequence defined by
Ti+l = TJ,
TI = 2
i = 2,3, ...
Therefore, with a switching sequence like this chosen, the assumption of II to switch infinitely many
times leads to a contradiction. Since G was arbitrary, the proof is complete. _
Proof of Sufficiency in Theorem 2.1
The proof is a fairly straightforward application of Theorem 5.9. Consider a controller in the spirit
of Section 3, namely as a constant M X P-matrix, where M := m + I, and P := p + I. The set of
controllers K is taken to be all such with rational coefficients, Le. K := QM x p. Let f be defined
l\.'l f(y, u, k, t) = IIyl12 + Ilu112. This is an L2-compatible function. A stabilizing controller places
the closed loop poles in the open left half plane. The poles depend continuously of the parameters
in the controller. Since K is dense in the space of all controllers of order I, Le. IRMx P, K is thus
f-stabilizing for g. Theorem 5.9 establishes the existence of a switching function such that the
corresponding switching function controller (SFC) stabilizes any plant in g. This completes the
proof. _
Remark 5.10. Dy some additional effort, au explicit algorithm based on the ideas in the proof
can be constructed. c
In [M!rtensson 19861, it is shown that the controller can also be taken to be continuous by
'smoothing-out' the discontinuities. Another approach is presented in the next section.
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6. "The Turing Machine" of Universal Stabilizers
In this section we will consider the problem of adaptively stabilizing the plant (MIMO). given
only the a priori information that an integer I is known, such that there exists a fixed linear time-
invariant controller of order I that will stabilize the system. An explicit algorithm for this will be
given. This will be given only very briefly, without proof. A more detailed discussion, including a
discrete time version, is given in [M!rtensson 19861. The proof is also given in [M!rtensson 19851.
As shown in Section 3, it suffices to consider adaptive control based on static feedback. A (fixed)
controller is then nothing but a matrix in IRMXP , where M and P denotes the number of inputs
and outputs to the augmented plant (MIMOA). For the sequel, we assume that this augmentation
has been done, and therefore we only consider static feedback. Since a (fixed) controller achieving
internal stability to the closed loop system places all the eigenvalues in the open left-half plane,
(or the open unit disc) and these depend continuously on the parameters of the controller, there
is an open set in parameter space yielding a stable system. Equip IR MXP with the norm
IIAI1 2 = L(A)~j
iIi
Thus we identify IRMxP , as a normed space, with rn.MP , equipped with the Euclidean norm. For
the rest of this section, we let 11.11 denote the this vector norm, or the corresponding induced
matrix norm. Partition IRMXP = 1R+ X SMP-l in a natural way, namely by dividing out the
norm of every non-zero matrix. SMP-l is now the unit sphere in a normed space or controllers.
Let the controller be
u= g(h(k))lV(h(k))y
k = lIyl12 + lIul12
where
N(h) is 'almost periodic' and dense on SMP-l
while hand 9 are continuous, scalar runctions satisrying
h(k) /00, k --+ 00
There exists an a such that I:~ I < a
g({all+(/1,l)}~=n)=IR+ rornE7l, aiD, 1>/1
dh
kg(h(k)) dk --+ 0, k -, 00
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
THEOREM 6.1. Consider the minimal plant (MIMO). Assume that I is chosen so that there
exists a fixed linear stabilizing controller, and that the augmentation to (M1MOA) has beed done.
The controller (I) - (2), subject to (3) - (7), will then stabilize the system in the sense that
(x(t),z(t),k(t)) -, (O,O,koo )
where koo < 00.
One set of functions satisrying (4) - (7) is
as t --+ 00
h(k) = ylogk, k;?: 1
g(h) = Vh (sin Vh + 1)
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The construction of the function N(h) is a standard exercise in calculus on manifolds. One such
is given explicitly in the references cited above.
7. Setpoint Stabilization
In this section it will be shown how to introduce integrators in the loop, thereby being able to
track a constant reference signal with error approaching zero asymptotically. The problem is as
follows: Let 9 be a set of plants as before, and r E rn.P a given constant (a reference value). We
want to find a controller K such that for all G E 9 it holds that
X-+X
y-+r
z-+z
as t -+ 00.
Tracking with Zero Error Asymptotically
(= constant)
Every engineer knows that you cannot track a constant reference signal with zero error asymp-
totically without having integrators in the loop*. The analogous statement of course applies to
multivariable plants. Conversely, with integrators in every loop, the asymptotic tracking error is
zero, provided the closed loop system is stable. This shall mean that every fixed linear combination
of rows or columns of the matrix G(s) has a pole at the origin.
The construction for adaptively stabilizing a plant, with a constant reference signal r(t) == ro is
very simple: We just put the diagonal 'precompensator' R = S- I 1m in front of the plant. For the
sequel, consider the problem of adaptively stabilizing the 'plant' G(s) := G(s)R(s) instead. This
is depicted in Figure 4.
~---------------,
: Q~ :
I I
K(s) : ~lm U G(S) :Y
I IL I
FIgure ... Setpoint Stabilization by Introducing Integrators.
More precisely, we have the following result.
Quick and dirlr proof: '(00) = r(oo) <¢=} g(O)/(1 +g(O)) = 1 <¢=} g(O) =00 •
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THEOREM 7.1. Assume that the controller K stabilizes the plant G in the usual sense. Let
r E IRP be given. Suppose that there exists a unique x such that
0= Ax
r =Cx
Let K operate on -e := y - r instead of y. Then, as t --+ 00 it holds that y --+ r, x --+ x, and
k --+ koo '
Remark 7.2. The uniqueness follows automatically from observability.
Proof. We can write
~ (x - x) = A(x - x) + Bu
dt
Y - r = C (x - x)
c
So, assuming we have a proof of a theorem saying that the assumptions are satisfyed, we only have
to substitute all occurances of x by x - x, and all occurances of y by y - r in order to construct a
proof of the above theorem for the case in question. So Theorem 7.1 is really a meta-theorem on
adaptive stabilization. _
The most natural use of Theorem 7.1 is in the form of the following corollary:
COROLLARY 7.3. Assume K stabilizes G(s) = ~Gds), where detG of O. Then with error
feedback K wm also do set-point stabilization for any r E IRP.
Extensions and Comments
Everyone with experience of practical control engineering knows that plants of high relative degree
are very hard to control manualIy, but often fairly simple to control with simple controllers, such as
standard PID-controllers. Something similar is true about adaptive control. We need some extra
dynamics in our controllers, that is all. By preceding the plant by integrators as in the construction
above, the minimal order of a stabilizing controller might increase. A classical control engineer
would say that we do this at the expense of a decrelUle of the phase by 90°, and thus need some
extra phase advancing to stabilize the plant.
The same argument may be used to introduce multiple integrators in the loop, thus being able
to track ramps of higher order.
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Topological properties of observabilily for a system of
parabolic type
S. Miyamoto
internationaL Institute for Applied Systems AnaLysis, Laxenburg, Austria
ABSTRACT
The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate topoLogicaL properties of
observabLe regions in a distributed parameter system. A paraboLic partiaL dif-
fer'entlai equation with constant coefficients is considered. According to Sakawa's
definition, observability is defined to be the possibility of the unique determination
of the initiaL vaLue by point measurements, or by spatially averaged measurements.
Furthermore, n-mode observabiLity is defined to be the possibility of the unique
determination of the coefficients corresponding to the first n eigenvalues, based
on the expansion of the solution by eigenfunctions. Then it is proved that n-mode
observabiLity is generic, that is, open and dense, wher'eas observability Is shown to
be dense in the whole space of measurements. In case of point measurements, It is
shown that observability is vaLid aLmost everywhere with respect to the Lebesque
measure. Moreover genericity of n-mode controllability and the reLated proper-
ties of controllability wiiL be shown for the duaL systems with controLs.
1. Introduction
The probLem of observablllty in dLstributed parameter systems has a different
aspect from that in Lumped parameter systems, because the former Includes the
specification of the spatiaL distribution of measurements, which we need not take
Lnto account for ordinary differentiaL equallons. For exampLe, in distributed sys-
tems we have some locaL information of the state variabLe such as the point meas-
urement which should be extended to the whole spatiaL domain. Therefore some
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efforts have been devoted to the unique determination of the state from local
measurements.
Goodson and Klein [1] considered the problem of uniqueness with respect to
point observation. Moreover they proposed the definition of n-mode observabil-
ity, which means the coefficients that correspond to first n eigenvalues In the
eigenfunctIon expansion of the inillal state is uniquely determined. Furthermore,
Sakawa [4] considered a broader class of parabolic systems and gave the condi-
tions of observability with respect to point measurement and spatially averaged
measurement.
In view of their results, the measurement space can be divided into two
regions, one where observabllity holds and the other where some portions of the
state Is "unobservable". Here a problem of topological properties of the observ-
able regIon arises. For example, in case of lumped parameter systems, observabil-
ity has been proved to be generic, that Is, open and dense In the whole domain of
definItion (cf. Wonham [6]).
We consider here this problem with respect to a class of parabolic differen-
tial equations and examine whether observabillty and n -mode observabillty are
generic, dense, or not in the space of measurement.
2. Preliminary consideration
This section depends mainly on Sakawa [4]. Let D be an open bounded region
in n -dimensional Euclidean space Rn (n >0) with a smooth boundary aD. Then we
consider the following system:
au
--at(t ,z) = Au (t ,z) (t ,z)e:(O,T)xD (1)
(2)
(t.~) e:(O, T)xaD (3)
where a o is a real constant or an analytic function, C 1 is a real constant, and 1/ is
the exterior normal to the boundary aD.
We assume the initial condillon to be
(4)
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Lellhe eigenvalues and lhe corresponding eigenfunctions be
and assume lhallhe multipllcily of lhe eigenvalues is flnile:
sup 7nt =7n <+00
t
Then lhe solution of lhe syslem and lhe Inilial condition are represenled as:
.. m,
u(t,x) = L: exp (-Att) L: Utj~tj(x)
t =1 j =1
.. m,
uo(x) = L: ~ Utj~tj(x)
t =1 j =1
respecti vely.
Then we consider lhe following observations described by Sakawa [4]:
(typel) Yt(t) =J Wt(x)u(t,x)ax ls.k!iN
D
(5)
(6)
(7)
(6)
(9)
(10)
On lhe olher hand we describe lhe deflnilion of observabilily and n -mode observa-
bUlly; lhe laller was sludled by Goodson and Klein [1].
Definition 1
The syslem described by (1), (2), and (3) is said lo be observable (resp.
observable In lime T) if lhe Inilial slale U o(x) can be uniquely delermlned from lhe
observalion Y(t) = (Y1(t)'YZ(t). ... 'YN(t». O<t<oo. (resp. O<t<T).
Definition Z
Tho syslem described by (1). (2), and (3) Is said lo be n-mode observable
(resp. n-mode obser'Vable in T) If Utj' j =1,2•...• mt, i =1,2•.... n In (6) and (7)
can be uniquely delermined from lhe observation
y(t) =(Y1(t) • ...• YN(t», O<t <00 (resp. O<t <T).
Remark 1
As Is shown In Sakawa [4], observablllly In T (resp. n-mode observablllly In
T) means observablllly (resp. n-mode observablllly) In view of analyllc properly
of lhe solullons. Therefore, we do nol distinguish lhe lwo nollons below.
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Then we have the following lwo proposilions:
Proposition 1. (Sakawa [4])
For lype 1 (resp. lype 2) measuremenl, assume wfj = (wI:' <Ptj) (resp.
wfj = <Ptj (xI: n, where ( , ) denoles the inner producl of L 2-space. Then in order
lhallhe syslem (1), (2), and (3) Is observable, ills necessary and sufficienllhal
rank Wt == tnt for all i 0!:1 ,
for
wlt wl2
1w tmi
wl1 wl2
2
Wt =
Wtmi
'N 'N NWu Wt2 Wtmi
where we assume
- 1~ <+00, supl<ptj(x)I<+oo
t =2 (At -A 1)2 t ,j
in case of lype 2 measuremenl.
Proposition 2
(11)
(12)
lJnder the hypolheses in Proposition 1, In order lhal the syslem (1), (2), and
(3) is n -mode observable for n >0, Ills necessary and sufflcienllhal
rank Wt =mt for all l::S;i::S;n .
The proof of Proposilion 2 Is a sllghl modiflcallon of lhal In Proposilion 1 [4] and
is omilled.
3. n -mode obllervllbilily
Roughly speaking, the word "generlclly" expresses lhal a properly Is valid al
"almosl all" poinls of the domain of deflnilion. This nolion is widely used In lhe
lheory of dynamical syslems [2].
Definition 3
A properly P defined on a lopologlcal space S Is said lo be generic If P is
valid on an open and dense sel In S.
Hence, In order lhal P is generic, Il Is sufflclenl lo show lhal the subsel
where P does nol hold Is closed and nowhere dense (il has no Inlerlor polnls).
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Firsl. we suppose N>m = sup mt. olherwlse lhe syslem can nol be made
observable. Then lhe following lemma Is obvious.
Lemma 1
Assume lhal del Wt (j), j = 1,2....• [~ ] be a mt -lh order mlnor delermlnanl
of Wt and lel
Dt = E' I del Wt (j) I
j
where I I denoles absolule value and lhe sum E' is laken for all lhe mt -lh order
j
minor delerminanls. Then, in order lhal
il is necessary and sufficienllhal
Remark 2
In lhe below, Dt In lhe above lemma Is somellmes represenled as Dt(w), since
il Is a function of lhe measuremenl w .
Lemma Z
Lel
If lhe sequence Iw L, l =1,2.... I converges lo w in L 2 (D)N, lhen lhe correspond-
ing IDt (w L) I converges lo D t (w).
(Proof) Since lll'tj Ils complele, we can expand w~ and Wt as:
From lhe assumption we have
Since Dt Is a flnlle sum of lhe absolule values of lhe flnlle polynomials of d.ttj , il is
clear lhal
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Lemma 3
The set !w IDt (w) = 0, W EC(D)\ has no Interior points, where C(D) Is the
class of continuous functions on D.
(Proof) ~'or simplicity, we write an arbitrary one of W/r.(j)'s as V. Letting l = m/r.'
we assume that
.. ..
(wL ,1p/r.1) (wL ,Ip/r. z)
(W1.Ip/r.L)
(wZ,Ip/r.L) (13)
without loss of generality. Considering V to be a function of w1(:r) and expanding
it with respect to the first row, we have the following:
L
det V = ~ Ij!W1(:r)Ip/r.j(:r)ci:r = 0
j =1
where 1/s arc functions of w z..... ·'WL' 1p/r.1, ... .. ,Ip/r.L' Let
L
Ip(:r) = L 1j Ip/r.j(:r)
j =1
then it follows that
det V =! w1 (:r ) Ip(:r) =0 .
If we assume that Ip(:r) Is not Identically zero, then we can show that in an
arbitrary neighborhood of w1 in C(D), there exists a function wsuch that
! w(:r)Ip(:r)ci:r~ .
D
If we assume w 1 not to be Identically zero on D, then there exists an open sphere
B such that
or
For any £>0. there is an infinitely differentiable function { satisfying
support ({) cB • O::s; inf {(:r). sup {(:r )::s;£ .
:r ED :r ED
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Then we lake iii lo be
or
Hence
and
J iii(z)tp(z)dz >0.
D
If tp(z) =0. il means lhal It =O. lsi sl. since eigenfunctions are independenl.
The function It is a minor delerminanl of (l -l)sl order. Therefore we can con-
tinue the same aq:!umenl as above for w2'
Lemma 4
The sel
has no Inlerlor polnls.
(Proof) Lel
and expanding (12) wllh respecllo the f1rsl row. we have the foliowlng form:
(14)
where I/s are funclions of w2 .......wN. tpA:l ....... tpA:L. If some of I/s are nonzero.
lhen ills clear lhallhe above equation does nol conlaln an open sphere of L 2:
If 1 1=1 2= ... =IL=0. we can conlinue the same argumenl for w2'
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Lemma 5
The sel
is closed.
(Proof) From Lemma 2. we have D j (wI) -oDj (w) as w' -+w. Hence if
Dj(w
'
) = 0 • l =1,2 ....... lhen Dj(w) = o.
Corollary 1.
The sel
is closed.
(Proof) Since D is bounded. lhe relallon lhal w' -+w In C means w' -ow in L'l. The
resull follows Immedlalely from lhe previous lemma.
From lhese lemmas we have lhe following:
Theorem 1
In case of lype 1 meansuremenl. n-mode observabilily is generic on
lw Iw a 'l(D)N I or on Iw t w EC(D)N I for any n >0.
(Proof) From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, lhe sel
is nowhere dense.
Since lhe sel where n -mode observabilily does nol hold Is represenled as
n
U lw IDj(w) = o. wa'l(D)NI.
j ==1
which is obviously nowhere dense. Therefore lhe generlclly in L 'l(D)N is proved.
The same argumenl as above proVes lhe genericily in C(D)N.
Lemma 6
Assume lhal for % = (%l.%'l .......%N). % EDN •
where V is an arbilrary one of Wk (j )'s:
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'P.l;1(x 1) 'Pt 2(X 1)
V = 'Pt1(X2) 'Pt2(X2)
'P.l;1 (XI) 'Pt2(XI)
'Ptl (X 1)
'Ptl (X 2)
'Ptl (XI)
Then for any c>O, lhere exisls x'EDN such lhal Ilx' -x 11 <c and
ael V(x;,x~,..... ,x"');otO
(Proof) If we assume lhe conlrary, il follows lhal for some X and co'
ael V(x ~ ,x;, .. ... ,x"') = 0
for all x' such lhal II x' -x II sCo '
Expanding (16) wilh respecllo 'Ptt (x~), we have
IL: It'Ptt(xi) =0, Ilxi -x 1 1l sco
t=l
Since 'Ptt'~ are analytic [5], lhe above equation may be exlended lo D, lhal is,
I
L: It'Ptt(x~) =0 x~ ED
t =1
Since eigenfunctions are independenl, we oblain 11 = 1 2 = ..... =/1 = O. Since It's
are minor delerminanls of (l-1)sl order, we can conllnue lhe same argumenl for
x2' x3' and so on. Finally we have 'Pu (Xj) =0 on D for some j, which is a conlrad-
iction.
Lemma 7
The sel
Ix IDt (x) =0 , x Ef)N I
Is closed, where lhe lopology of D N Is defined by lhe Euclidean dislance of
(Rn)N =RnN .
(proof) The proof Is immediale because Dt (x) Is a conllnuous funcllon of x.
Then we have lhe following lheorem.
Theorem Z
In case of lype 2 measuremenl, n-mode observabllily Is generic In DN for any
n>O.
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This lheorem can be proved in lhe same way as In Theorem 1 and we omil lhe
delall.
4. Properties of observable regions
Allhough n-mode observablllly is proved lo be generic for lype 1 and lype 2
observalions, lhe same properly does nol necessarily hold for observabilily.
Therefore we examine whelher observable subsel is dense in lhe whole space or
nolo For lhis, we need lhe following definilion of a sel of lhe flrsl calegory.
Definition 3 (cf. Mizohala [3].)
Lel E be a melric space. G (cE) Is said lo be a sel of lhe flrsl calegory If
and only If Il ls lhe union of a counlable family of nowhere dense sels, where a
nowhere dense sel means lhalils closure has no Inlerlor polnls.
Lemma 8
In case of lype 1 measuremenl. lhe sel KL (resp. KC) where observablllly does
nol hold in L'Z(D)N (resp. C(D)N) is of lhe flr'sl calegory.
(proof) Lel K[ be lhe sel where n -mode observabillly does nol hold. Then
KL=UK[.
n =0
(See Theorem 1 In Sakawa [4] or Proposllion 2 In lhls paper.) As Is shown In
Theorem 1. K[ is nowhere dense, hence KL Is of lhe firsl calegory. The same argu-
menlls valid for Kc .
Lemma 9
In case of lype 2 measuremenl, lhe sel K cDN where observabilily does nol
hold is of lhe flrsl calegory.
The proof Is lhe same as lhal of Lemma B and is omilled.
Theorem 3
In case of lype 1 measuremenl. lhe sel in L'Z(D)N or in C(D)N where observa-
bilily holds is dense In lhe respeclive space.
(proof) The procedure of lhe proof depends on Mlzohala [3].
Lel E be a melric space and K denole a sel where observabilily does nol hold
and is wrillen as
K = U Kn
n =0
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where Kn is nowhere dense (Lemmas 8 and 9).
Assume lhal lhe complemenl E -K Is nol dense, lhen lhere exlsls a closed
sphere B o = Ix I II x -xo II ESr I such lhal B o cK and Bo nKo =,p, since Ko is
nowhere dense. Nexl, we can lake anolher closed sphere B 1 = Ix Illx-xtllESrtl
such lhal B t <:Bo ' B tnK1 = ,p, r 1 «1 / 2)r0' since K 1 Is nowhere dense. In lhls way,
lhere exisls a sequence of closed sphere
such lhal
(a) lhe diameler r n converges lo zero
Then as Is shown In Mizohala [3]. lhere exisls a x(EE) salisfying XE n B n cK. On
n =0
lhe olher hand, x 'I- Kn for any Kn . Hence x 'I-- K, which Is a conlradicllon.
In lhe same manner we can prove:
Theorem 4
In case of lype 2 measuremenl, lhe sel of polnls In DN where observabl\lly
holds is dense in DN .
Furlhermore, in case of lype 2 measuremenl we have lhe following resull by
applying slandard measure lheory.
Theorem 5
In case of lype 2 measuremenl, observabllily Is valid almosl everywhere wllh
respecl lo lhe Lebesque measure on RnN . In olher words lhe sel where observabil-
ily Is nol valid is measure zero.
(Proof) Il is known lhal in case of lhe Lebesque measure lhe measure of lhe sel Kn
is equal lo zero. (See [7]) Since K Is expressed as a counlable union of Kn , lhe
measure of K is also equal lo zero.
5. Controllability and n -mode controllability of the dual systems
As dual syslems of lhe syslem wllh observallon lype 1 and lype 2, we consider
lhe following.
(lype 1')
lJu N
- = Au + l: Wi (x )Zi (t), (t ,x )E(O,T)xD
lJt i =1
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u (D,x) =U o (x)
where uo(x) is a known initiaL vaLue, Wt(x)€I, 2(D) or Wt(x)EC(D), and
Z (0 =(z 1(0.... ,zN(t»€I, 2(0, T)N represents the control.
(lype 2')
au N
--;;- =Au + L: 6(x -Xt )Zt (0, (t ,X) E(O, T) Xl)
ut t =1
u (O,X) =U o (X)
where U o (x) is known and z (t) = (z 1(t) • ...• ZN(t» €I, 2(0, T)N is the conlrol.
Below we wrile the slale u (t ,x) wllh conlrol z u 2(D, T)N as u (t ,x;z).
Definition 4
The type l' system or lhe type 2' syslem is said to be controllabLe (in a weak
sense) al t =1' if lhe sel fu (T ,x;z) Iz E:1. 2(0, 7')N l is dense in L 2(D).
In lhe following definillon it should be noted that lhe slale u (T ,x) can be
expanded in terms of eigenfunctions:
.. mj
u(T,x) ::: L: L: ~tjlptj(x),
t =1 j =1
Definition 5
The type l' system or type 2' system is said to be n-mode controllable if for
arbLtrary gLven reaL numbers 7)tj' i =1,2•...• n; j =1.2•...• mt; it is posslble lo
find a conlrol i such thal in the expanslon of u (T,:!: ;z):
.. mj
u(T,x;z) = E E ~tjlptj(X)'
t =1 j =1
lhe relation
7)tj = ~tj' i =1,2•...• n; j =1,2•... ,mt
is valld.
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Then we have
Theorem 6
If we assume wfj =(w", I{Jtj) for type l' system and wfj =I{Jtj (z,,) for type 2'
system, then the necessary and surflcient condition for controllability is
rank Wt = mt, for i =1,2, ...
where Wt is given by (11).
In the same way. the necessary and sufficient condition for n -mode controlla-
bility (n >0) is
rank Wt = mt, i =1,2•...• n .
(Proof) We give the proof for controllablllly of lype 2' syslem. Define a linear
operalor T:L 2(D) ....L 2(0,T)N as 'I'uo = (Yl(t), ... ,YN(t), where Yl(t), ... ,YN(t)
are defined by lhe original syslem wllh type 2 observation. Lel us consider a sys-
lem
(15)
Zt (t)E:f,2(O,T), i =1,2, ... •N
p(T) = 0
Then il is easy lo see lhal
Therefore
T' Z = p(O)
Nole lhal lhe syslem (15) Is equlvalenl lo lype 2' syslem concerning lhe con-
lrollabilily and lhe n -mode conlrollablllly. In view of lhe relallon
(Ker T).L = 1m T' , we have the above condilion for lhe controllabllily.
As for lhe n -mode conlrollabilily, il Is sufflclenl lo consider a linear opera-
lor Ti:s ....L 2(0.T)N where S is a flnlle dimensional subspace of L2(D) and i is an
imbedding map of S Into L 2(D). Nole lhal I Is a proJeclion onlo a flnlle
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dimensionaL subspace.
Corollary 2,
The n -mode conlrollabiLily is generic and lhe conlrollabilily is dense for lhe
lype l' syslem wilh wi (z)EL 2(D) or Wi (z)EC(D). i =1.2•... . N.
Corollary 3
The n -mode conlr'ollabilily is generic and lhe conlrollabiLily hoLds almosl
everywhere on DN wilh respecllo lhe Lebesque measure for lype 2' syslem.
6. Conclusions
The objecllve in lhis paper is lo inlroduce a degree of easiness in conslrucl-
ing measuremenls or conlroLLurs for parabolic syslems. If lhe observabiLily is
dense, we can find sufficienlly many poinls everywhere for measuremenl. If lhe
observabiliy hoids almosl everywhere, and if we seleel randomly lhe poinls for
measuremenl, lhen lhe probabilily lhal we have "unobservable" poinls is zero. In
case of genericily lhe conslrucUon of measuremenls is sUII easier.
The above properlies are closely relaled lo lhe zeros of lhe eigenfunclions
'fiij' If 'fiij "'0 for some i ,j on a subsel D' cD, lhen il is easy lo see lhal lhe obser-
vabillly and lhe n -mode observablIlly for sufficiently large n are nol valid on D'.
Therefore generalizalion of lhe properlies considered here lo a broader class of
parabolic syslems needs examinalion of zeros of lhe eigenfunclions.
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SIMPLE ALGORITHMS FOR ADAPTIVE STABlL lZATIONt
A. S. Morse
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Introduction
Within the past few years there has been a resurgence of interest in the de-
velopment of adaptive stabilizers for processes modelled by finite dimensional
linear systems. This renewed interest is due in part to a paper by R. D. Nussbaum
[1] which proves constructively, for a one-dimensional linear system, that one of
the classical process model assumptions of adaptive control is unnecessary. Subse-
quent work by others [2-7] shows tha t these assumptions can be relaxed very much
further while [8] addresses the necessity of the assumptions themselves.
The purpose of this paper is to describe several different algorithms for adap-
tive stabilization. Some are new, while others have been discussed previously in
[2-4]. In contrast with the general adaptive stabilizers of [6,7],each algorithm
considered here is very simple in structure and easy to analyze. All are "minimal
compensator based", lcf. [9]) and consequently of the high-gain feedback type. None
uses a "probing signal" or an "augmented error" lcf. [3]) and one is applicable to
process models of relative degree 3 or less.
In the discussion which follows use is made of several concepts and construc-
tions which differ sharply from those of classical adaptive control {e.g. [10)).
In §l a Nussbaum Gain is employed as a component of an adaptive stabilizer for a
one-dimensional system - and closed-loop stability is proved using a nonclassical
"indicator function" [1]. In §2, a nonclassical parameterization is used to prove
that the algorithm of §l also stabilizes relative degree one minimum phase systems
[2]. A parametrically dependent indicator function is used in §3 to prove that the
algorithm of §l also stabilizes relative degree two minimum phase systems with
"positive damping". Finally in 54 it is shown that any minimum phase system of
relative degree two or less can be stabilized by a one-dimensional adaptive stabili-
zer which is nonlinearly dependent on a single tunable parameter.
1. One-Dimensional Systems
Let us begin by considering the problem of adaptively stabilizing the one-
dimensional linear system
y = ay + gu (1)
with unknown but constant parameters a and g, assuming g ~ O. Our objective is to
t The work of the author was supported in part by the U. S. Air Force Office of
Scientific Research under Grant No. 84-0242.
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construct an m-dimensional, nonlinear dynamical system of the form
x = f(x,y)
u = h(x,y) } (2)
which stabilizes (1) in the sense that, for each initial state (yo,xO)' the solution
(y(t),x(t» to the closed-loor dynamical system (I), (2) exists and is bounded on
[O,~) and yet) -, 0 as t -+ ~ Here f: J(m x J( -+ J(m and h: fl.m x Jl. -+ ~ are "smooth"
functions not depending on a or g.
If a - sign(g) is knowl', stabilization can be achieved with the classicalg
adaptive controller
It is easy to prove that the resulting closed-loop system
(3a)
(3b)
y
k
(4a)
(4b)
is stable. For this, first choose a constant kO so that a - IglkO < O. Next, evalu-
ate the derivative of the "indicator function"
v c y2/2 + Igl(k-kO)2/2 (5)
along solutions to (4); i.e. V= (a-lglko)y2. Since V ~ 0, V is monotone nonincreas-
ing. Clearly 0 ~ Vet) ~ V(O) sO y and k are in C, the space of bounded functions
on (0,00). Next observe that (4a) implies y £ L"', whereas (4b) implies y £ L2, the
space of square integrable functions on (0,"'); it follows that yet) -+ 0 as t -+ "'.
Thus controller (3) stabilizes (1).
The preceding analysis is classical. An indicator function (5),(actually a bona-
fide Lyapunov function in this particular case) which is quadratic in y and "paramet-
er error" k - k ,is used to prove stability. There is another way to prove stabilityo .
which has the virtue of being applicable in a variety of more general situations.
This alternative method uses an indicator function which is quadratic in just y;
Le.
(6)
In this case evaluation of Valong solutions to (4) gives V - (a_lglk)y2; hence from
(4b).
This equation can be integrated to yield
(7)
where C is a constant. Examination of (7) reveals that k £ L - for if this were
not so. then for Ikl sufficiently large. V would become negative which by (6) is
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impossible. Clearly V £ L'''. so from (6) y £ La> as well. With (y.k) £ La> now estab-
lished. (4) can be used just as in the classical analysis discussed earlier to prove
that y ~ O. We shall use this non-classical method of proof again in a moment.
Consider again the adaptive stabilization of (1). but now with a unknown. Tog
deal with this situation. we replace control law (3a) with
u = N(k)ky (3a' )
where N(') is a Nussbaum Gain; i.e .. any integrable function satisfying
e.g., N(lJ) D lJ
1 JXsup x N(lJ)lJdlJ
x>O 0
1 JXinf - N(lJ)lJdlJ
x>O x 0
cos(lJ). To prove that
= -co,
the resulting closed-loop system
}(8)
k = /
y ay + gN(k)ky (9a)
(9b)
is stable. we proceed just as before by evaluating the rate of change of the indica-
2 • 2
tor function V D Y /2 along solutions to (9). Thus V D (a + gN(k)k)y ; hence from
(9b), V = (a+gN(k)k)k. Therefore by integrating
J
k( t)
Vet) = ak(t) + g 0 N(U)lJdu + C (10)
*The definition of N(') in (8) clearly implies that for some number k 3 k(O).
ak* + g J: N(u)udlJ + C < 0
Since by definition V 3 O. k(t) cannot attain this value. It follows that
k(O) ~ k(t) < k* or that k £ y"'. The definition of V together with (10) thus imply
that y £ La> as well. With (y,k) £ L"', (9) can now be used, just as in the classical
proof discussed earlier, to show that y ~ O.
This proves that controller (3a'), (Jb) adaptively stabilizes (1). The concept
of a Nussbaum Gain and the nonclassical stability analysis we've just used, are
based on ideas introduced by Nussbaum in [ll~
2. Relative Degree One Systems
We now consider the problem of adaptively stabilizing a process with scalar
input u and scalar output y, which can be modelled by a linear system E with transfer
function
a(s)
g B(s)
where g is a nonzero constant (the high frequency gain), a(s) and B(s) are monic and
coprime polynomials, and a(s) is stable (i.e., E is minimum phase). A useful state
space realization of E is provided by the following Lemma:
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Lemma 1: Write y and p for the unique quotient and remainder of a divided by ct; Le.
a = ay + p, degree (p) < degree (a). Then L admits a state-space model of the form
y
L(y) = c2x2
x2 = A2x2 + b2y
where LI D (cl,AI,b l ) and l:2 = (c 2 ,A2 ,b2) are canonical realizations of l/y and
- pIa respectively.
For a simple proof of this lemma, see [4].
LI and L2 are called respectively, the quotient and remainder subsystems of L.
As a consequence of tl~ minimum phase assumption, L2 is necessarily stable. In
*addition, note that the dimension of LI equals n • degree (a) - degree (a), the
relative degree of L.
*Assume n = 1. In view of Lenuna 1, L can be described in the state space by
the equations
y = ay + gu + L(y) (lla)
(lIb)
(llc)
where A2 is a stability matrix. We wish to prove that control (3a'), (3b), pre-
viously shown to stabilize (1), also stabilizes (11). In this case, the closed-loop
system is described by
y • ay + gN(k)ky + L(y)
k. /
(12a)
(12b)
together with (lIb) and (llc).
To prove stability, we shall proceed along exactly the same lines as before.
2The first step is to evaluate the rate of change of the indicator function V • y 12
along solutions to (11), (12). Thus
V= ay2 + gN(k) ky 2 + yL(y)
As before, we can substitute k for y2 and integrate. The result is
Ik(t) ItVet) = ak(t) + g 0 N(~)~d~ + C + oY(T)L,(y)dT (13)
Except for the term I yL~y)d" this expression for V is the same as (10). To deal
with this term, one additional technical result is needed [21.
Lenuna 2: Let x= Ax + B~, w = Cx + D~ be a stable linear system. There exist posi-
tive constants CI and C2, depending only on (A,B,C,D) such that for each initial
~ x(O) • x
o
and each piecewise-continuous input ~(.),
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I>(T)C(T)dT ~ Cl Ih 11 2 + C2 I: II C(T) 11 2dT
In view of Lemma 2, we see that for some numbers <:1 and C2 not depending on t,
It '" It 2OY(T)LT(y)dT , Cl + C2 oy (T)dT
Replacing y2 by , and substituting into (ll), tl~re results the inequality
Ik(t)Vet) , ak(t) + g 0 N(p)pdp + C
- '"where a ~ a + C2 and C C + CI - C2k(0). Observe that this expression for V is
of exactly the same form as the expression for V in (10). Hence the same reasoning
as before can be used to conclude that (y,k) £ Loo and that yet) + 0, as t + 00; and
with A2 a stability matrix, it follows from (lIe) that x2(t) + 0 as well.
To summarize, we have shown that controller (la'), (lb) used to stabilize (1),
also stabilizes any relative degree one minimum phase system [ in the sense that the
state (y,x 2 ,k) of the closed-loop system (11), (12) is bounded on (0,00) and ['s
state (y,x2) + 0 as t + 00. The metllOd of proof is basically the same as that used
in §l. The new ideas needed for the generalization to relative degree one systems -
the parameterization of [ in (11) and the inequality of Lemma 2 - are due to Willems
and Byrnes [2].
l. Relative Degree Two Systems with Positive Damping
It is well-kno~l from root-locus considerations that minimum phase relative
degree one systems can always be stabilized (in a nonadaptive context) with high-
gain control laws of the form u - ky provided gain k is of the appropriate sign and
sufficiently large in magnitude. Root locus arguments can also be used to identify
those relative degree two, minimum phase systems which can be similarly stabilized.
In particular, if yes) • s2 + as + b is the denominator of the transfer function of
the quotient system of [ {cf. §2}, then [ can be stabilized with a high-gain feed-
back u ~ ky provided L'S "damping coefficient" a > O. It is natural to expect that
controls such as (3a), (lb) or (la'), (lb) can adaptively stabilize such systems. At
present we are unable to prove that (la'), (lb) stabilizes; however, for the case
when 0g is known, controller (la), (lb) can in fact adaptively stabilize. Our ob-
jective is to show that this is so. Our ideas here have been heavily influenced by
M. Corless who, in an informal communication, proved that controller (3) stabilizes
any system with transfer function g/(s2+a s+b) provided a > O.
To proceed, assume [ is minimum phese, of relative degree two, with damping
a > O. Since ['s quotient subsystem has transfer function 1/(s2+as+b), by Lemma 1
[ can be modelled in the state space by the equations
a (14a)y ~ - 1. y + Xl
a
+ gu + L(y) (14b)x D--X
1 21
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L(y) ~ CZx Z + (a/2 - b)y
Xz ~ A2x2 + bZy
(14c)
(14d)
where AZ is a stability matrix. Application of control (3) results in the closed-
loop system (14a), (14c), (14d) together with
~l = - t xl - Iglky + L(y) (15a)
k=i (15b)
Note from (15b) that either k E L- or k grows positively without bound. Our first
objective is to show that the latter is impossible. For this, assume the contrary.
Therefore, for some time to' k(t) > 0 for t ~ to' For such values of t, computation
of the rate of change of the indicator function
• 2 xl
where W = k/2k 3 O. Let d be any positive number, and note that k L(y)
1 Z+ 2d L (y). Application of this to (In and then integrating yields
pn
d x 1
< ---
'2 k2
2
2 a x 1 xl
- wx 1 - "2 k""" + k L(y)
(14)-(15), yields
• ~ Z
V = - Z y
along solutions to
(1S)
J
t ~ 2 1 2 a d 2
V:; - t~( 2 Y (T) - Zd L T(y) + (W(T) + 2k(T) - Zk2(T) )x l(T)]dT + C
At this point we need the following technical resul t [10 J:
Lemma ): Let ~ = Ax + B" w = Cx + D, be a stable linear system. There exist posi-
In view of
Hence with d -
tive constants Cl and Cz depending only on (A,B,C,D) such that for each initial
~ x(tO) = Xo and each piecewise-continuous input (;(.)rw2(T)dT:; Cl UXo 11 2 + CzrII ,(T) WdT
t9 ~ to
Lemma
Jt
, L~h;::d:r: ~01n:t:ntJ8 t:~ (:::TC2 not depending on t such that
t T 2 t
o 0
ZC2/1gla, the preceding can be used together with (18) and (15b) to
(19)
obtain
~ It a d 2 -V(t) ~ - k(t) - (W(T) + ------ - ----- )x l(T)dT + C
4 to Zk(T) 2k2(T)
- ~ 1~la
where C = C + Cl /2d +~ k(O). Examination of (19) clearly reveals that if k(t)
were to grow positively without bound, then V(t) would eventually become negative
which is impossible. Therefore k E L-.
Having achieved our first objective, we now must show that k E L- implies that
(y,xl,xZ) + 0 as t + -. For this we make use of the following special result.
Lemma 4: Let (C(t),A(t» be continuous matrices with Lim (C(t),A(t» - (C,A) exist-
t+«> 2
ing and observable. If for some initial state x
o
' and some L -input b(t), to the
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linear system x = A(t)x + b(t), the output y(t)
x(t) ~ 0 as t ~ ~.
C(t)x(t) satisfies y E L£, then
Proof: Since (C,A) is observable there exists a matrix K such that A+ KC is stable.
(A + KC)x + (~ + KC)X - Ky + d 'V - and ~ = C - C.Then x = where A = A - A Since
-Ky + d E L2 and ~(t) + KC(t) ~ 0 as t -+ OJ, it follows from Theorem 2, Chapter 2 of
[l1l, that the lemma is true.
Lemma 4 can be used as follows. First observe that (14a) and (15a) cal be
written as y ~ Cx, ~ =A x + d where x· (~l) C ~ [l,Ol. Ak = [=I~lk -~/2J
and d =[L~yJ2' Since\ E L~,/15b) implies that k approaches a finite limit it
and that y E L. Clearly dEL and (C,~) is observable. Therefore by Lemma 4,
(y,xl ) ~ 0; since A2 is stable it follows from (14d) that x2 ~ 0 as well.
The preceding analysis proves that controller (3) can adaptively stabilize any
relative degree two minimum phase system with positive damping, provided 0g is known.
The novel feature of the analysis is the use of an indicator function (16) which de-
pends on a control parameter k.
4. Relative Degree Two Systems
We now turn to the problem of developing adaptive stabilizers for the class of
all relative degree two, minimum phase systems. Since there are systems in this
class which cannot be stabilized (in a nonadaptive context) with the simple high-gain
feedback law u = ky, something more general than the controllersof §l will have to
be used if adaptive stability is to be achieved for every possible system in the
class. One possible control structure with this potential is described by the equa-
tions
u = -k26 - kl k2y
e+ >'6 = u } (20)
where>. is a positive constant. For if this controller is applied to a relative
degree two, minimum phase system E with transfer function ga/S, then for sufficient-
ly large values of parameter constants kl and k2 stability will result. This can
easily be proved by examining the closed-loop system characteristic polynomial
~(s) = (s+>')S(s) + k2(S(s) + klga(s)(s+>.»
Since a(s)(s+>.)/S(s) is a minimum phase, relative degree one transfer function, for
klg sufficiently large, S(s) + klga(s)(s+>.) will be stable. With kl fixed at such a
value, (S(s) + klga(s»/(s+>.)S(s) is also a minimum phase, relative degree one trans-
fer function so for k2 sufficiently large ~(s) will be a stable polynomial.
An adaptive version of (20) has been shown to be capable of stabilizing any
minimum phase system with relative degree not exceeding two [4]. The tuning formulas
for this controller are
u •
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k
e
• ey + ze
k .~/+zy y
ze - (A+Al)ey - uy
z • A y2
y 1
where Al is a positive constant, and N(') is a Nussbaum Gain.
In the sequel we consider an alternative controller, depending on only one
parameter k. In particular we assume 0g is known, set k l = 0gk, k2 • k and adjust
k according to the rule k = y2. The resulting controller {see also [12]} is thus
described by the equations
-ke - ° k
2
yg
6 + Ae
k -/
= u (21)
Our objective is to show that this controller can stabilize any minimum phase
system with relative degree not exceeding two. For this, assume that for i - 1,2,
Li is a minimum phase system of relative degree i. By Lemma 1, Ll admits a state
space model of the form
y - -Ay + gu + L(y)
L(y) - (A-a)y + c 2x2
x2 • A2x2 + b2y
where A2 is a stable matrix and l/(s+a) is the transfer function of Ll'S quotient
system. A direct calculation shows that
y - ge + L(y)
where
L(y)
z -
= z
-AZ + L(y)
provided z(O)
(y,x2,k,e). the
Ll is
y(O) - ge(o). Thus using state (y,x2,k,z) rather than
closed-loop system which results when controller (21) is applied to
• 2 -y - -Ay - Iglk y - ky + L(y) + kL(y)
k - /
L(y) • (A-a)y + c
Z
x
2
*2 • A2x2 + b2y
(22a)
(22b)
(22c)
(22d)
L(y) = z
Z a -J..z + L(y)
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(22e)
(220
A similar system of equations can be derived for the case when the controlled
system is L2 • By Lemma I, L2 admits a state space model of the form
x =
1 (J..-a)x l + gu + L(y)
L(y) = (J..(a-J..)-b)y + c 2x2
~2 = A2x 2 + b 2y
where 1/(s2+as+b) is the transfer function of L2 ' s quotient system and A2 is a
stability matrix. By direct calculation, it is easy to verify that
Xl = gO + L(y)
where
L(y) = (2J..-a)y + z
z = -J..z + L(y)
provided z(O) xl(O) - gO(O) - (2J..-a)y(O). Thus using state (y,x l ,x 2,k,z)
rather than (y,x l ,x2 ,k,O), the closed-loop system which results when controller (21)
is applied to L2 is
y = -J..y + xl
~l a (J..-a-k)x l - k21gly + L(y) + kL(y)
k = /
L(y) a (J..(a-J..)-b)y + c 2X2
X2 = A2x2 + b2y
L(y) = (2J..-a)y + z
Z a -J..z + L(y)
( 23a)
(23b)
(23c)
(23d)
(23e)
(230
(23g)
Our objective now is to show that systems (22) and (23) are each stable, in
the sense that k £ L~ and all other state variables go to zero as t -+~. Note that
for either system either k € L~ or k grows without bound. Suppose the former is
true. Then y € L2 and k approaches a finite limit~. Thus L(y) and L(y) are in
L2 and Lemma 4 can be used to show that y and xl go to zero. From this it then
follows that (x 2,z) goes to zero as well. To prove stability, it is therefore
enough to show that k € L~.
Consider first (22). Evaluation of the rate of change of the indicator
function V - y2/2 gives
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V a -(A+ Iglk 2 + k)y2 + yL(y) + ykL(y)
I ~ I 2 2 1 -2~ -(A +~ k + k)y + yL(y) + 2TiT L (y)
Thus by integrating, and then using Lenunas 2 and 3,
V(t) ~ - J:(A-Cl +~ k2(T) + k(T»y2(T)dT + C2
where Cl and C2 are positive constants. Replacing y2 by k and carrying out the in-
tegration there results
V(t) ~ -(A-Cl)k(t) - lfl k3(t) - k2~t) + C3
Quite clearly, if k were to grow without bound, then V would become negative which
is impossible. Therefore k £ L~, which proves tllat system (22) is stable.
We now turn to system (23). Assume k(t) grows without bound. Then for some
time to ~ 0,
function V =
k(t) > 0 for t ~ to' For t ~ to' the rate of change
I I 2 2 2g Y /2 + x 1/2k along solutions to (23) is
xlL(y) xlL(y)
V -Algl/ _ (tJJt k+a-A)/ + --- + ---
k2 1 k2 k
of the indicator
~ _Algly2 _ (w + l + (a-A+ 1/2d) + (l/~d) )x 2
l
+ %L2(y) + 1L2(y)
k k2 k
• 3
where w = k/k ~ 0 and d and d are any positive constants. By integrating this
inequality, using Lemma 3 for L2(y) and L2(y), then appropriately selecting d and d,
and replacing y2 by k, we obtain
Ii -~ k(t) tV(t) Jt(W(T) + k~T) (a-A- 1/2d) (1/2d) 2+
k2(T) - k4 (T)
)x 1 (T)dT + C2
0
where C is a constant. Examination of this expression shows that if k were to grow
without bound, then V would become negative which is impossible. Therefore k £ La>
and system (23) is stable.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have analyzed three simple algorithms for adaptive stabiliza-
tion. The most general of these-the one-dimensional system u = -k8 - ° k2y,g
e+ A8 a u with a single parameter k adjusted by the rule k = y2 - is capable of
can
stabilizing any minimum phase system of relative-degree two or less, provided 0g is
is unknown it is likely that adaptive stabilization
with ° replaced by a Nussbaum Gain N(k) -g
known. For the case when °g
be achieved using the above controller
but this remains to be seen.
It is natural to expect the ideas in this paper to generalize to systems of
relative degree greater than two. It can be shown that the one-parameter, two-
3 2 4· •dimensional controller u = - k 81 - k 82 0gk y, 81 + A18l a 82 , .8 2 + A282 = u,
with Al and A2 positive constants, together with adjustment rule k = y2, stabilizes
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any relative degree three or less minimum phase system with u known. A proof of
g
this will appear elsewhere.
What's especially interesting about these results is that they strongly suggest
that at least three concepts - namely error models, error augmentation and positive
realness - are not as crucial to adaptive stabilization tl~ory as they were once
thought to be. It seems that this paper raises more questions than it answers and
that there is a great deal of work to be done.
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General structure of hierarchy control
and management with both of objective
and subjective approach
Toichiro Nakagawa
Consulting director of Chichibu Cement Co .• Ltd.,
President of System Sogo Kaihatu Co., Ltd. Tokyo. Japan.
1. In troduction
Control problems of the production process generally signifies the field of
stabilizing control of process variables in most cases. However, optimum produc-
tion level and setting level of the corresponding process variables have not been
regulated at all, and have been selected empirically on the basies of static heat
and mass balance without colored noise in the process, and the basic operation
is generally subjective rather than objective. The behavior of production is
dynamic as far as it is in operation field. and it is improper to obtain optimum
production level only from static specifications of equipments. In other words.
static control is only passive management after event is occured, and does not
solve the problem of how and what to manage.
In this report, a hierarchy system of stabilizing control and control manage-
ment including determination of optimum production level, pursui t control to this
level, is described, and the system of how and what to do is presented briefly
wi th examples in practical field. Further more. the cooperation wi th both objec-
tive and subjective (Artificial Intelligence) approach is also referred. Fig-l
shows the system structure and Fig-2 shows diagram of the relation-ships with
each field.
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2. Production Management and Control System
Control system in a broad sense including production management has generally
hierarchy structure. Conventional PID control, which is widely used, and optimum
regulator problem by modern control theory are controls of the local stabilization
So far, set points of each variable are given tentatively case by case. Selection
of each set point is made in a trial-and-error manner by considering the original
unit cost. quality, ease of operation etc.
Therefore. even if stabilization control is realized, the effect of the stabili-
zation control from the aspect of production control, or the reduction of costs or
guarantee of high quality, has been indefinite. Even though various optimization
techniques have been developed in the field of operations research, they have not
been applied to the actual optimization of industrial process. This is considered
to be originated in the fact that it has been difficult to construct practical
production levels of process models without dynamical consideration of process.
If optimization model of production level is obtained, as refered later, a
set of set points is determined by the optimization technique, and stabilizing
control operates to stabilize around this optimum set points. Moreover, if a set
of optimum set points changes because of the shift of process state, pursuit con-
trol operates to shift the process forward to each of the new optimum set points.
rig.! shows the flow-diagram of analysis and control procedure, and the rough
draft of generalized system structure is shown in rig.2 and presents the relations
among the fields.
The systems are composed of surface-level models and deep models of reasoning
using of a multi-level approach. The surface knowledge is described by the pro-
duction rule type and the deep model is mathematical and implemented as a complex
software tools, such as process and human simulator.
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3. Stabilizing control of the kiln process
Since a very good exposition of cement manufacturing process is already available.
only a brief description of the ki In process, which is depicted in Fig.3, wi 11 be
given.
Fig. :3
Cr
Ilol.ary kiln and clinker cooler system
The raw materials such as lime stone, clay and pyrite cinder which are ground in
mill are fed into the higher end of the kiln and the raw material is moved down-
wards by the rotation of the kiln. During the travel through the kiln the raw
material is first dried, calcined and further heated to reaction temperature to
form the clinker after several phases of physical-chemical reactions. The clinker
is then quenched and cooled in the clinker cooler. The necessary heat for the
reactions within the kiln is supplied by burning fuel at the lower end of the
kiln. Rotary kiln wi th suspension preheater (so called SF Kiln) is dry system
and thermal effectivity of SF kiln is strongly improved, comparing conventional
long kiln.
Table 1 shows parametes of auto regressive model through identification (1) (2)
(3) (8) (9) (10) (ll) and optimum control gain fo wet rotary kiln process.
Table 2 shows one example of the model parameters fordry SF rotary kiln process.
As is shown in Table 2, these auto regressive equations represent the process
behavior model and operator model at the same time. Then operator can realize
and check his own operation by himself.
This behavior with feed back of operation's action is reproduced and can be easily
simulated on the CRT and printer. Then we can play the simulation-game from the
operation board just like the atmosphere of the real process. Of course, optimum
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control through the design by dynamic programming can be easily executed and dis-
played. rurthermore, optimum production level and pursuit control are also
realizable for hierarchy control systems.
These functions and contents are referred by paper (11) (12) (14) .
rig.4 is a charts of the result of one step ahead prediction, for Tbz (burning
zone temp) , KW (power of driving motor) and kiln speed (rev.~hour) , and one
ahead prediction error chart is also presented. rig.5 shows simulation of mud-
ring failure. As is shown in rig.5, mud-ring failures are figured out and finding
of this event occurrence is significantly valuable for thereafter operation against
probable emergent situation.
oo. IIESUI.IS III· I STU' AIII'AIl PREll I r.. S!MIII.AT I liN .oo
rl_r.: 195. un WUllll. 1.1It.:; 3 INH.RY/d.: 15.0UIJ
SOUIICI: DATA rHD1CTION INTER1'U.: t:XTRAro.
401.10
I~'.I, I
K11-1
36 r ~ II
363.4\
H!'i.72
II'IRDRI
4' HllllIIOSU)
fl· 3fi. II
..
\ ..)
Fig. 4
4. Application of analytical artificial intelligence
••• OI'EHAlUH' S •••
The control mode must be selected under the decision whether the process is
s ta tiona I or no t.
Classification hetween stational state and non-stational state, and detection of
these transient state are necessary.
rig.6 shows moving average of one-step ahead prediction error of the running data
under the compu ter con tro1 of cemen t ro tary ki In (3) .
When this moving average of one ahead prediction error happens to shift up-ward
or down-ward, we can realize something happens in the process.
ror example, when fuel quality such as kilo calories is changed gradually, we can
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not usually find this change of qual i ty in real time base. because we can only
monitor the quantity of flow.
Against the probable causes as mention above, corresponding operation are executed,
After these procedure. process shifts back again to stational state from non-stational
s ta teo
When it is decided that the process is fallen in non-stational state, control mode
*1
is changed over from objective control system, so called siltac system, to subjec-
tive system, so called expert system.
Detection of cause by inference of backward resoning, and control decision by forward
*2
reasoning are performed by ESPA (Trading name of Expert Shell) (5) (6) (16) (17)
Pc
Tend
k.
SAllOIIAl srUl fII01l-HUIOIlAl HUE
200min F i s. ()
5. Spectral observation of hidden information for process insight
It is natural that variation of KW power of the kiln driving motor is depended on
the load. And the state of coating covered on the inside of kiln is irregular
and rough and the travelling speed of raw material passing through the kiln has
strong correlation with these uneven shape of coating. Then heat transfer effi-
ciency is strongly depended on this (7).
Therefore, spectral analysis of power wi thin the range around one revolution, is
likely considered to be valuable for the insight into kiln process situation.
When process is under normal and good conditions, the spectral value of specific
frequency is rather high, and to the contrary, when bad condition, then spectral
val ue is lower.
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Examples of these results are shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows time series spectral values of draft in combustion chamber. These
intensity of spectra seem to be valuable information about state of combustion.
That is. when combustion condi tion is good. spectral value is rather high and under
bad condi tion, spectral value is lower at the specified frequency.
These examples present· the existence of the information behind the process. These
measures with intelligence are thought to be useful for expert system, even though
these cause and effect relation is qualitative in stead of quantitative.
~'"' Lll'OI
~(")~('I)
Cd III1,m,1I (u) mud rll": 1",lu,e (,,) ,,[Ier ,I",IIIIII~ u[
tower ill~idt: wall uy wal.c:r !~llll (dl uad clllHJil.iun ~ S{~L:. fj,l. = O.1l5scc.
I' i g. 7
6. Optimum production level (optimum set point)
I' i~. B
The process balances at the value (state) of controlled variables responding
to the set points of manipulated variables. As set points of process variables
have ever been adj us ted by experience of opera tors or staIrs based on s ta tic hea t
balance and mass balance, it doesn't always satisfy the requirement from production
management to produce high quality products with a minimum cost. think the
set points based on experience doesn't always guarantee the requirement of them.
The characteristic of low frequency near zero is occured by natural causes in-
eluding external causes of process, and considered to be autonomous changing of
process by itself. And then it provides a characteristic of low frequency of
energy cost and quality.
Autoregressive model (AR model) of discrete type is built through the iden-
tification of behavior. Output variables of the process (controlled variables)
are expressed as dimensional vector x (n) , and input variables to the process
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(manipulated variables) as [ dimensional vector y (n) , then the model is
expressed as the follow i ng equa t i on :
11 !1
X (n) -x= l: Am (x (n-m) -xl +l: Bm (y (n-m) -"VI +~€(n) (I)
.. ,
Where x : mean value of actual. data x (n)
y : mean value of actual data y (n)
Am: rXr dimensional coefficient matrix to each
m where m= L :1
Bm: rX I dimensional coefficient matrix to each
m where m= L :1
~E( n) : r dimensional whi te doise vector of 0 average.
When the sampling intervalilt is smaller than the time constant of the process,
equation ( 1 ) represents process model for stabilization control, and expresses
dynamic characteristics of relatively high frequency zone. On the other hand,
;.;henilt is large (ilt > time constant) , a model only wi th extracted low fre-
quency zone is obtained by taking an average of running data during CIt's, because
frequency characteristics is filtered out.
As the problem of production level is started from the problem of determining the
set points, the model is expected to be expressed by equation (1) only ... i th
low frequency characteristics. Set points are originally determined by theoret-
ical physical or chemical models, but in the practical control cases they mostly
manage unobservable variables which cannot be treated by theoretical ,nodels.
Therefore. models of eouation ( 1 ) obtained from actual data of daily operation
are needed as more practical models.
The above-mentioned method has been applied to the problem of optimum pro-
duction level for a rotary ki In process. (13) (15) Optimum production is perfor~1Cd
under a set of set points of each variable to manufacture high quality products
wi th the least fuel original uni t (L/ton) wi thin the given constraints. The
model is given in l"ig.9 and Table 3. Variables of constructing the model, which
are considered to be significant as production level, are selected.
Five variables. XI" x, , are chosen as process output (controlled variables) ,
and other five variable:;, y, y, are chosen as process input (manipulated vari-
abIes). Total of these ten variables cOll~truct tbe model. Data used to identify
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the process are shown in rig.IO. Time series data are average values during eight
hours operation. Sampling intarvals is 8 hours, and data length N is 201.
Fig.11 and Fig.12 present the relative contribution of power spectra density
between noise and power of variable at frequency f, and will conveniently be used
for graphical representation like these.
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As shown in graph, for example, about 75% of qual i ty (x) are explained to be
effected by variables other than x at low frequency. Also, almost 100% of fuel
original uni t (x) is caused by other variables at low frequency region.
We have selected variables that are considered to be relative to fuel cost and
quality, composed multi-dimensional autoregressive model shown in Fig. 9 and
Table 3, and by using the average time series data of every eight hours,
identified them by Ale criterion. The resultant model that we call Set point
Model was expressed as following equation ;
H H
Y dn) = E Aiy(n-ll + E Biu(n-l) + ei (n) (2)
i:o I i = I
Output variables of the process and input variables to the process are ex-
pressed as five dimens iona I vec tor y( n) and u(n). In order to introduce
the characteristics of steady state, the final value theorem is applied to
equation (2) and if steady state value of process is expressed as Ys and Us.
the following equation is obtained.
Ys- y
kp
Ys- y
H H
CI-EAiJ (LBi) (Us-u)
H H
- C1- EAiJ (EBi). kp: stational gain of process.
i =Ii,. I
-kp (Us-u)
Then s ta t ional mode lis presen ted as follows.
Ys+kpUs=Es (y, u) (3)
Optimum production problem is to minimize following objective function (4)
under the equa ti on (3) and cons tra ints (5)
H H
J= E aiYsi + E PjUsj
i'" I j =. I
Ly :S Ys ~ Uy
Lu ;:;; Us ::;; Uu
( 4 )
( 5 )
Lastly principal component analysis has been carried out to determine
parameters of an object function as given in Table 4. The first principal comp-
onent P is found to be ralated to quality fuel original unit and combustibility
from the size of the absolute value. Therefore, using the first principal
component P as an object function, J is expressed as the following equation
for eigenvectors of P
J =0.26y + 0.04345y - 0.06994y + 0.49104y - 0.3835y
+ O.403u + 0.3484u + 0.34282u + 0.19557u - 0.30251u
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Then we obtain Ys and Us as the solution which make equation J minimum.
Resultant optimum production level affect the fuel original unit. and it is esti-
mated that about 1.47 L~ton is decreased. This means 1.8 9/0 saving of total
fuel consumption comparing with conventional product level as shown in Table 5.
This naturally assumes preconditions that manipulated variables which do not be
not adopted in the model are set almost perfect.
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10 In Speed : U. 170.28 112.02 -1.74
Neti SV • Net. Sl!l W,llIe
be. • ,herale
DEV. • lIelf Sf - he.
Tablc-S Rl:sults of Opliaull Production Le\IC1
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7. Pursui t Control to Optimum Production Level
From the discussion mentioned above, an optimum production level can maintain
a decrease in costs and high quali ty. However, in order to continually realize
optimum production, it is necessary to use pursuit control with many variables for
the present state of process to trans far smoothly to new production levels.
In Fig.i3, simulation of pursuit control of set point exchange, using process
model (Table 3 ) is shown. The upper half of Fig.i3 indicates control when step-
like disturbance is added to the variable x and the lower half is simulation of
pursuit control to set point exchange of optimum production level.
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8. Concl us ion
We have reported a consistent approach with examples from design of optimum
production level to pursuit control. and to their constant stabilizing control.
The constant stabilizing control is devided into two regions, that is. stational
state and non-stational state.
When big disturbances happen to occur. which are the inherent character and
probable significant event, then process condition shifts to ill-defined situation
from well defined situation. Under such a circumstance, temporaly back-up function
based on artificial intelligence approach enforces the process to shift back again
from the unstational state to stational state. Aarrangement of these as a whole
is so called hierarchy system.
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In this paper, the validity of the cooperation with both objective and sub-
jective approach, and building a coordinating and advisory system are also referred.
Practical applications to the cement making process by means of Siltac tool and
problem solving agent inference "ESPA" engine are presented.
The hybrid control system, with hierarchy structures which share with each func-
tion how and what to do, as mentioned meaning, is preferable for robustness of
control and expansion of control capability. We don't expect expert system to
completely replace conventional control or humans operation. Expert systems may
be assistant as advisory systems around the objective control systems.
And further more, the knowledge acquisition through both mathematical and
symbolical style is evaluated and complementary corporation of both is expected
for further progress.
*3
These systems with supporting circumstance which are called SOIDECS are to be
demonstrated in IIASA conference which will be held in Kyoto Japan, Aug., 1986.
'*' 1. Self-Instructive, Learning and Tutorial system for statistical Analysis
and Control of dynamic systems.
'*' 2. Expert Shell Partnership Agent.
'*' 3. This epoch-making system named SOIDECS (SSK's Objective and Intelligent
Model Design Environment and Control System) realizes a novel concept
through combination of the AI techniques with the multi-input and output
model identifying and control techniques'on the basis of a series of
SSK's system products.
The SOIDECS system basically consists of the following elements.
1) SILTAC: Self-Instructive, Learning and Tutorial system for statis-
tical Analysis and Control of dynamic systems
This system for statistical analysis and control of a dynamic system
implemented on a personal computer performs prediction and control
of complicated processes.
2) CAC : Compact Advanced Controller
This compact-size controller manipulates the control models of the
multi-input and output system identified by SILTAC.
3) ESPARON : Expert Shell for Partnership Agent wi th Rule Organized
Network
This expert shell implemented on a personal computer to construct a
knowledge base system is capable of constructing cooperative type
models and systems for FA networks.
4) In te II igen t Mon i tor : Process mon i tor with exper t sys tem and in te IIi-
gent detector
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5) Display Human Interface Display facility with animation and voice
syn thes is
Fig.14 shows the connection of functions.
1
SILTA.(;
CAC
Coalrol br .I!rperl nodel
/'I.U..... tic..1 lIotlelShel'
ESPA.nON
e.lpert hodel
PROCESS
Remarks In this demonstration, a simulator with a plant model of SILTAC
in place of an actual process is connected.
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Introduction
In this paper we are going to study the interrelationship between
growth phenomena and control.
On one hand growth in complex systems like individual species or
populations with interaction between different kinds of species is
mostly based on socalled cooperative structures leading to clusters
built up from some of the species or subsystems and competing with
other but similar clusters.
This complex interaction structure can usually be considered as a
certain network composed of interacting modules.
In this network we meet frequently feedback loops leading to internal
cDobrolmechanisms aiming to a global equilibrium.
This global equilibrium can be a static one equilibrium point
or a dynamic one exposing oscillating regimes-limit cycles.
Thus in nature we find control phenomena and even adaptive control.
Therefore it seems quite reasonable, to learn control principles
from nature.
We use this source for concepts of new nonlinear basic controller
as a substitute of the well-known classical PID-controller.
For this purpose we studied growth transitions in different applied
fields, we established the socalled EVOLON-concept for a simple but
reliable description ~~ a growth-step, and we will now use this
EVOLON-concept for the design of new basic controllers.
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On the other hand in practice, especially in biotechnology we are
often confronted with the necessity to apply an additional control
from outside besides the internal autonomous control of the bio-
ecosystem.
For the design of a good external control strategy we need a reliab-
le model-description of the bio-ecosystem.
In the recent years we developped the socalled Lotka-Volterra
approach for applied Systems Analysis which declares the Lotka-
Volterra equations
F xi ~ Xi(IGijXj",IHiSYS) with F = d In/ dt
as a relevant concept for modelling bio-ecosystems.
This approach together with a lot of concrete studies is pUblished
in Ill.
If we use the Volterra equations as model descriptions for real
systems the problem arises, how to control such a system.
This could be done using control influences Ys as a linear superpo-
sition on the autonomous driving force on the right-hand sides of
the model differential equations.
But there exist some different control concepts for applying an
external control onto the system.
In the second part of this paper we inform about our control stra-
tegies for the control of growth in connection with the proposal
of an adaptive controller.
Lotka-Volterra equations possess a very interesting expansion
property which in some sense make. them more attractive than a
Taylor expansion of the nonlinear Dynamics of a system.
In the third part of this paper we communicate some informations
about this idea.
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Concepts for controllers and control strategies in connection
with growth processes
Design of nonlinear basic controllers with the ~VOLON-concept
We first give a short description for the EVOLON as a model for
a growth step.
Every evolutionary process of a system, of an individuum, of a new
technology, a population etc consists of a staircase(increasing
or decreasing)of s-formed growth-steps.
Behind this form of such a growthstep usually an elementary evolu-
tion process is hidden, which we call an EVOLON, if some characte-
ristic properties will be present.
Such an evolution step expresses a rich manifold of different
interaction mechanisms within the system considered and between
this system and its environment.
For the process called EVOLON we have to distinguish between an
extensive phase at the very beginning and an intensive phase at
the end of the process, when we can observe a saturation on the
next higher level, on a new steady state.
In its extensive phase the systeM builds up a cooperative structure
with the aim, to create himself optimal conditions for a quick
growth. The consequence is a rapid consumption of the available
resources and their transformation into ever increasing growth-
rates.
But in the intensive phase cooperation for the purpose of increa-
sing growth-rates makes no longer sense, more and more the system
is encountered with competition phenomena caused by arising compe-
titors and maybe a growing scarcity of resources.
Therefore the preestablished cooperative structure begins to loose
its strong links, the system exposes a tendency to decomposition
into parts accompanied by the trial to find a new cooperative struc-
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ture by recombination of the parts which better fits into the new
condition of development.
The system tries to open a door into the future by starting the
next s-formed evolution step.
From basic considerations to implement this system philosophy in
a corresponding formal model description and from our experiences
with data-analysis for time-series in different fields we could
draw the conclusion, that such an elementary growth process for a
onedimensional growth indicator x in a highly aggregated robust
system can be reliably described by the model of the socalled
hyperlogistic differential equation
dx/dt. K x k (BW _ xw ) 1
In this model the introduced parameters have the following meaning
- K is the driving force amplification factor.
- k is a measure of the complexity of the cooperative structure
in the background of the growth phenomena.
- 1 is a measure for the complexity of the growth-damping interac-
tion of the system with its environment.
- w is a velocity parameter of the approach of the growth indica-
tor x against the next saturation level B.
- B is the steady state approached in the considered growth-step.
With this 5-parametric family of growth-curves a rather rich mani-
fold of s-formed transitions can be described with a flexible
adapt ion capacity to real growth phenomena.
Most of frequently used growth models in ecology, economy, agri-
culture are special cases of this family.
Also the broadly used logistic growth model with k -I cw • t is
contained in the hyperlogistic growth model.
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In some sense the hyperlogistic growth model is at the same ti~e
the most simple Lotka-Volterra system.
By introduction of tWladditional state-variables xl and x 2 accor-
ding to the socalled Structure Design Principle 1I1. the hyperlo-
gistic model can be equivalently transformed into the following
Lotk-Volterra system
dx /dt
X 1 • K (}<.-l) xl - wI. x 2)
x 2 • K (o<.+w - 1) .x l - w. (1-1). x 2)
This is an elementary autocatalytic predator-prey system with
the prey xl and the predator x 2 on which a nonlinear ob1~r- an
exponential integrator- evaluates the growth of the prey xl.
If we now try to make use of the EVOLON concept for the design of
new basic controllers we meet for this purpose two different possi-
bilities, namely, we can use immediately use the hyperlogistic
differential equation, or we can apply this unfolded form after
transformation of the hyperlogistic differential equation into the
corresponding Lotka-Volterra equations.
In the following we will describe in general terms the possibili-
ties we recognized for using the EVOLON as design concept for new
controllers •
. EVOLON- behaviour in a nonlinear follower system
Here the control system S shall be a linear follower system, pro-
portional with a transfer factor equal to 1.
B, the saturation value of an EVOLON usually a relatively slowly
changing time-function S. B(t} , shall be the leading variable
being providing at the input of the control system S.
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After measuring the actual value x{t) of the control variable x
the controller R has to produce such a correction at the input of
the control system S, that we get a good following process of the
curcuit with the control feedback.
Our essential orientation for this concept shall be that we demand
a certain transition process of the closed curcuit which shall more
or less exactly realize a wanted EVOLON .
. Modified EVOLON-concept for the control curcuit as a whole
In analogy to the case just discussed we demand that the whole
behaviour of the closed control curcuit reproduces the behaviour
of a prescribed EVOLON. In comparison with the first case we here
introduce a demand-value Xs of the control variable x.
Therefore now the controller has to act on the base of a compari-
son between the actual value of x and the demand value x S .
This difference gives rise to greater differences in the concrete
implementation of the EVOLON, now we must admit sign changes of the
power-functions within the EVOLONeescription. To avoid difficulties
with these change of signs we must introduce special modifications
of the power functions definitions (even and uneven power functions)
for arbitrary real exponents .
. Application of the EVOLON immediately within the controller
In comparison with the two concepts just considered we know con-
centrate our attention no longer immediately on the control variab-
le x, but on the controller output variable xl. Now xl for us will
be the relevant growth indicator which now should follow the
EVOLON model. As in the case 2 above discussed we must also here
allow for change of signs in the arguments of the corresponding
power-functions. In this case we can in general not expect that
the controller R will fulfill one EVOLON-like state transition,
if this is the case for the control variable x. Usually the
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controller R has now to realize a whole evolution staircase, maybe
going upstairs and downstairs during one EVOLON transition of the
control- variable x.
Interesting in this aspect is also the idea to consider x and xl
as species in a 2-nd order Lotka-Volterra-system or in a Lotka-
Volterra network composed of two coupled 2-nd order Lotka-Volterra
systems respective two coupled EVOLONs.
Overall behaviour of the control curcuit shall be an EVOLON in
its Unfolded form as a Lotka-Volterra system
In this case we repeat the first approach, but we use for this pur-
pose the EVOLON in its unfolded Lotka-Volterra form. This can be
simply done only for the first case where sign changes of the argu-
ments of the power- functions are not possible or can be avoided.
This concept also works, but it can be remarkably qualified, if
we now make explicit use of the 3 state description equations we
have at hands. We introduced for example another control correction
immediately into the equation for the state-variable xl' the prey,
proportional to the control deviation Xs - x, which gives a much
better control process in comparison with the case without this
additional correction.
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Design of an adaptive multivariable controller for growth processes
Properties of classical relais switching controllers
The adaptive microcomputer controller proposed here is based on
the socalled classical relais switching controller in combination
with a simple basic controller(~e can use fo~ this purpose the
wellknown PID- controller or a EVOLON basic controller just dis-
cussed in this paper).
In our considerations we rely much on the dissertations /2/,/3/,
/4/. In these references the dissertation /2/ had a certain pioneer
role.
At first we give some informations about onedimensional relais-
switching curcuits working under the following conditions
The forward, plant, the control system S, is an arbitrary
linear system with constant parameters, in most cases only a
linear chain composed of PTI-modules.
In the references mostly the nonlinear autooscillations occurring
in the closed loop were studied, therefore an application of
demanded values X
s
usually were omitted.
In the feedback channel there is a symmetric relais plant,
which in the normed case, without restriction of generality is
switching between the two levels 1 and -1.
With a prescribed switching- period T
a
samples will be taken
from the output of the relais and corresponding to the sign of
the relais input signal either positive or negative pulses
will be generated.
The pulse taken with the period T
a
from the relais output is
then added to the actual statevalue Int of an integrator after
being modified by the factor G , the transfer factor of they
integrator.
The integrator Int produces immediately the correcting input
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signal of the control system S.
This feedback curcuit generates at the switcher output interesting
and sometimes rather complex autooscillations. These combination
oscillations consist of impmlse tracks, socalled halfperiods, of
consecutive pulses of the same sign.
Important for the following design of an adaptive controller are
the following properties of the considered control curcuits.
Practically the autooscillation which establishes in the closed
control curcuit does not depend on the initial values of the
state variables of the linear control system. Only in the trans i-
tion process ending with the occurrence of a complex autooscilla-
tion some traces of the initial values of the states of the
control system can be observed.
The established autooscillation at the end has forgotten comple-
tely its origin and only depends on the parameters of the con-
trol system 5, the switching period T
a
and the integrator ini-
tial value YO'
The integrator initial value in normalized form Yo/Gy will be
not forgotten in the process of the establishing of the combina-
tion oscillation, in contrary this is a very i~portant parameter
for the nonlinear autooscillations. In whole connected inter-
vals of the normalized integrator initial value and dependent
on the values of time-constants of the control systems or corre-
sponding ratios with the switching period T
a
we meet the same
autooscillation.
In this aspect the ratio Yo/Gy is extremely important for the
dynamics of the closed loop. But at the same time we recognize a
farreaching symmetry of this influence.
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There exists a fundamental interval, namely
Outside of this fundamental interval the whole picture of existing
autooscillations repeats periodically with the periodicity of inte-
gers.
Of great significance for the complexity of the autooscillations
is the ratio
Here T is the biggest time-constant of the linear control system
S. Here the following empirical finding is of importance.
The larger the value of ~ is, the longer will be the length of
the halfperiods of the arising autooscillation.
For the concept of the adaptive controller/we shall propose~this
property is very important.
In superficial consideration one might expect that in the closed
loop curcuit only such combination oscillations can be stabilized
for which no longlasting deviation Xs _ X can exist. But this
argument from the linear control theory does not hold here.
In the nonlinear case a nonzero mean value of the pulse tracks
can easily be compensated by a corresponding integrator constant.
Autooscillations in switching relais control curcuits are rela-
tively robust from some different reasons.
There are whole existence areas constructed on the parameters
Ti/T
a
andYo!Gy ' in which/despite of parameter variations
within the limits of such an area/the same combination oscilla-
tion exists.
This phenomenon does not depend on the initial values of the
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control system S as was already mentioned above. There this combi-
nation oscillation should be stable against some fluctuations of
these control variables, that means the same autooscillation re-
establishes after a certain transition regime following the distur-
bance has ended.
This promises that controllers based on the switching relais con-
trol principle should be rather robust against disturbances in the
state space as well in the parameter space of the control system S.
Heuristical aspects for the design of an adaptive controller
The basic idea for an adaptive microcomputer controller makes use
of the empirical finding, that with an increasing ratio:
the halfperiod duration of a complex combination oscillation in a
closed switching controller curcuit will also increase at least
in tendency.
Naturally with growing halfperiod duration also the control devia-
tion
Xs - x
should increase and we should expect larger deviations from the
demanded value of the control variable x.
Maybe D the basic computation tact of the microcomputer controller.
Then we generally put
T
a
~ D. A
where A shall be a natural number.
For the generation of adaptive effects we follow the idea :
If we increase A, then with a certain tendency and accounting also
the dynamic influence f~om the control system S the halfperiod dura-
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tion of the combination oscillations will decrease because of the
decrease of ~ =T IT . The result will be also a diminuation of
a
the control deviation
Therefore we should I for concrete mechanisms on the base of
which we can reasonably adaptively change the value of A.
At the same time we plan adaptively to change the integrator trans-
fer factor G .Y
By a lot of simulation experiments we could show the following
properties of the proposed adaptive controller.
We used for an adaptive multivariable controller a combination of
a switching relais controller with adaptive change of A and G withy
a classical PID- controller separately in every feedback channel
of a multivariable control curcuit without introducing a correspon-
ding decoupling network~
Instead of decoupling we applied in different ways a reference
control and a diagonal control - control of selfreproduction rates.
By these means we could observe satisfying control transitions
for multivariable linear systems and Lotka-Volterra systems~fDr
the task to design a good follower controller.
We could use these control approaches also for the problem of
parameter identification in linear- multivariable systems and in
Lotka-Volterra systems.
We could with good success identify diagonal elements of these
types of systems.
We met some difficulties in applying this control concept on
systems with chaotic attractors (Schulmeister-Shelkov model).
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Control layers for the control of nonlinear systems via transforma-
tion into a Lotka-Volterra description.
Frequently the Taylor expansion is used as an approximation of
nonlinear dynamic systems, for example in the analysis of autooscilla-
tions in mechanical systems.
This approximation goes after the following steps.
We consider a nonlinear dynamical system with the following equa-
tions
i l, 2, ... ,n
We first try with a linear approximation based on a Taylor series
expansion in the neighbourhood of a certain reference point, which
has the form
dX i / dt t:= J: aix i
A corresponding control concept would in this case refer to this
linear multivariable description.
If we are forced to apply a better approximation of the given non-
linear system by a model, we would, following-the Taylor series ex-
pansion line/propose to take into account now the quadratic compo-
nents, that means to use now the better approximation
dxi!dt .. Iaix i + Iaijxixk
This is obviously a more complicated model, for which we have now to
design a geod multivariable controller.
On the next step we would account for the products of 3 state-va-
riables and so on.
It is likely to interpret this process of model refinement in the
following way.
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We interpret the linear model as a competition of the xi within a
common medium, a substrate.
Taking into account the quadratic terms we interpret this as a two-
particle rendevous in connection with a competition within a com-
mon SUbstrate. The third order model will then be characterized
as an additional accounting of three particles interactions and
so on.
We are afraid that following this way the control complexity ever
increases.
This will be not the case, if we use the Lotka-Volterra approach
for such a systems analysis.
Here we use as a first approximation the Lotka-Volterra approach.
dX i I dt = xi (IGijX j )
interpreting this from the very beginning as a two-particle inter-
action without a rather neutral competition for·a .common medium.
From the very beginning we rely here on a two particle interaction.
On the next step of model approximation we should take into account
three particle interaction using now additionally the third or-
components
This obviously is in comparison with the Lotka Volterra descrip-
tion a model with higher order nonlinearities.
It is characteristic that nature always repeats the use of
given means on lower and higher levels. This feature of nature
can be reproduced by the Lotka-Volterra approach which offers
something like a linear hull operation on different levels.
If we introduce for the products xrx j new state- variables
x jr x j x r
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we at once get also for these state- variables a Lotka- Volterra
description, because of
F x. = F x. + F xJr J r with F = dln / dt
The same can be done if we take into account higher and higher or-
ders of interaction.
Therefore, if we are able to design suitable control strategies for
systems in a Lotka- Volterra description, we can propose similar
controls for the models on different hierarchical levels arising
together with a model refinement above described.
Therefore it seems to us so important to design adaptive control-
lers for the control of Lotka- Volterra systems as feasable growth
models for rather complex highly aggregated nonlinear systems.
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ABSTRACT:
We consider Factor Analysis models representing two blocks of variables
and discuss the problem of "identifiability" or what we rather prefer to
name model selection. For general Factor Analysis (or equivalently, for
Error in Variables) models this problem is apparently still unsolved
although raised and discussed in the literature since more than fifty years
ago.
In this paper we show that there is a continuum of representations
which connect together two extreme representations of the pure regression
type. This continuum of models can be parametrized in terms of a projection
matrix describing the part of the modelled vector which is represented
exactly (i.e. with no random modelling error) by the Factor Analysis model.
Any procedure of model selection is Just a procedure for choosing the "exact
part" of the modelled variables. Any choice results in certain modelling
errors for the remaining variables, whose variance can be computed
expl1ci tly.
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INTRODUCTION
Given two Hilbert spaces Y,. Y2 of zero mean second order real random
variables with inner product <C, n> g E(C n) we say that a third sUbspace X
is splitting for Y,. Y2 if
o ('.' )
for all random variables n, e; Y" n2 e; Y2 •
XHere E denotes orthogonal
projection (conditional expectation in the Gaussian case) onto the sUbspace
X. A splitting sUbspace X makes Y, and Y2 conditionally uncorrelated
(independent in the Gaussian case) given X. Notation: Y, 1 Y2 I X.
A splitting subspace X is said to be minimal if there are no proper
subspaces X'C X still satisfying (1.'). A thorough analysis of this
concept is presented in [7],[8],[3]. One reason for its usefulness is the
fundamental role played in various stochastic modelling problems. The
following Proposition gives perhaps the simplest instance of relation
between splitting and the construction of models for random phenomena. The
proof follows immediately from the definition ('.').
PROPOSITION 1.'
Let Y" Y2 be the sUbspaces generated by (the scalar components of) two
zero mean random vectors y" Y2 of dimensions m, and m2 . Let the random
vector x ~ [x" ...• x
n
]' be a basis for a spli tting sUbspace X for Y" Y2.
Then y,. Y2 admit the representation
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( 1 .2)
where Hi' i = 1,2 are mixn deterministic matrices and the random vectors w1 '
x, w2 are mutually uncorrelated i.e.
Viceversa, let Yl' Y2 be generated by the scheme (1.2) with w1 ' x, w2
uncorrelated as in (1.3) Then X = span (x) is splitting for Yl' Y2 .
Models of the type (1.2) are called Factor Analysis (F. A.) models for
the random vector y. [Yi' Y2]', ([6], [11]). The vector x, which we shall
always take to be a basis, 1.e. with a positive definite variance matrix
Exx', is sometimes called the factor and X = span (xl the factor space of
the model. Two F.A. models of the type (1.2) for which the factors, say x
and x, span the same spli tting subspace will be called equivalent. Observe
Xthat from the orthogonality condition (1.3) it follows wi = Yi - E Yi , i =
1,2 and hence two LA. models are equivalent if they have the same "noise"
• 1,2 and Hi • HiT, i • 1,2 for some nonsingular n x n
matrix T. There is a one to one correspondence between splitting subspaces
X for Yl' Y2 an d eq u i valence classes (de fined module choice of the factor)
of F.A. models.
Proposition 1.1 generalizes in a straightforward way to the case of
more than two blocks, when the data are N random vectors y l' .•. , YN of
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dimensions mk • k = " •••• N. In this case conditional orthogonality of Y"
•.•• YN given X is defined by the condition
o (, .4)
for all ni e: Yi • nj e: Yj and all i ~ j. By the same argument leading to
Proposition ,., we could, more generally. state that every equivalence class
(defined modulus basis change x D Tx, T n x n nonsingular) of Factor
Analysis models,
( , .5)
where w, 1 '" 1 WN 1 x. is uniguely attached to a splitting sUbspace X for
In this paper however we shall only consider the case N=2.
F.A. models are potentially very useful devices in Multivariate
Statistical Analysis and in Econometrics. Their structure is however very
poorly understood. One difficulty with these models is their intrinsic lack
of uniqueness. Even if we restrict to the class of minimal models by
requiring X = span {x} to be a minimal splitting sUbspace. there are in
general infinitely many (equivalence classes of) LA. models describing the
same data. This is due to the fact that there are in general infinitely
many minimal splitting subspaces for given Y" Y2 • Indeed, the two
predictor spaces
x,
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(' .6)
are both minimal splitting. Other minimal splitting subspaces can be
constructed by suitably combining X, and X2 ([3], [10]). Note that x,C Y"
X2 C Y2 and, unless some unlikely degeneracy occurs, X, and X2 are very
different objects. Now, if a F.A. model is to be used for identification of
real data a preliminary question to solve is which minimal model (actually
which equivalence class) should be chosen to fit the given data. Note that
the choice of the model (1.e. of the minimal splitting subspace) has to be
done a priori since all LA. models generate the same data y" Y2' in
particular the same covariance matrix (the same probability distribution in
the Gaussian case) and are therefore indistinguishable by looking at sample
values of y" Y2. The nonuniqueness manifests itself with the presence of
"too many" parameters to estimate and has sometimes been called lack of
identifiability in the literature [6],["]. In our opinion this terminology
is misleading. In effect identifiability is a concept related to
coordinatization i.e. choice of a particular coordinate system to describe a
model in a one to one way and is a condition that can always be achieved (at
least locally)[S]. It has nothing to do with the (probabilistic) problem of
selecting that particular model out of a model class.
The elucidation of some basic properties of LA. models corresponding
to different minimal XIS and the suggestion of a possible criterion for the
choice in the model class will be the main theme of this note. Due to
reasons of space we shall only present and illustrate the main results
Without supplying proofs. A more complete version of the theory will be
found in the forthcoming article ['2].
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In this paper we shall restrict our discussion to (models corresponding
to) minimal splitting subspaces X contained in the data space Y: m Y, V Y2,
There are very good reasons to do so if our F.A. models are to be used for
identification of real data. In identification all what is available are
sample values of the random vectors y" Y2 and this means in particular that
we will not be able to distinguish, on the basis of our observations, among
factor vectors x having the same conditional expectation given the data y"
Y2' To have a chance of reconstructing x unambiguously from the data we
shall then have to use models in which x is a function of y, Y2'
2. A PARAMETRIZATION OF MINIMAL SPLITTING SUBSPACES
Let Q E Rn x n be a positive definite symmetric matriz. A Q-orthogonal
projector n, is an idempotent nxn real matrix satisfying
n Q m Q n'
(the prime denotes transpositi6n) or, equivalently,
(2,1)
n Q (I - n) I • 0 (2,2)
This notion is simply that of an orthogonal projector in Rn with respect to
-1
the inner product <x,y> ~ x' Q,Y,
Let y" Y2 be m, and, respectively, m2-dimensional zero mean random vectors
with a nonsingular joint covariance matrix A, We shall write A in block-
partitioned form as
[y' y']1 2
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(2.3)
and denote by n the rank of the cross covariance 11. 12 , Notice that n :ii min
(m1 , m2). Since II. is strictly positive definite, both rratrices
are (symmetric and) strictly positive definite. Actually Q1 and Q2 are the
covariance rratrices of the "prediction errors"
Let ~1 be the class of all Ql-orthogonal projectors TIl £
(2.6)
(2.7)
m1 x m1R • mapping
onto a subspace of the range space ~ (11. 12 )
m2
set of all Q2-orthOgOnal projectors TI2 .£ R
of 11. 12 , Dually, let ~2 be the
x m2
mapping onto a subspace
There are as many TIl in ~1 (in a fixed basis) as many sUbspaces of
R (11. 12 ), The next theorem states that this is exactly how rrany minimal
splitting sUbspaces XC Y there are.
THEOREM 2.1 ([12])
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There is a bijective mapping between the set ~, and the family of all
min imal splitting sUbspaces X contained in Y c Y, V Y2• For each II, E ~,
the components of the m,- dimensional random vector
span a minimal splitting sUbspace Xc: Y and each minimal XCY is obtained
this way for a unique ~,. Moreover 9, X X being the splittingin II, E = E y"
sUbspace corresponding to II, •
The same statement holds for the class ~2' For each 11 2 E ~2' the
components of the m2-dimensional random vector
(2.9)
span a minimal splitting sUbspace XC Y and vice versa, given any minimal X
in Y there is a unique projector 112 E ~2 such that 92 given by (2.9) spans
X. XMoreover 92 • E Y2'
We would like to comment briefly on the significance of this result.
o
Pick any II, E ~, and 112 E ~2' then from (2.8),(2.9) we can express y,
and Y2 as
(2. '0)
(2.'1)
where the random vectors wI' w2 are given by
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(2. , 2)
Note that w, and Y, are uncorrelated (similarly, w2 and Y2 are uncorrelated)
because E(y, IY2) and Y'12 are, E (y, Y; 12 ) - Q, and II, is Q,-orthogonal.
Thus if Y, spans a minimal splitting subspace X, then w, 1 X and Y,
necessarily coincides with the projection (conditional expectation in the
Gaussian case) EXy, - Exactly the same argument applies to Y2 .
We shall call Y, the component of y, explained by the minimal splitting
sUbspace X. This component is in turn composed of two parts
-An "exact" part lI,y,
-A "regression" part (I - II,) E(y, IY2)
Wh lle the "exact" part of y, is expla ined by X with no modelli n g er ror
X(1.e. lI,y, = E lI,y,), the regression part, which uses Y2 to model the
remaining piece (I - II,) Yl' of y" can describe (I - 1I,)y, only up to some
random modelling misfit (error). Note that the modelling misfit vector is
precisely w, in (2.'2). It is evident that choosing II, (and this can be
dome arbitrarily in f,) means in essence deciding what part of y, will be
described exactly, Le. with no modelling misfit, by the corresponding
model. Note that, since rank II, can at most be chosen equal to n = rank
1\'2' there are a maximum of n linearly independent linear combinations of
the scalar components of y, Which can be described exactly. We introduce
now the fo llow ing de fin it ion.
DEFINITION 2.'
Two projectors 11, £ f" 112 £ f 2 ar'e called "conjugate" if they generate
ttl!; same 3plittlng sU!Jspace X (1.e. If y, and Y2 span the same X).
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Given II, E: ~, there is, by Theorem 2.', an unique projector 11 2 E: ~2
conjugate to II,. This projector determines a corresponding decomposition of
the second random vector Y2'
(2. , 3)
where 112Y2 is now the part of Y2 which is described exactly by the model.
Note that 11 2Y2 is uniquely determined once the exact part lI,y, has been
chosen by selecting II,. The main question here is to discover how conjugate
projectors are related to each other.
THEOREM 2.2 (['2])
A projector 112 E: ~2 is conjugate to II, E: ~, if and only if it maps
-,
exactly onto the range space of "2' ", (I - II,). Dually, II, E: f, is
conjugate to 11 2 E: !:2 if and only if the range space of II, is equal to
-,~("'2"2 (I - 11 2)),
o
This characterization of conjugate projectors provides the rule for
computing 112 or equivalently. the companion representation of Y2 in (2.'3),
once II, has been selected. The procedure could in prine iple be adapted to
sample covariance matrices and hence used directly in estimation problems.
Let 112MAX be the Q2-orthogonal projection onto the range space of "2' ,
or, equivalently, onto the range space of the regression matrix
A: -,
"2' ", (2. , 4)
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Dually, let IT 1MAX be the Q1-orthogonal projector onto the range space of the
adjoint regression matrix
A* (2.15 )
(it is easy to check that A and A* are really adjoint operators with respect
The verification follows from the identity
to the inner products <x, Y>l •
m2R
IQ-1 d < y>2. x 1 Q-2 1 y inx 1 y an x,
(2.16)
Notice that by definition f 1 and f 2 consist precisely of all Q1-
orthogonal IT1 and, respectively, all Q2-orthogonal IT2 satisfying
(2.17)
(2.18)
where ~ is the partial ordering of projections induced by sUbspace
inclusion. From this it is seen that the decompositions
(2.19 )
(2.20)
are (respectively) Q1- and Q2-orthogonal.
REMARK: 308
-1The nUllspaces of the regression matrix A2,A, and of its adjoint
-1
A'2A2 are the range spaces of I - IT, MAX and of I - IT 2 MAX' respectively.
For, from ~ (IT, MAX) = ~(A*) it follows that the nullspace of A is the
range of the complementary projector I - IT, MAX' Thus
0, (2.21 )
o
On the orthogonal complement of its nUllspace the map A is injective. Hence
Theorem 2.2 together with (2.'9), (2.2') implies that the conjugate
projector IT 2 maps onto a sUbspace of exactly the same dimension of the range
space of IT, MAX - IT,. In other words,
rank IT2 • rank (IT, MAX - IT,) • n - rank IT, (2.22)
This, in turn, implies that there is always an n-dimensional sUbspace of the
data space Y • span (y" Y2) which is described exactly by any minimal
Factor Analysi s model. Obviously, since a random variable n E Y is
Xdescribed exactly by X (1.e. n • E n) if and only if n E X we see that the
exact subspace of the model is nothing else but the minimal splitting
subspace X attached to it. Then,
COROLLARY 2.3
The minimal splitting sUbspaces X
exact parts of y, and Y2~
Y are just the linear hulls of the
(2.23)
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where IT I £ ~1 and ITZ £ ~Z are conjugate projectors.
The notion of conjugacy has an interesting probabilistic meaning. It
is based on the relations
(Z.ZIl)
(Z.Z5)
Theorem Z.Z can be restated to say that the projector conjugate to IT I is
just the minimal ITZ £ ~Z for which (Z.ZIl) holds. In other words, ITz yz is a
minimal sufficient statistic in YZ for predicting the "non exact part"
(I - IT I )Yl of Yl' on the basis of the observation yZ' A similar
interpretation can be given to IT I •
Given any pair of conjugate projectors we can then represent Yl' YZ by
the F.A. model
(Z.z6)
(Z.Z7)
where the "noise" terms WI and W
z
given by (Z.IZ), are uncorrelated of
(IT 1Yl , ITzYz )· In matrix terms E((I - IT I )y l l ITzY Z ) ~ (I - IT l ) E(y l l ITzY Z ) ~
-1(I - IT l ) E[E(y l IY z )IIT z Y z ] a (I - IT l ) II 1Z II Z II 1 YZ and similarly,
I -1E((I - ITZ)Y Z IT I Y l ) ~ (I - IT z ) II Z1 11 1 IT 1Y l , If we now bring in the
orthogonal decompositions (Z.19), (Z.ZO) and recall that I - IT I MAX
annihilates the range space of II 1ZII;1 (similarly (I - IT z MAX) II Z1 1I~1 ~ 0)
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we can rewrite the various components of the model (2.26), (2.27) in a more
expl1c it form as
Y,
(2.28)
and,
(2.29)
where
w, MIN· (I - IT, MAX) Y" (2.30 )
Its sample values are the Q,-orthogonal sum of the
Observe that the random vector Y, takes its values in the n-dimensional
m,
subspace B(A,2)C: R
exact and regression parts of y,. The noise vector w, is the sum of the
regression error incurred when estimating (IT, MAX - IT,)Y, by Y2 (this is the
first summand in (2.29)) plus a term, w, MIN' which is the (maximal)
component of Y, uncorrelated of Y2 . This last term is of course not
dependent on the choice of the splitting subspace. Similar comments apply
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As a last issue we shall briefly address the question of model choice.
In the present context all models represent the data exactly (i.e. equally
well!). However, different choices of the splitting subspace X originate
different noise vectors w" w2 in ('.2). These noise vectors are infact
representation (or prediction) errors of the two random vectors y, and Y2'
Once X is selected we will be able to predict y, and Y2 on the basis of X
alone as 9, • H,x and 92 a H2x. In doing so we commit the errors w, c y, -
9, and w2 c Y2 - 92 , (These errors are the same irrespective of the choice
of basis in X). Hence the covariance matrices of w, and w2, which we shall
denote by R, and R2 , measure how well a model is doing in predicting y, and
Y2' From the general expressions (2.'2) we compute R, and R2 as
(2.3' )
Note that we have been using the Q-orthogonality property (2.'). In (2.3'),
IT, and IT 2 are conjugate projectors.
It is a consequence of the characterization given in Theorem 2.2 that
the ordering ~ between projectors in ~, gets reversed when we pass to the
conjugates i.e. if IT~ ~ IT~ in ~" then the conjugate projectors satisfy
(Compare the argument given to derive (2.22)). For example, the conjugate
of IT, • 0 is IT 2 MAX and the conjugate of IT, MAX is IT 2 a O. This fact
implies that a "good" description say of y" producing a small prediction
error covariance matrix R" will automatically have to be paid with a "bad"
representation of Y2 which will instead have a big error covariance matrix
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As a last issue we shall briefly address the question of model choice.
In the present context all models represent the data exactly (i.e. equally
well!). However, different choices of the splitting sUbspace X originate
different noise vectors w" w2 in ('.2). These noise vectors are infact
representation (or prediction) errors of the two random vectors y, and Y2'
Once X is selected we will be able to predict Y1 and Y2 on the basis of X
alone as y, • H, x and y2 • H2x. In doing so we commi t the errors w, • y, -
y, and w2 • Y2 - Y2' (These errors are the same irrespec ti ve of the choice
of basis in X). Hence the covariance matrices of w, and w2 ' which we shall
denote by R, and R2 , measure how well a model is doing in predicting y, and
Y2' From the general expressions (2.'2) we compute R, and R2 as
(2.31 )
Note that we have been using the Q-orthogonality property (2.1). In (2.3'),
IT, and IT 2 are conjugate projectors.
It is a consequence of the characterization given in Theorem 2.2 that
the ordering ~ between projectors in f., gets reversed when we pass to the
conjugates i.e. if IT~ ~ IT~ in f." then the conjugate projectors satisfy
(Compare the argument given to derive (2.22)). For example, the conjugate
of IT, • 0 is IT 2 MAX and the conjugate of IT, MAX is IT 2 • O. This fact
implies that a "good" description say of y" producing a small prediction
error covariance matrix R,. will automatically have to be paid with a "bad"
representation of Y2 which will instead have a big error covariance matrix
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RZ ' (Here "big" and "small" are in the sense of the positive semidefinite
ordering). We proceed to make this observation precise.
There are minimum values of R, and Rz which are obtained for lI, =
1I, MAX and liZ = liZ MAX' respectively,
(Z • 3Z)
These correspond to the case where Y, and Yz have no regression parts.
Actually R, MIN and Rz MIN are just the covariance matrices of the "minimal"
noise vectors w, MIN' Wz MIN in (Z.Z9), (Z.30). Clearly we cannot have at
the same time R, = R, MIN and RZ = RZ MIN" In fact, the case of minimal
noise for the y, vector corresponds to the model with conjugate projectors
lI, = lI, MAX and liZ = 0, i,e. to,
y, = lI, MAX y, + w1 MIN
(Z.33)
where Wz is the full regression error term Wz = Yzl" Observe that the
covariance of Wz in (Z.3Z) is actually the maximum possible value of the
error covariance matrix Rz ' namely Rz MAX D QZ' Dually, the best model for
describing yZ' 1.e. the model with smallest prediction error covariance
matrix (R Z = RZ MIN) for the yz variable, is obtained when 1I, = 0 and liz =
liZ MAX
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(2.34)
In this case the prediction error for y, is the full regression error Y'1 2
with covariance R, MAX = Q,'
In general the prediction errors for y, and Y2 are composed of the two
terms appearing at the right hand sides of (2.29). Setting
w, - w, MIN' (2.35 )
where Y21' = w2 MAX is the maximum variance prediction error for Y2' we
compute the covariance matrices
From (2.29) it is easy to check that llw, = (IT, MAX - IT,) Y'12' (By Q,-
orthogonality of the projector, llw, and w, MIN are actually uncorrelated).
Moreover
(2.36)
Si milar ly we find llw2 • IT 2 Y21' (uncorrela ted of w2 ) and so
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We may thus conclude that for a general minimal F.A. model the normalized
error variances satisfy
(2.38)
Although there is no simple explicit formula connecting I12 to I1'MAX - II"
the range spaces of these two projectors are related by a fixed invertible
transformation A : ~(A'2) + ~(A2') where A is just the regression operator A
of (2.,1l) restricted to ~(A'2) = ~(IJ'MAX)' Thus we may say that the two
relative errors in (2.38) are, roughly speaking, "proportional" and the
extreme situations encountered with the models (2.33) and (2.311) are seen to
be just particular instances of a general behavior.
To conclude, there are precisely n scalar variables that any F.A. model
is capable of describing exactly. Choosing a model is the same as choosing
these variables. If say only k ~ n scalar components of y, are chosen to be
"exact" (and if this corresponds to an admissible projector II,) then the
conjugate projector I1 2 will fix the n-k linear combinations of Y2 that will
also be described exactly. The resulting model will then describe the
vectors y, and Y2 with prediction error variances given by (2.38).
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An algonthm lor adapllve pole placement for a restncted class of systems is proposed. The asymptotic pro-
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stale space. A weak form 01 self-luning is dwived.
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I. INTRODUCTION.
This note is concerned with the problem of adaptive pole placement of deterministic systems without
cxternal excitation. We consider a linear plant with only one input and observed state. The problem
we then want to study is the asymptotic assignment of the dosed-loop poles in a pre-described
configuration by means of adaptive state feedback. The proposed algorithm is based on direct estima-
tion of the plant-parameters and the certainty- equivalence principle. Since identification takes place
ill doscd-Ioop the true system cannot be identified without external excitation. However it will be
shown that because of the chosen control objective, dosed-loop identification causes no extra
ditficullies, which is in contrast with adaptive LQ control (see [4]).
Since no external excitation is added, it cannot be cxpected that the state trajectory will span the
whole state-space. Therdore the concept of excitation subspace will be introduced to analyse the pro-
poscd algorithm.
This work is motivated by two approaches of adaptive stabilization lhat appeared in the literature.
The first is the model rderence adaptive control method (see for instance [5]). The other approach has
been presented in a series of papers which culminated in [2]. The first method was developed for sys-
tcms in input/output form, whereas the second works in state space. In both cases stability results are
derived without imposing conditions on exciti~ signals. Here we make an attempt to derive a weak
form of self-tuning.
A shorter version of this paper is [3].
A serious diflicully is caused by the fact that we consider systems in state space form and try to
identify the (A,b) parameters. During the estimation procedure all estimates have to be reachable in
order to be able to calculate the control Jaw to be applied. This problem has not yet been solved and
will be commented upon elsewhere in the paper.
We start with a description of the class of systems under consideration and of the control problem.
Next we present our algorithm. We will then formulate our main theorem followed by its proof,
which is distributed over several lemmata. We end with some concluding remarks.
Report OS-RB6
Centre for Malhematics and Computer SCience
POBox 4079. 1009 AB Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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2. PRH.IMINARIES.
Consider the following system:
x. , 1 = Ax. + hUk .
where(A.h)EE:={(A.b)EnnxnXnnxl I (A.h) reachahle}.
"Let 11.: -= {,\I .... ,\n} eC he such that '\EII. => >;:EII.. Deline oEIR[X] hy: o(X)= 11(X -,\,).
, 1
Delinef: E -+ R 1xn hy:
f(A.h):= -[O...OI]WhA:.... :hAn-'I-'o(A)
(2.1 )
(2.2)
Then the characteristic polynomial of A +hf(A.b) is e~actly 0 and moreover since the system is
single-inputf(A.h) is the only feed hack law with that property. (see [61>.
Suppose now that the true value, say (A o.bo) of the system-parameters is not known, then the ques-
tion arises how 'much' we should know about them to be able to control the system as desired. Of
course it will be enough to know f (A o,h o), but we will see that this is not the minimum of informa-
tion we need.
In this paper we want to present an algorithm hased on direct estimation of (A o,ho) and the cer-
tainty equivalence principle. This structure causes certain identification problems (see [41>. In the fol-
lowing theorem the best possible situation for an estimate (A ,b) is studied.
TillaREM 2.1 Let (A,h)EE and 'Va linear suhspace of R"Xn such that:
i) For all vE'Y: (Ao+hof(A,h»VE'V
ii) For all VE'V: (A o +hof(A.h»v = (A +hf(A.h»v
Then:
For all vE'Y:f(A.h)v=f(Ao.ho)v.
PRom Suppose that !I. en and that ,\,=/=,\J for all i=/=j. Let 'Y he one-dimensional. Then "V is gen-
erated hy an eigenvector v of (A + 1>j(A.h» corresponding to leI's say ,\: =,\,. Hence
(A o +hof(A,h»v =,\v. Suppose (Ao.h o) is in standard controllable form. Then v =[I,,\ .... ,\n I f'.
Since,\ is an eigenvalue of (Ao+hof(Ao,h o». there exists v such that (Ao+bof(Ao.bo»v=,\v. It is
easy to see that v = /l-v, for some /1-=/=0. Hence (A () +hof(A o.bo»v = (A 0 +bof (A ,b »v. Since bo=/=O. we
conclude that.r (A.h)v = f (A o.ho)v.
If dim'\ > I. then 'V has a hasis of eigenvectors and the above reasoning gives the result. For general !I.
the proof goes along the same lines. but then one has to study several dilferent cases. We skip the
details.
COMMENT. Suppose we have an estimate (A.b) of (A o,ho). according to the certainty equivalence
principle we will then apply Uk = f(A,h)Xk' The resulting dosed -loop system is:
Xk+1 = Ao+bof(A.b»x.
Whereas on the basis of our guess we would predict:
Xk f I = (A thf(A,h»Xk
Suppose now that for all k we have Xk + I = Xk + I, this is in some sense the best situation we could
have. For once we have an estimate (A,b) with that property, the observed data will not give rise to
any update of the parameter estimates. Define V: =span(x.). then it can he checked that V satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and hence we conclude that for all VE V, f(A,h)v = f(Ao.ho)v. In
particular: f(A,b)Xk = f(A O,hO)Xko for all k, or otherwise stated the applied input equals the desired
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input.
Summarizing: In order to control the: system (2.1 l as desin:d. it is not necessary to know (A o,bo),
nor is it nect:ssary to know /(Ao.bo). we only nt:ed to know the action of I(Ao.bol on the active part
of the state space.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE AtGORITHM. • •
We will introduce the algorithm .in~uctjvdy. Choose: the initial guess (A o,bq)E r; of (A o,bol arbi-
trarily. Suppose the k -th guess (A •• bd has been calculated. Then take Uk =1 (Ak.bdxk' This gives:
Xk + 1 =(A 0 +bol (A •. bd)xk
Ddine
(3.1)
G. t I is an ,!ltli!le subv.ariety of Ii" x.. +.)<, I. Hence we can take (A k • ,.hk + I) 10 be Ihe orthogonal pro-
je.cti'2l1 of (A, .b. ) on G. ; I in Ii" >(" t. >( I. This proceJure is equivalent to the following recursion for
(A.A>:
A. + 1 =Ak + (Ilu. 11 2 + IIXk 11 2r 1(x. + I - .tk + tlx[
bk +1 =hk + (lIu.l12+/Ixk/l2)~'(Xk' ,-x•• JlUk
u. =/(A.Alxk
x. +1 ~(A. +b.!(A.,b.»x.
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)
(3.2d)
COMMENT. The algorithm is based on two ideas. The first is concerned wit.h the ,.analysis \!f t,!le invari-
ant point~ or the .algorithm. From the abovt: ,kscription it follows that (A k + I.h, ; I) =(A. ,h.) if and
only if (A• .I'dEG, • I. Ddine G;={(A.h)/A +h(A,hl=Ao+bo/(A.h»). Then certainly every ele-
ment of G is an invariant point of 3.2. It follo~s .from Theorem 2.1 that (A.h)EG implies
/(A.b)=/(Ao.h o ). Hence if all the limit points of {(A •• bd)kdll are in G. then we have achieved our
control objective.
The second motivation is the following. Suppose at time k we have the estimate (Ak.hAl of (Ao.hol.
The ct:rtainly eljuiva!e:n~e principle tells us to act as if we were sure about (A o.hol and hence we
shOUld. apply Uk ~I (A k.b. lx. to the real system. After having done so we observe the new state Xk + I.
Now G• • I is exactly the set of those parameters (A.b) Ihat are able 10 ~xplai,!l the observed data
(~\·•. x, .I,ud. Since obviously (Ao,holEGk+I. it is natural, to. choose,: (A.+"bk.d somewhere in
G. I I· The reason tl),at ~e take the orthogonal proje:ction of (A k .h.) on Gk + I is that as a direct conse-
ljue:nce II(Ao.ho)-(A.,hklil converges. The ide:a of orthogonality was already used in (I), where it was
derivcd from a certain stochastic approximation algorithm. Here we choose it as a starting point
rather than as a consequence. • •
One furtht:r rt:mark has to be made. The algorithm 3.2 only makes sense if (A k ,hd is reachable for
e~ery' kEN. Throughout the paper we w~1I ~ence make: the following assumptions: For all kEN.
(A •.hdE E, and also all limit points of {(Abb. I)hlll are in E. 1he .first assl!.mRtion is not really a
limitation, for it is not difficult to see that for a generic choice of (Ao.bolEE, (AbbklEE for all k. The
wndition on the limit points however is undesirable and should follow as a consequence of the first.
This point is still under investigation.
4. ANAl.YSIS OF THE Al.GORITIIM.
The properties of the algorithm will be derived in several steps. We will need some definitions and
lemmata before we can draw asymptotic conclusions. First we shall state our main result.
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TIILORI'M 4.1 Con~idcr the (controllcd) ~y~tem (2.1,3.2), there exists a seljuence of matrices (~l }l, 1';,
sudl that:
i) Xl' I =(A u +hoI(Al,b!l)xl
=(A u +buI(A u,ho)+ ~1. )XI.)
ii) Iim~l =0
1_00
COMMENT. Theorem 4.1 tells us that asymptotically the action of the closed-loop matrix is identical
to that of the optimal closed-loop matrix. It should be noticed that we do not claim that the real
dmcd-Ioop matrix converges to the optimal one, but only as rar as the action on the real state-
traJcctory i~ concerned. This weaker form of convergence is not surprising if we realise the fact that
the estimation procedure only receives information about the action of the real closed-loop matrix on
thc state-trajectory. We propose the ter~ '~eak self-tuning' for this kind of behaviour. Self-lUning
would havc implied that lim (A u+hoI (Al,hl ) = A ul- Hul (A o,hu), which we do not claim.1_00
We shall now state two technical lemmata which we will need in the proor of Theorem 4.1.
I.I.MMA 4.2 Let K CR" x" be compact and Ict (>0. Then there exists 1'>0 such that for all A EK and
for all x ER" with IIAx 11;;;.( aud x r x = I : IIA.u Til ;;;'1'.
PROOF Suppose the claim is not true. Then there exist A EK and x ER" with IIAx II ;;;.(, x T x = I and
IIAxx Til =0. This implies that Axx T =0, which means that either Ax or x r =0, which are both con-
tradictions.
LI,MMA 4.3 Let (MI. }k. N be a bounded sequence or matrices in R"x" such that
IimIIMk 'I-Mkll=O. Let xoER" be given and define the sequence (xd by putting: Xk+I=MkXk'1_'0
Suppose ,lim M" = M. define ~X as the lincar subspace generated by the limit points or x;+',' where I
.-00
ranges fwm 0 to infinity. Then Mol. C:'i..
PROOf Suppose x· is a limit point or (x;." i for some I. Say lim x;." =x', for some subsequence
1.-00
(II) of (I.). Then:
Mx' = lim M", X;., = lim _11_1__11 M""x"" = lim -11-1--11x/+ 1+"
J".---...oo • • k----.oo x/+ Sl k._oo XI+~'.
IIcnce M.l· eX. By linearity the result follows.
LEMMA 4.4 II(AI. ,hd - (A u,b u)11 is a decreasing sequence, hence it converges to some real constant
R;;;.O.
PR~)Ot This a dircct. colls~quence of thc orthogonal projcction fealUre which assures that
II(Al.hi.)-(Au,hu)II;;;.II(A l , I.hi. 11)-(Au,hu)ll.
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Although l.:mma 4.4 is v.:ry simple flot to say trivial, it is the central feature of our algorithm. A
dirc<.:l cumc'lue'}ce of 4.4 is thai (Ak,hk ) converges to a sphere with centre (Au,h u) and radius R. If
R '-' 0 then (A. ,hd--->(A u,bu) and we are done. In the sequel we shall hence assume that R >0.
DHINITION 4.5
i) Deno~e ~y (~,h.L)}.' I the s~t ~)f limit points of (Ak,hdl., N' Assume that for every iEI
,lim (A,: ,h,) = (A, ,h,). Since (A k,hd cannot make positive jumps bounded from below infinitely
,_e<o
often without penetrating the sphere to which it was supposed to converge from the outside, I is
either a singleton or an infinite set
ii)lel {x.} •. N CR n be the state trajectory of the real dosed-loop system. Define for every xER":
x': = x / Ilx II if x *0, and 0': = 0. Denote by ~X the linear subspace of Rn generated by the limit
points of (x;).
iii)let for every iEJ , 'X, be the subspace generated by the limit points of x;+r~, where I ranges from
zero to infinily.
The space ':( can be viewed as the excitation subspace of the state space. II reveals the separation
belw.:en fast and slow convergence/divergence. Since it is easy to see that 3.2 depends only on x;
rather then on Xk itself, it will appear that X will be very helpful in the analysis of the algorithm. II
will be supposed that dim 'X>O, since if dim ':(=0 then x; =0 for k;;;>k o for some k o and then there
is very lillIe to analyse.
~'\, can be interpreted as the. excitfltion sp'l.ce. belonging to (J"b;l .. The re~s~n that we take the
union over alii, is that since II(Ak +I,bk +d-(A.,bdll--->O, lim (Al+i ,b,+" )=(Aj,bj), for alii.k_ot:l • I
lEMMA 4.6 ~ ~x, = ~x..
I'~ J
PROOF II is obvious thai the left hand side is contained in the right hand side.
Suppose x· is a limit point of (x;), say, lim x;, =x·. let for some iEI ,(4"h,) be a limit point of
" " k. -.00
(A,.,h,,), then x·ex,. For arhitrary XEX the result follows by writing x as a linear combination of
limit points.
L.IMMA 4.7 lim [(A. +hk/(A k ,hk»-(A 0 +bu/(A.,hd)]x; =0.
• ~oo
PROOF Define Mk:=[(.4. +bk/(Ak,b.»-(A 0 +bo/(A.,bk ))]. Suppose the claim is not true. Then there
exists <>0 and a sequence {Sk} such that: 11M"11;;;>< for all k. From 3.2a we see that:
11(,1 1+', ,b 1", ) - (A,. ,b,.>11 =(11/ (A" ,b" )X;, 11 2 +IIx;, 11 2 )-1 11M" x;, x;.' II;;;> C1>0.
This follows from the facts that (A k ,bk ) is bounded and reachable, Ihe continuity of / on E, the
rcachability of (A"h,) and lemma 4.2. Now denote II(Ak,hd-(A o,bo)1I bY'k' Choose 11>0 and let
k" be such that R";;;;"",,;;;;,R +11 for all k;;;>k o. Using Pythagoras' theorem we see that for all k;;;>k o:
's, -'1 f', ;;;>'" _(',,2 -Cr)V';;;>R(I-(I-( RC;II )2)V,);;;>C2>0.
Since '. is non-increasing we have '" -"'" >C2 , which yields:
Hence there exists k such that's, < R, which is a contradiction.
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LEMMA 4.8 For every i El and x E"X,: [(A, +h,j(A"b,» -(A 0+hu/(A"b,»)\x =0.
PROOF Suppose x· is a limit point of x; +t'. say lim x; +,' =x·. then from Lemma 4.7 we deduce:
4 "-00 ~
[(.4, +h,j(A"h,»-(A 0+bol (Ai.h,»)x· =0. For arbitrary x E't the statement follows by writing x as
a (finite) linear combination of limit points.
COROLLARY 4.9
i) For every j E I: (A 0 +bo/(A, .b, »~'(, C ~\';.
ii)For every iE/: j(A"b,)h, =/(Ao,bu)I,'(,.
PROOF
i) Take Mk=Au+hu/(Ak.bd in lemma 4.3. Since II(Ak+),bk+Il-(Ak.hA)II---+O. we have by the con-
tinuity of I on E that IIMk + I - M k 11---+0.
ii) From Lem~a_4.9 we deduce that (A, +b,j(A"b,» I'x, =(A 0 +boj(Ai,b,» I"I,' From i) we deduce that
(A u -t-huJ\A,.I,,»'X, CoX,. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1.
TIlI'OREM 4.10
i) lim 1I(/(Abbd-/(Ao,bo»x; \I =0.
k .-o')G .... ...
ii) lim «A u -+- hu/(Ak,b.» - (A () -+- hu/(A o.hu»]x: =0.
..""
PROOF
i) SUP[!oS~ the claim is not true. Then there exist (>0 and a subsequence (Sk I such that
II(/(A~ .h.•• ) - I (~u.:.hu»x;. II ;;;0(. for all k. Choose a subsequence (sd of (Sk I such that
lim (A;,.h;,l=(A,.b,) for some iE/ and lim x;. =X·E'X,. Then by Corollary 4.9ii:
I._X) .... /('-00
,lim II(/(A;, .b;,l-I(A o.hu»x;. II = 11(((::I"b,)-I(A u,bu»x '11 =0, which is a contradiction. The result
._00
follows.
ii)This is now trivial.
We will now prove Theorem 4.1:
PROOF of THEOREM 4.1 : Choose (>0. Denote by S" -I the bounda7 of the unit sphere in iii". and
define B(x,Il):=(yER" I Ix-YI<IlI. Let for every X'ES"- .g'-ER 1X " be such that:
Ig.-x·1 = >2(. Define:
O.:=S"-I nB(x',Il)
Where 1l>0 (depending on x') is such that:
XEOx'=lg.-x I>(
Then (0,' Ix' LS'-' forms an open covering of S" -I. Since S" -I is compact we conclude that there
exist X;I) .....X~) E S" -I. such that (Ox:., Ii = I ...,p covers S" -I. Define K, as the closure of 0,:",
Choose subsequences (Sk I of N with the following properties:
p 00
a) U U (ski = N
,;: II< =0
b) i~j=(Sk lA'N n (SOhN =.,
c) (limit points of x;; I C K,
Define g(l): =g:;,
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Choose (A,.h" E E such Ihal:
All I hll/(AII.h ll ) = A, th,};!,)
Deline:
gl: =h,# (A u - A, +ho!(Abh.))
Where # denoles lerl inverse. h,# should be chosen such Ihal h,# hu#O. Then:
•• I
!(A•.hd= -#-(gl th,#(A, -A o»h, hu
Then for every i E ( I ...•p) we have by Theorem 4.10 thaI:
lim 11(g•. -g')x;ll= lim IIlh,#(Ao-A, +hu!(A.,hd-(A o -A, +ho!(Ao.hll»)!x; IIJ.._~ J,.-''XJ
= limllb,#hu(j(AA.bd-!(Au,ho»x;11 = O.
A_oo
Since by <:onstruction
Deline:
II:,X;; I >t, for k suflkienlly large, we conclude Ihal:
(g~' -g')x;'11= lim I . • . 1= O.
k-'XJ g'xs~
Hence:
g~~ xs~
a~;:=-,- then:
g x,;
lima~' =1.
*_00 l
. . I! (A,; ,h,; )x,; = b# b (g;; + h,# (Ai - A o))x,;
, 0
= h#l
h
(a;;g' +h,#(A,-Au))x,;
, u
= b;}b
o
(a;;b,#(Ao+hu!(Ao,ho)-A,)+h,#(A;-Ao»x,;
= b#l
h
«a;; -1)(h,#IAo-A,+ho!(Ao.ho)]+h:ho!(Ao.hu))x,;
, u
lIenee define:
ti,;: =huh: (1- a~; )(A 0 - A,) +(1-a~; )!(A o.bo)
Because of Ihe properties a,h of the sequences (Sl), til is now well defined for every k. Since
lim ti,; =0, for i E (I ...,p Jwe also have:
'_'YO
lim til =0
k_Xl
Moreover:
Xl,' =(Au+hu!(Au,bu)+ti.)x.
This <:ompleles the proof.
('(lIHIIIARY 4.11 For all 'c'X' we have:
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(A 0 +bof(A u,bo))x E~X
I'KOOI' This follows immcdiatdy from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3.
Note that the above results are valid whether or not A is contained in the unit disk. But of course
for stability of the closed-loop system it is needed that A is containe}! iJ.:lthe unit disk.. •
The theory as presented does not exclude the possibility that (A ..bd or even f(A 4 ,bd do<;;s f!.ot
wnverge. We have only derived resulls about their limit points. Indeed it could happen that (A"bd
keeps drifting along a subset of the sphere to whidl it converges. However this drifting behaviour
requires very rare properties of the sequence of estimates. For if it moves too fast it enters the sphere
and if moves too slowly it converges. But the question of convergence versus eternal drifting remains
rdatively unimportant considering Theorem 4.1.
SIMULATIONS. Extensive simulations have been done for low order systems (11";;6). As could be
expected convergence gets slower as n increases. Problems with the reachability of limit points have
not been observed and hence it can be expected that the imposed condition is superfluous.
4. CONCl.USIONS.
An algorithm has been proposed and analysed for adaptive pole placement. A weak form of self-
tuning has been derived under the reachability condition on the limit points of the estimates. In a
forthcoming paper the presented ideas will be applied to a more realistic class of systems, namely
SISO systems with unobserved states. There we will also investigate the state trajectory of the con-
trolled system.
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Abstract
Deterministic nonlinear large scale dynamical systems are
considered as the interconnection of subsystems described by n-ports
having nonlinear memoryless and/or memory-type characteristics.
given in terms of interconnection
particular questions considered,
conditions areStatements and
and subsystem characteristics. The
mostly in the time domain, are :
the uniqueness of the solution,
the qualitative properties of the solution,
the uniqueness of the computed solution,
the convergence of the computations,
the complexity of the computations in terms of the complexity of
the systems and the computing machines and
the choice of the time step in large systems.
Furthermore, the role of the choice of the state variables, the
role of the qualitative properties of the subsystem characteristics,
the choice of the nonlinear models in large systems and the
controversial role of asymptotic results in guessing the complexity of
computations are discussed.
1 Introduction
The main question to be answered is as follows. Given a large
scale lumped dynamical system i. e. the number of the subsystems are
large (e.g. 1000 or greater) and the interconnection is simpler
(linear, memoryless and sparse) than the subsystems (they are
nonlinear and dynamic) . Under what conditions are the time domain
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results of the analysis qualitatively correct and within a prescribed
accuracy with a reasonable computational complexity.
in several books (e.g. (3,4»
continuously in the field.
The various aspects of
systems have been considered
the dynamical circuits, networks and
recently in review papers (e.g. (1,2»,
and research papers are published
in spite of the
The specific aspects of the investigations of the present paper
are as follows:
(i) non-asymptotic results are preferred,
(ii) the complexity of the computations are considered also in terms
of the complexity of the computing devices and
(iii)the limits of the results are emphasized in view of the practical
analysis of the large scale dynamical systems.
These questions seem to be important because
many advances,
(i) asymptotic results are frequently misleading in actual computa-
tions
(ii) the possibilities due to the rapid and continuous development of
the computing devices (both in speed and complexity) are partly
neglected or overestimated and
(iii)to improve the computational efficiency nonconvergent and inaccu-
rate numerical methods are used sometimes.
Besides reviewing the relevant results and emphasizing some open
questions it is shown that
some recently introduced passivity properties and the
algorithmic passivity are useful concepts assuring the qualitatively
correct computations,
well known, frequently
integration have inherent defects
large,
used algorithms for numerical
as the number of variables becomes
- a definite limit of the
reasonable analysed are given
computing devices,
complexity
in terms of
of
the
the systems
complexity
to
of
be
the
- a memory type discrete time realization of lumped dynamic
nonlinear systems is proposed and
- it is pointed out that, except simple cases, the minimal
complexity digital simulators can not be found.
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2 The uniqueness of the solution
Before any analysis or computations the prerequisite is that the
model of the system should be causal (outputs are unique and are zero
until the inputs are zero e.g.at t=O) .In case of lumped systems this
means the uniqueness of the solution in the time domain starting at a
unique initial condition. Models of dynamical systems do not posses
always a unique solution, they are not always causal.
The basic result on this topic (5) asserts that as far as the
elements (including the interconnective ones) are linear and passive
(they could be lumped and distributed) the interconnected network will
be causal.If there are linear active elements in the network too, the
key theorems and the various conditions checking causality have also
been given (6,7).In these results a crucial point is that t=O should
be an essential point of all non-zero principal minors of the
convolution operator and a checking condition has been given in terms
of a multivariable real rational matrix.
In case of nonlinear networks and systems such complete results
are not known. If the input-output operator is known then it has been
shown (8) that a type of local passivity ensures causality. However,
while most of the elements of the physical systems are globally pasive
only a few of them are locally passive.
In case of lumped nonlinear systems it is not true that global
passivity implies the uniqueness of the time domain solution on the
other hand under reasonable conditions local passivity of the elements
and strict passivity of the linear interconnections does it (9). If
the nonlinear state equation has the Lipschitz -.property (L-property)
then according to the well known sufficient condition uniqueness is
guaranteed. The problem is that the L-property of the subsystems does
not imply the L-property of the interconnected system and , on the
other hand, simple non-L systems have unique solution. In (9) it has
been shown that under reasonable assumptions if there are unbounded
elements in the diagonal entries of the Jacobian then, if they are
negative, the time domain solution will be unique. The generalization
of this result to the case of interconnected subsystems can be found
in (10).
In case of systems with variables having positive values only
(e.g.prices, commodities,etc.) several results were also published
( 2) .
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An important question is the representation invariance of the
uniqueness. In case of nonlinear circuits it is true that if the
solution is unique( in the sense of local solvability) in the
canonical representation using the charge and flux variables of the
loss less element then it is unique in all other representations and if
it is not unique in the canonical representation then it is not
possible to find another representation having uniqueness(3S).
3 The qualitative properties of the exact time domain solution
Without going into the details of the vast amount of literature
only the main questions relating to our specific goal are considered.
Namely, we try to compute the solution of the system in a finite time
domain and the question is how long to integrate for getting a
complete information about the system.
Hence, supposed there exists a unique solution, the presence of
impasse points and the finite escape time should be excluded (1) and
the bounded input bounded output (BIBO) stability is required. Next,
logically, there are three possibilities:(i) the solution tends to a
finite state vector, (ii) the solution is (almost) periodic or (iii)
the solution is chaotic. The latter case is far not being a result of
complicated systems. On the contrary, the most simple population model
represented by the simple nonlinear difference equation (12) or simple
electronic circuits (11) e.g.a 5 element RLC circuit containing only
one nonlinear element ( piecewise linear) result chaotic solutions.
The problem is that if the qualitative properties of the solution
are not known the relevant finite time domain can not be determined.
To determine these properties in case of the large scale systems only
those conditions are useful which can be algorithmically evaluated in
terms of the subsystem characteristics and the interconnection
properties. The general mathematical conditions are often useless,
some specific properties based on the very nature of the subsystems ,
on the other hand, could be useful. Such an example is the monotone,
isotone and antitone characteristics of the mappings (13). These
properties of the Jacobian of a dynamic system state equation are
called cooperative or competitive( 14). It turned out that in the most
different areas like e.g.in medicine and biology (the compartmental
system models (e.g.16», in economic system models(lS), in electronic
circuit models (17), etc. these properties of the mappings of the
relevant models are derived from the nature of the subsystems.
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Exploiting these properties leads to strong and algorithmically
testable conditions (e.g.IS-17). On the other hand, despite the many
nice results of system theory it seems that without the relevant
knowledge of the area of application i.e. without realizing the
essence of the nature and the generic properties of the objects strong
results can not be obtained.
4 Uniqueness of the computed solution
At a first glance it seems that if the system (model) has a
unique solution in the time domain then the computed solution (e.g. by
numerical integration) will also be unique if the computations
converge. This is true for open type numerical integration formulas.
Unfortunately, however, this is not the case for the most important
closed type integration formulas.It depends very much on the structure
of the state equations and on the characteristics of the subsystems.
Many results in the literature on numerical integration refer mainly
to cases where the time step h goes to zero or the number of steps
become very large. Hier, however, the most important case is when h is
finite and sometimes as large as possible. For a practically important
class of nonlinear networks conditions have been given to ensure the
uniqueness of the solution of the multistep implicite (closed type)
integration formula (18). Furthermore, quite surprisingly, it turned
out (19) that in case of nonlinearities having negative slope it could
happen that even for finite but arbitrarily small time steps the
solution will not be unique. Hence, only an explicite (open type)
integration formula can be used. The conditions of the uniqueness in
terms of the interconnection and the element characteristics has also
been given (19).
Summarizing the
and 4 we are in a
circuit or system
conditions are to be
qualitative conditions discussed in sections 2,3
position to define the notion of a "well posed
analysis problem"(22). Namely, the following
satisfied:
(i) there exists at least one locally stable initial condition,
(ii) the solution exists, it is bounded and unique in any finite
time domain and
(iii) the computed solution is unique (if the computational
process is convergent).
Unfortunately, in case of many systems having subsystems of well
posed system analysis problem the interconnected system fails to have
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this property. For a fairly broad class of networks having passive
linear interconnections and eventually passive memoryless elements the
conditions of well posedness have been given (22).
5 The convergence of the computations
Suppose, given a well posed system analysis problem. The next
question is: does the iterative algorithm for finding the solution
converge and stable) ~ Basically two types of problems are
considered. The stability of the integration formula and the
convergence of the algorithm used for solving the system of nonlinear
algebraic equations. Furthermore, sometimes the former problem is
inherently interconnected with the latter. This has been the famous
case with a stiffly stable numerical algorithm where the implicite
formula has been degraded by the predictor corrector iteration
algorithm (23,pp.5l6). Since 1968 the importance of the implicite
integration formula (23,24) has benn fully acknowledged and special
attention is devoted for the stable implementation of it. Another
important way of investigating the convergence and stability of the
integration process is by the use of the notion of algorithmic
passivity (21). Its limited applicability in circuit analysis can be
generalized as follows.
Passive systems have a strong interconnection invariant property.
If an algorithm is designed in such a way that first it is applied for
the subsystems and next the algorithms are interconnected then if the
subsystem algorithms are passive the whole algorithm inherits this
property. The passivity of an algorithm can be defined either by the
circuit equivalent or by applying the direct scalar product passivity
condition.
General conditions for checking the convergence of iteration
schemes are numerous (e.g.13,20). The problem using these are
twofolds. First, they are sufficient conditions only, secondly, in
case of large systems they are very time consuming. For large systems
instead of the Newton type process relaxation type algorithms are
frequently preferred (e.g.Gauss-Seidel, Gauss-Jacobi etc.) despite the
fact of the slower convergence. A temptation in large systems is that
only one or two relaxation sweeps are carried out. Therefore the nice
properties concerning stability and accuracy are no longer hold.
Hence, even standard, famous programs are not working always correctly
(25,26). In case of a general partitioned relaxation process the
conditions of
that certain
(inherently in
playa central
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convergence have been found (26). It turned out again
consistency conditions and passivity constraints
the subsystems, e.g. in some MOS device models) could
role.
In case when the subsystems have certain isotone and antitone
(13) characteristics and the interconnection is simple then the
convergence and stability properties of well known relaxation
procedures have been proved (15.17). It turned out that certain class
of subsystems (n-ports) which are between the local and global
passivity properties playa crucial role.
6 The complexity of the computations
The complexity and the speed of computing machines increasing
spectacularly and due to the scaling down process in electronic
devices this development proceeds further (27). New questions of
designing information processing circuits and systems arise (28). The
joint consideration of areas of information theory, physics (e.g.
thermodynamics) as well as the circuit and system theory (29) promise
new dimensions of understanding the highly complex systems including
the computing machines. Due to the very high complexity of these
machines(e.g. one million elements per device being the building
blocks of the computing machines) the representation. the simulation
algorithm, the design of a hardware simulator and the electronic
realization of analgorithm or a dynamical system are becoming
eventually the same problem, the four areas are inherently coupled.
What the simulation of large scale dynamic circuits and systems
is concerned two conflicting tendencies are competing: the complexity
and speed of the simulators increase. however, at the same time the
complexity of the systems to be simulated increase too. What is the
balance? Based on the above ideas some partial results were published
(30) which indicate that if the rate of increase of the complexity of
the simulator does not exceeds the rate of increase of the complexity
of the circuit or system to be simulated then the simulation comlexity
will not decrease (even when taking into account the speed increase of
the computing devices due to the scaling down effect). More precisely,
in the line of these investigations the following statement can be
proved (30,pp.459).
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Consider a dynamic system composed of K subsystems of identical
structures. Suppose a conceptual digital simulator (CDS) is used
having a combined (in some sense optimal) use of the time parallel,
time series (pipelined) and time iterative mode of operation including
the memory elements for realizing the nonlinear I/O operators. If the
complexity of the simulator (proportional to the gate count or the
relative area of the comuting machine) is increasing as fast as K then
the simulation complexity tc (measured in basic operation steps or
relative time) is increasing as follows;
tc= ko + kl w + k2 w2
where w is the bandwidth of the interconnection matrix and ko, kl, k2
are constants (independent of K).
A natural question or objection concerning of this reasoning is
that how can the minimal complexity of the simulator be determined.
The answer is that, in principle, the minimal complexity of the
simulator can not be determined. The reasoning uses a basic result of
complexity theory (34,Theorem 1) and the algorithms of the subsystems
are considered as partial recursions.
The complexity of the realization of a nonlinear operator (the
number of memory cells) depends on the total sum of the input and
output bits. In case of multivariable nonlinear operators this can be
greatly reduced by using the nonlinear approximation theorem due to
Kolmogorov (36) applied also in nonlinear synthesis for device
modeling (37). According to this approximation any multivariable
function can be approximated by a finite number (not greater than 2n 2 )
of one variable functions. Our new method is that these approximating
diagonal mappings are realized by single input single output memories,
additions are carried out directly and the chain functions are
realized by cascading the memories. Using this idea the memory type
realization of any discrete time nonlinear dynamical systems can be
carried out.
7 The choice of the time step in large systems
Practical experiences show that increasing the number of
variables in solving large scale dynamic systems the time step
predicted by the accuracy formula (e. g. (33) p. 497) is shrinking
unnecessarily. The well known equation for a k-th order multistep
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formula is (see e.g.(33»
emax = hk abs( ck x(k+l»
where emax = Emax/T; Emax being the prescribed maximum truncation
error in the time interval (to,to+T); ck is a constant of the
integration formula; the (k+l)-th derivative is defined somewhere
within the time step. Considering the simple case of a cascade
connection of K identical subsystems of order 1 (the same reasoning
can be applied for any other order) having about the same (k+l)-th
derivative we get the time steps hI and hK for the case of systems
containing one and K subsystems respectivel
hI =~emax/ckl / 2 (xl(k+l» 2
hK Yhl /~
(xi being the i-th element of the vector x).
Hence in case of a backward Euler formula (k=l) it means that the
number of time steps increases unnecessarily by sqrt(K).
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SEQUENTIAL AND STABLE METHODS FOR THE SOLUTION OF MASS RECOVERY
PROBLEMS (ESTIMATION OF TilE SPECTRUM AND OF THE IMPENDANCE FUNCTION)
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1088, Budapest, Muzeum krt. 6-8. Hungary
Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to provide some new tools and
methods for the theory of (recursive) identification of a class of
linear, causal infinite dimensional input-output systems, where the un-
known of the identification problem is (or can be uniquely associated
to) a nonnegative mass distribution. Important special cases to be
studied are the following (closely related) problems
1) estimation of the spectrum of a stationary (gaussian) stochastic
process
2) identification of coefficients in onedimensional hyperbolic sys-
tems (describing waves in horizontally layered media,whose impendence
or reflectance function is to be recovered).
As it is well known,see e.g. [14], associated to 2, is a coefficient
(potential) recovery problem for a corresponding Sturm-Liouville (Schro-
dinger) equation, in the latter problems however more smoothness needs
to be assumed for the impendance function. We are intetested in assum-
ing no smoothness on the impendance functions except its positivity
and bounded variation (so that two positive measures correspond to it);
the connection beetween the smoothness properties of the impendance
function and those of the corresponding spectral function (measure) are
not yet understood, see l23].
In a more abstract level problems 1) and 2) are about the identi-
fication of self adjoint input-output systems i.e. those which are
realizable by state space triples (A,b,c) where A=A*:H-H (or AA* I,
i.e. A unitary), as usual we denote conjugation for operators by *; h~S
(for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the scalar case, i.e. that of
single input - sinyle output systems).
The association between mass distributions and self adjoint or uni-
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tary operators is via the spectral functions of the latters
~(S) A = f s d(E },
S s
( 1. 1)
,
where E
s
' s E R are the spectral projectors in the spectral decomposi-
tion of A (we shall assume in the sequel that all monoton nondecreasing
functions ~ are defined to be continuous from the right).
The motivation for proposing (thus expecting superior performance
from) seguential identification, i.e. mass recovery methods - contrasted
to passive or open loop procedures like the Levinson (fast Cholesky)
algorithm or "layer peeling", downward continuation methods - comes
from the intuitive idea that "measurements" (on the available data or
within the given experimental setup) should be more concentrated, where
the unknown measure is more concentrated; this should provide not only
a more exact recovery (for many, natural definitions of distance bet-
ween measures) but also assure a more stable recovery, i.e. one in which
the recovery errors due to measurement errors are kept smaller. Precize
elaboration and justification of this "expectation" will be given below
partly based on earlier results(experience) concerning analogous
problems, see [18J - [22J.
In (deterministic) moment problems concerning mass distributions
d~{ s) on a set S we (potentially) have the data (e{ t), t E TM}, where
TMC;;;T, the set of all possible measurements (nodes) and
c (t) = f K( t, s ) ~ (ds ), t E TM' I c( t) - e ( t) I :5 Eod ( t ) ,
S
from which ~ is to be recovered. Here K{ .,.) is a known continuous
Kernel function defined on the product set TxS and d(.) is a known
positive function Eo is a known (measurement error) scaling parameter.
In many cases only N values c i = e{t i ), i=1, ... ,N can be measured,thus
TM := (t" ... ,tN), since each measurement t-e{t) is a costly operation
(in the case of cheap measurement we usually have TM=T). In the above
identification problems these may correspond to measuring (or evaluating)
the value of the transfer or impendance function at specific complex
numbers ("frequencies") z~t, inside the unit circle or the left half
plane for discrete resp. continuous time systems.
In the problems of spectrum estimation one finite length realization
of the process is used to estimate the values of the "positive real"
(impendance) function associated to the spectral measure, thus we al-
ways have a nonzero function d(.) and Eo in (1.1).
There are two main problems associated to the recovery based on ihe
information (1.1).
The first problem is to find one "nice" solution ~=~{TM) of (1.1).
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In Section 2 we show that the solution ~ (called "the analytic centre"
of (1.1)) - defined (uniquely, if it exists) as the solution of the
"convex,analytic" extremal problem
sup{J log ~'(s)ds I I~(t) - J K(t,s)~'(s)dsl S Eod(t»)
S S
( 1. 2)
( 1. 3)
has many "nice" (desirable) properties; these are:
1) stability with respect to perturbations, i.e. errors in the values
of <\' t i 01 K(.,.)
2) low complexity, i.e. ~'(s), sE S can be computed "easily" this
means that for Eo=O and some important cases,i.e. choices of the kernel
function in (1.1) (corresponding to the Nevanlinna-Pick type moment
problems for the impendance functions c(.) see below (1.7)) the solu-
_ 2
tion of (1.3), ~(TM) can be computed exactly in O(N ) arith.op.-s. In
analogo~s (and approximations) of (1.3) (for Eo=O)
m
supf L log ~il<ki'~> = c i , i=1, ... ,N, ~E R:)i=1
fast numerical algorithms (combining Newton'-s method with special
globalization techniques using homotapy and rational extrapolation, see
[20J and below) can be constructed for the solution of (1.3).
3) Invariance with respect to affine transformations of the "poly-
hedral" set K(tN,cN) (1.1), more precizely of K(~N,cN) in (1.3).
4) Existence and easy computability of inner and outer ellipsoidal
approximations (for Eo=O)
~ + E(~N,cN)S K(~N,cN)~ ~ + mE(~N,cN)
where
( 1. 4)
(1.5)
The solution ~ of (1.4) is known (for Eo=O) as the maximum entropy
(and asymptotically maximum likelihood) solution in the theory of
statistical spectrum estimation (using generalized covariance data, see
[5 J ) •
Below we shall present some results also concerning the minimal
atomic solutions of (1.1), i.e. those in which d~ is concentrated on a
minimal number of (distinct) points in S, since these solutions can
also be used for devising sequential recovery methods. While - for the
concrete moment problems (1.6) - (1.7) the latter solutions ~ma always
exists (for TM=(z1 , ... ,zN) and the solution (1.2) may not exist) the
point in favor of the solutions ( 1.2) is that they can be computed more
easily and recursively (in N).
Of special inteest for us will be the following Nevanlinna-Pick type
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moment problems for the impendance function c(t)~h(z)
h(z) = f z~s p(ds) I S~ (_00, =). (1.6)
S
-1 •
Notice that h(z) is a transfer function «z I-A) b,b> for A=A ,
Spectrum A=S. Notice that - up to a simple change of variables - this
is the class of continuous time,positive real functions (i.e. those
analytic in the right half plane and having positive real part there)
associated to stationary, continuous time stochastic processes (note
that Im-h(z)~O for 1m z~O); the same class of functions arise as trans-
fer functions of hyperbolic (purely oscillating, energy preserving)
systems. The discrete time analogon is the class of Caratheodorey
functions defined ovur the unit disc (corresponding to measures on the
unit circle which are symmetrical with respect to the real line)
1 11 eiO_z
\)(z) = TrI f iQ- p(dO) .
-11 e +z
An other interesting class of moment problems is given by
( 1 .71
( 1. B)itsc(t) = f e dp(s)
S
where we set TM=T, assuming thus that all (error contaminated) values
of c(t) are available for recovery. Of course, if we have further, a
priori knowledge concerning the unknown measure or its derivative this
could be included - as side conditions - in the problem (1.2). The
contrast between the two solutions ~ and p is geometrically that of
rna
a "central" and of an extremepoint of a polyhedron. Therefore if we
have - for the unknown pE Rm_a possibly nonlinear (convex) inequality
constraint g(p)SO,then this is not added as a condition in (1.3) but
is included by adding log(-g(p)) to the function to be maximized, see
[ 22] .
The second, more difficult problem concerns the sequential choice
of the sequence of measurement nodes t
"
... ,tN or in the case TM=T,the
linear information functionals
( 1 .9)
where t k is a sequence of scalar functions defined on T. Here the choice
of the right, i.e. suitable family F of functions ~, ~E F should depend
on the final aim of the recovery problem, i.e. on the notion of dis-
tance (see below) over the class of objects to be identified (measures,
impendances) and is a rather nontrivial, delicate problem. We propose
algorithms in which the family of information functionals F (which for
the case of costly measurements are defined to be Jk(. )=K(tk ,.),
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t kc F(T)) has the structure of a regular binary tree B. This structure
for F allows to generate 2N different sets of possible evaluation pat-
terns f , , ... ,fN in an N-step algorithm
( 1. 10)
so that - at each step k - one (or both: then k=2j, j=O,1 , ... ,) succes-
sors of an already selected element f.
o
j~k of F=B will be selected as
J
f k + 1 (resp. f k+ 1 , f k +2 ). The functions A, ,A 2 , ••• , are just used to
define that element in F =B which should be "subdivided" (this the~ do
by finding the maximum of "local uncertainties~ i.e. those corresponding
to the 2k potential followers in B of the already selected elements;
the idea being to achieve equilibration of the local errors, one expres-
sion of which is that
S = U tI.,
i 1
( 1. 11 )
where ~m(tli) denotes the maximal mass that can be placed on a subinter-
val tl i - of length (area)d(tli)-of S and the value of p depends on the
distance chosen to measure the error of recovery. In the Nevanlinna-
Pick problems (1.6) - (1.7) we shalluse the radii of the inclusion
discs and the values of the maximal masses - for given z, , ... zk'
c, , ... ,ck - to compute the "local uncertainties". The role of the
Christoffel functions of the arising,generalized power moment problems
will be emphasized.
This procedure is a generalization of techniques of "interval sub-
division" used in algorithms for adaptive, i.e. sequential node selec-
tion for the spline approximations of functions over a line segment or
over multidimensional intervals (boxes) developped by the author, see
[18J - [22J. In these papers we demonstrated the superiority of suitable
constructed sequential N-step algorithms over the optimal passive al-
gorithms (i.e. those corresponding to a simultaneous choice of the
information functionals) even with respect to the order in N of the
global, i.e. worst case error over classes of measures with total mass
not larger than 1 for a number of moment problems.
In problems (1.6) - (1.7) we shall select the countable set F of
nodes with a binary tree structure as centres of noneuclidean triangles
constituting a regular subdivision of the noneuclidean space (unit disc
or upper half plane).
Now these nodes can "tend",with uniform densitY,to any subinterval
of the support set S of the measures ~ unlike,~ traditional information:
the values of Markov parameters (correlation functionals) which arise in
the limit case,when all nodes are concentrated at one point. Illustra-
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ting our remark concerning connections of stability and accuracy of a re-
covery we point out that in many application the high index Markov pa-
rameters (as high order derivatives) cannot be evaluated accurately
enough.
Now we have to give examples of distances which proved to be useful
for defining the distance of measures. Let us denote by m~(s) the func-
r
tion which is obtained by r-fold integration of the monoton function ~
defined for S = [0, 1IJ in (1.7) and S2 [a, I3J in (1.6), (1.8), thus
in the latter case
and define
A stronger norm (distance) seemsto be of interest also
13 2 '/2
11~'-~21Io :=(JI~,(s)-~2(s)1 ds)
a
For the functions (1.6), (1.7) useful norms can be defined by
(fixing a parameter y~1)
y
Ilh,-h 2 11:= sup Imzlh,(z) - h 2 (z)!
y Imz>O,RezE[u,I3J
( 1. 12)
( 1.13)
( 1. 14)
sup (1- 1z 1) YIn, ( z) Ih ( z) I
Izl<l
(1.15)
While these distances are natural and interesting for the mass recovery
problems, it is not yet clear: what is their relation to the ooeffi-
cient (impendance) recovery problems? Our final remark is that identi-
fication methods based on solving a nonlinear least square problem for
finding the optimal parameters (0" ... ,0 ) yielding best LS fit withp
finitely parametrized impendance function to the observed data usually
lead to nonconvex and rather ill conditioned value functions (to be
minimized by a sequential search in the parameter space). Examples of
this situation are well known, see e.g. the rather instructive ones in
[3J, [4J. While such method are instrinsicly "sequential", they usually
fail to exploit the deeper structure of the problem. What we propose is
not optimizing with respect to a fixed number of free parameters, but
trying to get increasingly better parametrizations of the solution with
a growing number of parameters (using and eqUilibrating some measures
of local uncertainty). Of course this general idea is (and can only be)
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implemented by exploiting the deeper algebraic structure of the problem,
(simple) recursive expressions for the "uncertainties" :maximal masses,
inclusion discs for the values of c(. ». This algebraic structure is
partially illuminated by the use of an important paper [24J,in which
the strength operator theoretic methods for the solution of moment
problems (1.6) - (1.7) have been demonstrated (for the related theories
of extensions, dilations, ... of operators, see [25] and [9J).
2. The analytical centre solution of moment problems
In the finite dimensional case (1.3) the polyhedron of localization
for ~ERmIK(tN,cN)lcanbe described (more simply) by a set of m linear
inequalities for ~--z E Rm- N
. m-N
.l.=l, ... ,m, zER J. ( 2.1)
The special solution characteriLed by (1.3) is then the solution of the
following (convex, analytic) extrenum problem
m Vm
sup [(II (b.-<a.,z») IZE-p(am,bm)}
. i=l .1. .1. •
(2.2)
By "convex, analytic" it is indicated that the function 'I'(z) to be maxi-
mized is strongly concave/see [20J and analytic in z over the feasible
set, thus it has a unique maximum, whenever the latter set is bounded
(and has a nonvoid interior). These properties together with the alge-
braically simple form of the gradient and Hesse matrix of log'l'
grad log 'I'(z)
m a. 2~ .1. , 0 log'l'(z)
i=lbi-<ai,x>
allow to construct fast numerical methods for the solution of (2.2),
see [201,where the Newton method is globalized with the help of suit-
able homotopies and rational extrapolations (to follow the homotopy
curve) .
The ellipsoidal approximation (1.4) - (1.5) can be computed (from
the solution z(am,bm» as follows. Let the linear map L:Rm_Rn be defi-
ned by Lei = ai/(bi-<ai,z», i=l, ... ,m, where e i is the i-th unit
coordinate vector in Rm,
( 2.4)
Note that B is essentially the Hesse matrix of 'I' at z=z(am,bm) and
(1.4), (2.4) allows to define an"analytic" condition number for a
system of linear inequalities. We emphasize the specification "analytic"
since there exist other,more tight ellipsoidal approximations for
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p(am,bm) in which however the approximating ellipsoid is not an analy-
tic,but only a piecewise smooth function of the data (am,bm). For
example one can prove that for the largest in volume ellipsoid,
E (am,bm) inside P(am,bm), the homotheticity constant m1in (1.4) can
mv
be replaced by n=m-N. Now, even if the latter problem is again "convex"
(since det is a concave function over the set of symmetric,positive
defini~matrices) the parameters of E (am,bm) are more difficult to
mv
compute (they are only piecewise smooth in (am,bm).
The most remarkable property of the solution concept (1.2) is per-
haps the one of it, simple algebraic structure and - as consequence
there__of -O(N2) computability of ~(tN,cN), exhibited in the Nevanlinna-
Pick type problems (1.6) - (1.7). The results describing these solutions
-ofcourse without (1.2) and our (geometric) interpretation (1.4) of it-
in terms of orthogonal polinomials and Pade approximants go back pre-
sumably to Christoffel, with contributions by many authors like Stietjes
Kolmogorov, Szego, Baker, Goncar, Burg, Dewilde-Dym, Krein and others,
for a survey concerning the case of (1.7) see [5] and [8J, while for
(1.6) further (earlier) references in [llJ and [16]. Nevertheless it is
interesting that for the moment problems (1.6) even in the classical
case (corresponding to zi==' i=l, ... ,N)
c
n
J sn d~(s), n=O,1, ... ,2K-l=N-l (2.5)
the solution ~(ooN,cN), i.e. the one,which solves
( 2.6)
(2.7)~N(S)
-which is computable in O(N 2 ) arithmetical operations,see Theorem 1 below
- has not been identified (used) earlier! Only in the context of the
problem (1.7) were the maximum entropy solutions, i.e. those determined
by the problem (1.2) identified with (i.e. computed as the inverse of
the squared module of) orthogonal polynomials (on the unit circle with
respect to the measure ~N=m(zN,~))
N -2
= ~'(s)1 11 (s-z.)1
i=l ]
where - as would be natural for the case of real transfer functions -
we need not to assume that the interpolation points are real symmetric,
i.e. chosen in conjugate pairs or as real numbers. The specail case
Zj=O, j=l, ... ,N corresponds to orthogonal polynomials with respect to
~ and to the original "maximum entropy" interpretation advocated by
Burg. On the other hand (and earlier), for real symmetric data in (1.6)
orthogonal polynomials - with respect to square root of the inverse
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1
polynomial the weight (2.7), now s E R - have been identified as pro-
viding denominators for the multipoint Pade approximation problem con-
c~rning (i.e. based on the computed) values of the Stieltjes type func-
tion in (1.6), see e.g. [11], where it is shown that for real-syrrunetric
data the approximating function is also of Stieltjes type. The roots
of these polynomials provide a minimal atomic solution of the moment
problem (1.6). These roots can be computed by solving an eigenvalue
problem for a symmetric matrix computed from the data (zN,cN) which
is a better way for computing them (as compared to polynomial root fin-
ding). Since this seems to be not known (see e.g. [8J) we shortly
describe the algorithm,for details see r21J,which is based on the opera-
tor theoretic treatment of Nevanlinna-Pick moment problems first given
in 1241, see also [1J. First one has to compute a factorization of the
Hankel matrix H formed from the moments in (2.5) H~C.C, where CE Rkxk
- instead of the Cholesky factorization we propose the syrrunetric facto-
rization C~C·, since this can be computed by a more stable, fastly con-
vergent iteration. After this we have to recover the matrix A from the
equations (note that A solves the "representation" {ck~<Akeo,eo>})
AC ~ (oC,v), where (Hv)i c k+ i + l ' i~l, ... ,k,
2k I which exist iff
and which can be
here a is the left shift on the columns of matrices. The roots are the
eigenvalues of the syrrunetric matrix A.
However these roots are very ill conditioned functions of the data
(zN,cN) (i.e. of the generalized "moments" - which give, in both cases
(1.6) and (1.7), the classical power moments with respect to the weight
(2.7)). This can be explained as the ill conditioning of extrem vertices
of polyhedrons(as function of the parameters of the linear inequalities
forming the polyhedron). It is to be expected that ~(zN,tN) as the analy-
tic centre is a more smooth function of the data (i.e. of the generali-
zed moments). Indeed below we shall see that for computing ~(zN,cN) we
have only to solve a linear equation with a Toeplitz matrix (in order
to compute an orthogonal polynomial). The fact that for (1.6) - whenever
it has more than one solution - ~(zN,tN) is a rational function which
2
can be computed in O(N ) arithmetical operations follows from the next
theorem.
Theorem. The solution of the problem (2.6) is the reciprocal of a
(positive) polynomial of degree not larger than
the moment problem (2.5) has at least 2 solutions
computed in O(k 2 ) operations from the data (2.5).
·0
Proof. We use the classical transformation e~ ~ (it-l)/(it+l) from
the real line to the unit circle, see e.g. [8J or [16J (where-unlike to
[8J-we need not to assume that ~ in (1.7) is real symmetric,but only
since the c.-s are assumed to be
~
maximum entropy interpretation of
trigonometric moment problem
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that
- ,
f (1+s 2 ) d~(s) < 00
which obviously holds for ~ in (2.6)
finite, to transform the well known
the autoregressive" solution of the
~'(s) = Ip
k
(s-')1- 2 , S = e i0 ,
i0
where Pn(e ) is the n-th orthogonal polynomial. Now by the above trans-
formation 0-t a trigonometric polynomial of support in [-k,kJ is trans-
formed into a polynomial of degree not greater than 2k, while in this
transformation the first ~k+l) trigonometric moments (with indices in
[-k,kJ) uniquely determine the first 2k+1 power moments and vice versa,
see [8J. For measures of compact support we could use alternatively the
transformation t = i(z+z-') and the identity ~k(z)~k(z-')=~k(z+z-') for
arbitrary k-th degree polynomial{and suitable k-th order polynomial ~k'
Notice that the fact that the solution of (2.6) is the reciprocal of
a positive polynomial follows very simply also from the rule of Lagran-
ge multipliers applied to the extremal problem (2.5)).
Recalling the form of the Christoffel function - for the classical
moment problem (2.5) to which the general case can be reduced -, also
the reciprocal of polynomial of degree 2k - we may expect that the
rational function ~(zN,cN) has similarly good properties of mass re-
production as the Christoffel function (the latter does not solve in an
exact sense the partial moment problem but gives a good recovery, more-
over is very useful for providing bounds/expressions for the maximal
masses and the remaining uncertainties in the values of ~(s) and of the
impendance functions ~(z) and h(z), see [2J and below.
3. Sequential methods of node selection for positive real functions
In [19J we already presented algorithms of node selection for the
"discrete time" problem (1.7). Here we concentrate on the "continuous
time" problem (1.6) (and provide also improvements of the results in
[19J). First of all the assumption about the "measurability" (i.e.
accessibility) of the values c N in (1.6) as well as in (1.7) is real-
istic at least more realistic than the assumption that we can measure
the impulse response. The values of Imh(z), resp. Rell(z) may tend to
infinity as z approaches a discontinuity of the measure ~ (a "resonant
frequency"). By the Schwarz inequality we know that - for measures of
bounded total mass
IlmzIY·lh(z)1 s; const, when y~l •
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Therefore it seems to be natural to assume that we can measure (with-
in fixed accuracy (0) the values of Ilmzlh(z), say for Imz>O, and for
He z f [a,Bl. We remark that in the case of stationary, stochastic pro-
cesses the values of these "associated" functions can be approximately
recovered from a finite length realization of the process by Solving the
linear least square fitting of this data to an ARMA model, whose trans-
mission zeros are fixed to be just z" ... ,zN. Notice that for a real
input output system the measure ~ is symmetric with respect to zero,
in which case we set a=-B. The b~ndedness of a and B correspond to the
fact that in practice we cannot generate very high frequency (energy)
inputs. This assumption points to an important distinction (loss of
analogy) between the discrete and continuous time case: in the latter
the spectral density need not be integrable over R'.
Now we define a countable set of "potential" measurement nodes having
the structure of a binary tree (that of dyadic subintervals of [a,S]
(from which z" ... ,zN) will be selected. To this end consider a dyadic
subinterval [y,6]~[a,B] and the noneuclidean triangle formed by the
three points y, 6, (y+6)/2 as vertices and the half circles (in the
upper half plane) connecting them (as sides). Take an arbitrarily fixed,
inner point to of the "base" triangle corresponding to [a,S] and let
~i" ... ,ik (where ijE {O,l} j=l, ... ,k, k=1,2, ... ) be the points corres-
ponding to ~o in the noneuclidean transformation Ti ,_' i k - corresponding
to an arbitrary element i" ... ,ik of the ~inary tree B, i.e. the map
transforming the base triangle to the triangle corresponding to the
dyadic interval indexed by i" ... ,ik . Each point T. i , , ... ,ik has exactly
two followers and one ancestor. Let the above system of nodes be denoted
by r. The well known "Blaschke condition"
2 -,
r 1m l, iI' ... , i k ( 1+ IT.. . I) < 00~i, , ... , ik)f B 1", .•• , l.k
being fulfilled, it follows that the values of (h( t. .), (i 1 , ••• ,ik)EB)l., ... , l.k
uniquely determine (i.e. fix) the function h, see e.g. [6J. By the way
this condition also shows that - for y~l -
sup
i, , ... , i k l: B
11m f.. . IYIh ( ~ . . ) Il.,,···,l.k l.,,···,l.k
defines a norm in the space of the impendence functions h, :,et' (1.1'1)
Now we recall the results of the Nevanlinna-Pick theory of the "in-
terpolation" problem (1.6): for fixed values (zN,cN) and an arbitrary
f'. N N
value of z the values of h(z),when ~ varl.es over the class K(z ,c )
belong to (i.e. fill up) a disc whose centre cN(z) and radius rN(z) are
2
easily-in O(N ) arithmetical operations - recursively (in N) computable
N N Pfunctions of (z ,c ,z). In fact, all solutions h(· )=h(N) of (1.6) can
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be parametrised by an arbitrarily chosen,unimodularly bounded (Schur)
function s( .), i.e. an analytic func~ion such that Is(z) 1~1, for all z
with Imz~O. The special solution h=h~ corresponding to the choice (1.2)
is obtained by taking the "trivialUextension:s(z)~O, (this follows from
theorem 1 and known results for the discrete time case (1.7), see e.g.
[ 5 J ) •
Using the equivalence of (1.6) with a partial,polynomial moment prob-
lem (for a modified weight) we can use the well known formulas, see e.g.
their exposition in [2J, for the radii of inclusion discs in terms of
the Christoffel functions associated to that moment problem.
then ~. ,
~, , ... , ~k-l
be defined as the set of elements in B (but not in T) which are immediate
Now we can propose the following sequential node selection algorithms.
In them the indices of the selected nodes zJ' ~ i J', j=l, ... ,ni, , ... , i~
constitute a regular subset Tn of the binary tree B, which means - by
definition - that if ~. ,belongs to T regarded as a subset of ~
1.1 I ••• 1 1 k II
also belongs to Tn' The boundary "of the set Twill
followers of an element of T.
Algorithm 1. Suppose we have already computed the values of h(z) for
a regular subset z e [z" ... ,znJ= Tn of the binary tree. Compute
(3.2)
and select zn+l := ~, a point where the above maximum is realized. The
reasons why this algorithm is expected to have essentially better per-
formance than other (passive) ones are explained in [17J - C21J. An
important feature of the above system of nodes (or linear evaluation
functionals of a restricted type) is that they are maximally "separated"
while maintaining the conditions of completeness (3.1). Notice that
r (s) depends on all previous values (zn,cn ). A more simple algorithm can
n
be proposed - in which only the value of
(3.3)
needs to be computed/but-at each step n-two followers of the element Z
realizing (3.2) are selected (and lmh evaluated at them) to form T
n
+l .
This second algorithm is based on the similarity of the system of Pois-
son kernels lm(s -z)-"for z in r,as sfCa,13J,to the system of the
Schauder kernels, see C17J, [19J. The latter system of kernels yield an
optimal linear evaluation system for recovering the measures ~ in the
norm I 1.112 defined in (1.13). Optimal order sequential algorithms for
recovering ~ in the norms (1.13) - for arbitrary natural r~2 - have been
constructed and proved to be essentially (globally) superior to passive
ones in [18J. Recalling results from [10J showing that functions with
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the singularity of (s-t)~ can be very well approximated by rational
functions, we may expect that the above algorithms, analogous of those
in [18J will be of optimal order error for the recovery in the norms
(1.13) (and also in the norms (1.14) or (1.15) since the latter seem
to be equivalent to the previous ones).
Indeed with respect to both norms in the optimal case the uncertain-
ties of the measure over the system dyadic subintervals corresponding
to a regular subset Tn must be equilibrated in the sense of (1.11)
where p uniquely depends on r or on y; for r this has been proved in
l18J, for y this can be seen using the Stieltjes inversion formula
y p
p(6) - p(y) = lim I 1m h (S+il)ds I
1-0 6
see e.g. L2J or [16]. A further algorithm can be proposed remembering
that the value of the Christoffel function - at an arbitrary s~ [a,B]
provides the maximal mass mN(s) that can be placed at that point under
the conditions (1.6). Thus, in order to achieve an equilibration of
the uncertainties according to (1.11) we propose to select the element
to be subdivided - at step n - by computing
-+ 1 )(y-1 )
over the"boundary' subintervals corresponding to T .
n
Finally we describe a sequential method for the recovery problem
( 1 .8), where the norm I I . I I 2 in (1.13) is cons idered , and the Schauder
functions SA(') indexed by the elements AE B: the binary tree of dyadic
subintervals of T, say T = [u,BJ are used as evaluation functionals
fk (.) in (1.9), and an algorithm from [18J and [19J. In order to recover
(approximately) the values of the Schauder functionals <SA'P> we have
to solve the continuous linear programming problem: find for each ).E:B
1
min (E,+E2), with respect to the choice Jf uA:T-R
itsII uA(t)e dt - sA(s)1 :s [,, for all sf S
T
(3.4)
Eo I IU A(t)16(t) :s (2 •T
The value of the corresponding Schauder functional will then be ap-
proximated within error E, + E2 - uniformly over the class of measures
with bounded total mass - by the expression
CA = I uA(t)c(t)dt.T
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Notice that the optimal solution of (3.4) [~"~2'~( .)} depends only
on Eo, d( .), T and S. Moreover, the fact that the functions SA have
uniformly over AE B a bounded Lipschitz constant (having the same "time"
and "magnitude" of discontinuity in their derivatives) indicates that
(presumably) the value (~'+£2) can be exactly majorized in terms of the
values of the values of fo and 0(') alone, i.e. independently of A. Of
course, the selection of new indices A. l' thus the algorithm shouldJ+
be stopped at a step j, for which E,+E2~const'j-2 is first satisfied.
Here we used the ("linear") stability of algorithm in [18J, [19J based
on sequential evaluation of the Shcauder functionals and the rule: sub-
divide (and compute the 2 new Schauder functionals for) that subinter-
val which gives the largest Schauder functional~here p=l in (1.11)-
(which in fact is sequential method for evaluation of the succesive
second order divided differences of the function m~(s) at three points
0, (6+y)/2, y of a dyadic subintervals of T, in order to measure the
local uncertainty concerning m~ in the uniform metric over this inter-
2
val) with respect to errors(c - c). Notethat for the approximation (re-
covery) of convex functions m~ in the uniform norm based on N evalua-
2
tions of m~,any passive N-step algorithm has a global error larger than
const N-', while the error of the above N-step sequential algorithm is
smaller than const N-2.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper we model two coordinated robot arms by considering the two
arms (1) working on the same object simultaneously and (2) as a closed kinematic
chain. In both formulations a new dynamic control method is discussed. It is based
on feedback linearization and simultaneous output decoupling. In the first
formulation the control method uses a dynamic coordinator acting on relative
position and velocity task space errors and on relative force-torque errors between
the two arms as sensed at the end effectors. This method is novel because we could
superimpose the position and velocity error feedback with the force-torque error
feedback in the task space simultaneously. In the second formulation the nonlinear
feedback is augmented with optimal error correcting controller, which operates on
the task level. This formulation has the advantage of automatically handling the
coordination and load distribution between two robot arms through the dynamic
equations. By choosing independent generalized coordinates, kinematic and dynamic
constraints have been taken into account in the process of deriving the equations of
motion.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is an easy daily routine to tie up shoelaces by two hands. How can we let
two robot arms tie up shoelaces? Among these necessities such as proper hands,
sensors and so forth, the coordination between two robot arms is the key to fulfill
the job.
While tying-shoelace provides a good example of tasks requiring coordination,
our study of coordination is mainly toward industrial applications. As application
of robots on manufacturing floors and elsewhere increases, so does the use of two or
more robots operating in the same work space and cooperating on the same job. The
coordInation among robots is essential in many industrial and other applications,
such as material handling and assembly, servicing and maintenance in remote
hazardous places, etc. The study of coordination problems between two robots doing
a single job is in its infancy, though a two-handed human being is capable of doing
almost all kinds of jobs within his capacity.
The basic research objective of the coordinated control of two arms is to
design a control system which is able to command both arms in such a way that the
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two arms operate in a kinematically and dynamically coordinated fashion and respond
to the working environment without collisions. Although the control problem of two
or multiple arms is complex, some examples of applications, such as a two-arm lathe
loader, a two-arm robot press loader/unloader, and two single-arm robots working
together to handle stamping press loading and unloading, are given by Chimes [lJ.
In these applications, the problem is solved specifically. The system design is
based on a solid understanding of the problem.
Coordinated control of two- and multi-robot arms has been studied by many
investigators [2-8]. It appears that the existing coordinated control methods fall
in lack of both systematic synthesis of the control system and full consideration of
robot arm dynamics. We take two approaches to attack the coordination problem.
Based on the force control method, the first approach solves the coordination
problem by monitoring the ineeractive forces and moments between the end effectors
of the two robot arms. This is a rather natural treatment to the coordination
problem since the most information on which people rely to move an object by two
hands is the forces felt by the skin of the fingers. Instead of considering each
robot separately, our second approach treats the two robot arms as a closed chain at
the very beginning. This is the case when two robot arms are holding and
transferring an object from one place to another. Including the object as one of
the links they form a closed chain.
For both approaches, we apply the differential geometric control theory to the
dynamics of robot arms. By appropriate nonlinear feedback and diffeomorphic
transformation, we are able to linearize and decouple the original nonlinear and
coupled dynamic equations. The control algorithms are then designed based on the
theory of linear systems. This method gives a unified approach to feedback design
and extends the control theories and practices to a level where a real-time robot
control system can directly absorb task space commands.
2. CONTROL COORDINATION OF TWO ROBOT ARMS VIA FORCE FEEDBACK
When two robots are located in the same work space and work on the same jobs,
e.g., transfer a heavy workpiece from the convey to the working table, each robot
contribute part of the force to lift and to move the workpiece. For loading and
unloading tasks, the coordinated controller is to be so designed that the load is
distributed between two robot arms according to their loading abilities and that no
forces of the two robots are cancelled because of the opposite direction of forces,
that is, we do not want two people to push or pull a door at the same time from the
two sides.
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Force control of robot arms has been studied by many researchers [9-24].
Recently, a dynamic hybrid control method is developed by Yoshikawa [25]. In this
method, constraints on the end effectors are formulated by a set of hypersurfaces.
In contrast with the previous hybrid control methods, manipulator dynamics is
rigorously taken into the derivation of control law. The method can be applied to
manipulators with six or more degrees of freedom. However the control law derived
in the paper is task dependent.
We presented a new dynamic control strategy for force feedback in [26]. It is
conceptually much clearer than those existed in the literature and appears
implementable. We now use the framework described in [26] on force feedback to
obtain a coordinated strategy for two robot arms working on the same object. We
first incorporate the mass of the object into the dynamic projection parameters of
one of the two robot arms, say robot 'a'. Let p(qa) be the position and/or
orientation of the object, and let F be the force and/or torque sensed at the end
effector of robot 'b'. The dynamic equation of motion for robot 'b' is
and the dynamic equation of motion for robot 'a' is
Da(qa) qa + Ea(qa' qa) - J~ (qa)F 'a'
Considering the enlarged output equation of the form
y _ [P(;a)],
we apply the feedback linearization and decoupling method to the above system such
that the inputs 'a will only regulate the outputs p(qa) and the inputs 'b will
only regulate the output F. Note that the solution of this problem has application
in cases where the second robot arm has to support dynamically the actions of the
first robot arm which are defined in geometric terms.
In the design of coordinated control of two robot arms, as presented in our
paper [27], we have used the master/slave mode to obtain an optimal coordinator
(loop 1 in Figure 2, [27]). This dynamic coordinator is ac t ing on re lative posi tion
and velocity errors between the two arms. In future study we would like to
investigate the use of indistinguished mode as shown by loop 3 in figure 2 of [27].
With the force feedback strategy outlined above we would like to investigate the
combination of optimal coordinator with force feedback (loop 1 plus loop 2 in Figure
2, [27]) and of optimal error correc tor wi th force feedback (loop 3 p Ius loop 2 in
Figure 2, [27]).
In [33], Leahy, Nugent, Valavanis and Saridis pointed out the requirement of
better dynamic models on real-time closed loop robot arm control. In the
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development of force feedback strategy as presented here the robot arm dynamics has
been taken into account rigorously.
3. COORDINATED CONTROL OF TWO ROBOT ARMS: CLOSED CHAIN APPROACH
In those robot applications where two robot arms transfer an object by holding
it from the two ends, a closed chain is formed by the two robot arms and the object
through the ground. To describe the dynamic behavior of the whole mechanical
system, we will establish equations of motion by considering the system as a closed
chain from the beginning.
Now we consider two robot arms holding an object which can move gently between
the tips of the end effectors. We assume that the object and the end effectors are
mechanically locked and that each robot arm has six links. The closed chain has 13
links and 14 joints (m-14). Those two joints connecting the object and the end
effectors have no actuators. From Gruebler's equation [28], the degrees of freedom
of the two-arm chain is n - m-3 - 14-3 - 11.
We denote the joint variables of the two-arm chain by
-
[8 1 82 ... 87 81 , 82 , . . . 87,1'
where 81 , ... 86 are the original joint variables of the first robot (or robot
'a') , 87 is the joint angle of the joint connecting the object and the end effector
of robot 'a'. 81 , ... 87 , have the same meaning for the second robot (robot 'b').
The joint driving torque (or force) vector is denoted by F - [Fl , F2 , ... , F14 ]'.
In case that a joint has no actuator, the corresponding component of the force
vector F is assigned to be zero. Choosing the generalized coordinates in the
following way
q
~ [8 1 82 83 84 85 86 81 , 82 , 83 , 84 , 8S,J'
then we can easily get 8 - 8(q) from the geometric arrangement of the two robot
arms.
Suppose that a world coordinate frame has been located in the work space and
that one coordinate frame has been a~signed to each link of the closed chain. In
the process of expressing the energy, we will describe the energy of the object in
terms of 87 instead of 87" Using homogeneous coordinates together with the
Denavit-Hartenberg four-parameter representation of robot arm kinematics, and using
the Lagrangian formulation of kinetics, the dynamic model of the closed-chain is as
follows:
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D(q)q + E(q,q) + G(q) - J F
"h.,. O(q) - '. ".'q)) '. - 'lDlt (q)
D11 ,l(q)
U
J e - a q'
(1)
511 517
0
571 5 77
5( e) - 51 '1 • 51 '6' 0
0 56 '1' 51' 6' 0
0 0 0
a2 e
Dlq'
__1
q q' J'
a q2 e
E(q,q)
- J;' 5(e(q)) + J;' Jeq,
2
q'
a e 7, • q' J' D7---q
a q2 e
DP - (Dpijl, p-l, ... , 7';
G(q) - -J;' I~~.~7J
Note that 5ij (q) is the inertial load projection function to joint "i"
related to acceleration at joint OJ", Dijk(q) is the centripetal (j-k) or
Coriolis (j ..k) force projection function to joint "i" related to velocities at
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joints "j" and "k". and Di(q) is the gravity load at joint "i". The general
function definitions of the and Dijk dynamic projection functions can be
found in [29, 30].
For transferring tasks we take output equations to be the position and
orientation of the object in the world coordinate frame. More specifically, the
."'P"~·_'~::i:i]··'<ib'dby · 6-dim.n.l.n.1 v."., (2)
Lh6 (q)
in terms of the generalized coordinate q. The first three components hI' h 2 and
h 3 of y represent the position and the last three components h4 , h S and h6
represent the orientation of the object.
To perform linearization and output block decoupling for the system (1) with
output equation (2), we can now use the algorithm developed by us in [31, 32] to
find the required nonlinear feedback and the required nonlinear coordinate
transformation. The control problem of the two arm closed chain is then simplified
to a design problem of linear systems.
Note that the obtained linear system consists of six independent subsystems.
Since each subsystem is controllable, we may locate the poles of each subsystem by
adding a constant feedback. As we have done for one arm control system [32]. an
optimal correction loop may also be designed to reduce the tracking error and to
improve the robustness against model uncertainties.
This formulation has the advantage of automatically handling the coordination
and load distribution between two robot arms through the dynamic equations. By
choosing independent generalized coordinates. kinematic and dynamic constraints have
been taken into account in the process of deriving the equations of motion.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Our approaches to the design of coordinated control of two robot arms are
motivated by the desire of making rigorous use of the dynamics of two robot arms in
contrast to the existing two arm control algorithms in which kinematic constraints
are considered only.
Using the results from differential geometric system theory, we are able to
linearize and to decouple the complicated dynamic equations of two robot arms
including the object held by the two arms. Independent of the approach being taken.
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we eventually deal with a linear, decoupled system. Thus we can have a unified
design technique for coordinated control of two robot arms.
Our presentation in this paper is for the feedback system design of two
coordinated robot arms. However our approaches can easily be extended to multi-
robot arms.
It should be noted that both methods used in this paper are systematic and are
robot arm independent. The most important feature is that the control algorithms
are task independent, that is, there is no need to change the structure of the
controller or even the parameters of the controller from task to task. As natural
as would be, the change of tasks only causes the adjustment of the input command
which is conveniently given in the task space rather than in the joint space. The
two control methods can be used in slightly different situations. For example, if
the two robot arms are loosely connected through the object, the force control
approach is preferable; if the two robot arms are mechanically locked while
transferring the object, the closed-chain approach is more likely a solution.
The new dynamic control method proposed here also brings the feedback
implementation closer to "intelligent control" of robot arms. By definition,
"intelligent control" operates on the task level, and it is being manifested through
robot performance in the task space relative to task space co~nands and task space
variables. The new dynamic feedback method described in this paper transforms the
robot arm control problems to the task space and performs robot serving or
regulation in terms of task space variables within a linear system frame, allowing
also the use of powerful techniques from optimal control of linear systems. Since
the new dynamic feedback method establishes a direct control response to task space
commands, it renders the control "intelligent" in the sense of the above definition
of intelligent control.
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ELLIPSOIDAL APPROXIMATIONS IN PROBLEMS OF CONTROL
btvan Valyi
International ln~titute for Applied Sy~tems Analy~i~
A-23fil Laxenburg
Au~tria
Abstract
The subject of ~tudy in this paper is an adaptive control problem involving uncertainties. It is a
~pecial case of the one considered in the paper by l\urzhanski Ill, in the present volume. The sy~­
tem is described by differential inclu~ions and, accordingly, its solution, a f('edback control ensur-
ing that certain feasibility coll~traints be fullilled, i~ sought in the form of a set valued map. We
apply recent re~ults of ellip~oidal calculus to develop an easily implementabJe algorithm that
gives approximation~ to the known exact formulae. The paper is therefore an attempt to carry
out the program propo~ed in the above mentioned article.
1. Introductiou
General convex sets are dilficult to handle because their analytical description involves an
infinite number of scalar parameters. In contrast to thi~, the family of ellipsoids can be identified
by the coordinates of their center and a positive definite matrix repre~enting their H~hapeH. Ellip-
~oid~ are well ~uited for using as approximates of compact convex sets for the reason that many
operation~ over convex ~ets can be followed in a relatively easy way by operation~ over their
estimating ellipsoids. The idea was first used in the late sixties for e~timating the propagation of
numerical error~ by Faddeev and Faddeeva [21 and in the study of uncertain dynamical systems
by Schweppe 131. After a decade without much activity in the field, new results have been
obtained by Kurzhanski, Chernou~koand others, an indication of renewed interest. Now, in addi-
tion to the known ellipsoidal approximations for the reachable sets of nonconstrained linear sys-
tems 141, 15j, 161, [71, analogous results for both reachahle sets and viable domains are available in
the constrained case.
As indicated in the abstract, the solution of the problem that we shall consider is known, i.
e. formulae are given for the computation of the support function of the control at each instant.
The calculations involved are, however, very complex. (See also Kurzhanski and Nikonov 181).
Our aim here is to obtain an approximate solution in a simpler, and more constructive way. This
is done through two steps. The fir~t is to change to a surrogate problem in order to get rid of
infinite operations involved in the original construction, and the second is to approximate the
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solution of this problem with the intersedion of a finite number of ellipsoids.
Accordingly, we consider the dilferential inclusion
p(t)=C(t)p(t) I u(t) (U)
with the initial condition
and the constraint 011 the controls of the form
(1.2)
u(t)EV(t) tET.
Additionally, we require first that a viability condition of the form
p(t) rQltICK(t)
is met, with T*cT being finite, i. e.
tET* (1.3)
T* = { TjET : iEl,r }
and Qltlc It n, te T consisting of all the values q(t)C Itn that are compatible with incoming
measured information represented by the function
y:T ---> U m •
As information arrivc in real tillie, at the instant tET, only the function
Yt : [to,tlnT ---> U m
YI(T)=Y(T)
is available. The variable q is defined by:
q(t)EA(t)q(tH P(t)
q(to)EQ(O)
y(t)EG(t)q(t) rR(t)
tET
tET.
(1.4 )
(1.5)
(1.6)
The family of measurements y(t)EU m , tET that are compatible with the system (104), (1.5) and
(1.6) will be denoted by Y.
Second, we also want that the trajcctory arrivcs to a given set at the final instant:
(1.7)
We suppose that the mappings
C: T ---> u nxn
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V: T -> convU n
K : T* -> convU n
A : T -> U nxn
P: T -> convU n
G : T -> U nxm
R : T -> convU m
are continuous. The sets p(O), M EconvU n and Q(O) EcorlVU m are non void elements of the
metric space of convex, compact sets defined by the Hausdorff metric h.
The next section deals with ellipsoidal calculus, that is, among others gives some ellipsoidal
estimates of the Minkowski sum, the geometric difference and finally the Ricmannian integral of
cllipsoids. Latcr thcse rcsults arc applicd to lind cllipsoidal cstimatcs for thc rcachablc set and
viable domain of constrained linear systcms. Finally, we return to thc above problcm, giving an
exact definition of the control problcm, and then we use the results of precceding sections to con-
struct a solution. pl'oors or the statcmcnts arc generally omitteJ, hccause of lillliteJ spacc,
cxcept for the main theorem. A comprehensive publication about the subject is forthcoming.
The author would like to express his gratitude to Academician A. JI. Kurzhanski for his gui-
dance and cncouragement.
2. Ellipsoidal calculus
We start with a brief overview of the most important notions and facts that we shall rely on.
We represent ellipsoids defining them through their support function, (Rockafellar Igll. The
support function of the convex set HEconvU n will be denoted by p(.IH) and the distance func-
tion by d(.,H). We shall also use the seminorm of sets in conv n n defined as
111I11 '" IIp(·IH) 1100 .
S(O,()CU n denotes the closed unit ball and C(T',u nxn) the family of continuous, matrix valued
functions ovcr the set T'cT. 1·'01' other notions related to set valued functions the book by Cas-
taing and Valadier [10] can be used as a reference.
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Definition !!. t.
Let aEU" stand for the center, and a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, QEU"x",
represent the 'shape' of the ellipsoid E~E(a,Q), i. e.
v lEn"
I
<a,l> + <QI,/> 2p(lIE)
E(a,Q)~ {xEU": <x,l> :S p(/IE), V lEn"}
For fixed positive definite matrices Q 1 and Q2' A" iceli will denote the eigenvalues of the pencil
of matrices Q I -. AQ2 i. e. the set of solu tions of the equation del( Q, - AQ2) - o. A".", and An""E It
will stand for the minimal and maximal eigenvalue. We refer the reader to Gantmarher 1101 for
these notions and the properties of pencils of matrices.
The basic operations over ellipsoids that will be considered arc the following.
The first is the Minkowski-sum of sets given hy the formula
Ilesides this, we shall have to d(~al with tIlC difference of sets. The family of convex scLs not being
rlosed under formiug differences, w,~ need the following definitions (Pontriagin [121, Nurlllinski
and llriasiev 11:11) for an "internal" and an "external" operation:
(Jejillitioll e.!!.
Consider the convex sets H" 11 2 , n" and suppose that there exists a hEn" such that
{ h }t III ~ II2 .
We define the geometric (or internal) difference III~II2cn" as
The result of the other (external) operation is not uniqne: The family (0 consisting of sets in nFl,
is an external difference, if
v lEn"
011(' example of snch an extemal differellce is the following:
We wallt. 1.0 rOllst.rlld int(,rJlaily ('sl.illlating ellipsoids for the geometrir di[fer('nn~ of the
"I[i",;o,,[.; I';, (o;(",,(Jd ."Id I';~ I';(,,-.~.(J.. ), and ('xt.nn,dly ('sl.illiating ('[Iipsoids for son\(' of t.I,,·jr
",1,-" .. 11 dillo-,,-n,,' \(""I';nl\ in Inino! t.Ill' (";:;('nl.ially dill""'nl. n\('alling of t.h(' word "dilr.-r('I1("('" [or
11111'111,11 !tlld C'<.lt'lll,,1 ~"dilllfll("i. \\'1' ';\1,111" .1' IIIl' IlJI!owillg, dl,jillilioll illlli 1('r!lIiflolllt~V 1o, .,lIip
'lnid,d estillt;ll,(': ..
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Defim'tiorl e,3,
The ellipsoid E f is an external estimate of the difference of E1=E(al,Qd and E 2=E(a2,Q2)' if
E+ + E 2 => E 1 and the ellipsoid E_ is an internal estimate, if E_ + E 2 eEl'
This definition means, in terms of general sets on one hand, that E+ can be a member of a
family of sets that form an external difference for Eland E 2 and, on the other hand, that E_ is a
subset of the geometric difference.
In relation to coutinuous systems we shall have to consider the continuous sum of a family
of ellipsoids, i. e. their integral.
Definition e.4.
Let us consider the family of ellipsoids E(tl(t),Q(t))c It", teT. the ellipsoid E(ao,Qu)C It" and
suppose that the functions a : T --I U", Q : T --I U" X" are Riemann-integrable. The integral
X(t I)e U" of the above ellipsoids is defined as
11
X(t 1) = { xEU" : x=x(to)+ f u(t)dt, x(tu)c:E(ao,Qu), u(t)CE(a(t),Q(t)), tET}
10
As is well known, X(tl)e It" is the limit, in the metrics of llausdorlf-distance h, of the sets
corresponding to the Riemannian approximating sums, or in other words, sums of a finite
number of ellipsoids. This means the pointwise convergence of the respective support functions.
That is
I. ~ 11 ~
p(l, IX(t!l)=<ao,I>+ f <a(t),1> dt+<Qul,l> 2 +f <Q(t)I,1> 2 dt
10 10
Finally we recall the way ellipsoids are transformed by affine trausformations:
XEE( a,Q) if aud only ifAx+ bEE(Aa+ b,AQA 0).
v lEU".
Now we state a simple symmetry related property of internally and externally estimating ellip-
soids.
Proposition e.1.
Suppose that for the convex set He un we have H=-H. Then HcE(a,Q) implies HeE(O,Q)
and HJE(a,Q) implies HJE(O,Ql.
Let us introduce now some simple formulae for estimating the Minkowski sum and the
"difference" of two ellipsoids from both sides.
Proposition e.e.
Let us consider the ellipsoids E1=E(a,Qll and E 2=E(a,Q2l and use the following notatiou:
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Then for any IlC(lJ,OO),
(a) the ellipsoid E'~E(al-1 a2 ,Q(Il)) is an external ellipsoidal approximation of the Minkowski-
sum E I -1 E 2, i. e.
and if we select
•
1'r 2 (QI)
1
1'r 2 (Q2)
then this value derines the ellipsoid containing the sum that has minimal trace, or, sum of
squares of semiaxes.
(b) if we suppose that int(E(O,QJl) -)E(O,Q2) holds then E=E(a l -a2,Q( -Il)) is an internal ellip-
soidal approximation of the difference of Eland E 2, i. e.
where the choice of
1
. 1'r 2 (Q.J
Il = mm --.----,A mjn
1'r 2(Q2)
produces the ellipsoid of maximal trace contained in the difference.
Proposition 2.3.
1 1
(a) The ellipsoid E( a II a 2,1 Q. 2 -t Q2 212) is an internal estimate of the Minkowski-sum E I+E2.
I 1
(1)) Suppose that int(E.J::lE2 holds. Theil the ellipsoid E(a.-a2,[Q.2 -Q22 ]2) is an external
estimate of the difference of E. and E 2 .
Let us consider now the problem of finding external ellipsoidal estimates for the sum of
more than two ellipsoids. This will serve as the basis for handling the integral i. e. the continuous
sum of an infinite number of ellipsoids.
Let the ellipsoids, Ej=E(aj,Q,), iEl,r be given and denote their Minkowski-sum by
S(r)cR n. Let us, in addition, consider the family of ellipsoids E(b(t),F(t))CR n , tET, the ellip-
soid E(bo,Fu)clt rl and their integral, denoted by X(tdcR n. Here we suppose that the func-
tions b : T ---> Un, F: T---> nnxn are Riemann-integrable.
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Definitiun 2.5.
r
The family E{r) is called the set of linear external approximations of the set S(r)= ~ E I , where
i=1
r r r Q. __
l:(r) = { E~E(a,Q)c It" : a= E ai, Q= E Xi E -~, X.E(O,oo}, ViEl,r }
i=1 .=1 j=1 Xj
The ellipsoid E= E(a,Q)El:(r) is a linear trace-minimal external estimate of the sum S{r)c It n,
if Tr(Q)<; l'r(Q), for each Ec-E(a,Q)E'l:(r), and it is a linear trace-minimal external estimate of
the integral X(t I)C It" if it is a limit of linear trace-minimal external estimates, in Hausdorff dis-
tance, of the Riemannian approximating sums, if this limit exists.
Here we should like to point out that there arc simple examples even for r=3 showing that
the family E(r) docs not contain all the inclusion minimal external ellipsoidal estimates of the
sumS(r)clt".
Proposition 2../.
Let E(a,Q)c It n be the linear trace-minimal estimate of the Minkowski-sum S{ r)c Itn, where
aElt n and QCIt"xn are defined by (2.2) and (2.3). Then for the parameters XiE{O,oo), iEiJ
we have, up to a constant multiplier,
kEf,': .
Theorem 2.1.
Suppose that the functions b : T -, Itn, F : T --, Itnxn are Riemann-integrable. Let further
goE:(O,oo) and the function 9 : T --> It be defined with
1
go = Tr 2 [Fol
and
1
g(t) = Tr 2IF(t)j
Then the linear l'r-minimal external estimate of the illtegral X(tJlClt n is well defined and is
an external estimate. It is of the form E(a(tl},Q(tJl)cn n where
11
a{t 1)=bo+jb(t)dt ,
10
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/'rOllOsitio,1 2.5.
Let
r
a(r) c L;aj
j~l
and
then
Based on the Cauchy formula, the internal and external estimates for the Minkowski-sulll
alld the integral can be used to obtain such estimates for the reachable sets of linear differential
illclusions. These estimates are not the best, i. e. least external or greatest internal, but, as their
parameters can be defined as solutions of some nonlinear differential equations, retain the semi-
group property. Of these we formulate one, that relies on Proposition 2.3. together with a simple
limit argument.
Theorem 2.2.
Consider the problem
with the initial conditioll
i(t)EA(t)x(t) j E(p(t),P(t)) tET (2.1)
where the mappings A (.), P(.) and p(.) are B.iernann integrable.
Then the trajectory of ellipsoids E(a(t),Q(t))cn n is an internal estimate of the reachable set
XI tic Itn, for each te T where the parameters of the ellipsoids are defined by the initial value
problem
a(t)~'A(t)a(t) I p(t) tE T
1 1 1 1
- - - -
Q(t)=A(t)Q(tH Q(t)A(t)+Q2 (t)P 2(t)+p2 (t)Q2 (t) tET
Q(to)=XO
and, consequently, for each s<t we also have
I
E(a(t),Q(t))cX(t,s)E(a(s),Q(s))+f X(t,~)E(p(~)'PW)d~.
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llere X(.,.) dcnoles thc fundamcntal By~lcm as~ocialed to (:l.I).
Finally let us '1uote a formula for the ellipsoid containing lhe intcrseelion of a finile number
of cllipsoids. (I.;xcrcise 5.13. in Schweppe 121).
/'ropositioTi 2.6.
E(a,Q) _) n{ E(a"Q,)cn n : i(l,r}
wherc
Q L Eo,Q,-1
j-cJ
r
Q la~ E OjQj-I aj
.=1
and
r
E 0(=1, Oj2:0 .
j=1
3. Dynamical systems with phase constraints
In this section we deal with such continuous dynamical syslems where a reslridion on lhe
solution trajedories is added. We shall study the reachable sels an the viable domains for such
systems. These results are different from those mentioned in the introdudion.
We shall consider the differenlial inclusion
with the initial condition
or the final condition
i(t)CA(t)r(t) I P(t)
t
x(td(X I
t( T (3.1)
(:u)
(:1.:1 )
and we shall require that, additionally, lhe so called viability condition is met
y(t)c:G(t)x(t) I U(t), /( T'
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where T'CT=lto,t II is a Uorelllleasurable set and the mappings
A :T-> nnxn
P : T -> convn n
G: T' -> nnxm
R:T'-> convn m
are continuous and Xu, XtlEconvn n nonvoid.
Let us fix (2':0, and consider the attainability set defined by the (-viable trajectories of the form
XT',l(S)= { X(S)E nn:
i(t)EA(t)x(t)+P(t), tElto,s],
y(t)E G(t)x( t) +R( t) fS(O,(), tET'nl to,sl,
x(to)EXo } .
The special case (-=0 gives liS the usual notion of attainahility set, XT',O(s)~XT'(s). To denote
the reachable set in the absence of viability constraints we shall write Xf6(s).
We define viable domains in a similar way:
X- T·,.(s)= { x(s)E nn :
i(t)EA(t)x(t) I P(t), tEls,t l ],
y(t)E=G(t)x(t) I R(t) I S(O,I), tET'nls,tll,
x( t ,)eX I ] } .
For (=0 we obtain the usual notion of viable set, X-T',O(S)=X- T'(s), In the absence of phalle
constraints we shall use the notation X-f6(s)cn n.
We start with a formula describing the reachable set XT(t) quoting a slight modification of
Lemma 2.1. and Theorem 5.1. frolll the paper by Kurzhanski and Vilippova [14]. (This means
that now the case T'=T is under study.)
Theorem 9.1.
Using the above notations, the following inclusion is true
XT(t) C n {H(t,M)cn n : MEC(T,n mxn)}.
where
II II
H(t,M)=//M(t,tO)Xo+JllM(t 1,t)P(t)dt +JM(t)/y(t) -R(t)ldt
10 10
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tl
JlM(t J,t)=X(t\1t)-JM(s)G(s)X(s,t)ds
t
and X(.,.) is the fundamental matrix associated to the system (3.1), (3.2). Or, allernalively,
where Z(tl,L)C Un is the reachable set of the unconstrained system defined by (3.2) and
with
itt) E [A(t)-L(t)G(t)jx(t)+P(t)+L(tlly(t)-R(t)]
L'(t)=JlM-1(t,to)M(t)
tE T (3.5)
and here it is sufficient to consider only those M-s, where the above rormula is well defined.
The above theorem can be combined directly with the results related to the integral of ellip-
soids to produce an estimate of the reachable set XT(t)cU n of the form of intersection of ellip-
soids.
Theorem 9.!!.
Let us suppose that the sets appearing in the definition of the system (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) are
ellipsoids:
XO=E(ao,Qo)
P(t)=E(p(t),P(t)) tE T
and
R(t)=E(r(t),R(t)) tE T
aud introduce the flotations:
F0= J[M(t I ,to) QO JIM'( t l,tO)
f\(t)=JlM(tl,t)P(t)JlM'(tllt) tE T
and
F2(t)=M(t) Jl(t)M'(t) tE T
Then for the linear trace-minimal external ellipsoidal estimate E(aM(t 1),QM(t d)cUn of the set
H(tl,M)cnn we have the following equations:
t l
aM( tIl= flM(t I ,to)a°-1- JIIIM( tilt )p( t) -1- M( t) r( t) Idt
10
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and
And so
The analogous results related to viable domains are based on Lcmma 5.1. and Theorem 6.1.
of Kurzhanski and Filippova [111 that we quote again:
Theorem 3.3.
where
I. 11
n-(tu,N)= W N(tu,tdX/I- JW N(tU,t)P(t)dt -- JN(t)ly(t)-U(t)]dt
10 10
I
/I N(tU,t)=X(tu,t) f JN(s) G(s)X(s,t)ds
10
and X(.,.) is the sallie as above. Or, alternatively,
where Z(tu,L)c. H" is the reachable set of the unconstrained sys!<'1II dcfincd by iuc1usion (3.5)
aud final condition (:U) with
and here again it is sullirient to consider only tllOse N-s, where the above forllluia is well defined.
In the sequel we shall consider only the case wilen T' T*, i. e. is the finite set of Section I.
L1y this restriction we arc able to apply cOlllpactness argulllents and reduce to a finite family the
sets that arc to be int<'fsl·eted in the forlllulae for the reaell'lble sds or viable domains. The
results of Kurzhanski and filippova quoted in Theorems :1.1. and 3.3. elearly remain valid in
this case and therefore the statements related to ellipsoidal estimates, as well. Now the integrals
over the set T* turn into finite SUIIIS.
Corollary 3.1.
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where
JJM(tl,t)=X(tl,t)- I: M(T,)G(Tj)X(T"t)
TiLII,ld
Corollary 9.2.
where
II
H -(to,N)=IrN(ta,t dXII- JIrN(ta,t )P(t)dt- I: N(Tjlly( T, ) - R( T,))
10 T;EIIO,IJJ
IrN(ta,t)=X(ta,t) - I: N(T,)G(Tj)X(Tj,t)
TjE[lo,IJ
(3.6)
For this special c.a8e we develop a formula that approximates the sets XTo(t)e Un and
X· To(t)eU", in some sense, with a /inite intersection of ellipsoids. Our first proposition
describes a larger set, XTo,.(t)en n from the inside, with bounds imposed on the norm of the
function M, or NEC(T*,n mx,,).
I'roposition 9.1.
If we keep the notations of Corollary 3.1. then the following inclusion is true:
XTO,.(t)) n {H(t,M)c Un: MCC(T*,UmXfl ), IIMlloo':;C}
where
2· IIXjl(t) IIC=-----
{
Proposition 9.2.
The mapping
defined by equality (3.6) is continuous.
In particular,
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where
r r r
c= Ilxull· E IIG(rj)X(rj,to) 1100+ f IIP(t) II E IIG(rj)X(r"t) lloodt+ E IIR(rj) II (3.7)
i=.1 l' i=1 i=1
Theorem 9.4.
Let us use the notations of Theorem 3.2. and Corollary 3.1. then for each £>0 there exists a finite
set of functions
such that
where the set of functions {MJ : JEll is an £/ c-net in the set:
and cElt is given by (3.7).
An analogous statement is valid for the viable domain, that we shall formulate in combina-
tion with Theorem 2.2.:
Theorem 9.5.
Let us use the notations of Theorem 3.4. and Corollary 3.2., then for each £>0 there exists a
finite set of functions
such that
where the set of functions {NJEC(T* ,nmx") : JEll is an £/c-net in
and
Further
where the parameters of the ellipsoids are defined uy the solutions to the proulem
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aJ(t) =[ A (t) - Li(t) G(t)]a(t) +p(t) + Li (t)[lI(t) - r(t) I tE T
t
a(tIl=a I
QJ( t) = [A (t) - Li (t) G(t) IQi(t) + Qi( t) [A (t) - LJ(t) G(t) I+
11- 11- II
+ Ql(t) Ii' 2 (t) +(Li(t) Il(t)L'i( t)) ~21+[ j5 2 (t )+(Li(t) Il(t) L'i(t)) -2] Ql(t) tE T
QJ(t Il = Qt!
with the set of generalized functions (distributions)
defined by
4. Adaptive control
The formal delillition for the control call be given as follows. Given the set Me U" we look
for admissible controls, i. e. functions
U : Tx U"xY -> convU"
U(t,p,lIt)eV(t) tET
that are measurable in tET for each fixed pE R n and upper sernicontinuous with respect to p.
These controls have to meet for almost all 'tET
p(t)EC(t)P(t)+ U(t,P(t),lIt)
as well as (1.3) and (1.7).
Instead of the above problem, we shall deal with a restriction, where the condition (1.3) is
substituted by a stronger one. This is the blunt [1 j, or raw [8], case. We shall also need the fol-
lowing:
Condition 4-1.
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There exists an atlmissiblc control u(t)EV(t). tET such that for the corresponding trajectory
p(t)EU", lET, (1.3) and (1.7) holtls simultaneously for each measurement IIEY.
Denote further
the viable domain at lET of the system constituted by (1.1), (1.7) and the inclusion
(4.1 )
holding for each s<:olt,lllnT· where
(4.2)
Here Q(t,lIt Ito,Q(O)))c U" denotes the reachable set of the system (1.'1), (1.5) and (1.6) at lET,
and Q·(s II,Q)C U" the reachable set of the unconstrained system (1.'1), at sEII,tll, started from
the initial condition q(I)C:Q.
If we fix some tET, then we clearly have that (1.3) holds, as obvionsly
KI(s It)t QlslcK[sj V sET,
that is usually a proper inclusion. Therefore, if we are able to ensure that (4.]) holds over all
sET·, then the original constraint (1.3) also holds.
According to Lemma 4. and Theorem 2. of Kurzhanski and Nikonov 181, we have:
Theorem 4.1.
If Condition 1.1. is valid, then the sets W b (t,lIt,M)EconvU", tET are not void, the mapping
W b (t,lIt,M). tET is measureable in tET and is upper semicontinnous from below in the variable
pER".
Further, if we suppose that
and define the control U b [tl=Ub (t,P,lIt) with the relation
j
iJP(I' IV(t)), with lEiJd(p IWb(t,lIt,M)),
U\>(t,P,lIt)= V(t),
if p',fW b (t,lIt,M)
if )IEWb (t,lIt,M) (4.3)
then it will be admissible, and for any corrl'sponding trajectory p(t)0 n", lET and any admissi-
ble measurement IIEY, the relation
(4.4)
holds, i. e. the control solves the problem.
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Let us now describe the procedure, relying on our ellipsoidal calculus, that yields a set
W e(t'Yt,M)c It" such that for each tCc T,
(4.5)
The construction follows the definition of the set Wb(t,Yt,M)E:co/lvlt" ensuring at each step
that the appropriate type of inclusion be valid. We shall suppose that the sels defining the prob-
lem are ellipsoids, that means no restriction, as original sets can be substituted by their ellip-
soidal estimates. Accordingly we lise the following notations:
V(t)=E(v(t), V(t)) teT
M=E(m,Al)
P(t)=E(p(t),P(t)) tET
U(t) E(r(t),H(t)) teT
Q(lI)=E(;t°) ,t./(O))
K(t)=E(k(t),K(t)) teT*
(i) External ellipsoidal estimate for the set Q*(s It,Q(t,Yt Ito,Q(O)))c It"
By the delinition of Q*(s It,Q(t,Yt jto,Q(O)))c U" and Theorem 3.2. w(~ have for an arbitrary set
of M,E:C([to,t!,lt mx ,,), iel l that
where
I I
(IM(t) IIM(t O)q(ll) I JI/M(s)p(s)ds I JAI(slIY(s) r(s)lds
~, ~
and
~ I ~ I l
Tr 2(Fo) I JTr2IFJ(s)]dsf JTr2lF2(sllds
10 10
t
IIM(s) X2(t,8) JAI( €) G( €) X2(€'s )d€
(tlld
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PdS)=/IM(s)P(s)/IM'(S) sclto,tl
F2(s)=M(s)il(s)M'(s) sElto,t] ,
Here the function X2 : TxT --->U
nxn is the fundamental system associated to (1.4).
Let us follow the evolution of each ellipsoid obtained in this way, now without constraints. Then
we obtain
where
aM(s It)=X2(s It)aM(t) +f XAs,()p(()d(
t
and
1 1
Tr 2IX2(s,t)QM(t)X2'(s,t)!+ f Tr 2IX2(s,()P(()X2'(s,()jd(.
t
Let liS lise now Proposition 2.8. to give an external ellipsoidal estimate for the intersection.
According to this, if
then the ellipsoid E(a(s It),Q(s It))cU" defined by
[Q(s It)I-I= ~ o;IQM(s It)I-1
Ill. •
contains the intersectioll of E( a, (s It), Q.(.~ It)) ( 11.". Ie .J I' IIplll:e Ilsill~ Proposition 2.2., we have
where
(4.6)
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a'(slt)=a(slt)
Q'(Slt)=[ Tr+Q(S't)+tJl'l~iiliL+ E~
l'r 2 Q(slt) (S2
(ii) Internal e//ipsoida/ estimate for the set K I (s It)c Un
Condition -1.2.
Suppose that for each tET and s > t
int(E(f(s),K(s))~E(a'(s It),Q'(s It)) .
By formulae (4.1), (4.2), (4.6) and Proposition 2.2. we have that under the above condition
where
f1(slt)=f(s)-a'(s It)
KI(s It)=(I-It- I)K(s)-(I-It)Q'(s It)
K.=minIT~tIK(S)1 ,Amin(s It)
Tr 2IQ'(s It)1
and Ami"(s It)e(O,co) is the minimal eigenvalue of the pencil of matrices K(s)-AQ'(s It).
(iii) The construction for the set W e(t'Yj,M)c U n
Ollr task now is to find an internal estimate for the viable domain Wb(t'Yj,M)cU n of the sys-
tem (1.1), (1.1), (4.2) and (1.7). The previous construction ensures that Theorem 3.5. can be
applied here. In addition to the requirements of the theorem, the finite set
{ NJEC(T*,u nxn ) : jEJ2 } can be chosen in such a way that:
(i) It does not depend on the actual value of tET.
(ii) If it contains the function NEC(T*,U nxn ) then it also contains all the functions of the form
N(i)EC(T*,u"xn), iEIJ where
(iii) For the functions obtained in the above procedure we have
y tET, ~E[t,ttl .
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The parameters of the ellipsoids at the instant tET are defined by the value at tET of the solu-
tions to the problem
'ids)=IC(s)--L(s))ads)+v(s)-t-L(s)kd s It) sElt,tll
adt)=/I
I.! ..!!. 1_1
+Q[(s)1 t72 (s)-J (L(s)K1(s It)L'(s)) 2]+1 t72 (S)1 (L(s)KJ(slt)L'(s)) 2IQ[(s) sElt,tll
Qdtl)=Q!I.
Here L is one of the gcneralized functions (distributions)
jEJ2 .
defined by
Completing the construction for the set W ,,(t ,y!,M)c Un we are able to formulate the main
result of the paper, where we dcfine a control that kceps the trajectories within this set. This
means that, although the trajectories will not meet condition (4.1), but as a consequence of (4.5),
the relation
d(p(t),KltJ-'-QltlJ ~ {,
will hold.
Of course, it may happen that certain trajcctories are not approximated by the above construc-
tion. Our technique allows us, however, to do this, as well. Namcly, its converse can be given in
the special case when (1.'1) is substituted with the corresponding difference equation over the set
{to}UT· c T. Then, instead of the {-internal estimate in (4.5), we can obtain {-external esti-
mates, i. e. a mapping with the property
In that case, an analogously defined control will keep the trajectories within the sets
We(t'Yj,M)Cn n, tET.
Condition 409.
There exists an {>o and an admissible control u(t)CV(t), tET such that for the corresponding
trajectory p(t)EU n, tET, the relation
V teT·
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and (1.7) holds simultaneously for each measurcment IIEY.
Theorem 4.2.
Let us suppose that Conditions 4.2. and 4.3. hold. Then the sets W ,,(t,lIt,M)c n n, tET are not
void and the corresponding mapping is measureable in tE'T and is upper scmicontinuous from
below in the variable pEnn.
H we suppose that
and define the control U,,(t, lIt,M) with formula (1.3) after a substitution of W b (t, lIt,M)cU n by
W e (t, lIt,M)Cn n. then it will be admissible, and for any corresponding trajectory p(t)EH n,
tEe T and any admissible measurement liE Y, the relation
holds, i. e. the control approximately solves the problem.
Proof.
The proof of admissihility for the control lJe is identical with that of Lemma 4. in Kurzhanski
and Nikonov 181.
In the sequel, we shall use the following notations:
Weltl=We(t'lIt,M)
Ue[t]=Ue(t' lIt,M)
and Xu(.,') is the solution of the matrix differential equation
Xu(t,t o) = B(t)Xu(t,to) tET
Xu(to,to)=E.
If there is a t ~ET such that pit ~liW elt ~l, then it is easy to see that there is even an inter-
val (T!,T2)cT such that
p[s]iWe(s)
Now, again by the delinition of the distance function and that of subgradicnt, this implies that
over all this interval, we shall have
and
<l,ulsl> = p(l,!Wels))
ulsJ E Vis) .
(4.7)
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for the control u that produced the trajectory p.
We shall estimate the increment of the distance
with
dltl = d(pltJ,Weltll .
Let us have
~dltl = ~J+~2
~J = d(plH ~t],Welt I- ~tll - d(Xdt+~t,tlplt],Xc(t1 ~t,tlWelt])
~2 = d(Xclt+~t,tlpltl,Xc(t+~t,tlWelt]) - d(plt],Welt])
Let us denote now by 1=1Lli the vector that defines the distance in the first term of ~ J' Then
I tLlI
~J <::: <1,Xclt+~t,tlplt]> -j- J </,Xclt+~t,elule]>de - p(l, IWelt+~t]) -
I
-<I,Xcltf ~t,tlpltl> + p(l, IXc(t-t ~t,tlW elt I-~t])
I+LlI
~l <::: J <f,Xcltl ~t,elulel>de+ ~p
I
As the sets Weare a finite intersection of ellipsoids, their support fuuctioll is the minimum of the
supports of those ellipsoids. Let us select now the function L in such a way that this minimum is
achieved in the second term of ~p, and extend it to the intervallt,t+~tlcTwith zero values.
We selected the set of functions { NjEC(T*,unxnl : jEJ2 } in such a way that this is possible.
Then:
~p <::: p(l, IE(aLlt+~t),QLlt+~tlll - p(/, IXclt+~t,tlE(aLlt+£\t)'QLlt+~t)))
By the semigroup property of the ellipsoidal estimates stated in Theorem 2.2., and the special
form of L, we have:
I I Lli
- J <f,Xc~Llt+~t,el V(ej>de - p(l, IXdt+~t,tlE(aLlt),QLltl))
I
Again by the special form of L, we have that the two fundamental systems coincide over the
intervallt,t+~t]CT,and so we obtain that
ItLlI
~dlt) <::: J <-I,Xdt+£\t,el V(ej>de-
I
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IIAIJ <-I,XC(ttt.t,E)uIEj>dE + IIXdttt.t,t)-Elloo dltl .
I
lienee, using formula (4.7),
t.dltJ ~G\·dltl·t.t+o(t.t) .
This, together with the easy to see relation
ensure that the function dl.] decreases over each interval where it has positive values, and so, the
proof is complete.
We should like to point out here that the definition of De involves finding the nearest point
map for a finite intersection of ellipsoids that is nothing else than the wellknown optimization
problem of minimizing a quadratic function under a finite number of quadratic constraints.
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